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I. J.�REUBEN�CLARK�LAW�SCHOOL�INTERNATIONAL�CENTER�FOR�LAW�AND�
RELIGIOUS�STUDIES:�THE�FOUNDATIONS�FOR�RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM—�
SCRIPTURAL�REFERENCES.�

A. From�The�Grand�Council�In�Heaven.�

� The�Lord�established�the�groundwork�for�the�exercise�of�religious�freedom�
in�that�Grand�Council�in�Heaven�before�the�foundation�of�the�earth�and�the�
placement�of�mankind�thereon.�Scriptural�references�in�support�of�this�fact�
follow:�

�
"Now�the�Lord�had�shown�unto�me,�Abraham,�the�intelligences�that�

were�organized�before�the�world�was;�and�among�all�these�were�many�of�
the�noble�and�great�ones;�

"And�God�saw�these�souls�that�they�were�good,�and�he�stood�in�the�
midst�of�them,�and�he�said:�These�I�will�make�my�rulers;�for�he�stood�among�
those�that�were�spirits,�and�he�saw�that�they�were�good;�and�he�said�unto�
me:��Abraham,�thou�art�one�of�them;�thou�wast�chosen�before�thou�wast�
born.�

"And�there�stood�one�among�them�that�was�like�unto�God,�and�he�
said�unto�those�that�were�with�him:�We�will�go�down,�for�there�is�space�
there,�and�we�will�take�of�these�materials,�and�we�will�make�an�earth�
whereon�these�may�dwell;�

"And�we�will�prove�them�herewith,�to�see�if�they�will�do�all�things�
whatsoever�the�Lord�their�God�shall�command�them;�

"And�they�who�keep�their�first�estate�shall�be�added�upon;�and�they�
who�keep�not�their�first�estate�shall�not�have�glory�in�the�same�kingdom�
with�those�who�keep�their�first�estate;�and�they�who�keep�their�second�
estate�shall�have�glory�added�upon�their�heads�for�ever�and�ever.�

"And�the�Lord�said:�Whom�shall�I�send?�And�one�answered�like�unto�
the�Son�of�Man:�Here�am�I,�send�me.�And�another�answered�and�said:�Here�
am�I,�send�me.�And�the�Lord�said:�I�will�send�the�first.��

"And�the�second�was�angry,�and�kept�not�his�first�estate;�and�at�that�
day,�many�followed�after�him,"�Abr.�3:22Ͳ28.�

�
“And�there�was�war�in�heaven:��Michael�and�his�angels�fought�against�

the�dragon;�and�the�dragon�fought�and�his�angels,�
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“And�prevailed�not;�neither�was�their�place�found�any�more�in�
heaven.�

�������“And�the�great�dragon�was�cast�out,�that�old�serpent,�called�the�
Devil,�and�Satan,�which�deceiveth�the�whole�world:��he�was�cast�out�into�
the�earth,�and�his�angels�were�cast�out�with�him,”��Rev.�12:7Ͳ9.�

�
“Wherefore,�because�that�Satan�rebelled�against�me,�and�sought�to�

destroy�the�agency�of�man,�which�I,�the�Lord�God,�had�given�him,�and�also,�
that�I�should�give�unto�him�my�own�power;�by�the�power�of�my�Only�
Begotten,�I�caused�that�he�should�be�cast�down,”�Moses�4:3.�

�
“And�it�came�to�pass�that…a�third�part�of�the�hosts�of�heaven�turned�

he�away�from�me�because�of�their�agency;�
“And�they�were�thrust�down�and�thus�came�the�devil�and�his�angels;�
“And�it�must�needs�be�that�the�devil�should�tempt�the�children�of�

men,�or�they�would�not�be�agents�unto�themselves;�for�if�they�should�never�
have�bitter�they�could�never�know�the�sweet,”�D&C�29:36,�37,�39.�

�
“For�it�must�needs�be,�that�there�is�an�opposition�in�all�things.�If�not�

righteousness�could�not�be�brought�to�pass,�neither�wickedness,�neither�
holiness�nor�misery,�neither�good�nor�bad…,”�2�Nephi�2:11.�

�
“I,�the�Lord�God�make�you�free,�therefore�ye�are�free�indeed;�and�the�

law�also�maketh�you�free,”�D&C�98:8.�
�
“And�now�remember…ye�are�free;�ye�are�permitted�to�act�for�

yourselves;�for�behold,�God�hath�given�you�knowledge�and�he�hath�made�
you�free,”�Hel.�14:30.�

�
“And…priests�were�ordained�after�the�order�of�his�Son….�
“And�this�is�the�manner�after�which�they�were�ordainedͲͲ�

being�called�and�prepared�from�the�foundation�of�the�world�according�to�
the�foreknowledge�of�God,�on�account�of�their�exceeding�faith�and�good�
works;�in�the�first�place�being�left�to�choose�good�or�evil;�therefore�they�
having�chosen�good,�and�exercising�exceedingly�great�faith,�are�called�with�
a�holy�calling,�yea,�with�that�holy�calling�which�was�prepared�with,�and�
according�to,�a�preparatory�redemption�for�such,”�Alma�13:2,�3.�
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"Wherefore,�men�are�free�according�to�the�flesh;�and�all�things�are�
given�them�which�are�expedient�unto�man.�And�they�are�free�to�choose�
liberty�and�eternal�life,�through�the�great�Mediator�of�all�men,�or�to�choose�
captivity�and�death,�according�to�the�captivity�and�power�of�the�devil;�for�
he�seeketh�that�all�men�might�be�miserable�like�unto�himself,"�2�Ne.�2:27.�

�

B. From�The�Creation�Until�The�Advent�Of�Jesus�Christ:��

From�the�creation�of�the�earth�on�which�we�live�and�the�placement�of�our�
first�parents�thereon,�until�the�advent�of�Jesus�Christ�in�the�Meridian�of�Time,�
Jehovah,�the�God�of�the�Old�Testament,�individually�and�through�his�prophets,�
declared�principles�of�freedom�designed�to�govern�and�bless�mankind.��Scriptural�
references�with�respect�thereto�follow:�

�
To�man�in�the�Garden�of�Eden,�speaking�of�that�which�he�may�eat,�

the�Lord�said:�"...Of�every�tree�of�the�garden�thou�mayest�freely�eat:�But�of�
the�tree�of�the�knowledge�of�good�and�evil�,�thou�shalt�not�eat�of�it:�for�in�
the�day�that�thou�eatest�thereof�thou�shalt�surely�die,"�Gen.�2:16,�17.���

�
And�then�he�added:�"...{N}evertheless,�thou�mayest�choose�for�

thyself,�for�it�is�given�unto�thee;�but,�remember�that�I�forbid�it,�for�in�the�
day�thou�eatest�thereof�thou�shalt�surely�die,"�Moses�3:17.�

�
"And�the�Lord�spake�unto�Adam,�saying:�Inasmuch�as�thy�children�are�

conceived�in�sin,�even�so�when�they�begin�to�grow�up,�sin�conceiveth�in�
their�hearts,�and�they�taste�the�bitter,�that�they�may�know�the�prize�of�the�
good.�

"And�it�is�given�unto�them�to�know�good�from�evil;�wherefore�they�
are�agents�unto�themselves,�and�I�have�given�you�another�law�and�
commandment,"�Moses�6:55,�56.�

�
"But�unto�Cain�and�to�his�offering�he�had�not�respect.�And�Cain�was�

very�wroth,�and�his�countenance�fell.�
"And�the�Lord�said�unto�Cain,�Why�art�thou�wroth?�And�why�is�thy�

countenance�fallen?�
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"If�thou�doest�well,�shalt�thou�not�be�accepted?�and�if�thou�doest�not�
well,�sin�lieth�at�the�door.��And�unto�thee�shall�be�his�desire,�and�thou�shalt�
rule�over�him,"�Gen.�4:5Ͳ7.�

���
"And�ye�shall�hallow�the�fiftieth�year,�and�proclaim�liberty�

throughout�all�the�land�unto�all�the�inhabitants�thereof...;�and�ye�shall�
return�every�man�unto�his�possessions,�and�ye�shall�return�every�man�unto�
his�family,"�Lev.�25:10.�

�
"And�if�it�seem�evil�unto�you�to�serve�the�Lord,�choose�you�this�day�

whom�ye�will�serve;�whether�the�gods�which�your�fathers�served�that�were�
on�the�other�side�of�the�flood,�or�the�Gods�of�the�Amorites,�in�whose�land�
ye�dwell:�but�as�for�me�and�my�house,�we�will�serve�the�Lord,"�Joshua�
24:15.�

�
"And�Elijah�came�unto�all�the�people,�and�said,�How�long�halt�ye�

between�two�opinions?�If�the�Lord�be�God,�follow�him;�but�if�Baal,�then�
follow�him.�And�the�people�answered�him�not�a�word,"�1�Kings�18:21.�

�
"So�shall�I�keep�thy�law�continually�for�ever�and�ever.�
"And�I�will�walk�at�liberty:�for�I�seek�thy�precepts,"�Psm.�119:44,�45.�
�
"Then�shall�they�call�upon�me,�but�I�will�not�answer;�they�will�seek�me�

early,�but�they�shall�not�find�me:�
"For�that�they�hated�knowledge,�and�did�not�choose�the�fear�of�the�

Lord:�
"They�would�none�of�my�counsel:�they�despised�all�my�reproof.�
"Therefore�shall�they�eat�of�the�fruit�of�their�own�way,�and�be�filled�

with�their�own�devices.�
"For�the�turning�away�of�the�simple�shall�slay�them,�and�the�

prosperity�of�fools�shall�destroy�them.�
"But�whoso�hearkeneth�unto�me�shall�dwell�safely,�and�shall�be�quiet�

from�fear�and�evil,"�Prov.�1:28Ͳ33.�
�
"I�counsel�you�to�keep�the�king's�commandment,�and�that�in�regard�

of�the�oath�of�God,"�Eccl.�8:2.�
�
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"...0�my�people,�they�which�lead�thee�cause�thee�to�err,�and�destroy�
the�way�of�thy�paths,"�Isa.�3:12.�

�
"Is�not�the�path�that�I�have�chosen?�to�loose�the�bands�of�

wickedness,�to�undo�the�heavy�burden,�and�to�let�the�oppressed�go�free,�
and�that�ye�break�every�yoke,"�Isa.�58:6.�

�
The�history�of�the�Jewish�people�during�Old�Testament�times�was�

characterized�by�lengthy�periods�of�captivity�and�deprivation�of�religious�freedom.�
Their�captors�included�the�Egyptians,�Babylonians,�Assyrians,�Greeks,�Romans,�etc.�
Although�the�burdens�and�the�deprivation�of�their�freedoms�were�sometimes�
tempered�by�the�rise�to�prominence�of�righteous�and�extraordinarily�capable�men�
and�women�among�their�numbers,�the�limitations�on�their�freedom�to�choose�and�
act�were�most�often�onerous.�Examples�of�the�righteous�and�highly�capable�
individuals�mentioned�include:�Joseph�who�was�sold�into�Egypt�(Gen.�37Ͳ50);�
Moses�(GenesisͲDeuteronomy);�Esther�and�Mordecai�(Book�of�Esther);�Daniel�
(Book�of�Daniel),�etc.�

�
C. From�The�Advent�Of�Jesus�Christ�Through�His�Ministry�And�That�Of�His�
Apostles:�
�
With�the�advent�of�Christ,�His�ministry�on�earth�and�the�ministry�of�His�

apostles�following�His�trial�and�crucifixion,�during�which�He�voluntarily�abdicated�
His�freedom,�principles�of�religious�freedom�were�taught�and�are�now�recorded�in�
the�New�Testament.�They�include�the�following:�

�
"Therefore�all�things�whatsoever�ye�would�that�men�should�do�to�you,�do�

ye�even�so�to�them:�for�this�is�the�law�and�the�prophets,"�Matt.�1:12.�
�
"And�{Herod}�sent�and�beheaded�John�in�prison,"�Matt.�14:10�
�
"The�Spirit�of�the�Lord�is�upon�me,�because�he�hath�anointed�me�to�preach�

the�gospel�to�the�poor;�he�hath�sent�me�to�heal�the�brokenhearted,�to�preach�
deliverance�to�the�captives,�and�recovering�of�sight�to�the�blind,�to�set�at�liberty�
them�that�are�bruised,�

"To�preach�the�acceptable�year�of�the�Lord,"�Luke�4:18,�19.�
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"If�the�Son�therefore�shall�make�you�free,�ye�shall�be�free�indeed,"�
John�8:36.�

�
Stephen�recounts�the�history�of,�and�testifies�of�the�apostasy�in,�Israel,�

following�which�the�high�priest�and�the�rulers�were�cut�to�the�heart�and�
gnashed�on�him�and�stoned�him�to�death.�They�laid�their�clothes�at�the�feet�
of�a�young�man�whose�name�was�Saul,�"And�Saul�was�consenting�unto�his�
death...,"�Acts�8:1.�

�
"Now�about�that�time�Herod�the�king�stretched�forth�his�hands�to�vex�

certain�of�the�church.�
"And�he�killed�James�the�brother�of�John�with�the�sword.�
“�And�because�he�saw�it�pleased�the�Jews,�he�proceeded�further�to�take�

Peter�also....�
"And�when�he�had�apprehended�him,�he�put�him�in�prison,�and�

delivered�him�to�four�quaternions�of�soldiers�to�keep�him;�intending�after�
Easter�to�bring�him�forth�to�the�people.�

“Peter�therefore�was�kept�in�prison:�but�prayer�was�made�without�
ceasing�of�the�church�unto�God�for�him,"�Acts�12:1Ͳ5,�

�
"And�when�Gallio�was�the�deputy�of�Achaia,�the�Jews�made�insurrection�

with�one�accord�against�Paul,�and�brought�him�to�the�judgment�seat,�
"Saying,�This�fellow�persuadeth�men�to�worship�God�contrary�to�the�law.�
"And�when�Paul�was�now�about�to�open�his�mouth,�Gallio�said�unto�the�

Jews,�If�it�were�a�matter�of�wrong�or�wicked�lewdness,�0�ye�Jews,�reason�
would�that�I�should�bear�with�you:�

"But�if�it�be�a�question�of�words�and�names,�and�of�your�law,�look�ye�to�
it;�for�I�will�be�no�judge�of�such�matters.�

"And�he�drave�them�from�the�judgment�seat.�
"Then�all�the�Greeks�took�Sosthenes,�the�chief�ruler�of�the�synagogue,�

and�beat�him�before�the�judgment�seat.�And�Gallio�cared�for�none�of�those�
things,"�Acts�18:12Ͳ17.�

�
"...Paul�said�unto�the�centurion�that�stood�by,�Is�it�lawful�for�you�to�

scourge�a�man�that�is�a�Roman,�and�uncondemned?�
"When�the�centurion�heard�that,�he�went�and�told�the�chief�captain,�

saying,�take�heed�what�thou�doest:�for�this�man�is�a�Roman.�
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"Then�the�chief�captain�came,�and�said�unto�him,�Tell�me�art�thou�a�
Roman?�He�said,�Yea.��"And�the�chief�captain�answered,�With�a�great�sum�
obtained�I�this�freedom.�And�Paul�said,�But�I�was�free�born,"�Acts�22:25Ͳ28.�

�
"For�the�creature�was�made�subject�to�vanity,�not�willingly,�but�by�

reason�of�him�who�hath�subjected�the�same�in�hope,�
"Because�the�creature�itself�also�shall�be�delivered�from�the�bondage�of�

corruption�into�the�glorious�liberty�of�the�children�of�God,"�Rom.�8:20,�21."�
�
“The�wife�is�bound�by�the�law�as�long�as�her�husband�liveth;�but�if�her�

husband�be�dead,�she�is�at�liberty�to�be�married�to�whom�she�will;�only�in�
the�Lord,"�1�Cor.�7:39.�

�
"But�take�heed�lest�by�any�means�this�liberty�of�yours�become�a�

stumblingblock�to�them�that�are�weak,"�1�Cor.�8:9.�
�
"Let�no�man�seek�his�own,�but�every�man�another's�wealth�{good}.�
“Whatsoever�is�sold�in�the�shambles�{market},�that�eat,�asking�no�

question�for�conscience�sake:�
"For�the�earth�is�the�Lord's,�and�the�fullness�thereof.�
"If�any�of�them�that�believe�not�bid�you�to�feast,�and�ye�be�disposed�to�

go;�whatsoever�is�set�before�you,�eat,�asking�no�question�for�conscience�
sake:�for�the�earth�is�the�Lord's�and�the�fullness�thereof:�

"Conscience�I�say,�not�thine�own,�but�of�the�other:�for�why�is�my�liberty�
judged�of�another�man's�conscience?�

"For�if�I�by�grace�be�a�partaker,�why�am�I�evil�spoken�of�for�that�for�
which�I�give�thanks?�

"Whether�therefore�ye�eat,�or�drink,�or�whatsoever�ye�do,�do�all�to�the�
glory�of�God.�

"Give�none�offense,�neither�to�the�Jews,�nor�to�the�Gentiles,�nor�to�the�
church�of�God:�

"Even�as�I�please�all�men�in�all�things,�not�seeking�mine�own�profit,�but�
the�profit�of�many,�that�they�may�be�saved,"�1�Cor.�10:24Ͳ33.�

�
"Now�the�Lord�is�that�Spirit:�and�where�the�Spirit�of�the�Lord�is,�there�Is�

liberty,”�2�Cor.�3:17.�
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"Stand�fast�therefore�in�the�liberty�wherewith�Christ�hath�made�us�free,�
and�be�not�entangled�again�with�the�yoke�of�bondage.�

"For,�brethren�ye�have�been�called�unto�liberty;�only�use�not�liberty�for�
an�occasion�to�the�flesh,�but�by�love�serve�one�another,"�Gal�5:1,�13.�

�
"And�let�us�consider�one�another�to�provoke�unto�love�and�to�good�

works:�
"Not�forsaking�the�assembling�of�ourselves�together,�as�the�manner�

of�some�is;�but�exhorting�one�another:�and�so�much�the�more,�as�ye�see�the�
day�approaching.��

"For�if�we�sin�willfully�after�that�we�have�received�the�knowledge�of�
the�truth,�there�remaineth�no�more�sacrifice�for�sins,�

"But�a�certain�fearful�looking�for�of�judgment�and�fiery�indignation,�
which�shall�devour�the�adversaries,"�Heb.�10:24Ͳ27.�

�
"Know�ye�that�our�brother�Timothy�is�set�at�liberty;�with�whom,�if�he�

come�shortly,�I�will�see�you.�
"Salute�all�them�that�have�the�rule�over�you,�and�all�the�saints.�They�

of�Italy�salute�you,"�Heb.�13:23,24.�
�
"Put�them�in�mind�to�be�subject�to�principalities�and�powers,�to�obey�

magistrates,�to�be�ready�to�every�good�work,�
"To�speak�evil�of�no�man,�to�be�no�brawlers,�but�gentle,�shewing�all�

meekness�unto�all�men,"�Titus�3:1,2.�
�
"But�whoso�looketh�into�the�perfect�law�of�liberty,�and�continueth�

therein,�he�being�not�a�forgetful�hearer,�but�a�doer�of�the�work,�this�man�
shall�be�blessed�in�his�deed,"�James�1:25.�

�
"Servants,�be�subject�to�your�masters�with�all�fear;�not�only�to�the�

good�and�gentle,�but�also�to�the�froward.�
"For�this�is�thankworthy,�if�a�man�for�conscience�toward�God�endure�

grief,�suffering�wrongfully.�
"For�what�glory�is�it,�if�when�ye�be�buffeted�for�your�faults,�ye�shall�

take�it�patiently?�But�when�ye�do�well,�and�suffer�for�it,�ye�take�it�patiently,�
this�is�acceptable�with�God,"�1�Peter�2:18Ͳ20.�

�
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"For�we�wrestle�not�against�flesh�and�blood,�but�against�
principalities,�against�powers,�against�the�rulers�of�darkness�of�this�world,�
against�spiritual�wickedness�in�high�places,"�Eph.�6:12.�

�
"I�exhort�therefore,�that,�first�of�all,�supplications,�prayers,�

intercessions,�and�giving�thanks,�be�made�for�all�men;�
"For�kings,�for�all�that�are�in�authority;�that�we�may�lead�a�quiet�and�

� peaceable�life�in�all�godliness�and�honesty,"�1�Tim.�2:1,�2.�
�

D. Book�Of�Mormon�References:�
�
� During�most�of�the�centuries�which�encompassed�the�events�recorded�in�
the�Old�Testament�and�the�New�Testament�and�which�were�unfolding�in�the�Holy�
Land�and�its�environs,�the�Lord�was�establishing�a�civilization�on�what�was�to�
become�the�New�World�or�the�American�Continent.�He�revealed�His�will�to�His�
prophets�and�there�taught�principles�of�religious�freedom�as�He�had�done�in�the�
Holy�Land.�Those�principles�are�recorded�in�the�Book�of�Mormon,�from�which�the�
following�scriptural�references�are�extracted:�
�

"Wherefore,�I,�Lehi,�prophesy�according�to�the�workings�of�the�Spirit�
which�is�in�me,�that�there�shall�none�come�into�this�land�save�they�
shall�be�brought�by�the�hand�of�the�Lord.�

"Wherefore,�this�land�is�consecrated�unto�him�whom�he�shall��bring.��
And�if�it�so�be�that�they�shall�serve�him�according�to�the�commandments�
which�he�hath�given,�it�shall�be�a�land�of�liberty�unto�them;�wherefore,�they�
shall�never�be�brought�down�into�captivity;�if�so,�it�shall�be�because�of�
iniquity;�for�if�iniquity�shall�abound�cursed�shall�be�the�land�for�their�sakes,�
but�unto�the�righteous�it�shall�be�blessed�forever,"�2�Ne.�1:�6,�7.�

�
"For�it�must�needs�be�that�there�is�an�opposition�in�all�things.�If�not�

so,�my�first�born�in�the�wilderness,�righteousness�could�not�be�brought�to�
pass,�neither�wickedness,�neither�holiness�nor�misery,�neither�good�nor�
bad.�Wherefore,�all�things�must�be�a�compound�in�one;�wherefore,�if�it�
should�be�one�body�it�must�needs�remain�as�dead,�having�no�life�neither�
death,�nor�corruption�nor�incorruption,�happiness�nor�misery,�neither�sense�
nor�insensibility,"�2�Ne.�2:11.�

�
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"Therefore,�cheer�up�your�hearts,�and�remember�that�ye�are�free�to�
act�for�yourselves—to�choose�the�way�of�everlasting�death�or�the�way�of�
eternal�life.�

"Wherefore,�my�beloved�brethren,�reconcile�yourselves�to�the�will�of�
God,�and�not�to�the�will�of�the�devil�and�the�flesh;�and�remember,�after�ye�
are�reconciled�unto�God,�that�it�is�only�in�and�through�the�grace�of�
God�that�ye�are�saved,"�2�Ne.�2:23,�24.�

�
"And�the�Messiah�cometh�in�the�fullness�of�time,�that�he�may�

redeem�the�children�of�men�from�the�fall.�And�because�that�they�are�
redeemed�from�the�fall�they�have�become�free�forever,�knowing�
good�from�evil;�to�act�for�themselves�and�not�to�be�acted�upon,�save�
it�be�by�the�punishment�of�the�law�at�the�great�and�last�day,�
according�to�the�commandments�which�God�hath�given.�

"Wherefore,�men�are�free�according�to�the�flesh;�and�all�things�are�
given�them�which�are�expedient�unto�man.�And�they�are�free�to�choose�
liberty�and�eternal�life,�through�the�great�Mediator�of�all�men,�or�to�choose�
captivity�and�death�,�according�to�the�captivity�and�power�of�the�devil;�for�
he�seeketh�that�all�men�might�be�miserable�like�unto�himself,"�2�Ne.�2:26,�
27.�

�
"And�this�land�shall�be�a�land�of�liberty�unto�the�Gentiles,�and�there�

shall�be�no�kings�upon�the�land,�who�shall�raise�up�unto�the�Gentiles.���
�
“And�I�will�fortify�this�land�against�all�other�nations,"�2�Ne.�10:11.�
�
The�Prophet�Nephi�teaches�the�people�that�after�three�generations,�

and�many�of�the�fourth,�shall�have�passed�away,�a�speedy�destruction�
would�come�upon�them,�"...for,�for�the�reward�of�their�pride�and�their�
foolishness�they�shall�reap�destruction;�for�because�they�yield�to�the�devil�
and�choose�works�of�darkness�rather�than�light,�therefore�they�must�go�
down�to�hell,"�2�Ne.�26:10.�

�
After�many�years�had�passed,�a�man�by�the�name�of�Sherem,�an�AntiͲ�

Christ,�came�among�the�people�of�Nephi,�declaring�unto�them�that�there�
should�be�no�Christ�and�seeking�to�overthrow�the�doctrine�of�Christ.�He�
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confronts�Jacob,�the�brother�of�Nephi,�and�they�freely�debate�this�matter�
before�the�people.�(See�Jacob,�Chapter�7.)�

�
King�Benjamin,�as�well�as�many�others,�teaches�the�people�that�if�

they�choose�to�keep�the�commandments�which�the�Lord�gives�them,�rather�
than�to�follow�the�devil�and�his�minions,�"...ye�should�prosper�in�the�land;�
and�he�never�doth�vary�from�that�which�he�hath�said;�therefore,�if�ye�do�
keep�his�commandments�he�doth�bless�you�and�prosper�you,"�Mosiah�2:22.�
�

"But,�0�my�people,�beware�lest�there�shall�arise�contentions�among�
you,�and�ye�list�to�obey�the�evil�spirit,�which�was�spoken�of�by�my�father�
Mosiah.�

"For�behold,�there�is�a�wo�pronounced�upon�him�who�listeth�to�obey�
that�spirit;�for�if�he�listeth�to�obey�him,�and�remaineth�and�dieth�in�his�sins,�
the�same�drinketh�damnation�to�his�own�soul;�for�he�receiveth�for�his�
wages�an�everlasting�punishment,�having�transgressed�the�law�of�God�
according�to�his�own�knowledge,"�Mosiah�2:32,�33.�
�

"And�under�{Christ's}�head�ye�are�made�free,�and�there�is�no�other�
head�whereby�ye�can�be�made�free.�There�is�no�other�name�given�whereby�
salvation�cometh;�therefore,�I�would�that�ye�should�take�upon�you�the�
name�of�Christ,�all�you�that�have�entered�into�the�covenant�with�God�that�
ye�should�be�obedient�unto�the�end�of�your�lives,"�Mosiah�5:8.�
�

In�Chapters�23�and�24�of�the�Book�of�Mosiah,�Alma,�who�was�the�son�
of�King�Mosiah�and�a�righteous�man,�the�people�of�the�Lord�request�that�
Alma�become�their�king,�because�he�is�beloved�by�his�people.�Reminding�
them�that�they�had�been�oppressed�by�a�wicked�king�by�the�name�of�Noah,�
he�tells�them:�"Behold,�it�is�not�expedient�that�we�should�have�a�king;�for,�
thus�saith�the�Lord:�Ye�shall�not�esteem�one�flesh�above�another,�or�one�
man�shall�not�think�himself�above�another;�therefore,�I�say�unto�you�
it�is�not�expedient�that�ye�should�have�a�king,"�Mosiah�23:7.�
�

Alma�adds:�"And�now�as�ye�have�been�delivered�by�the�power�of�God�
out�of�these�bonds;�yea,�even�out�of�the�hands�of�King�Noah�and�his�people,�
and�also�from�the�bonds�of�iniquity,�even�so�I�desire�that�ye�should�stand�
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fast�in�this�liberty�wherewith�ye�have�been�made�free,�and�that�ye�trust�no�
man�to�be�a�king�over�you,"�Mosiah�23:13.�

�
Mosiah�proposes�that�judges�be�chosen�by�the�voice�of�the�people�

and�that�they,�the�people,�be�judged�"according�to�the�laws�which�have�
been�given�you�by�our�fathers,�which�are�correct,�and�which�were�given�by�
the�hand�of�the�Lord,"�and�further�declares:�"Now�it�is�not�common�that�the�
voice�of�the�people�desireth�anything�contrary�to�that�which�is�right;�but�it�
is�common�for�the�lesser�part�of�the�people�to�desire�that�which�is�not�right;�
therefore,�this�shall�ye�observe�and�make�it�your�law—to�do�your�business�
by�the�voice�of�the�people."�(See�Mosiah�29:25,�26.)�

�
Mosiah,�addressing�the�inequality�which�had�previously�existed�

among�the�people,�further�declared:�
"And�now�I�desire�that�this�inequality�should�be�no�more�in�this�land,�

especially�among�this�my�people;�but�I�desire�that�this�land�be�a�land�of�
liberty,�and�every�man�may�enjoy�his�rights�and�privileges�alike,�so�long�as�
the�Lord�sees�fit�that�we�may�live�and�inherit�the�land…."�

***�
The�people,�having�relinquished�their�desires�for�a�king,�"Therefore,�it�

came�to�pass�that�they�assembled�themselves�in�bodies�throughout�the�
land,�to�cast�in�their�voices�concerning�who�should�be�their�judges,�to�judge�
them�according�to�the�law�which�had�been�given�them;�and�they�were�
exceedingly�rejoiced�because�of�the�liberty�which�had�been�granted�unto�
them."�(See�Mosiah�29:32,�39.)�
�

��"And�in�one�year�were�thousands�and�tens�of�thousands�of�souls�
sent�to�the�eternal�world,�that�they�might�reap�their�rewards�according�to�
their�works,�whether�they�were�good�or�whether�they�were�bad,�to�reap�
eternal�happiness�or�eternal�misery,�according�to�the�spirit�which�they�
listeth�to�obey,�whether�it�be�a�good�spirit�or�a�bad�one,"�Alma�3:26.�
�

�"Wherefore,�{God}�gave�commandments�unto�men,�they�having�
transgressed�the�first�commandments�as�to�things�which�were�temporal,�
and�becoming�as�Gods,�knowing�good�from�evil,�placing�themselves�in�a�
place�to�act,�or�being�placed�in�a�state�to�act�according�to�their�wills�and�
pleasures,�whether�to�do�evil�or�to�do�good—�
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"Therefore�God�gave�unto�them�commandments,�after�having�made�
known�unto�them�the�plan�of�redemption,�that�they�should�not�do�evil...,"�
Alma�12:31,�32.�

�
Many�were�ordained�high�priests�under�the�holy�order�of�the�

priesthood,�"on�account�of�their�exceeding�faith�and�repentance,�and�their�
righteousness�before�God,�they�choosing�to�repent�and�work�righteousness�
rather�than�to�perish.�(See�Alma�13:10.)�

�
Ammon,�a�Nephite�missionary,�teaches�the�gospel�to�Lamoni,�a�

Lamanite�king�with�jurisdiction�over�the�land�of�Ishmael�and�who�grants�
religious�freedom�to�the�people�in�that�land�and�in�all�the�land�round�about,�
to�wit:�

"But�he�{King�Lamoni}�caused�that�there�should�be�synagogues�built�
in�the�land�of�Ishmael;�and�he�caused�that�his�people,�or�the�people�who�
were�under�his�reign,�should�assemble�themselves�together.�

"And�he�did�rejoice�over�them,�and�he�did�teach�them�many�things.�
And�he�did�also�declare�unto�them�that�they�were�a�people�who�were�
under�him,�and�that�they�were�a�free�people,�that�they�were�free�from�the�
oppressions�of�the�king,�his�father;�for�that�his�father�had�granted�unto�him�
that�he�might�reign�over�the�people�who�were�in�the�land�of�Ishmael,�and�
all�the�land�round�about.�

"And�he�also�declared�unto�them�that�they�might�have�the�liberty�of�
worshiping�the�Lord�their�God�according�to�their�desires,�in�whatsoever�
place�they�were�in,�if�it�were�in�the�land�which�was�under�the�reign�
of�King�Lamoni.��And�Ammon�did�preach�unto�the�people�of�King�
Lamoni...."�(See�Alma�21:20Ͳ23).�

�
��In�the�meantime,�Lamoni’s�father�and�all�his�household�are�

converted�and�the�king�sends�a�proclamation�among�all�his�people�that�they�
should�not�lay�their�hands�on�Ammon�or�any�of�his�brethren�who�should�go�
forth�preaching�the�word�of�God,�in�whatsoever�place�they�should�be,�in�
any�part�of�the�land.�

"Yea,�he�sent�a�decree�a�decree�among�them,�that�they�should�not��
lay�their�hands�on�them�to�bind�them,�or�to�cast�them�in�prison;�neither�
should�they�spit�upon�them,�nor�smite�them,�nor�cast�them�out�of�their�
synagogues,�nor�scourge�them;�neither�should�they�cast�stones�at�them,�
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but�that�they�should�have�free�access�to�their�houses,�and�also�their�
temples,�and�their�sanctuaries.�

"And�thus�they�might�go�forth�and�preach�the�word�according�to�their�
desires,�for�the�king�had�been�converted�unto�the�Lord,�and�all�his�
household....�

"And�now...{Aaron�and�Ammon�and�their�brethren}�went�forth�from�
city�to�city,�and�from�one�house�of�worship�to�another,�establishing�
churches,�and�consecrating�priests�and�teachers�throughout�the�land�
among�the�Lamanites,�to�preach�and�teach�the�word�of�God�among�them;�
and�thus�they�began�to�have�great�success."�(See�Alma�23:1Ͳ4;�see�also�
Chapters�21Ͳ23�in�general.)�
�

"I�ought�not�to�harrow�up�in�my�desires,�the�firm�decree�of�a�just�
God,�for�I�know�that�he�granteth�unto�men�according�to�their�desire,�
whether�it�be�unto�death�or�unto�life;�yea,�I�know�that�he�alloteth�unto�
men,�yea,�decreeth�unto�them�decrees�which�are�unalterable,�according�to�
their�wills,�whether�they�be�unto�salvation�or�unto�destruction,"�Alma�29:4.�

�
"But�it�came�to�pass�in�the�latter�end�of�the�seventeenth�year,�there�

came�a�man�{Korihor}�into�the�land�of�Zarahemla,�and�he�was�AntiͲ�Christ,�
for�he�began�to�preach�unto�the�people�against�the�prophecies�which�had�
been�spoken�by�the�prophets,�concerning�the�coming�of�Christ.�

"Now�there�was�no�law�against�a�man's�belief;�for�it�was�strictly�
contrary�to�the�commands�of�God�that�there�should�be�a�law�which�should�
bring�men�on�to�unequal�grounds.�

"For�thus�saith�the�scripture:�Choose�ye�this�day�whom�ye�will�serve.�
"Now�if�a�man�desired�to�serve�God,�it�was�his�privilege;�or�rather,�if�

he�believed�in�God�it�was�his�privilege�to�serve�him;�but�if�he�did�not�believe�
in�him�there�was�no�law�to�punish�him."�(See�Alma�30:6Ͳ9,�et�seq.)�

�
"These�are�they�that�are�redeemed�of�the�Lord;�yea,�these�are�they�

that�are�taken�out,�that�are�delivered�from�that�endless�night�of�darkness;�
and�thus�they�stand�or�fall;�for�behold,�they�are�their�own�judges,�whether�
to�do�good�or�evil.�

"Now�the�decrees�of�God�are�unalterable;�therefore,�the�way�is�
prepared�that�whosoever�will�may�walk�therein�and�be�saved,"�Alma�41:7,�
8.�
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�
Zoramites�and�other�Nephite�dissenters�become�Lamanites�and�come�

against�the�Nephites�in�war:�
"And�now�the�design�of�the�Nephites�was�to�support�their�lands,�and�

their�houses,�and�their�wives,�and�their�children,�that�they�might�preserve�
them�from�the�hands�of�their�enemies;�and�also�that�they�might�preserve�
their�rights�and�their�privileges,�yea,�and�also�their�liberty,�that�they�might�
worship�God�according�to�their�desires,"�Alma�43:9.�

�
The�Lamanites,�led�by�a�man�called�Zarahemnah,�came�in�fierce�anger�

to�war�against�the�Nephites:��"And�again,�the�Lord�had�said�that:�Ye�shall�
defend�you�families�even�unto�bloodshed.�Therefore,�for�this�cause�were�
the�Nephites�contending�with�the�Lamanites,�to�defend�themselves,�and�
their�families,�and�their�lands,�and�their�country,�and�their�rights,�
and�their�religion,"�Alma�43:47.�

�
"And�it�came�to�pass�that�they�turned�upon�the�Lamanites,�and�they�

cried�with�one�voice�unto�the�Lord�their�God�for�their�liberty�and�for�their�
freedom�from�bondage,"�Id.�43:49.�

�
"And�now�Zarahemnah,�I�command�you,�in�the�name�of�that�allͲ�

powerful�God,�who�has�strengthened�our�arms�that�we�have�gained�power�
over�you,�by�our�faith,�by�our�religion,�and�by�our�rights�of�worship,�and�
by�our�church,�and�by�the�sacred�support�which�we�owe�our�wives�
and�our�children,�by�that�liberty�which�binds�us�to�our�lands�and�our�
country;�yea,�and�also�by�the�maintenance�of�the�sacred�word�of�
God,�to�which�we�owe�all�our�happiness;�and�by�all�that�is�most�dear�
to�us—�

"Yea,�and�this�is�not�all;�I�command�you�by�all�the�desires�which�you�
have�for�life,�that�ye�deliver�up�your�weapons�of�war�unto�us,�and�we�will�
seek�not�your�blood,�but�we�will�spare�your�lives,�if�ye�will�go�your�way�and�
come�not�again�to�war�against�us,"�Alma�44:�5,�6.�

�
"And�now�it�came�to�pass�that�when�Moroni�had�said�these�

words...he�went�forth�and�gathered�together�all�the�people�who�were�
desirous�to�maintain�their�liberty,�to�stand�against�Amalickiah�and�those�
who�had�dissented,�who�were�called�Amalickiahites,"�Alma�46:28.�
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�
Amalickiah�incites�the�Lamanites�against�the�Nephites:�"For�he�was�

determined,�because�of�the�greatness�of�the�number�of�his�people,�to�
overpower�the�Nephites�and�to�bring�them�into�bondage."�(See�Alma�48:4.)�

�
Moroni,�who�was�a�strong�and�a�mighty�man�and�"who�did�joy�in�the�

liberty�and�the�freedom�of�his�country,�and�his�brethren�from�bondage�and�
slavery,"�prepared�his�people�to�defend�the�cause�of�the�Christians.�Of�him�
it�was�said:�"Yea,�and�he�was�a�man�who�was�firm�in�the�faith�of�Christ,�and�
he�had�sworn�with�an�oath�to�defend�his�people,�his�rights,�and�his�country,�
and�his�religion,�even�to�the�loss�of�his�blood."�(See�Alma�48:11,�13.�

�
"Behold,�it�came�to�pass�that�the�son�of�Nephihah�was�appointed�to�

fill�the�judgmentͲseat,�in�the�stead�of�his�father;�yea,�he�was�appointed�
chief�judge�and�governor�over�the�people,�with�an�oath�and�sacred�
ordinance�to�judge�righteously,�and�to�keep�the�peace�and�the�freedom�of�
the�people,�and�to�grant�unto�them�their�sacred�privileges�to�worship�the�
Lord�their�God�,�yea,�to�support�and�maintain�the�cause�of�God�all�his�days,�
and�to�bring�the�wicked�to�justice�according�to�their�crime,"�Alma�50:39.�

�
Now�the�name�of�the�chief�judge�was�Pahoran.�At�the�

commencement�of�his�reign,�there�were�some�who�desired�that�a�few�
points�of�law�should�be�altered�and�that�Paharon�be�dethroned—they�
called�themselves�"kingͲmen."�Those�who�desired�that�he�should�remain�
chief�judge�were�called�"freemen."�"{T}he�freemen�had�sworn�or�
covenanted�to�maintain�their�rights�and�the�privileges�of�their�religion�by�a�
free�government."�The�matter�was�settled�by�voice�of�the�people�in�
favor�of�the�freemen.�(See�Alma�51:6,�and�Chapter�51�in�general.)�

�
Helaman�takes�charge�of�2,000�young�men�("Sons�of�the�People�of�

Ammon"�were�they�called)�who�covenant�to�fight�for�the�liberty�of�the�
Nephites,�to�wit:�"And�they�entered�into�a�covenant�to�fight�for�the�liberty�
of�the�Nephites,�yea,�to�protect�the�land�unto�the�laying�down�of�their�lives;�
yea,�even�they�covenanted�that�they�never�would�give�up�their�liberty,�but�
they�would�fight�in�all�cases�to�protect�the�Nephites�and�themselves�from�
bondage."�(See�Alma�53:17.)�

�
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"But�behold,�they�have�received�many�wounds;�nevertheless�they�
stand�fast�in�that�liberty�wherewith�God�has�made�them�free;�and�they�are�
strict�to�remember�the�Lord�their�God�from�day�to�day;�yea,�they�do�
observe�to�keep�his�statutes�and�his�judgments,�and�his�commandments�
continually;�and�their�faith�is�strong�in�the�prophecies�concerning�that�
which�is�to�come,"�Alma�58:40.�

�
Now�the�chief�captains�doubted�because�of�the�success�of�the�

Lamanites�over�them.�"And�it�came�to�pass�that�Moroni�was�angry�with�the�
government,�because�of�their�indifference�concerning�the�freedom�of�their�
country."�(See�Alma�59:13.)�

�
Moroni,�in�complaining�to�Pahoran�of�the�government's�neglect�of�

the�armies,�declares:�"Behold,�I�am�Moroni,�your�chief�captain,�I�seek�not�
for�power,�but�to�pull�it�down.�I�seek�not�for�honor�of�the�world,�but�for�
the�glory�of�my�God,�and�the�freedom�and�welfare�of�my�country.�
And�thus�I�close�my�epistle."�(See�Alma�60:36.)�

�
Pahoran�responds�to�Moroni:�

�
"And�now,�in�your�epistle�you�have�censured�me,�but�it�mattereth�

not;�I�am�not�angry,�but�do�rejoice�in�the�greatness�of�your�heart.�I,�
Pahoran,�do�not�seek�for�power,�save�only�to�retain�my�judgmentͲ�seat�that�
I�may�preserve�the�rights�and�the�liberty�of�my�people.�My�soul�standeth�
fast�in�that�liberty�in�the�which�God�hath�made�us�free....{C}onduct�the�war�
in�that�part�of�the�land,�according�to�the�Spirit�of�God,�which�is�also�the�
spirit�of�freedom�which�is�in�them."�(See�Alma�61:9,�15.)�

�
Paanchi,�as�he�was�about�to�flatter�away�a�part�of�the�people�to�rise�up�in�

rebellion�against�their�brethren,�was�taken�and�tried,�to�wit:�
�
"And�it�came�to�pass�as�he�was�about�to�do�this,�behold,�he�was�

taken,�and�was�tried�according�to�the�voice�of�the�people,�and�condemned�
unto�death;�for�he�had�raised�up�in�rebellion�and�sought�to�destroy�the�
liberty�of�the�people,"�Hel.�1:8.�

�
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"And�now�remember,�remember,�my�brethren,�that�whosoever�
perisheth,�perisheth�unto�himself;�and�whosoever�doeth�iniquity,�doeth�it�
unto�himself;�for�behold,�ye�are�free;�ye�are�permitted�to�act�for�yourselves;�
for�behold�God�hath�given�unto�you�a�knowledge�and�he�hath�made�you�
free.�

"He�hath�given�unto�you�that�ye�might�know�good�from�evil,�and�he�
hath�given�unto�you�that�ye�might�choose�life�or�death;�and�ye�can�do�good�
and�be�restored�unto�that�which�is�good,�or�have�that�which�is�good�
restored�unto�you;�or�ye�can�do�evil,�and�have�that�which�is�evil�restored�
unto�you,"�Hel.�14:30,�31.�

�
��A�band�of�robbers,�who�called�themselves�"The�Gadianton�

Robbers,"�rose�up�in�rebellion�against�the�Nephites�and�Lamanites�who�
were�in�league�with�the�Nephites,�seeking�to�take�away�their�properties,�
ravage�their�women�and�their�children�and�deprive�them�of�their�freedoms.�
Two�references�follow�which�depict�this�challenge:�

�"Therefore,�all�the�Lamanites�who�had�become�converted�unto�the�
Lord�did�unite�with�their�brethren,�the�Nephites,�and�were�compelled,�for�
the�safety�of�their�lives�and�their�women�and�their�children,�to�take�up�arms�
against�those�Gadianton�Robbers�,�yea,�and�also�to�maintain�their�rights,�
and�the�privileges�of�their�church�and�of�their�worship,�and�their�freedom�
and�their�liberty,"�3�Ne.�2:12.�

�Giddianhi,�the�Gadianton�leader,�writes�to�Lachoneus,�the�governor�
of�the�land,�saying:�"Lachoneus,�most�noble�and�chief�governor�of�the�land,�
behold,�I�write�this�epistle�unto�you,�and�do�give�unto�you�exceedingly�great�
praise�because�of�your�firmness,�and�also�the�firmness�of�your�people,�in�
maintaining�that�which�ye�suppose�to�be�your�right�and�liberty;�yea,�ye�do�
stand�well,�as�if�ye�were�supported�by�the�hand�of�God,�in�the�defense�of�
your�liberty,�and�your�property,�and�your�country,�or�that�which�ye�do�call�
so.�"And�it�seemeth�a�pity�unto�me,�most�noble�Lachoneus,�that�ye�should�
be�so�foolish�and�vain�as�to�suppose�that�ye�can�stand�against�so�many�
brave�men�who�are�at�my�command,�who�do�now�at�this�time�stand�in�their�
arms,�and�do�await�with�great�anxiety�for�the�word—Go�down�upon�the�
Nephites�and�destroy�them,"�3�Ne.�3:2,�3.�

�
Satan�leads�the�people�in�open�conspiracy�and�rebellion�against�a�

government�which�is�rent�with�dissensions:�"Therefore�they�did�
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combine�against�the�people�of�the�Lord,�and�enter�into�a�covenant�
to�destroy�them,�and�to�deliver�those�who�were�guilty�of�murder�
from�the�grasp�of�justice,�which�was�about�to�be�administered�
according�to�the�law.���

"And�they�did�set�at�defiance�the�law�and�the�rights�of�their�
country;�and�they�did�covenant�one�with�another�to�destroy�the�
governor,�and�to�establish�a�king�over�the�land,�that�the�land�should�
no�more�be�at�liberty�but�should�be�subject�unto�kings."�(See�3�Ne.�
6:29,�30.�

�
�"Behold,�this�is�a�choice�land,�and�whatsoever�nation�shall�possess�it�

shall�be�free�from�bondage,�and�from�captivity,�and�from�all�other�nations�
under�heaven,�if�they�will�but�serve�the�God�of�the�land,�who�is�Jesus�Christ,�
who�hath�been�manifested�by�the�things�which�we�have�written,"�Ether�
2:12.�

�
At�various�times�during�the�history�of�the�Nephites,�and�others,��

including�an�earlier�generation�of�people�called�the�Jaredites,�as�set�forth�in�
the�Book�of�Mormon,�the�people�were�wrought�upon�by�oath�bound�secret�
combinations��formed�by�those�dissenters�sought�the�destruction�of�nations�
and�to�take�away�the�freedom�of�the�people,�including�the�freedom�to�
practice�their�religion.�One�such�occasion,�among�many,�is�described�in�the�
Book�of�Ether,�Chapter�8,�to�which�reference�is�made�here.���

�
The�final�reference�set�forth�in�the�Book�of�Mormon�to�agency�in�

particular�and�to�religious�liberty�in�general�is�set�forth�in�the�following�
paragraphs�taken�from�the�Book�of�Moroni:�
� "For�behold,�my�brethren,�it�is�given�unto�you�to�judge,�that�ye�may�

� know�good�from�evil;�and�the�way�to�judge�is�plain,�that�ye�may�know�with�
� a�perfect�knowledge,�as�the�daylight�is�from�the�dark�night.�

"For�behold,�the�Spirit�of�Christ�is�given�to�every�man,�that�he�may�
know�good�from�evil;�wherefore,�I�show�you�the�way�to�judge;�for�
every¬thing�which�inviteth�to�do�good,�and�to�persuade�to�believe�in�Christ,�
is�sent�forth�by�the�power�and�gift�of�Christ;�wherefore,�ye�may�know�with�a�
perfect�knowledge�it�is�of�God.�

"But�whatsoever�thing�persuadeth�men�to�do�evil,�and�believe�not�in�
Christ,�and�deny�him,�and�serve�not�God,�then�ye�may�know�with�a�perfect�
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knowledge�it�is�of�the�devil;�for�after�this�manner�doth�the�devil�work,�for�
he�persuadeth�no�man�to�do�good,�no,�not�one;�neither�do�his�angels;�
neither�do�they�who�subject�themselves�unto�him.�

"And�now,�my�brethren,�seeing�that�ye�know�the�light�by�which�ye�
may�judge,�which�light�is�the�light�of�Christ,�see�that�ye�do�not�judge�
wrongfully;�for�with�that�same�judgment�which�ye�judge�ye�shall�be�judged.�

"Wherefore,�I�beseech�of�you,�brethren,�that�ye�should�search�
diligently�in�the�light�of�Christ�that�ye�may�know�good�from�evil;�and�if�ye�
will�lay�hold�upon�every�good�thing,�and�condemn�it�not,�ye�certainly�will�be�
a�child�of�Christ,"�Moroni�7:15Ͳ19.�

�
E. Doctrine�&�Covenants�And�Other�Publications�Memorializing�Revelations�
Received�In�The�Dispensation�Of�The�Fullness�Of�Times:�
�
On�the�heels�of�all�that�had�occurred�from�the�time�of�the�Creation�to�and�

including�the�Reformation,�the�Lord�restored�His�Church,�The�Church�of�Jesus�
Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints,�in�this,�The�Dispensation�of�the�Fullness�of�Times.�He�
did�it�through�His�Prophet,�Joseph�Smith,�Jr.,�on�April�6,�1830,�in�the�United�States�
of�America,�a�land�of�freedom�which�He�had�established�through�men�and�women�
raisedͲup�for�that�purpose.�He�has,�in�doing�so,�revealed�His�will�through�his�
servants�in�the�form�of�revelations�which�have�been�recorded�and�published�in�
The�Doctrine�and�Covenants�and�other�official�Church�publications,�which�include�
a�reaffirmation�by�Him�of�principles�of�religious�freedom,�excerpts�of�which�are�
set�forth�below:�

�
"�We�believe�all�that�God�has�revealed,�all�that�He�does�now�reveal,�

and�we�believe�that�He�will�yet�reveal�many�great�and�important�things�
pertaining�to�the�Kingdom�of�God,"�The�Articles�of�Faith,�9.�

�
"We�claim�the�privilege�of�worshiping�Almighty�God�according�to�the�

dictates�of�our�own�conscience,�and�allow�all�men�the�same�privilege,�let�
them�worship�how,�where,�or�what�they�may,"�Articles�of�Faith,�11.�

�
"We�believe�in�being�subject�to�kings,�presidents,�rulers,�and�

magistrates,�in�obeying,�honoring,�and�sustaining�the�law,"�Articles�of�Faith,�
12.�

�
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"Behold,�here�is�wisdom,�and�let�every�man�choose�for�himself�until�I�
come.�Even�so.�Amen,"�D&C�37:4.�

���
"Wherefore,�hear�my�voice�and�follow�me,�and�you�shall�be�a�free�

people,�and�ye�shall�have�no�laws�but�my�laws�when�I�come,�for�I�am�your�
lawgiver,�and�what�can�stay�my�hand.��

"But,�verily�I�say�unto�you,�teach�one�another�according�to�the�office�
wherewith�I�have�appointed�you;�

"And�let�every�man�esteem�his�brother�as�himself,�and�practice�virtue�
and�holiness�before�me,"�D&C�38:22Ͳ24.�

�
"And�many�shall�be�converted,�insomuch�that�ye�shall�obtain�power�

to�organize�yourselves�according�to�the�laws�of�man;�
"That�your�enemies�may�not�have�power�over�you;�that�you�may�be�

preserved�in�all�things;�that�you�may�be�able�to�keep�my�laws;�that�every�
bond�may�be�broken�wherewith�the�enemy�seeketh�to�destroy�my�people,"�
D&C�44:�4,�5.�

�
"Let�no�man�break�the�laws�of�the�land,�for�he�that�keepeth�the�laws�

of�God�hath�no�need�to�break�the�laws�of�the�land.�
"For�the�power�is�in�them,�wherewith�they�are�agents�unto��

themselves.�And�inasmuch�as�men�do�good�they�shall�in�nowise�lose�their�
reward,"�D&C�58:21,�28.�

�
"Behold,�the�land�of�Zion—I�hold�in�mine�own�hands;�
"Nevertheless,�I,�the�Lord,�render�unto�Caesar�the�things�which�are�

Caesar's,"�D&C�63:25,�26.�
�
"Abide�in�the�liberty�wherewith�ye�are�made�free;�entangle�not�

yourselves�in�sin,�but�let�your�hands�be�clean,�until�the�Lord�comes,"�D&C�
88:86.�

�
"All�truth�is�independent�in�that�sphere�in�which�God�has�placed�it,�to�

act�for�itself,�as�all�intelligence�also;�otherwise�there�is�no�existence,"�D&C�
93:30.�

�
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"And�that�law�of�the�land�which�is�constitutional,�supporting�that�
principle�of�freedom�in�maintaining�rights�and�privileges,�belongs�to�all�
mankind,�and�is�justifiable�before�me.�

"Therefore,�I,�the�Lord,�justify�you,�and�your�brethren�of�my�church,�
in�befriending�that�law�which�is�the�constitutional�law�of�the�land;��

“And�as�pertaining�to�law�of�man,�whatsoever�is�more�or�less�than�
this,�cometh�of�evil.�

"I,�the�Lord�God,�make�you�free,�therefore�ye�are�free�indeed;�and�
the�law�also�maketh�you�free,"�D&C�98:5Ͳ8.�

�
"And�again�I�say�unto�you,�those�who�have�been�scattered�by�their�

enemies,�it�is�my�will�that�they�should�continue�to�importune�for�redress,�
and�redemption,�by�those�who�are�placed�as�rulers�and�are�in�authority�
over�you—�

"According�to�the�laws�and�constitution�of�the�people,�which�I�have�
suffered�to�be�established,�and�should�be�maintained�for�the�rights�and�
protection�of�all�flesh,�according�to�just�and�holy�principles;�

"That�every�man�may�act�in�doctrine�and�principles�pertaining�to�
futurity,�according�to�the�moral�agency�which�I�have�given�unto�him,�that�
every�man�may�be�accountable�for�his�own�sins�in�the�day�of�judgment.�

"Therefore,�it�is�not�right�that�any�man�should�be�in�bondage�one�to�
another.�

"And�for�this�purpose�have�I�established�the�constitution�of�this�land,�
by�the�hands�of�wise�men�whom�I�raised�up�unto�this�very�purpose,�and�
redeemed�the�land�by�the�shedding�of�blood,"�D&C�101:76Ͳ80.�

�
"For�the�earth�is�full,�and�there�is�enough�and�to�spare;�yea,�I�

prepared�all�things,�and�have�given�unto�the�children�of�men�to�be�agents�
unto�themselves,"�D&C�104:17.�

�
"We�believe�that�governments�were�instituted�of�God�for�the�benefit�

of�man;�and�that�he�holds�men�accountable�for�their�acts�in�relation�to�
them,�both�in�making�laws�and�administering�them�for�the�good�and�safety�
of�society.�

“We�believe�that�no�government�can�exist�in�peace,�except�such�laws�
are�framed�and�held�inviolate�as�will�secure�to�each�individual�the�free�
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exercise�of�conscience,�the�right�and�control�of�property,�and�the�
protection�of�life.�

"We�believe�that�all�governments�necessarily�require�civil�officers�
and�magistrates�to�enforce�the�laws�of�the�same;�and�that�such�as�will�
administer�the�law�in�equity�and�justice�should�be�sought�for�and�upheld�by�
the�voice�of�the�people�if�a�republic,�or�the�will�of�the�sovereign.�

"We�believe�that�religion�is�instituted�of�God;�and�that�men�are�
amenable�to�him,�and�to�him�only,�for�the�exercise�of�it,�unless�their�
religious�opinions�prompt�them�to�infringe�upon�the�rights�and�liberties�of�
others;�but�we�do�not�believe�that�human�law�has�a�right�to�interfere�in�
prescribing�rules�of�worship�to�bind�the�consciences�of�men,�nor�dictate�
forms�for�public�or�private�devotion;�that�the�civil�magistrate�should�
restrain�crime,�but�never�control�conscience;�should�punish�guilt,�but�never�
suppress�the�freedom�of�the�soul.�

"We�believe�that�all�men�are�bound�to�sustain�and�uphold�the�
respective�governments�in�which�they�reside,�while�protected�in�their�
inherent�and�inalienable�rights�by�the�laws�of�such�governments;�and�that�
sedition�and�rebellion�are�unbecoming�every�citizen�thus�protected,�and�
should�be�punished�accordingly;�and�that�all�governments�have�a�right�to�
enact�such�laws�as�in�their�own�judgments�are�best�calculated�to�secure�the�
public�interest;�at�the�same�time,�however,�holding�sacred�the�freedom�of�
conscience,"�D&C�134:1Ͳ5.�

�
See�also,�the�following�excerpts�from�this�Section�134:���
�

1. “[D]ivine�laws�given�of�heaven,�prescribing�rules�on�
spiritualconcerns,�for�faith�and�worship,�both�to�answered�by�man�to�
his�Maker,"�should�be�held�inviolate.�(v.�6.)�
2. "...{G}overnments�have�a�right,�and�are�bound�to�enact�laws�
for�the�protection�of�all�citizens�in�the�free�exercise�of�their�religious�
belief;�but�we�do�not�believe�that�they�have�a�right�in�justice�to�
deprive�citizens�of�this�privilege,�or�proscribe�them�in�their�opinions,�
so�long�as�a�regard�and�reverence�are�shown�to�the�laws�and�such�
religious�opinions�do�not�justify�sedition�nor�conspiracy."�(v.�7.);���
3. "We�do�not�believe�it�just�to�mingle�religious�influence�with�
civil�government,�whereby�one�religious�society�is�fostered�and�
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another�proscribed�in�its�spiritual�privileges,�and�the�individual�rights�
of�its�members,�as�citizens,�denied."�(v.9.);��
4. "We�believe�that�all�religious�societies�have�a�right�to�deal�with�
their�members�for�disorderly�conduct,�according�to�the�rules�and�
regulations�of�such�societies,�provided�that�such�dealings�be�for�
fellowship�and�good�standing....They�can�{however}�only�
excommunicate�them�from�their�society,�and�withdraw�from�them�
their�fellowship."�(v.�10.)It�is�suggested�that�the�entire�Section�134�,�
the�contents�of�which�are,�by�this�reference�incorporated�herein,�be�
studied�and�considered.�

II.��HISTORICAL�AND�LEGAL�BASIS�FOR�RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM—PREͲCHRISTIAN�ERA�
THROUGH�THE�MERIDIAN�OF�TIME,�THE�DARK�AGES�AND�THE�INQUISITIONS.�

�
A. �Introduction:�

�
� Freedom�of�religion�is�a�principle�that�supports�the�freedom�of�an�individual�
or�community,�in�public�or�private,�to�manifest�religion�or�belief�in�teaching,�
practice,�worship,�and�observance….In�a�country�with�a�state�religion,�freedom�of�
religion�is�generally�considered�to�mean�that�the�government�permits�religious�
practices�of�other�sects�besides�the�state�religion,�and�does�not�persecute�
believers�in�other�faiths.�

� In�this�section,�historical�background,�constitutional�and�statutory�
enactments,�and�other�official�pronouncements�dealing�with�religious�freedom�
will�be�outlined�and�cited.�

�
�

B. Religious�Freedom�During�The�Pre�Christian�Era:�
�

� Lucifer�failed�in�the�preexistence�to�destroy�agency�and�force�salvation�
upon�all�people.��In�other�words,�compulsion�as�a�way�of�worship�was�proposed,�
rejected,�and�died�in�the�premortal�life.��When�the�Lord�placed�Adam�and�Eve�
upon�the�earth,�he�vested�in�them�civil�power,�by�which�they�governed�
themselves�and�their�children�and�revealed�unto�them�his�own�pure�religion,�
through�which�they�could�worship�their�creator�and,�if�faithful,�become�like�him.��
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There�was�no�separation�of�church�and�state.��All�governmental�powers,�whether�
civil�or�religious,�centered�in�one�Supreme�Head�and�were�administered�among�
men�by�his�legal�administrators�who�were�sent�and�duly�commissioned�by�him.��In�
other�words�he�instituted�a�theocracy�among�men.��(See�McConkie,�A�New�
Witness�for�the�Articles�of�Faith,�pp.�657Ͳ658.)�

�
The�Lord�revealed�to�Adam,�the�first�man,�the�fullness�of�the�gospel,�

or�the�higher�law,�in�its�purity.���
The�Law�of�Moses,�who�was�one�of�the�Lord’s�legal�administrators,�“�

is�the�name�assigned�to�the�whole�collection�of�written�laws�given�through�
Moses�to�the�house�of�Israel,�as�a�replacement�of�the�higher�law�which�they�
had�failed�to�obey…,”��Bible�Dictionary,�Law�of�Moses,�p.�722.�

�
“And�God�spake�all�these�words,�saying,�
“I�am�the�Lord�thy�God�which�hath�brought�thee�out�of�the�land�of�

Egypt,�out�of�the�house�of�bondage.�“Thou�shalt�have�no�other�gods�before�
me.��

“Thou�shalt�not�make�unto�thee�any�graven�image,�or�any�Likeness�of�
any�thing�that�is�in�heaven�above,�or�that�is�in�the�earth�beneath�or�that�is�
in�the�water�under�the�earth:�

“Thou�shalt�not�bow�down�thyself�to�them,�nor�serve�them:�for�I�the�
Lord�thy�God�am�a�jealous�God,�visiting�the�iniquity�of�the�fathers�upon�the�
children�unto�the�third�and�fourth�generation�of�them�that�hate�me;�

“And�shewing�mercy�unto�thousands�of�them�that�love�me�and�
keep�my�commandments,”��Exod.�20:1Ͳ6.�
�

“Theocracy�as�a�way�of�government�and�worship�began�to�fail�with�
the�Babylonian�captivity�{and�even�before,�as�when�the�children�of�Israel�
worshiped�the�golden�calf�while�Moses�was�on�Mt.�Sinai�communicating�
with�the�Lord}.��Although�there�were�brief�moments�of�blazing�glory�when�
the�Jews�returned�to�Palestine�to�rebuild�the�temple�and�serve�Jehovah�in�
Jerusalem,�the�day�of�direct�heavenly�rule�was�soon�past.��{Illustrative�of�
this�is�the�period�during�which�Jeroboam�made�Israel�sin�by�mandating�the�
worship�of�Baal.}�When�our�Lord�made�flesh�his�tabernacle,�the�Jews�in�
Palestine�served�Rome�and�those�dispersed�in�the�nations�were�subject�to�
Egyptian�or�Grecian�or�other�rulers.��Nevertheless�{notwithstanding�their�
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loss,�to�a�large�extent,�of�their�freedom}�they�remained�a�distinct�and�a�
peculiar�people�even�after�they�were�scattered�in�all�nations�following�the�
destruction�of�Jeusalem�by�Titus�in�A.D.�70.”��(See�McConkie,�supra.,�pp.�
661Ͳ62.)�

�
There�were,�however,�during�the�years�of�captivity�and�loss�of�

political�independence,�brief�periods�of�return,�in�a�limited�way,�to�a�
semblance�of�the�glory�days�of�the�children�of�Israel.��For�example,��“Cyrus�
the�Great�established�the�Achaemenid�Empire�ca.�550�BC,�and�initiated�a�
general�policy�of�permitting�religious�freedom�throughout�the�empire,�
documenting�this�on�the�Cyrus�Cylinder,”��Cyrus�Cylinder,�livius.org;�Richard�
A.�Taylor;�E.�Ray�Clendenen�(15�October�2004).��B&H�Publishing�Group.��pp.�
31Ͳ32.�ISBN�978080540d1219.�http://books?id=hII6mqKrH9kC.�
�

“Freedom�of�religious�worship�was�established�in�the�Buddhist�
Maurya�Empire�of�ancient�India�by�Asoka�the�Great�in�the�3rd�century�BC,�
which�was�encapsulated�in�the�Edicts�of�Asoka,”��Freedom�of�religion�–�
Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia,�History.�

“Religious�freedom�and�the�right�to�worship�freely�were�practices�
that�had�been�appreciated�and�promoted�by�most�ancient�Indian�
dynasties….�

“Ancient�Jews�fleeing�from�persecution�in�their�homeland�2,500�
years�ago�settled�in�India�and�never�faced�antiͲSemitism.��Freedom�of�
religion�edicts�have�been�found�written�during�Asoka�the�Great’s�reign�in�
the�3rd�century�BC.��Freedom�to�practice,�preach�and�propagate�any�
religion�is�a�constitutional�right�in�Modern�India…,”��Freedom�of�religion�–�
Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia,�India.�
�

C. The�Meridian�Of�Time—Religious�Freedom�During�The�Era�Of�Jesus�
Christ�And�The�Apostles:�
�
With�the�advent�of�Greece�and�Rome�as�world�powers,�the�control�of�

religious�thought�began�to�wane�in�the�Western�world.��It�still�continued�as�a�way�
of�life�in�Asia�and�among�the�Islamic�peoples.��To�this�day,�the�law�in�some�nations�
enforces�the�death�penalty�upon�Mohammedans�who�become�Christians.��But�
Greek�philosophers�and�Roman�political�necessities�began�to�turn�the�tide�against�
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forced�worship.��The�Greek�thinkers�began�to�unshackle�the�minds�of�men.��Rome,�
unable�to�impose�a�sole�religion�upon�the�diverse�nations�under�her�iron�hand,�
adopted�the�policy�of�accepting�and�worshiping�all�the�gods�of�all�nations�of�her�
empire—with�one�exception.��The�God�of�the�Christians�was�excluded.��All�gods�
were�acceptable�except�God�the�Lord.��This�included�even�the�deifying�and�
worship�of�the�emperor.���

�
“As�to�the�soͲcalled�barbaric�and�uncivilized�tribes�of�Britain,�

Scandinavia,�Germany,�and�Western�Europe,�all�these�had�their�own�
national�religions,�which�included�many�good�ethical�principles�and�also�an�
outpouring�of�sacrifice�and�slaughter�that�was�hellish�in�design�and�origin.��
All�of�this�was�government�dictated,”�McConkie,�supra.,�p.�662.�

�
“The�people�of�Israel,�while�yet�in�fact�JehovahͲworshipers,�

flourished,�but�soon�became�intolerant,�counting�themselves�sure�of�an�
exalted�station,�and�looking�upon�all�who�were�not�of�the�covenant�race�as�
unworthy.��Christ,�in�His�ministry�among�them,�saw�with�compassionate�
sorrow�the�spiritual�and�intellectual�bondage�of�the�times�,�and�declared�
unto�them�the�saving�word:��‘The�truth�shall�make�you�free.’��At�this�some�
selfͲrighteous�aggressors�became�angry,�and�boastfully�answered:��‘We�be�
Abraham’s�seed�and�were�never�in�bondage�to�any�man:��how�sayest�thou,�
ye�shall�be�made�free?’��Then�the�Master�reproved�them�for�their�bigotry:��‘I�
know�that�ye�are�Abraham’s�seed;�but�ye�seek�to�kill�me,�because�my�word�
hath�no�place�in�you.’”�(See�Talmage,�The�Articles�of�Faith,�p.�361.��They�did�
kill�Him—they�crucified�Him�on�Calvary�because�of�their�intolerance—
because�of�his�threat�to�their�religious�traditions�and�their�refusal�to�grant�
Him�the�religious�freedom�which�they�themselves�had�so�jealously�guarded�
for�so�many�years.��And�the�Romans,�to�whom�the�Jews�were�subservient,�
failed�to�intervene�in�his�behalf.��

���
These�were�the�circumstances�at�the�onset�of�the�Christian�era�and�

into�the�ministry�of�Christ�and�the�apostles.��For�their�part,�the�apostles,�
faced�with�a�challenge�relating�to�the�continuing�relevancy�of�the�Law�of�
Moses��which�the�Jews�continued�to�espouse�and�the�question�of�whether�
the�gospel�should�be�taken�to�the�gentiles,�were�met�with�severe�
opposition�from�the�Jews�who�persecuted�them�as�they�had�persecuted�
their�Lord�and�Savior�himself.��Even�their�proselytes,�and�for�a�time�some�of�
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the�apostles�themselves,�took�issue�with�including�the�gentiles�as�a�
covenant�people�and�affording�them�any�exceptions�to�strict�compliance�
with�the�Law�of�Moses.��These�issues�were�finally�resolved�by�revelation�
from�the�Lord,�with�respect�to�whom�it�was�declared�that�“He�is�no�
respecter�of�persons,”�as�He�had�taught�the�Nephites�on�the�American�
continent�when�he�said,�through�his�prophet�Nephi:��“{A}nd�he�inviteth�
them�all�to�come�unto�him�and�partake�of�his�goodness;�and�he�denieth�
none�that�come�unto�him,�black�and�white,�bond�and�free,�male�and�
female;�and�he�remembereth�the�heathen;�and�all�are�alike�unto�God,�both�
Jew�and�Gentile.”�(2�Ne.�26:33.)��And�thus�was�the�principle�of�religious�
freedom�taught�unto�the�children�of�Israel�and�unto�the�Nephites.�

�
As�for�the�Greeks,�the�Apostle�Paul,�while�on�his�missionary�visit�to�

Athens,�noted�numerous�magnificent�shrines�and�temples�which�lined�the�
city’s�streets,�for�Athens�was�a�city�saturated�with�idolatry,�and�that�the�
cautious�Greeks�had�even�erected�an�altar�dedicated�to�the�Unknown�God,�
lest�they�should�offend�some�god�that�had�been�inadvertently�overlooked.��
Luke�records�that�while�Paul�awaited�the�arrival�of�his�companions,�“his�
spirit�was�stirred�in�him,�when�he�saw�the�city�wholly�given�to�idolatry,”��
Luke�17:17.��Moved�by�that�spirit,�Paul�attempted�to�teach�the�Athenians�
the�truths�of�the�gospel�both�in�the�Jewish�synagogue�and�in�the�
marketplace.��Later�he�was�taken�before�the�famed�council�of�the�
Areopagus,�on�Mars�Hill,�where�he�delivered�a�powerful�sermon�on�the�
subject�of�the�Unknown�God.��But,�though�the�Athenians�were�willing�to�
listen�to�his�new�philosophy,�as�indeed�they�were�to�anything�novel�or�
extraordinary,�when�Paul�spoke�of�the�resurrection�they�mocked�him.��(See�
Acts�17:32.)��Paul�even�told�the�learned�men�of�Athens�of�their�ignorance,�
of�their�status�as�children�of�God,�and�of�their�eventual�resurrection�after�
death.��(See�Life�and�Teachings�of�Jesus�and�the�Apostles,�Student�Manual,�
p.�229.)�

�
The�Romans,�for�their�part,�although�they�persecuted�and�killed�the�

Saints�and�subjected�the�apostles�to�martyrdom,�ultimately�adopted�
Christianity�as�the�official�religion�of�the�empire;�however,�by�this�time�the�
pure�doctrine�taught�by�Christ�and�the�apostles�had�been�altered�by�the�
doctrines�of�men,�and�apostasy�from�the�Church�established�by�Christ�
during�his�ministry�had�begun�to�run�rampant�both�in�the�Church�and�from�
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the�Church.��This�included�the�disappearance�of�any�semblance�of�religious�
freedom.�

We�conclude�this�subͲsection�“C”�by�quoting�from�Talmage,�The�
Articles�of�Faith,�Religious�Intolerance�and�Intolerance�is�Unscriptural,�pp.�
361Ͳ63:�

“…There�is�little�cause�for�wonder�that�in�the�fact�that�the�early�
Christians,�zealous�for�the�new�faith�into�which�they�had�been�baptized,�
and�newly�converted�from�idolatry�and�pagan�superstitions,�should�
consider�themselves�superior�to�the�rest�of�humanity�still�sitting�in�darkness�
and�ignorance.��Even�John,�traditionally�known�as�the�apostle�of�love,�but�
surnamed�by�the�Christ,�he�and�his�brother�James,�Boanerges,�or�Sons�of�
Thunder,�was�intolerant�and�resentful�towards�those�who�followed�not�his�
path;�and�more�than�once�had�to�be�rebuked�by�his�Master….{W}hile�
travelling�with�their�Lord�through�Samaria,�the�apostles�James�and�John�
were�incensed�by�the�Samaritans�lack�of�respect�toward�the�master,�and�
craved�permission�to�call�fire�from�heaven�to�consume�the�unbelievers;�but�
their�revengeful�desire�was�promptly�rebuked�by�the�Lord,�who�said:��‘Ye�
know�not�what�manner�of�spirit�ye�are�of.��For�the�Son�of�Man�is�not�come�
to�destroy�men’s�lives,�but�to�save�them.’�

“Intolerance�is�Unscriptural—The�teachings�of�our�Lord�breathe�the�
spirit�of�forbearance�and�love�even�to�enemies.��He�tolerated,�though�he�
could�not�approve,�the�practices�of�the�heathen�in�their�idolatry,�the�
Samaritans�with�their�degenerate�customs�of�worship,�the�luxury�loving�
Sadducees,�and�the�law�bound�Pharisees.��Hatred�was�not�countenanced�
even�toward�foes.��His�instructions�were:��‘Love�your�enemies,�bless�them�
that�curse�you,�do�good�to�them�that�hate�you,�and�pray�for�them�which�
despitefully�use�you,�and�persecute�you;�that�ye�may�be�the�children�of�
your�father�which�is�in�heaven:��for�he�maketh�the�sun�to�rise�on�the�evil�
and�on�the�good,�and�he�sendeth�rain�on�the�just�and�on�the�unjust.’��The�
Twelve�were�commanded�to�salute�with�their�blessing�every�house�at�which�
they�applied�for�hospitality.��True,�if�the�people�rejected�them�and�their�
message,�retribution�was�to�follow;�but�this�visitation�of�cursing�was�to�be�
reserved�as�a�divine�prerogative.��In�the�Parable�of�the�Tares,�Christ�taught�
the�same�lesson�of�forbearance;�the�hasty�servants�wanted�to�pluck�out�the�
weeds�straightway,�but�were�forbidden�lest�they�root�up�the�wheat�also,�
and�were�assured�that�a�separation�would�be�effected�in�the�time�of�
harvest.�
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“In�spite�of�the�prevailing�spirit�of�toleration�and�love�pervading�the�
teachings�of�the�Savior�and�the�apostles,�attempts�have�been�made�to�draw�
from�the�scriptures�justification�for�intolerance�and�persecution.��Paul’s�
stinging�words�addressed�to�the�Galatians�have�been�given�a�meaning�
wholly�foreign�to�the�spirit�that�prompted�them.��Warning�the�saints�of�
false�teachers,�he�said:��‘As�we�said�before,�so�say�I�now�again,�if�any�man�
preach�any�gospel�unto�you�than�that�ye�have�received,�let�him�be�
accursed.’��On�the�strength�of�this�forceful�admonition�combined�with�
denunciation,�some�have�sought�to�justify�persecution�on�account�of�
differences�in�religion;�but�such�misconstruction�must�be�charged�to�
shallow�reading�and�even�prejudice.��Was�it�not—is�it�not—rational�to�say�
that�any�man�or�coterie�of�men,�any�sect,�denomination�or�church�that�
would�preach�its�own�conceptions�as�the�authentic�Gospel�of�Jesus�Christ,�is�
guilty�of�blasphemy�and�deserving�of�the�curse�of�God?��Paul�leaves�us�not�
in�doubt�as�to�the�character�of�the�Gospel�he�so�forcefully�defended,�as�his�
later�words�show:���‘But�I�certify�you,�brethren,�that�the�gospel�which�was�
preached�of�me�is�not�after�man.��For�I�neither�received�it�of�man,�neither�
was�I�taught�it,�but�by�the�revelation�of�Jesus�Christ.’��Let�it�be�remembered�
that�vengeance�and�recompense�belong�to�the�Lord….”���
�

D. Religious�Freedom�In�The�Face�Of��Apostasy�From�The�Church�
Established�By�Christ�And�During�The�Dark�Ages�And�The�Inquisitions.�

�
“`The�issue�of�the�relation�between�religion�and�the�state�took�

clearer�form�in�the�West�as�Christianity�came�to�the�fore.��Jesus�himself�
became�a�victim�of�religious�intolerance�when,�according�to�the�New�
Testament,�he�was�arrested�for�his�religious�teachings�and�turned�over�to�
Rome�as�a�wouldͲbe�Messiah�by�the�high�priest�of�Judaism�and�his�
supporters.��Christians�were�first�persecuted�as�a�distinct�group�from�the�
Jews�when�Nero�blamed�them�for�the�great�fire�of�Rome�in�68�C.E.��In�the�
early�second�century,�the�Emperor�Trajan�officially�proscribed�the�Christian�
religion,�and�Christians�suffered�varying�degrees�of�persecution.��Over�the�
next�two�hundred�years�Christians�experienced�repression�when�certain�
emperors�insisted�on�their�adherence�to�Roman�state�religious�traditions,�
which�many�Christians�suffered�martyrdom�to�avoid,”��Freedom�of�Religion,�
New�World�Encyclopedia.�
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��
For�the�true�believers�in�Christ,�freedom�of�worship�was�one�of�the�

great�cornerstones�on�which�they�built�their�house�of�faith.��Emblazoned�on�
the�banners�of�their�souls�were�the�immortal�words�of�their�Founder:��“Ye�
shall�know�the�truth�and�the�truth�shall�make�you�free.”��(John�8:32.)��They�
stood�fast�“in�the�liberty�wherewith�Christ�hath�made�us,�free,�and�be�not�
entangled�again�with�the�yoke�of�bondage.”��(Gal.�5:1.)�

�
“But�scarcely�more�than�a�hundred�years�after�the�King�of�Freedom�

proclaimed�liberty�to�the�captives�and�the�opening�of�the�prison�doors�of�
the�mind�to�sinͲenslaved�souls,�the�liberty�that�was�in�Christ�died�an�
agonizing�death.��The�world�won�a�temporary�victory�in�the�war�we�wage�
against�evil.��Apostasy�became�universal;�darkness�covered�the�earth,�and�
gross�darkness�the�minds�of�the�people.��Men�lost�the�knowledge�of�God�
and�his�saving�laws�and�created�a�new�and�fallen�religion�that�still�bore�the�
name�of�the�ancient�faith.�

“By�the�time�of�the�emperor�Constantine,�who�reigned�from�306�to�
337,�this�fallen�faith�without�saving�power�had�sufficient�numerical�strength�
and�political�power�to�give�it�preeminence�over�the�even�more�perverse�
pagan�ways�of�a�spiritually�decadent�empire.��In�that�day,�as�a�historian�of�
world�renown�has�written,�we�see�‘its�relation�to�the�temporal�power,�and�
its�social�and�political�position�and�import,�undergo�an�entire�and�
permanent�change.’��Indeed�‘the�reign�of�Constantine�the�Great�marks�the�
transition�of�the�Christian�religion�from�under�persecution�by�the�secular�
government�to�union�with�the�same;�the�beginning�of�the�stateͲchurch�
system….�

“As�this�union�of�church�and�state�extended�its�influence,�‘the�lines�of�
orthodoxy�were�more�and�more�strictly�drawn;�freedom�of�inquiry�was�
restricted;�and�all�departure�from�the�churchͲstate�system�was�met�not�
only,�as�formerly,�with�spiritual�weapons,�but�also�with�civil�punishments.��
So�early�as�the�fourth�century�the�dominant�party,�the�orthodox�as�well�as�
the�heterodox,�with�help�of�the�imperial�authority�practiced�deposition,�
confiscation,�and�banishment�upon�its�opponents.��It�was�but�one�step�
thence�to�the�penalties�of�torture�and�death,�which�were�ordained�in�the�
middle�age,�and�even�so�late�as�the�seventeenth�century,�by�churchͲstate�
authority,�both�Protestant�and�Roman�Catholic,�and�continue�in�many�
countries�to�this�day,�against�religious�dissenters�of�every�kind�as�enemies�
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to�the�prevailing�order�of�things.��Absolute�freedom�of�religion�and�worship�
is�in�fact�logically�impossible�in�the�stateͲchurch�system.�It�requires�the�
separation�of�the�spiritual�and�temporal�powers.’”��(McConkie,�A�New�
Witness�For�the�Articles�of�Faith,�Ch.�66,�pp.�663,�664.)�

�
McConkie�continues�in�Chapter�67,�pp.�668Ͳ70:��“Just�as�surely�as�the�

blessed�Christ�will�usher�in�the�Millennium�of�peace�and�freedom,�so�an�
accursed�Constantine�gave�to�the�world�a�Black�Millennium,�a�millennium�
of�blood�and�horror�in�which�men�believed�the�approved�creeds�of�the�day�
or�died�amid�flaming�fagots.��For�more�than�a�thousand�years,�from�the�fore�
part�of�the�fourth�century�to�the�end�of�the�fifteenth,�the�world�lay�in�
darkness.��It�was�a�dark�and�abysmal�night;�the�stench�of�spiritual�death�
poisoned�the�nostrils�of�men;�and�the�jaws�of�hell�gaped�wide�open�to�
welcome�the�sensual�sinners�who�loved�darkness�rather�than�light�because�
their�deeds�were�evil.��In�our�more�enlightened�day,�it�is�difficult�to�
conceive�of�the�depth�to�which�government�and�religion�and�mortality,�
both�private�and�public,�sank�in�what�men�universally�describe�as�the�dark�
ages.�

“The�lesson�relative�to�freedom�of�worship,�to�be�learned�from�all�of�
this�is�summed�up�by�Philip�Schaff�in�these�words:��‘An�inevitable�
consequence�of�the�union�of�church�and�state�was�restriction�of�religious�
freedom�in�faith�and�worship,�and�the�civil�punishment�of�departure�from�
the�doctrine�and�discipline�of�the�established�church….After�the�Nicene�age�
all�departures�from�reigning�stateͲchurch�were�not�only�abhorred�and�
excommunicated�as�religious�errors,�but�were�treated�also�as�crimes�
against�the�Christian�state,�and�hence�were�punished�with�civil�penalties;�at�
first�with�deposition,�banishment,�confiscation,�after�Theodosius,�even�
death.“’This�persecution�of�heretics�was�a�natural�consequence�of�the�
union�of�religious�and�civil�duties�and�rights,�the�confusion�of�the�civil�and�
the�ecclesiastical,�the�judicial�and�the�moral,�which�came�to�pass�since�
Constantine….�

“’It�was�not�till�the�eighteenth�century�that�a�radical�revolution�of�
views�was�accomplished�in�regard�to�religious�toleration;�and�the�progress�
of�toleration�and�free�worship�has�gone�hand�in�hand�with�with�the�gradual�
loosening�of�the�stateͲchurch�basis�and�with�the�clearer�separation�of�civil�
and�religious�rights�and�of�the�temporal�and�spiritual�power.’”��(See�History�
of�the�Christian�Church,�3:138Ͳ40,�for�Schaff�quotation.)�
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These�legal�enactments,�edicts,�official�declarations�and�actions�by�secular�
and�ecclesiastical�leaders�emerged�during�the�historical�period�under�
consideration�in�this�subͲsection:�

a)��In�the�early�fourth�century,�Constantine�I�issued�the�Edict�of�Milan�
in�which�he�declared,�“It�has�pleased�us�to�remove�all�conditions�
whatsoever…concerning�the�Christians�and�now�any�one�of�those�
who�wishes�to�observe�Christian�religion�may�do�so�freely�and�
openly,�without�molestation….We�have�also�conceded�to�other�
religions�the�right�of�open�and�free�observance�of�their�worship�for�
the�sake�of�the�peace�of�our�times.”��A�decade�later,�however,�
Constantine�intervened�in�behalf�of�the�“orthodox”�party�in�the�Arian�
controversy�and�commanded�Christians�not�to�associate�with�Jews�
and�declaring�that�the�state�would�now�be�the�final�arbiter�in�
distinguishing�proper�doctrine�from�heresy.��In�392�C.E.�he�declared�
orthodox�(Catholic)�Christianity�to�be�the�official�state�religion.��
Christians�thereafter�began�using�the�power�of�the�state�to�persecute�
other�Christians�and�to�pressure�pagans�to�convert�to�Christianity.��
(See�New�World�Encyclopedia,�Supra.)�

b)����During�the�reign�of�Theodosius�I,�Augustine�of�Hippo,�after�
arguing��successfully�that�the�state�should�intervene�militarily��on�
behalf�of�the�Roman�Catholic�Church�against�the�Donatist�schism�in�
North�Africa,�declared:��“Whosoever,�therefore,�refuses�to�obey�the�
laws�of�the�emperors�which�are�enacted�against�the�truth�of�God,�
wins�for�himself�a�great�reward;�but�whosoever�refuses�to�obey�the�
laws�of�the�emperor�which�are�enacted�in�behalf�of�truth,�wins�for�
himself�a�great�condemnation.”��(A�treatise�Concerning�the�
Correction�of�the�Donatists.)�

c)����In�494�C.E.,�after�Christianity�had�replaced�the�Roman�gods�as�a�
state�religion,�Pope�Gelasius�I�issued�his�oft�cited�“Two�Swords�
Letter,”�insisting�that�in�spiritual�matters,�the�church,�not�the�state,�
was�supreme,�to�wit:��“There�are�two�powers,�august�Emperor,�by�
which�this�world�is�chiefly�ruled,�namely,�the�sacred��authority�of�the�
priests�and�the�royal�power.��Of�these�that�of�the�priests�is�more�
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weighty,�since�they�have�to�render�an�account�for�even�the�kings�of�
men�in�the�divine�judgment.��You�are�also�aware,�dear�son,�that�while�
you�are�permitted�honorably�to�rule�over�humankind,�yet�in�things�
divine�you�bow�your�head�humbly�before�the�leaders�of�the�clergy�
and�await�from�their�hands�the�means�of�your�salvation.”�

d)����Over�the�next�thousand�years,�in�the�West�church�and�state�vied�
for�power�and�supremacy�in�both�spiritual�and�temporal�affairs.��In�
the�meantime,�Islam�emerged�as�a�force�in�much�of�the�former�
Eastern�Roman�Empire.��Islam�made�no�distinction�between�religion�
and�temporal�state;�however,�until�the�modern�era,�on�the�question�
of�religious�freedom,�both�Jews�and�Christians�were�permitted�to�
practice�their�religion�in�Muslim�lands.��The�Qur’an,�2:256,�declared:��
“Let�there�be�no�compulsion�in�religion.��Truth�stands�out�clear�from�
Error;�whoever�rejects�Evil�and�believes�in�Allah�hath�grasped�the�
most�trustworthy�handͲhold,�that�never�breaks.��And�Allah�heareth�
and�knoweth�all�things.”�

�

“Yet�other�passages�in�the�Qur’an�indicated�that�pagans�could�be�
enslaved�or�even�killed�if�they�did�not�accept�Islam.��In�practice,�however,�
religions�such�as�Hinduism�and�Buddhism�usually�found�a�degree�of�
tolerance�from�Islamic�governments.��To�be�sure,�Christians�in�large�
numbers�nevertheless�suffered�as�Islamic�armies�marched�on�what�had�
formerly�been�the�Christian�Empire�in�the�East,�and�many�were�persuaded�
to�convert�to�Islam�by�the�sword.��Nor�can�it�be�denied�that�thousands�of�
Muslims�and�even�many�Eastern�Christians�were�slaughtered�by�European�
Christians�during�the�Crusades.�

�
“Jews�fared�better�under�Islamic�governments�than�under�European�

Christian�ones.��A�succession�of�Christian�kings�expelled�Jews�from�their�
lands.��Jews�were�forbidden�to�own�property�and�engage�in�certain�
professions.��Preachers�often�blamed�them�for�the�Crucifixion�and�strongly�
discouraged�Christians�from�associating�with�them.��The�first�Crusade,�
though�not�directed�against�the�Jews,�nonetheless�resulted�in�the�massacre�
of�many�Jews�by�crusading�Christians,�thirsty�for�infidel�blood.��At�other�
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times,�some�Christian�preachers�overtly�aroused�antiͲJewish�mobs�to�
violence.�

�
“The�Inquisition,�originally�established�by�papal�bull�in�1184,�had�

targeted�Christian�heretics�such�as�the�Cathars�before�it�turned�its�sights�on�
Jews.��Punishment,�which�was�carried�out�by�the�secular�government�rather�
than�the�church�courts,�ranged�from�confiscation�of�property�to�prison,�
banishment,�and,�of�course,�public�execution.��Torture�was�not�considered�
punishment,�but�a�permissible�tool�of�church�investigators.��Targets�of�the�
Inquisition�included�Cathars�of�Southern�France,�the�Waldensians,�the�
Hussites,�the�Knights�Templar,�Spiritual�Franciscans,�witches�(the�most�
famous�being�Joan�of�Arc),�Jews,�Muslims,�freethinkers,�and�Protestants,”��
New�World�Encyclopedia,�supra.�

“Bohemia�(presentͲday�Czech�Republic)�enjoyed�religious�freedom�
between�1436�and�1520,�and�became�one�of�the�most�liberal�countries�in�
the�Christian�world�during�that�period�of�time.��The�soͲcalled�Basel�
Compacts�of�1436�declared�the�freedom�of�religion�between�Catholics�and�
Utraquists.��In�1609�Emperor�Rudolf�II�granted�Bohemia�greater�religious�
liberty�with�his�Letter�of�Majesty.��The�privileged�position�of�the�Catholic�
Church�in�the�Czech�kingdom�was�firmly�established�after�the�Battle�of�
White�Mountain�in�1620.��Gradually�freedom�of�religion�in�Bohemian�lands�
came�to�an�end�and�Protestants�fled�or�were�expelled�from�the�country.��A�
devout�Catholic,�Emperor�Ferdinand�II�forcibly�converted�Austrian�and�
Bohemian�Protestants.�

“Poland�has�a�long�tradition�of�religious�freedom.��The�right�to�
worship�freely�was�a�basic�right�given�to�all�inhabitants�of�the�
Commonwealth�throughout�the�15th�and�early�16th�century,�however,�
complete�religious�freedom�was�officially�recognized�in�Poland�in�1573�
during�the�Warsaw�Confederation.��Poland�kept�religious�freedom�laws�
during�an�era�of�religious�persecution�which�was�an�everyday�occurrence�in�
the�rest�of�Europe.�

“The�General�Charter�of�Jewish�Liberties�known�as�the�Statute�of�
Kalisz�was�issued�by�the�Duke�of�Greater�Poland�Boleslaus�the�Pious�on�8�
September�1264�in�Kalisz.��The�statute�served�as�the�basis�for�the�legal�
position�of�Jews�in�Poland�and�led�to�creation�of�the�YiddishͲspeaking�
autonomous�Jewish�nation�until�1795.��The�statute�granted�exclusive�
jurisdiction�of�Jewish�courts�over�Jewish�matters�and�established�a�separate�
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tribunal�for�matters�involving�Christians�and�Jews.��Additionally�it�
guaranteed�personal�liberties�and�safety�for�Jews�including�freedom�of�
religion,�travel�and�trade.��The�statute�was�ratified�by�by�subsequent�Polish�
Kings:��Casimir�III�of�Poland�in�1334,�Casimir�IV�of�Poland�in�1453�and�
Sigismund�I�of�Poland�in�1539.��The�Commonwealth�set�a�precedent�by�
allowing�Jews�to�become�ennobled,”���Freedom�of�religion�–�Wikipedia,�the�
free�encyclopedia,�supra.�
��

III. HISTORICAL�AND�LEGAL�BASIS�FOR�RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM—THE�PROTESTANT�
REFORMATION�THROUGH�COLONIAL�AMERICA,�THE�AMERICAN�REVOLUTION,�
AND�THE�ENSHRINMENT�OF�CONSTITUTIONAL�GOVERNMENT�
�

A. The�Historical�Setting�And�The�Evolution�Of�Freedom�Of�Thought�And�
Action:�

�
“Christian�Protestantism�may�be�viewed�as�the�product�of�late�medieval���

‘protests’�against�various�elements�of�the�Roman�Catholic�church.��Though�there�
were�always�persons�within�Catholicism�pressing�for�reforms,�the�beginning�of�the�
Protestant�Reformation�is�usually�dated�to�1517�when�Martin�Luther�(1483Ͳ1546),�
an�Augustinian�monk�in�Wittenberg,�Germany,�published�his�ninetyͲfive�theses�
against�papal�indulgences.��The�theses�challenged�the�authority�of�the�pope�and�
by�extension�of�the�Roman�Catholic�church.��Protestants�since�that�time�are�
generally�considered�to�be�those�Christians�who�are�neither�Roman�Catholics�nor�
Eastern�(or�Russian)�Orthodox.�

***�

“Perhaps�the�greatest�legacy�of�the�Reformation�was�the�increased�
attention�to�freedom,�one’s�own�freedom�more�than�that�of�others.��This�concern�
eventually�grew�into�religious�toleration�and�the�desire�for�greater�political�selfͲ
determination.��The�ending�of�the�single,�‘universal’�church�and�the�proliferation�
of�new�churches�and�sects�had�echoes�in�the�political�arena,�most�notably�in�the�
independence�of�the�United�States�of�America.��A�great�many�factors�contributed�
to�the�establishment�of�the�United�States,�but�the�political�and�religious�heritage�
of�the�Protestant�reformers�was�certainly�among�them…,”��Encyclopedia�of�
Mormonism/edited�by�Daniel�H.�Ludlow,�v.�3,�pp.�1170Ͳ71.�
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We�quote�from�Professor�W.�Cole�Durham,�Director�of�the�International�
Center�for�Law�and�Religious�Studies:�

“…For�much�of�human�history,�it�was�assumed�that�religious�truth�
required�state�implementation�of�religious�beliefs�and�that�political�stability�
required�presupposed�religious�and�political�homogeneity.��As�a�matter�of�
logic�it�was�thought�that�if�a�particular�set�of�religious�beliefs�are�true,�their�
truth�provides�a�natural�rationale�for�implementing�them.��Moreover,�the�
assumption�was�that�society�could�not�be�stable�without�an�established�
homogeneous�religion�that�could�serve�as�a�kind�of�social�glue�and�ultimate�
motivation�for�loyalty�and�obedience�to�the�regime.��The�impression�was�
reinforced�by�the�religious�wars�that�had�ravaged�Europe�until�that�time.�

“At�least�at�the�level�of�theory,�the�writings�of�John�Locke�in�his�Letter�
Concerning�Toleration�represented�a�dramatic�departure�on�both�fronts.��In�
this�respect�Locke�is�probably�best�known�for�his�powerful�arguments�that�
the�machinery�of�state�coercion�is�ineffective�in�the�religious�domain:��the�
state�can�force�no�person�to�heaven.��The�most�it�can�do�is�cultivate�
outward�hypocrisy.��But�in�many�respects,�a�second�incite�buried�toward�
the�end�of�Locke’s�letter�is�even�more�significant�for�modern�regimes�of�
religious�liberty.��In�the�passage�in�question�Locke�states:�

“‘Now�if�that�church,�which�agrees�in�religion�with�the�prince,�be�
esteemed�the�chief�support�of�any�civil�government,�and�that�for�no�
reason…than�because�the�prince�is�kind�and�the�laws�are�favorable�to�it;�
how�much�greater�will�be�the�security�of�government,�where�all�good�
subjects,�of�whatsoever�church�they�be,�without�any�distinction�on�account�
of�religion,�enjoying�the�same�favor�of�the�prince,�and�the��same�benefit�of�
the�laws,�shall�become�the�common�support�and�guard�of�it;�and�where�
none�will�have�any�occasion�to�fear�the�severity�of�the�laws,�but�those�that�
do�injuries�to�their�neighbors,�and�offend�against�the�civil�peace.’�

“This�incite�has�laid�the�foundation�for�religious�liberty�in�
contemporary�regimes.��Contrary�to�what�might�initially�be�thought�(and�
what�had�been�thought�for�centuries),�Locke�contended�that�respect�for�
freedom�of�choice�in�matters�of�religion�(and�more�generally�with�respect�
to�comprehensive�world�views)�is�a�source�of�both�legitimacy�and�stability�
for�political�regimes…,”��Perspectives�On�Religious�Liberty:��A�Comparative�
Framework,�W.�Cole�Durham,�Jr.,�pp.�7,�8.�
�
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On�June�23,�2011,�Gary�B.�Doxey,�an�Associate�Director�of�the�International�
Center�for�Law�and�Religious�Studies�at�Brigham�Young�University�and�Chairman�
of�the�Center’s�Development�Committee,�presented�a�timely�paper/discussion�at�
the�Center�entitled�“Religious�Freedom:��Historical�Perspectives.”��We�quote�at�
length�from�Professor�Doxey,�to�wit:�

“According�to�the�traditional�American�narrative�of�the�history�of�
religious�freedom,�the�kernel�of�modern�religious�liberty�began�to�take�
shape�in�Reformation�Europe.��Courageous�thinkers�and�people�of�faith�
rejected�the�mandatory�creeds�of�a�corrupt�Christian�hierarchy,�began�to�
diversify�and�multiply�in�their�doctrinal�variations,�and�pointed�the�way�
toward�modern�pluralism.��

“For�centuries�prior�to�the�Reformation,�Christians�who�had�insisted�
on�religious�views�different�from�those�of�the�ruler�were�considered�traitors�
and�a�danger�to�social�order�who�should�be�tried�and�executed.��It�was�no�
different�with�the�advent�of�the�Reformation.��It�was�simply�that�now�vast�
numbers�of�adherents�to�new�religious�ideas�were�considered�to�be�in�a�
state�of�rebellion�to�their�rulers….�

“Religious�conflict�spread�throughout�western�Europe.��Doctrinal�
differences�extant�in�European�principalities�underscored�political�
differences.��Rulers�all�through�Germany�and�the�Low�Countries�who�chafed�
at�Roman�or�Imperial�rule�welcomed�a�theology�that�subordinated�the�
church�to�the�state.��Henry�VIII�in�England�shared�that�motivation,�though�
his�theology�remained�strikingly�Catholic�for�one�so�willing�to�rebel�against�
Rome.��The�point�is�that�from�the�beginning�of�the�Reformation,�the�conflict�
was�not�merely�a�question�of�true�doctrine�versus�heresy.��It�was�perhaps�
even�more�a�matter�of�politics.��The�desire�for�political�independence�and�
freedom�from�unwanted�foreign�rule�was�closely�linked�to�the�desire�to�be�
free�to�believe�new�religious�doctrines.�

“Almost�from�the�beginning�of�the�Reformation,�Catholics�and�
Protestants,�backed�by�selfͲinterested�rulers�as�well�as�pious�ones,�
marshaled�themselves�against�each�other�in�prolonged�wars�of�attrition.��
Lasting�more�than�a�century�{1530Ͳ1648},�these�wars�were�one�of�the�great�
calamities�of�all�time.��Though�this�century�enjoyed�periods�of�peace,�
underlying�tensions�boiled�to�the�surface�numerous�times….�

“Exhausted�by�the�costly�wars�and�persecutions�of�the�16th�and�17th�
centuries,�European�rulers�finally�had�to�face�up�to�the�fact�that�not�all�
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would�share�a�single�belief.��A�détenteͲlike�form�of�religious�tolerance�
seemed�the�only�practical�way�forward.��This�practical�tolerance�should�not�
be�confused�with�intellectual�respect�for�multiple�beliefs.��Much�prejudice�
continued,�but�the�people�were�finally�getting�tired�of�the�violence.���

“One�of�the�main�solutions�the�leaders�resorted�to�was�to�divide�the�
territories�between�Catholic�and�Protestant�regions�and�expel�the�
remaining�of�the�minority�religion�to�more�friendly�regions.��This�is�how,�for�
example,�the�Netherlands�was�reconfigured.��The�southwestern�provinces�
that�Spain�controlled�eventually�became�almost�totally�Catholic�(the�future�
Belgium)�and�the�northeastern�ones�became�officially�reformed�(the�
country�of�the�Netherlands).��At�the�start�of�the�conflict,�Catholics�and�
Protestants�were�spread�throughout�the�region.��By�the�end,�they�were�
segregated�both�religiously�and�politically.�

“At�the�same�time�as�practical�accommodations�of�divergent�beliefs�
began�to�crop�up�among�the�people,�legal�principles�enshrining�a�degree�of�
toleration�appeared�in�the�treaties�{Peace�of�Augsburg�(1555),�Union�of�
Utrecht�(1579),�Peace�of�Westphalia�(1648)}�that�ended�the�religious�wars.��
These�treaties�are�among�the�earliest�legal�documents�that�acknowledge�
something�resembling�religious�freedom�in�Western�Europe.�

“The�most�celebrated�of�these�treaties�was�the�Peace�of�Westphalia�
in�1648,�which�ended�the�devastating�Thirty�Years�War.��It�was�actually�a�
group�of�treaties�negotiated�among�the�competing�princes�of�the�
dominions�that�had�mostly�been�a�part�of�the�Holy�Roman�Empire.��The�
Peace�of�Westphalia�signaled�the�triumph�of�temporal�authority�over�
church�rule�by�allowing�rulers�to�select�the�religion�that�would�be�followed�
in�their�own�realm,�whether�Catholic,�Protestant,�Reformed�Protestant,�or�a�
combination,�and�allow�the�populous�to�decide�for�themselves�whether�to�
live�under�that�regime�or�move�to�another�principality.��The�rule�became�
known�as�cuius�regio,�eius�religio�(‘whose�region,�his�religion’).��

“Though�far�from�true�religious�freedom,�it�was�a�solid�step�away�
from�the�thousandͲyearͲold�European�belief�that�political�solidarity�
required�uniformity�of�Christian�doctrine�and�an�important�step�toward�
recognizing�the�political�legitimacy�of�differing�views.��Not�surprisingly,�
many�historians�view�these�treaties,�and�particularly�the�Peace�of�
Westphalia,�as�a�clear�break�with�the�medieval�past�and�the�beginning�of�
the�modern�era.�
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“Conventional�history�calls�the�18th�century�the�‘Age�of�
Enlightenment.’��It�was�a�time�of�advances�in�science�and�philosophy�that�
still�reverberate�today�

“With�regard�to�religious�freedom,�the�idea�of�tolerance�gained�
momentum,�wider�acceptance,�and�an�intellectual�voice�during�the�Age�of�
Enlightenment.��Perhaps�most�notably,�John�Locke’s�writings�{as�aforesaid}�
on�toleration�pointed�out�that�society�would�become�more�stable�if�
government�respected�diverse�beliefs�rather�than�suppressed�them�in�favor�
of�a�single�unified�official�religion.�

“Though�these�ideas�were�largely�ignored�by�European�despots,�they�
took�root�in�the�fertile�soil�of�the�English�colonies�of�the�New�World.��These�
ideas�certainly�influenced�in�profound�ways�the�lateͲcolonial�elites�of�
America,�such�as�Thomas�Jefferson�and�James�Madison.�

“Of�more�practical�significance,�perhaps,�was�the�impact�of�living�
conditions�in�America�on�a�much�wider�group�of�Americans�than�just�the�
elites.��America�was�a�most�remarkable�part�of�the�world�in�the�18th�
century,�unlike�any�country�in�Europe.��It�was�home�to�a�population�whose�
diversity�of�belief�was�unprecedented�in�history.��

“Many�early�settlers�had�actually�come�to�America�as�refugees�
fleeing�religious�persecution.��Puritans�went�to�New�England.��Catholics�
sought�haven�in�Maryland.��Pennsylvania�was�for�the�Quakers�and�later�the�
German�Mennonites.��Georgia�welcomed�dissenters�of�many�types,�
including�Jews.��Rhode�Island�was�settled�by�religious�dissenters�from�
Massachusetts.��New�York,�Delaware,�and�New�Jersey,�too�diverse�to�be�
identified�with�one�group�or�another,�became�havens�for�pluralism.���

“To�be�sure,�many�settlers�in�colonial�America�had�other�motives�for�
coming�to�this�land,�but�there�is�no�doubt�that�the�memory�of�religious�
persecution�factored�into�the�collective�conscience�of�Americans.��Whether�
fact�of�fiction,�today�we�still�nourish�the�image�of�our�colonial�forefathers�as�
arriving�on�America’s�shores�to�escape�religious�persecution.��The�idea�that�
they�were�seeking,�and�were�here�able�to�find,�religious�freedom�is�a�part�of�
American�mythology.�

“The�early�American�experience�demonstrated�that�colonial�
government�was�not�particularly�tolerant�of�independents�and�separatists.��
Old�prejudices�were�slow�to�give�way.��Governments�in�New�England�were�
at�first�very�unfriendly�toward�Quakers�and�independent�thinkers�like�Roger�
Williams�and�Anne�Hutchinson.��In�many�parts�of�the�colonies,�Catholics�
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were�suspected�of�being�part�of�a�great�papal�cabal�conspiring�to�take�over�
free�English�government.��Anglicans�in�Virginia�persecuted�the�minority�
Baptists.�

“But�things�changed�dramatically�over�time.��By�virtue�of�
demography,�geography,�economic�opportunity,�and�other�practical�
realities,�colonial�America�became�a�land�of�de�facto�religious�pluralism�
even�before�religious�freedom�became�the�law.�

“One�part�of�the�equation�was�the�impact�of�revivalism�in�the�Great�
Awakening.��Itinerant�preachers�called�the�people�to�camp�meetings�and�
elicited�emotional�experiences�with�religion�that�were�less�about�specific�
established�churches�and�more�about�personal�status�before�God.��One�of�
the�reasons�that�they�were�itinerants�is�that�the�established�churches�did�
not�allow�some�of�these�new�preachers�to�preach�at�the�pulpit.��In�fact�
some�local�laws�outlawed�itinerant�preaching�for�the�very�purpose�of�
suppressing�new�doctrines�and�methods.���

“Baptists�and�Methodists,�who�were�very�much�in�the�minority�in�
early�colonial�times,�rapidly�gained�ground�in�the�18th�century.��Soon�vast�
numbers�of�otherwise�unchurched�Americans�were�enthusiastically�
embracing�a�personal�Christian�religion—but�not�religion�of�the�established�
Church�of�England�or�Congregational�variety.��The�Great�Awakening�brought�
home�a�heightened�sense�that�man�could�and�should�rebel�against�unjust�
established�authority�and�stand�independently�in�his�own�convictions.��
Many�scholars�view�its�influence�as�foundational�to�the�later�bid�for�
independence�from�Britain…“�

The�majority�of�Americans�at�the�time�of�the�Revolution�were�
religiously�fervent�but�not�churchͲgoers.��One�in�eight�was�formally�a�
member�of�a�church.��Adherents�to�diverse�minority�faiths,�whose�numbers�
were�fueled�by�immigration�and�revival,�outnumbered�in�the�aggregate�the�
members�of�traditional�established�churches.�

“Degrees�of�religious�establishment�existed�in�various�forms�in�some�
of�the�colonies�and�even�after�independence�in�a�few�states.��However�the�
trajectory��and�momentum�of�the�American�condition�worked�forcefully�in�
a�different�direction.��The�Great�Awakening,�the�unprecedented�religious�
diversity�of�the�American�populous,�the�distance�and�spread�of�settlement,�
the�ready�ability�of�Americans�to�pull�up�stakes�and�move�to�new�
communities,�and�the�weakness�and�distance�of�formal�ecclesiastical�
authority�deflated�any�attempt�to�unify�Americans�under�established�
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religion.��The�influence�of�Enlightenment�thought�on�lateͲcolonial�elites�
proved�compelling�to�the�discussion�of�new�forms�of�government�and�the�
possibility�of�independence.��All�these�influences,�and�not�least�the�War�of�
independence�itself,�engendered�an�irreversible�break�with�the�European�
past�and�the�emergence�of�a�new�American�ideal�for�freedom.�

“The�culminating�chapter�of�the�American�religious�freedom�
narrative�is�that�religious�freedom�was�formulated�into�a�firm�legal�concept�
in�revolutionary�America.�

“The�War�for�independence�cut�short�any�possibility�that�a�EuropeanͲ
style�established�church�would�gain�traction�among�Americans.��Through�
the�wisdom�and�advocacy�of�enlightened�founders�such�as�Madison�and�
Jefferson,�freedom�of�religion�became�part�of�our�constitutional�heritage�in�
the�First�Amendment�with�its�two�clauses,�the�prohibition�of�established�
churches�and�freedom�to�exercise�one’s�faith�unmolested�by�government….�

“{S}ince�their�promulgation�in�the�United�States�Constitution�,�ideas�
about�religious�freedom�have�spread�throughout�the�world.��Religious�
freedom�has�now�become�one�of�the�United�States’�most�important�
intellectual�exports.��It�is�part�of�the�fabric�of�international�human�rights�
instruments�and�many�of�the�world’s�constitutions,�though�with�varying�
degrees�of�adherence�to�original�concepts.��This�is�not�to�say�that�modern�
religious�freedom�is�wholly�American�in�origin�or�application.”�
�

B. Constitutional�And�Statutory�Provisions,�Declarations�And�
Pronouncements,�And�Enshrinement�Of�Constitutional�Government:�
�

The�need�for�reformation�became�clearly�evident.��Some�of�the�earlier�and�
most�noteworthy�constitutional�and�statutory�provisions,�and�official�declarations�
and�pronouncements,�emerged�during�the�historical�period�under�consideration�
in�this�subͲsection��B,�to�wit:�

�
1.��The�Diet�of�Worms�in�1551�when�Martin�Luther�risked�his�life�rather�
than�taking�the�opportunity�to�recant�his�views.��Said�he,�“Unless�I�am�
convinced�by�proofs�from�Scriptures�or�by�plain�and�clear�reasons�and�
arguments,�I�can�and�will�not�retract,�for�it�is�neither�safe�nor�wise�to�do�
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anything�against�conscience.��Here�I�stand.��I�can�do�no�other.��God�help�
me.”�

2.��A�seesaw�battle�between�Catholics�and�Protestants,�in�both�Europe�
and�England,�resulted�in�Mary�I�of�England�returning�that�country�briefly�
to�Catholicism�in�1553;�however,�her�halfͲsister,�Elizabeth�I�restored�the�
Church�of�England�in�1558;��

3.��In�the�Holy�Roman�Empire,�Charles�V�agreed�to�tolerate�Lutheranism�
in�1555�at�the�Peace�of�Augsburg;�

4.��In�1558,�the�Transylvanian�Diet�of�Turda�declared�free�practice�of�
both�Catholic�and�Lutheran�religions,�but�prohibited�Calvinism.��Ten�
years�later,�in�1558,�the�Diet�extended�the�freedom�to�all�religions,�
declaring�that�‘It�is�not�allowed�to�anybody�to�intimidate�anybody�with�
captivity�or�expulsion�for�his�teaching.’��The�Diet�of�Turda�is�considered�
by�mostly�Hungarian�historians�as�the�first�legal�guarantee�of�religious�
freedom�in�the�Christian�Europe.�

5.���In�France�peace�was�negotiated�between�Protestants�and�Catholics�
at�the�Treaty�of�St.�Germain�in�1570;�however,�it�was�not�until�1598�
when�Prince�Henry�IV�came�to�the�throne�that�religious�tolerance�was�
formalized�in�the�Edict�of�Nantes.��It�would�remain�in�force�for�over�80�
years�until�its�revocation�in�1685�by�Louis�XIV.��Intolerance�continued�
until�the�French�Revolution�when�state�religion�was�abolished��and�all�
church�property�confiscated.�

6.��In�1573�the�Warsaw�Confederation�formalized�the�freedom�of�
religion�in�the�newly�formed�PolishͲLithuanian�Commonwealth.�

7.��“However,�intolerance�of�dissident�forms�of�Protestantism�continued,�
as�evidenced�by�the�exodus�of�the�Pilgrims�who�sought�refuge,�first�in�
Holland,�and�ultimately�in�America,�founding�the�Plymouth�Colony�in�
Massachusetts�in�1620.��William�Penn,�the�founder�of�Philadelphia�was�
involved�in�a�case�which�had�a�profound�effect�upon�future�American�
law�and�that�of�England.��A�jury�refused�to�convict�William�Penn�of�
preaching�a�Quaker�sermon,�which�was�illegal.��Even�though�the�jury�was�
imprisoned�for�their�acquittal,�they�stood�by�their�decision�and�helped�
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establish�freedom�of�religion.��The�Puritans�in�England,�on�the�other�
hand,�would�soon�demonstrate�a�more�intolerant�brand�of�
Protestantism�during�the�reign�of�Oliver�Cromwell�in�the�mid�
seventeenth�century,”��New�World�Encyclopedia,�supra.�

8.��The�Peace�of�Westphalia,�signed�in�1648,�was�a�turning�point�in�the�
history�of�religious�freedom�in�the�West.��It�provided�that:��“There�shall�
be�a�Christian�and�Universal�peace,�and�a�perpetual,�true,�and�sincere�
Amity,�between�his�Sacred�Imperial�Majesty�the�Holy�Roman�Emperor,�
and�his�most�Christian�Majesty�{of�France};�as�also,�as�between�all�and�
each�of�the�Allies….That�this�peace�and�Amity�be�observ’d�and�cultivated�
with�such�a�Sincerity�and�Zeal,�that�each�Party�shall�endeavour�to�
procure�the�Benefit,�Honour�and�Advantage�of�the�other;�that�thus�on�all�
sides�they�may�see�this�Peace�and�Friendship�in�the�Roman�Empire,�and�
the�Kingdom�of�France�flourish,�by�entertaining�a�good�and�faithful�
Neighbourhood.”�

9.��In�England,�meanwhile,�the�bloody�warfare�between�Catholics�and�
Protestants�drew�the�attention�of�John�Locke�who�wrote�essays�and�
letters�on�the�subject�of�toleration.��His�works�played�a�significant�role�in�
the�“Glorious�Revolution�of�1668”�and�later�the�American�Revolution.��
Illustrative�of�his�writings�is�this:��“The�care�of�souls�cannot�belong�to�the�
civil�magistrate,�because�his�power�consists�only�in�outward�force;�but�
true�and�saving�religion�consists�in�the�inward�persuasion�of�the�mind,�
without�which�nothing�can�be�acceptable�to�God.��And�such�is�the�nature�
of�the�understanding,�that�it�cannot�be�compelled�to�the�belief�of�
anything�by�outward�force.��Confiscation�of�estate,�imprisonment,�
torments,�nothing�of�that�nature�can�have�any�such�efficacy�as�to�make�
men�change�the�inward�judgment�that�they�have�framed�of�things.”�

Freedom�of�religion�in�colonial�America�followed�this�course:�

�
� Most�of�the�early�colonies,�which�were�in�part�founded�as�a�result�of�
religious�persecution,�were�generally�not�tolerant�of�dissident�forms�of�worship�
with�Maryland�being�the�only�exception.�For�example,�Roger�Williams�found�it�
necessary�to�found�a�new�colony�in�Rhode�Island�to�escape�persecution�in�the�
theoretically�dominated�colony�of�Massachusetts.��The�Puritans�of�the�
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Massachusetts�Bay�Colony�were�the�most�active�of�the�New�England�persecutors�
of�Quakers,�and�the�persecuting�spirit�was�shared�by�the�Plymouth�Colony�and�the�
colonies�along�the�Connecticut�River.��In�1660�one�of�the�notable�victims�of�the�
religious�intolerance�was�English�Quaker�Mary�Dyer�who�was�hanged�in�Boston,�
Massachusetts�for�repeatedly�defying�a�Puritan�law�banning�Quakers�from�the�
colony.��As�one�of�the�four�executed�Quakers�known�as�the�Boston�martyrs,�the�
hanging�of�Dyer�on�the�Boston�gallows�marked�the�beginning�of�the�end�of�the�
Puritan�theocracy�and�New�England�independence�from�English�rule,�and�in�1661�
King�Charles�II�explicitly�forbade�Massachusetts�from�executing�anyone�for�
professing�Quakerism.�

�
� “Another�notable�example�of�religious�persecution�by�Puritans�in�
Massachusetts�was�the�Salem�witch�trials�in�1692�and�1693.��ThirtyͲone�witchcraft�
trials�were�held,�convicting�twentyͲnine�people�of�the�capital�felony�of�witchcraft.��
Nineteen�of�the�accused,�fourteen�women�and�five�men,�were�hanged.��One�man�
who�refused�to�enter�a�plea�was�crushed�to�death�under�heavy�stones�in�an�
attempt�to�force�him�to�do�so.���\�

� “Freedom�of�religion�was�first�applied�as�a�principle�of�government�in�the�
founding�of�the�colony�of�Maryland,�founded�by�the�Catholic�Lord�Baltimore,�in�
1634.��Fifteen�years�later�(1649),�the�first�enactment�of�religious�liberty,�the�
Maryland�Toleration�Act,�drafted�by�Lord�Baltimore,�provided:��‘No�person�or�
persons…shall�from�henceforth�be�any�waies�troubled,�molested�or�
discountenanced�for�or�in�respect�of�his�or�her�religion�nor�in�the�free�exercise�
thereof.’��The�Maryland�Toleration�Act�was�repealed�with�the�assistance�of�
Protestant�assemblymen�and�a�new�law�barring�Catholics�from�openly�practicing�
their�religion�was�passed.��In�1657,�Lord�Baltimore�regained�control�after�making�a�
deal�with�the�colony’s�Protestants,�and�in�1668�the�Act�was�again�passed�by�the�
colonial�assembly.��This�time,�it�would�last�more�than�thirty�years,�until,��1692,�
when�after�Maryland’s�Protestant�Revolution�of�1689,�freedom�of�religion�was�
again�rescinded.��In�addition�in�1774,�an�Act�was�passed�‘to�prevent�the�growth�of�
Popery�in�this�Province,’�preventing�Catholics�from�holding�political�office.��Full�
religious�toleration�would�not�be�restored�in�Maryland�until�the�American�
Revolution,�when�Maryland’s�Charles�Carroll�of�Carrollton�signed�the�American�
Declaration�of�Independence,”��Freedom�of�Religion�in�the�United�States�–�
Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia.�
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�
C. Conditions�Right�For�Restoration�Of�Christ’s�Church:�
�

“Freedom�of�worship�was�conceived�in�Italy�during�the�Renaissance;�it�
gestated�in�Germany�and�Western�Europe�during�the�Protestant�Reformation;�but�
it�was�born�in�America�after�the�Constitution�of�the�United�States�became�the�
supreme�law�of�the�land.��The�establishment�of�freedom�of�worship�heaps�no�
credit�upon�the�original�colonizers.��They�neither�wanted�it�nor�sought�it.��It�was�
forced�upon�them�by�political�necessity.��Political�necessity?��Nay,�but�by�divine�
providence,�all�in�preparation�for�the�restoration�of�the�gospel�in�the�dispensation�
of�the�fullness�of�times.��Jesus�told�the�Nephites�that�the�Lord�would�set�up�in�
America�‘a�free�people�by�the�power�of�the�Father.’��(3�Nephi�21:4).”��See�
McConkie,�A�New�Witness�for�the�Articles�of�Faith,�p.�168,�supra.�

It�is�the�position�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints�that�Jesus�
did�in�fact�“set�up�in�America�a�free�people�by�the�power�of�the�Father.”��By�divine�
providence,�the�restoration�of�the�gospel�through�the�Prophet�Joseph�Smith�in�the�
Dispensation�of�the�Fullness�of�Times,�following�the�American�Revolution,�was�in�
fulfillment�of�that�which�Jesus�said�he�would�do.���

Joseph�Smith,�who�was�the�first�prophet�of�that�Dispensation,�“while�
reproving�certain�of�his�brethren�for�their�intolerance�toward�the�cherished�
beliefs�of�other�men,�taught�that�even�idolaters�ought�to�be�protected�in�their�
worship;�that,�while�it�would�be�a�strict�duty�of�any�Christian�to�direct�his�efforts�
toward�enlightening�such�benighted�minds,�he�would�not�be�justified�in�forcibly�
depriving�even�the�heathen�of�their�liberty�in�worship.��In�the�sight�of�God,�
idolatry�is�most�heinous;�yet�he�is�tolerant�of�those�who,�knowing�Him�not,�yield�
to�their�inherited�instinct�for�worship�by�rendering�homage�even�to�stocks�and�
stones.��Deadly�as�is�the�sin�of�idolatrous�worship�on�the�part�of�him�to�whom�
light�has�come,�it�may�represent�in�the�savage�the�sincerest�adoration�of�which�he�
is�capable.��The�voice�of�the�Lord�has�declared�that�the�heathen�who�have�known�
no�law�shall�have�part�in�the�first�resurrection,”��Talmage,�The�Articles�of�Faith,�pp.�
265,�266,�supra.���

�
IV. HISTORICAL�AND�LEGAL�BASIS�FOR�RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM:��POSTͲAMERICAN�
REVOLUTION;�ESTABLISHMENT�OF�CONSTITUTIONAL�GOVERNMENT;�
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RESTORATION�OF�THE�CHURCH�OF�JESUS�OF�LATTER�DAY�SAINTS;��AND�WORLDͲ
WIDE�SPREAD�OF�DEMOCRACY.�
�

A. Establishment�Of�Constitutional�Government:�
�

We�now�launch�into�an�outline�of�some�of�the�most�relevant�historical�
events,�constitutional�and�statutory�provisions,�and�official�proclamations�which�
followed�the�American�Revolution�and�the�subsequent�Restoration�of�the�Church�
of�Jesus�Christ�in�this�the�Dispensation�of�the�Fullness�of�Times:������������

The�United�States�of�America�was�established�on�the�foundational�
principles�of�the�Declaration�of�Independence�written�by�Thomas�Jefferson�in�
1776�and�which�provides:��“We�hold�these�truths�to�be�self�evident:��That�all�men�
are�created�equal;�that�they�are�endowed�by�their�Creator�with�certain�Inalienable�
rights;�that�among�these�are�life,�liberty,�and�the�pursuit�of�happiness;�that,�to�
secure�these�rights,�governments�are�instituted�among�men,�deriving�their�just�
powers�from�the�consent�of�the�governed.”�

In�another�of�Jefferson’s�works,�first�drafted�in�1777,�but�not�adopted�as�
law�by�the�Virginia�legislature�until�1786�as�the�Virginia�Statute�for�Religious�
Freedom,�he�proclaimed:��“{N}o�man�shall�be�compelled�to�support�any�religious�
worship,�place,�or�ministry�whatsoever,�nor�shall�be�enforced,�restrained,�
molested,�or�burthened�in�his�body�or�goods,�nor�shall�otherwise�suffer,�on�
account�of�his�religious�opinions�or�beliefs;�but�that�all�men�shall�be�free�to�
profess,�and�by�argument�to�maintain,�their�opinions�in�matters�of�religion,�and�
that�the�same�shall�in�no�wise�diminish,�enlarge,�or�affect�their�civil�capacities.”��
(See�Freedom�of�religion�Ͳ�Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia,�supra.)�

On��September�17,�1787,�the�Constitution�of�the�United�States��was�ratified�
by�unanimous�consent�of�all�of�the�states�present.��Article�IV,�Section�2�provides:���
“�Privileges�of�citizens�of�states.��The�citizens�of�each�state�shall�be�entitled�to�all�
privileges�and�immunities�of�citizens�in�the�several�states.”��Article�VI,�Section�3,�
provides�that�“…{N}o�religious�test�shall�ever�be�required�as�a�qualification�to�any�
office�or�public�trust�under�the�United�States.”�

On�December�15,�1791,��Amendment�1�to�the�Constitution�was�ratified.��It�
provides:��“Congress�shall�make�no�law�respecting�an�establishment�of�religion,�or�
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prohibiting�the�free�exercise�thereof;�or�abridging�the�freedom�of�speech,�or�of�
the�press;�or�the�right�of�the�people�peaceably�to�assemble,�and�to�petition�the�
government�for�a�redress�of�grievances.”�

On�July�9,�1868,�Amendment�14�to�the�Constitution�was�ratified.��It�
provides:���“All�persons�born�or�naturalized�in�the�United�States,�and�subject�to�
the�jurisdiction�thereof,�are�citizens�of�the�United�States�and�the�State�wherein�
they�reside.��No�state�shall�make�or�enforce�any�law�which�shall�abridge�the�
privileges�or�immunities�of�citizens�of�the�United�States;�nor�shall�any�State�
deprive�any�person�of�life,�liberty,�or�property,�without�due�process�of�law;�nor�
deny�to�any�person�within�its�jurisdiction�the�equal�protection�of�the�laws.”���

In�the�United�States,�therefore,�religious�civil�liberties�are�guaranteed�by�
the�First�Amendment.��The�“Establishment�Clause,”�stating�that�“Congress�shall�
make�no�law�respecting�an�establishment�of�religion,”�is�generally�read�to�prohibit�
the�Federal�Government�from�establishing�a�national�church�or�religion�or�
excessively�involving�itself�in�religion,�particularly�to�the�benefit�of�one�religion�
over�another.��The�“Free�Exercise”�clause�which�states�that�Congress�cannot�
“prohibit�the�free�exercise”�of�religious�practices,�however,�is�sometimes�
interpreted�by�the�courts�to�be�less�than�absolute�in�cases�which�involve�practices�
which�negatively�impact�on�the�health,�safety�and�general�welfare�of�the�people.���

As�above�stated,�Article�VI,�Section�3,�of�the�Constitution,�provides�that�“no�
religious�test�shall�ever�be�required�as�a�qualification�to�any�office�or�public�trust�
under�the�United�States.”�As�of�2007,�however,�seven�states�have�language�
included�in�their�constitutions�that�requires�state�officeͲholders�to�have�particular�
religious�beliefs.���These�states�include�Massachusetts,�Maryland,�North�Carolina,�
Pennsylvania�and�Tennessee.��“Some�of�these�beliefs�(or�oaths)�were�historically�
required�of�jurors�and�witnesses�in�court.��Even�though�they�are�still�on�the�books,�
these�provisions�have�been�rendered�unenforceable�by�U.S.�Supreme�Court�
decisions.”��(See�Freedom�of�religion�in�the�United�States�–�Wikipedia,�the�free�
encyclopedia,�supra.)�������

“The�most�famous�of�the�express�prohibitions�against�governmental�action�
are�contained�in�the�first�eight�of�the�ten�amendments�to�the�Constitution�that�
make�up�the�Bill�of�Rights.��By�themselves,�these�provisions�had�been�interpreted�
to�apply�only�to�the�federal�government,�but�the�Fourteenth�Amendment�has�now�
been�held�by�the�U.S.�Supreme�Court�to�make�most�of�those�Bill�of�Rights�
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guarantees�binding�on�state�governments�as�well….Because�the�Bill�of�Rights�and�
the�structural�provisions�of�the�Constitution�protect�individual�rights�against�
government�intrusions,�Latter�Day�Saints�and�other�religious�groups�have�been�its�
distinct�and�identifiable�beneficiaries,”��Encyclopedia�of�Mormonism,�
Constitutional�Law,�v.�2,�p.�315.�

“Professor�Doxey,��in�his�“Religious�Freedom:��Historical�Perspectives,”�as�
aforesaid,�makes�this�timely�observation:��“The�culminating�chapter�of�the�
American�religious�freedom�narrative�is�that�religious�freedom�was�formulated�
into�a�firm�legal�concept�in�revolutionary�America.�� � � �
� “The�War�for�Independence�cut�short�any�possibility�that�a�EuropeanͲstyle�
established�church�would�gain�traction�among�Americans.��Through�the�wisdom�
and�advocacy�of�enlightened�founders�such�as�Madison�and�Jefferson,�freedom�of�
religion�became�part�of�our�constitutional�heritage�in�the�First�Amendment�with�
its�two�clauses,�the�prohibition�against�established�churches�and�freedom�to�
exercise�one’s�faith�unmolested�by�government.”�

In�the�meantime,�in�1789,�the�following�Declaration�of�the�Rights�of�Man�
and�of�Citizens,�Article�10,�was�adopted�in�Revolutionary�France:��“No�one�shall�be�
disquieted�on�account�of�his�opinions,�including�his�religious�views,�provided�their�
manifestation�does�not�disturb�the�public�order�established�by�law.”�

While�affirming�the�right�to�religious�freedom,�The�French�adopted�a�more�
militantly�secularist�path.��Not�only�would�the�state�reject�the�establishment�of�
any�particular�religion,�it�would�take�a�vigilant�stand�against�religion�involving�
itself�in�the�political�arena.��The�American�tradition,�on�the�other�hand,�tended�to�
accept�religious�involvement�in�public�debate�and�allowed�clergymen�of�various�
faiths�to�serve�in�public�office.�

Constitutional�government�became�the�norm�throughout�the�world�over�
the�next�century,�usually�with�guarantees�of�religious�freedom.��Unlike�the�
American�model,�however,�many�European�and�colonial�governments�supported�
a�state�church,�while�minority�religions�and�new�sects�still�faced�disadvantages�
and�sometimes�persecution.�

�
B. The�Advent�Of�Communism�And�Nazism;�And�World�War�II:�
�
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The�advent�of�Soviet�Communism�presented�a�new�threat�to�religious�
freedom,�as�MarxismͲLeninism�took�a�militantly�materialistic�and�atheistic�stand.��
Seeing�religion�as�a�tool�of�capitalist�oppression,�Soviet�Communists�had�no�
compunction�in�destroying�churches,�mosques,�and�temples,�turning�them�into�
museums�of�atheism,�and�even�summarily�executing�clergymen�and�other�
believers�by�the�thousands.�

During�World�War�II,�fascist�governments�also�brutally�repressed�religions�
that�refused�to�cooperate�with�their�nationalistic�aims.��Nazism�added�a�
particularly�virulent�brand�of�racism�to�the�mix,�and�Hitler�succeeded�in�murdering�
the�majority�of�European�Jews�before�finally�facing�military�defeat.�

�
C. The�United�Nations,�The�WorldͲWide�Spread�Of�Democracy,�And�The�
Law�Of�Religious�Freedom:�
�

“After�World�War�II,�a�new�hope�emerged�with�the�creation�of�the�United�
Nations�as�a�bastion�of�international�law.��Its�{1948}�Universal��Declaration�of�
Human�Rights�included�the�seminal�language�mentioned�in�its�Article�18,�which�
also�became�the�basis�of�important�other�documents�in�international�law.��It�
reads:��‘Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience�and�religion;�
this�right�includes�freedom�to�change�his�religion�or�belief,�and�freedom,�either�
alone�or�in�community�with�others�and�in�public�or�private,�to�manifest�his�
religion�or�belief�in�teaching,�practice,�worship,�and�observance.’�

“The�communists,�led�by�the�Soviet�Union,�begrudgingly�accepted�the�
declaration,�perhaps�with�the�cynical�attitude�that�it�was�only�as�powerful�as�the�
paper�it�was�written�on.��The�Muslim�world,�however,�has�taken�more�formal�
exception�to�Article�18,�objecting�that�the�Qur’an�outlaws�both�‘blasphemy’�(thus�
limiting�the�expression�of�religious�ideas)�and�‘apostasy’�(thus�forbidding�Muslims�
from�changing�their�religion),”��Freedom�of�religion,�New�World�Encyclopedia,�p.�
9.�

In�the�meantime,�shortly�prior�to,�during�and�following�World�War�II,�the�
concept�and�recognition�of�religious�freedom�was�gaining�its�adherents.��
“Ecumenical�concern�for�religious�freedom�and�liberty�is�older�than�the�World�
Council�of�Churches.��The�Oxford�Conference�of�Churches�on�‘Church�State�and�
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Community’�in�1937�first�elaborated�the�understanding�of�the�notion�of�religious�
freedom�and�liberty�and�named�several�freedoms�that�were�necessary�for�the�
church�to�fulfill�its�obligations�to�society.��These,�inter�alia,�were:��the�right�of�
public�and�private�worship,�preaching�and�teaching;�freedom�from�imposition�by�
the�State�of�religious�ceremonies�and�forms�of�worship;�freedom�to�determine�
the�nature�of�its�government�and�the�qualifications�of�its�ministers�and�members;�
freedom�of�the�individual�to�join�the�church;�the�right�to�control�over�the�
education�of�ministers�and�the�right�to�provide�religious�instruction�to�youth;�
freedom�of�Christian�service�and�missionary�activity,�both�at�home�and�abroad;�
freedom�to�cooperate�with�other�churches;�and�freedom�to�use�public�facilities�
available�to�all�citizens�or�associations�as�will�make�it�possible�to�accomplish�these�
ends.��This�early�understanding�of�religious�freedom�is�all�encompassing.��It�comes�
out�of�the�colonial�context�of�which�the�missionary�enterprise�was�an�integral�
part.��Subsequently,�however,�nearer�to�the�period�of�the�drafting�of�the�Universal�
Declaration,�the�understanding�of�the�right�to�religious�liberty�was�set�in�the�wider�
context�of�universal�human�rights�which�were�the�essential�basis�of�a�new�just�and�
peaceful�world�order.�

“The�first�Assembly�of�the�WCC�(Amsterdam,�1948),�meeting�soon�after�the�
second�World�War,�took�cognizance�of�the�work�done�by�the�Life�and�Work�
Movement�and�issued�a�Declaration�of�Religious�Liberty�that�articulated�a�broad�
consensus�among�WCC�member�churches�and�was�closer�to�the�provisions�of�
Article�18�of�the�Universal�Declaration,�with�a�focus�on�the�rights�of�the�individual�
rather�than�the�rights�of�the�Church.��It�provided:���‘Every�person�has�the�right�to�
determine�his�own�faith�and�creed.��Every�person�has�the�right�to�express�his�
religious�beliefs�in�worship,�teaching�and�practice,�and�to�proclaim�the�
implications�of�his�beliefs�for�relationships�in�a�social�or�political�community.��
Every�person�has�the�right�to�associate�with�others�and�to�organize�with�them�for�
religious�purposes.��Every�religious�organization�formed�or�maintained�by�action�
in�accordance�with�the�rights�of�individual�persons,�has�the�right�to�determine�its�
policies�and�practices�for�the�accomplishment�of�its�chosen�purposes.’”��(See�
Presentation�by�Peter�Weiderud,�Director,�CCIA,�at�the�EKD�Working�Group�on�
Religious�Freedom,�Hanover,�18�December,�2003,�World�Council�of�Churches,�
Religious�Freedom�and�Liberty�in�the�Emerging�Context.)��

In�1944,�a�joint�committee�of�the�Federal�Council�of�Churches�of�Christ�in�
America�and�the�Foreign�Missions�Conference�of�North�America,�formulated�a�
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“Statement�on�Religious�Liberty.”��It�provided:��“Religious�liberty�shall�be�
interpreted�to�include�freedom�to�worship�according�to�conscience�and�to�bring�
up�children�in�the�faith�of�their�parents;�freedom�for�the�individual�to�change�his�
religion;�freedom�to�preach,�educate,�publish�and�carry�on�missionary�activities;�
and�freedom�to�organize�with�others,�and�to�acquire�and�hold�property,�for�these�
purposes.”�

Following�the�adoption�of�the�United�Nations�Charter�in�1945�and�the�
Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights�in�1948,�the�United�Nations�and�other�
organizations�issued�these�human�rights�instruments�with�reference�to�religious�
freedom�and�belief:�

1.����Convention�on�the�Prevention�and�Punishment�of�the�Crime�of�
Genocide�(1948).��Article�2:��This�article�defines�genocide�as�any�act�
“with�the�intent�to�destroy,�in�whole�or�in�part,�a�national,�ethnical,�
racial�or�religious�group.”�

2.��On�November�4,�1950,�the�European�Convention�for�the�Protection�
of�Human�Rights�and�Freedoms�was�enacted.��It�was�entered�into�
forceSeptember�3,�1953,�and�was�amended�by�Protocol�No.�3�entered�
into�force�September�21,�1970,�and�Protocol�5,�entered�into�force�
December�21,�1971.��Article�9�reads�as�follows:��“�

�
a)��Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience,�and�
religion;�this�right�includes�freedom�to�change�his�religion�or�belief�
and�freedom,�either�alone�or�in�community�with�others�and�in�public�
or�private,�to�manifest�his�religion�or�belief,�in�worship,�teaching,�
practice,�and�observance.�

b)��Freedom�to�manifest�one’s�religion�or�beliefs�shall�be�subject�only�
to�such�limitations�as�are�prescribed�by�law�and�are�necessary�in�a�
democratic�society�in�the�interests�of�public�safety,�for�the�protection�
of�public�order,�health�or�morals,�or�for�the�protection�of�the�rights�
and�freedoms�of�others.”��Article�9�is�virtually�identical�to�Article�18�
of�the�International�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights�(1966)�and�
closely�parallels�Article�12�of�the�American�Convention�on�Human�
Rights�(1969),�both�hereinafter�cited�in�this�paper.��(See�Perspectives�
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on�Religious�Liberty:��A�Comparative�Framework,�W.�Cole�Durham,�
Jr.,�Brigham�Young�University,�p.�26.)��Professor�Durham�states�that�
“The�first�thing�to�note�about�Article�9�is�that�it�applies�to�everyone.��
This�is�one�of�the�most�fundamental�achievements�of�the�law�of�
religious�freedom�in�this�century,�and�in�that�sense�represents�a�
relatively�recent�universalization�of�religious�freedom�claims.”�

3.��Convention�Relating�to�the�Status�of�Refugees�(1951).��Article�4:��
Refers�to�refugees�being�accorded�the�same�rights�as�nationals�“with�
respect�to�freedom�to�practice�their�religion�and�freedom�as�regards�the�
religious�education�of�their�children.”�

4.��Convention�relating�to�the�Status�of�Stateless�Persons�(1954).��
Articles�3�&�4�Contain�the�same�language,�with�respect�to�religion�or�
belief,�as�found�in�the�Charter�of�the�United�Nations�and�the�Convention�
on�the�Status�of�Refugees.�

5.��Convention�against�Discrimination�in�Education�(1960).��Articles�1,�2,�
5:��These�articles�state�that�the�establishment�or�maintenance�of�
separate�educational�institutions�for�religious�reasons�is�not�
discriminatory,�if�it�is�in�keeping�with�the�wishes�of�parents�or�legal�
guardians,�and�providing�that�these�institutions�conform�to�educational�
standards�developed�by�competent�authorities,�and�are�directed�to�the�
full�development�of�the�human�personality�and�to�strengthening�respect�
for�human�rights�and�fundamental�freedom.�

6.��International�Convention�on�the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�Racial�
Discrimination�(1965).��Article�5:��This�article�declares�that�full�
compliance�with�this�convention�includes�the�right�to�freedom�of�
religion�or�belief�for�all�racial�and�ethnic�groups,�along�with�other�
fundamental�rights�and�freedoms.���

7.��International�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights�(Covenant�on�Civil�
and�Political�Rights)�(1966).��Articles�18,�26:��Article�18�is�part�of�this�legal�
treaty….Article�26�guarantees�everyone�the�right�to�education�for�the�
full�development�of�human�personality�and�respect�for�human�rights�by�
promoting�understanding,�tolerance�and�friendship�among�nations,�
racial�and�religious�groups.�
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8.��International�Covenant�on�Economic,�Social�and�Cultural�Rights�
(1966).��Article�13:��This�article�ensures�the�religious�and�moral�
education�of�children�in�conformity�with�the�wishes�of�parents�or�legal�
guardians,�and�uses�the�phrase�“full�development�of�human�personality�
and�respect�for�human�rights”�found�in�other�human�rights�instruments.�

9.��Convention�on�the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�Discrimination�Against�
Women�(1979).��Article�16:��This�article�deals�with�women’s�rights�in�the�
context�of�family�relations.��Several�Muslim�states�have�reservations�to�
this�article�due�to�perceived�conflicts�with�national�law�and�shari’a�law.��
The�Committee�on�the�Elimination�of�Discrimination�Against�Women�
(CEDAW)�has�refuted�reservations�to�Article�16,�and�has�several�
recommendations�regarding�conflicts�between�obligations�to�the�
Convention�and�traditional�religious�or�cultural�practices.��The�
Committee�calls�on�States�to�eradicate�such�religious?�based�practices�as�
forced�marriage,�dowry�deaths,�and�female�circumcision.�

10.��Declaration�on�the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�Intolerance�and�of�
Discrimination�Based�on�Religion�or�Belief�(1981).��Articles�1,�8:��This�
1981�Declaration�is�later�described�in�this�paper.�

11.��Convention�on�the�Rights�of�the�Child�(1989).��Article�14:��This�article�
identifies�the�rights�of�the�child�to�freedom�of�religion�or�belief.��It�differs�
from�article�5�of�the�1981�UN�Declaration�in�that�it�respects�the�rights�
and�duties�of�parents�or�legal�guardian,�but�places�an�emphasis�on�
providing�direction�in�a�manner�consistent�with�the�“evolving”�capacity�
of�the�child,�and�calls�on�states�to�limit�practices�of�religions�or�beliefs�
that�may�be�injurious�to�the�child,�as�elaborated�in�Article�18,�paragraph�
3�of�the�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights.��A�child�is�defined�as�
anyone�below�the�age�of�18�years.�

12.��General�Comment�Number�22�on�Article�18�(1993).��Paragraphs�1,�
11:��As�guidance�for�States�Parties�who�have�signed�and�ratified�the�
treaty�and�are�obligated�to�submit�periodic�reports�on�implementation,�
the�Human�Rights�Committee�has�written�an�eleven�paragraph�comment�
on�the�meaning�of�Article�18�of�the�covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights.�
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13.��Draft�Declaration�on�the�Rights�of�Indigenous�Peoples�(1994).��
Articles�12,�13:��These�articles�claim�the�rights�of�indigenous�peoples�to�
restitution�of�religious�and�spiritual�property�taken�without�their�
consent,�to�manifest,�practice,�develop�and�teach�their�spiritual�and�
religious�traditions,�and�to�ensure�that�indigenous�sacred�sites,�including�
burial�sites,�be�preserved.�(See�University�of�Minnesota�Human�
Rights�Library�Study�Guide:��Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�pp.�5Ͳ
7.)�

14.��The�Council�of�Europe�in�1950�signed�its�human�rights�instrument�
entitled�European�Convention�for�the�Protection�of�Human�Rights�and�
Fundamental�Freedoms.��In�Article�9�of�this�Protocol�is�repeated�Article�
18�of�the�1948�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights�in�which�they�
declared�their�respect�of�the�rights�of�parents�to�educate�children�in�
their�own�religious�and�philosophical�convictions;�and�in�1989,�thirtyͲfive�
participating�states�released�a�Concluding�Document,�Principles�16�and�
17�of�which�are�reͲwritten�versions�of�Article�18�of�the�Covenant�on�Civil�
and�Political�Rights�and�the�1981�UN�Declaration.��These�principles�call�
for�dialogue�and�consultation�between�OSCE�and�members�of�religious�
faiths�and�institutions.��(�Ibid.,�p.�7)���������

The�Roman�Catholic�Church,�which�had�long�supported�repressive�state�
churches�in�Europe�and�Latin�America,�took�a�decidedly�progressive�turn�when�the�
Second�Vatican�Council�in�1965�declared:��“The�right�to�religious�freedom�has�its�
foundation�in�the�very�dignity�of�the�human�person.��In�all�his�activity�a�man�is�
bound�to�follow�his�conscience�in�order�that�he�may�come�to�God….It�follows�that�
he�is�not�to�be�forced�to�act�in�a�manner�contrary�to�his�conscience.�Nor,�on�the�
other�hand,�is�he�to�be�restrained�from�acting�in�accordance�with�his�conscience,�
especially�in�matters�of�religion.’��Today�there�are�no�exclusively�Catholic�state�
churches�outside�the�Vatican�itself,�and�religious�freedom�for�Protestant�groups�in�
majority�Catholic�countries�is�much�improved,�especially�in�Latin�America,”���
Freedom�of�religion�–��New�World�Encyclopedia,�supra.�

�
In�1966�the�United�Nations�passed�The�International�Covenant�on�Civil�and�

Political�Rights,�as�aforesaid.��Article�18�of�this�Covenant�includes�four�paragraphs�
related�to�the�issue�of�religious�freedom.��They�provide:��“1.��Everyone�shall�have�
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the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience,�and�religion.��This�right�shall�include�
freedom�to�have�or�to�adopt�a�religion�or�belief�of�his�{her}�choice,�and�freedom�
either�individually�or�in�community�with�others�and�in�public�or�private,�to�
manifest�his�{her}�religion�or�belief�in�worship,�observance,�practice�and�teaching.��
2.��No�one�shall�be�subject�to�coercion�which�would�impair�his�{her}�freedom�to�
have�or�to�adopt�a�religion�or�belief�of�his�{her}�choice.��3.��Freedom�to�manifest�
one’s�religion�or�belief�may�be�subject�only�to�such�limitations�as�are�prescribed�
by�law�and�are�necessary�to�protect�public�safety,�order,�health,�morals�or�the�
fundamental�rights�and�freedoms�of�others.��4.�The�States�Parties�to�the�present�
Covenant�undertake�to�have�respect�for�the�liberty�of�parents�and,�when�
applicable,�legal�guardians,�to�ensure�the�religious�and�moral�education�of�their�
children�in�conformity�with�their�own�convictions.”�

In�1969,�the�Organization�of�American�States�(OAS),�in�its�American�
Convention�on�Human�Rights,�adopted�the�four�paragraphs��of�Article�12�of�the�
Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights.��(See�University�of�Minnesota,�Freedom�of�
Religion�and�Belief,�supra.,�p.�7.�

American�Convention�on�Human�Rights,�O.A.S.�Treaty�Series�No.�36,�1144�
U.N.T.S.�123,�entered�into�force�July�18,�1978,�reprinted�in�Basic�Documents�
Pertaining�to�Human�Rights�in�the�InterͲAmerican�System,�OEA/Ser.L.V/II.82�doc.6�
rev.1�at�25�(1992),��which�provides,�inter�alia:�

�

�
�
CHAPTER�1�–�GENERAL�OBLIGATIONS�
�
Article�1.��Obligation�to�Respect�Rights.��
�

The�States�Parties�to�this�Convention�undertake�to�respect�the�rights�
and�freedoms�recognized�herein�and�to�ensure�to�all�persons�subject�to�
their�jurisdiction�the�free�and�full�exercise�of�those�rights�and�freedoms,�
without�any�discrimination�for�reasons�of�race,�color,�sex,�language,�
religion,�political�or�other�opinion,�national�or�social�origin,�economic�
status,�birth,�or�any�other�social�condition.�
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For�the�purposes�of�this�Convention,�“person”�means�every�human�
being.�
�������***�

Article�12.��Freedom�of�Conscience�and�Religion.���
�

Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�conscience�and�of�religion.��This�
right�includes�freedom�to�maintain�or�to�change�one’s�religion�or�beliefs,�
and�freedom�to�profess�or�disseminate�one’s�religion�or�beliefs,�either�
individually�or�together�with�others,�in�public�or�in�private.�

No�one�shall�be�subject�to�restrictions�that�might�impair�his�freedom�
to�maintain�or�to�change�his�religion�or�beliefs.�

Freedom�to�manifest�one’s�religion�and�beliefs�may�be�subject�only�
to�the�limitations�prescribed�by�law�that�are�necessary�to�protect�public�
safety,�order,�health,�or�morals,�or�the�rights�or�freedoms�of�others.��

Parents�or�guardians,�as�the�case�may�be,�have�the�right�to�provide�
for�the�religious�and�moral�education�of�their�children�or�wards�that�is�in�
accord�with�their�own�convictions.�

Articles�13�through�16�provide�for�Freedom�of�Thought�and�
Expression,�Right�of�Reply,�Right�of�Assembly,�and�Freedom�of�Association.�
Article�22�provides�for�Freedom�of�Movement�and�Residence�

�

On�August�11,�1978,�by�joint�resolution�of�the�Congress�of�the�United�
States,�the�American�Indian�Religious�Freedom�Act�was�passed.��It�provides�in�
relevant�part:���

� “…{B}e�it�Resolved�by�the�Senate�and�the�House�of�Representatives�of�the�
United�States�of�America�in�Congress�Assembled,�That�henceforth�it�shall�be�the�
policy�of�the�United�States�to�protect�and�preserve�for�American�Indians�their�
inherent�right�of�freedom�to�believe,�express�and�exercise�the�traditional�religions�
of�the�American�Indian,�Eskimo,�Aleut,�and�Native�Hawaiians,�including�but�not�
limited�to�access�to�sites,�use�and�possession�of�sacred�objects�and�the�freedom�
to�worship�through�ceremonials�and�traditional�rites.�
� The�President�shall�direct�that�various�Federal�departments,�agencies,�and�
other�instrumentalities�responsible�for�the�administering�relevant�laws�to�
evaluate�their�policies�and�procedures�in�consultation�with�Native�traditional�
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religious�leaders�in�order�to�determine�appropriate�changes�necessary�to�protect�
and�preserve�Native�American�religious�cultural�rights�and�practices.��Twelve�
months�after�approval�of�this�resolution,�the�President�shall�report�back�to�
Congress�the�results�of�this�evaluation,�including�any�changes�which�were�made�in�
administrative�policies�and�procedures,�and�any�recommendations�he�may�have�
for�legislative�action.�“�

“Due�to�the�criticism�of�the�AIRFA�and�its�inability�to�enforce�the�provisions�
it�outlined�in�1978,�on�June�10,�1994�the�House�of�Representatives,�Committee�on�
Natural�Resources�and�Subcommittee�on�Native�American�Affairs�met�to�bring�
about�H.R.�4155�in�order�to�provide�for�the�management�of�federal�lands�in�a�way�
that�doesn’t�frustrate�the�traditional�religions�and�religious�purposes�of�Native�
Americans.�Also,�H.R.�4230�was�set�forth�to�amend�the�American�Indian�Religious�
Freedom�Act�to�provide�for�the�traditional�use�of�peyote�as�sacrament�in�religious�
ceremonies.”��(See�American�Indian�Religious�Freedom�Act�–�Wikipedia,�the�free�
encyclopedia,�pp.�1Ͳ3,�6.)�

Spain’s�Religious�Liberty�Law,�enacted�by�the�Parliament�of�Spain�in�1980,�
“Declares�that�no�faith�shall�be�the�official�State�religion,�and�that�rights�deriving�
from�freedom�of�worship�and�religion�shall�not�be�to�the�detriment�of�the�rights�
of�others.��Grants�religious�legal�status,�and�creates,�in�the�Ministry�of�Justice,�an�
Advisory�Committee�on�Freedom�of�Worship,”��University�of�Minnesota�Human�
Rights�Library,�Study�Guide:��Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�p.�15.�

In�1981,�the�African�Union�(formerly�ORGANIZATION�OF�AFRICAN�UNITY,�
OAU)�enacted�its�African�Charter�on�Human�and�Peoples’�Rights.��Article�8�
provides:��“{F}reedom�of�conscience,�the�profession�and�free�practice�of�religion�
shall�be�guaranteed.��No�one�may,�subject�to�law�and�order,�be�submitted�to�
measures�restricting�the�exercise�of�these�freedoms.”��In�the�same�year,�THE�
ARAB�LEAGUE�issued�its�Universal�Islamic�Declaration�on�Human�Rights.��Articles�
12�and�13�outline�the�right�to�freedom�of�religion�with�the�limits�of�Shari’a�Law.��In�
1994�The�Arab�League�issued�its�Charter�on�Human�Rights.��Articles�26�and�27�
address�freedom�of�religion�and�belief.��The�Arab�League�was�established�in�1945.��
It�has�22�members:��Algeria,�Bahrain,�Comoros,�Djibouti,�Egypt,�Iraq,�Jordan,�
Kuwait,�Lebanon,�Libya,�Mauritania,�Morocco,�Oman,�Palestine,�Qatar,�Saudi�
Arabia,�Somalia,�Sudan,�Syria,�Tunisia,�United�Arab�Emirates,�and�Yemen.”��(See�
University�of�Minnesota,�Human�Rights�Library,�Study�Guide:��Freedom�of�Religion�
and�Belief,�supra.,�p.�7.)�
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“Some�of�the�articles�of�the�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights�Regarding�
Fundamental�Freedoms�have�become�international�conventions,�which�are�legally�
binding�treaties.��In�contrast,�however,�because�of�the�complexity�of�the�topic�and�
the�political�issues�involved,�Article�18�of�the�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights�
has�not�been�elaborated�and�codified�in�the�same�way�that�more�detailed�treaties�
have�codified�prohibitions�against�torture,�discrimination�against�women,�and�
race�discrimination.��After�twenty�years�of�debate,�intense�struggle�and�hard�
work,�the�General�Assembly�in�1981�adopted�without�a�vote�the�Declaration�on�
the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�Intolerance�and�of�Discrimination�Based�on�
Religion�or�Belief.”��(Ibid,�p.�2.)�

The�1981�Declaration�provides:���

Article�1�
�

��Everyone�shall�have�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience�
and�religion.��This�right�shall�include�freedom�to�have�a�religion�or�
whatever�belief�of�his�choice,�and�freedom,�either�individually�or�in�
community�with�others�and�in�public�or�private,�to�manifest�his�
religion�or�belief�in�worship,�observance,�practice�and�teaching.�

No�one�shall�be�subject�to�coercion�which�would�impair�his�freedom�
to�have�a�religion�or�belief�of�his�choice.�

Freedom�to�manifest�one's�religion�or�beliefs�may�be�subject�only�to�
such�limitations�as�are�prescribed�by�law�and�are�necessary�to�protect�
public�safety,�order,�health�or�morals�or�the�fundamental�rights�and�
freedoms�of�others.�
Article�2�
�

��No�one�shall�be�subject�to�discrimination�by�any�State�institution,�
group�of�persons,�or�person�on�grounds�of�religion�or�other�beliefs.�

For�the�purposes�of�the�present�Declaration,�the�expression�
"intolerance�and�discrimination�based�on�religion�or�belief"�means�any�
distinction,�exclusion,�restriction�or�preference�based�on�religion�or�belief�
and�having�as�its�purpose�or�as�its�effect�nullification�or�impairment�of�the�
recognition,�enjoyment�or�exercise�of�human�rights�and�fundamental�
freedoms�on�an�equal�basis.�
�
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Article�3�
�

��Discrimination�between�human�beings�on�grounds�of�religion�or�
belief�constitutes�an�affront�to�human�dignity�and�a�disavowal�of�the�
principles�of�the�Charter�of�the�United�Nations,�and�shall�be�condemned�as�
a�violation�of�the�human�rights�and�fundamental�freedoms�proclaimed�in�
the�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights�and�enunciated�in�detail�in�the�
International�Covenants�on�Human�Rights,�and�as�an�obstacle�to�friendly�
and�peaceful�relations�between�nations.��
�
Article�4�
�

��All�States�shall�take�effective�measures�to�prevent�and�eliminate�
discrimination�on�the�grounds�of�religion�or�belief�in�the�recognition,�
exercise�and�enjoyment�of�human�rights�and�fundamental�freedoms�in�all�
fields�of�civil,�economic,�political,�social�and�cultural�life.�

All�States�shall�make�all�efforts�to�enact�or�rescind�legislation�where�
necessary�to�prohibit�any�such�discrimination,�and�to�take�all�appropriate�
measures�to�combat�intolerance�on�the�grounds�of�religion�or�other�beliefs�
in�this�matter.�

�
Article�5�
�

��The�parents�or,�as�the�case�may�be,�the�legal�guardians�of�the�child�
have�the�right�to�organize�the�life�within�the�family�in�accordance�with�their�
religion�or�belief�and�bearing�in�mind�the�moral�education�in�which�they�
believe�the�child�should�be�brought�up.�

Every�child�shall�enjoy�the�right�to�have�access�to�education�in�the�
matter�of�religion�or�belief�in�accordance�with�the�wishes�of�his�parents�or,�
as�the�case�may�be,�legal�guardians,�and�shall�not�be�compelled�to�receive�
teaching�on�religion�or�belief�against�the�wishes�of�his�parents�or�legal�
guardians,�the�best�interests�of�the�child�being�the�guiding�principle.�

The�child�shall�be�protected�from�any�form�of�discrimination�on�the�
ground�of�religion�or�belief.��He�shall�be�brought�up�in�a�spirit�of�
understanding,�tolerance,�friendship�among�peoples,�peace�and�universal�
brotherhood,�respect�for�freedom�of�religion�or�belief�of�others,�and�in�full�
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consciousness�that�his�energy�and�talents�should�be�devoted�to�the�service�
of�his�fellow�men.�

In�the�case�of�a�child�who�is�not�under�the�care�either�of�his�parents�
or�of�legal�guardians,�due�account�shall�be�taken�of�their�expressed�wishes�
or�of�any�other�proof�of�their�wishes�in�the�matter�of�religion�or�belief,�the�
best�interests�of�the�child�being�the�guiding�principle.�

Practices�of�a�religion�or�beliefs�in�which�a�child�is�brought�up�must�
not�be�injurious�to�his�physical�or�mental�health�or�to�his�full�development,�
taking�into�account�article�1,�paragraph�3,�of�the�present�Declaration.�
�

Article�6�
�

In�accordance�with�article�1�of�the�present�Declaration,�and�subject�
to�the�provisions�of�article�1,�paragraph�3,�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�
conscience,�religion�or�belief�shall�include,�inter�alia,�the�following�
freedoms:�

To�worship�or�assemble�in�connection�with�a�religion�or�belief,�and�to�
establish�and�maintain�places�for�these�purposes;��

To�establish�and�maintain�appropriate�charitable�or�humanitarian�
institutions;�

To�make,�acquire�and�use�to�an�adequate�extent�the�necessary�
articles�and�materials�related�to�the�rites�or�customs�of�a�religion�or�belief;��
To�write,�issue�and�disseminate�relevant�publications�in�these�areas;�

To�teach�a�religion�or�belief�in�places�suitable�for�these�purposes;��
To�solicit�and�receive�voluntary�financial�and�other�contributions�

from�individuals�and�institutions;�
To�train,�appoint,�elect�or�designate�by�succession�appropriate�

leaders�called�for�by�the�requirements�and�standards�of�any�religion�or�
belief;�

To�observe�days�of�rest�and�to�celebrate�holidays�and�ceremonies�in�
accordance�with�the�precepts�of�one's�religion�or�belief;�

To�establish�and�maintain�communications�with�individuals�and�
communities�in�matters�of�religion�and�belief�at�the�national�and�
international�levels.��
�
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Article�7�
�

��The�rights�and�freedoms�set�forth�in�the�present�Declaration�shall�be�
accorded�in�national�legislation�in�such�a�manner�that�everyone�shall�be�
able�to�avail�himself�of�such�rights�and�freedoms�in�practice.�

�
Article�8�
�

��Nothing�in�the�present�Declaration�shall�be�construed�as�restricting�
or�derogating�from�any�right�defined�in�the�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�
Rights�and�the�International�Covenants�on�Human�Rights.�

�
� “While�the�1981�Declaration�was�adopted�as�a�nonͲbinding�human�rights�
instrument,�several�states�had�reservations.��Romania,�Poland,�Bulgaria,�
Czechoslovakia�and�the�then�U.S.S.R.�said�that�the�1981�UN�Declaration�did�not�
take�sufficient�account�of�atheistic�beliefs.��Romania,�Syria,�Czechoslovakia,�and�
the�U.S.S.R.�made�a�general�reservation�regarding�provisions�not�in�accordance�
with�their�national�legislation.��Iraq�entered�a�collective�reservation�on�behalf�of�
the�Organization�of�the�Islamic�Conference�as�to�the�applicability�of�any�provision�
or�wording�in�the�Declaration�which�might�be�contrary�to�Shari’a�(Islamic)�law�or�
to�legislation�or�acts�based�on�Islamic�law,�and�Syria�and�Iran�endorsed�this�
reservation.�

“Many�international�treaties�have�a�mechanism�to�monitor�their�
implementation.��As�part�of�the�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights,�Article�18�is�
legallyͲbinding�and�is�monitored�by�the�Human�Rights�Committee.��As�of�2002,�
there�were�149�States�Parties�to�this�Covenant.��Under�an�Optional�Protocol,�102�
States�Parties�recognize�the�authority�of�the�Human�Rights�Committee�to�consider�
confidential�communications�from�individuals�claiming�to�be�victims�of�violations�
of�any�rights�proclaimed�under�the�treaty.�

“The�1981�UN�Declaration�on�the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�Intolerance�
and�of�Discrimination�Based�on�Religion�or�Belief�is�a�nonͲbinding�declaration,�and�
does�not,�therefore,�have�a�treaty�mechanism.��Instead,�in�what�is�called�an�extraͲ
conventional�mechanism,�the�UN�Commission�on�Human�Rights�appointed�a�
Special�Rapporteur�(an�independent�expert)�for�the�1981�U.N.�Declaration.��The�
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Special�Rapporteur�is�mandated�to�report�annually�to�the�Commission�on�the�
status�of�freedom�of�religion�or�belief�worldwide,”�Ibid.�pp.�4,�5.�

People’s�Republic�of�China:��Document�19�(1982)�“Issued�by�the�Central�
Committee�of�the�Chinese�Communist�Party.��Defines�the�position�of�the�Party�
regarding�religion,�discusses�religion�as�a�historical�phenomenon,�and�states�that�
Communists�are�atheists�and�must�propagate�atheism,”��University�of�Minnesota�
Human�Rights�Library,�Study�Guide:��Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�p.�15.�

The��Cairo�Declaration�on�Human�Rights�in�Islam�(1990).�“Adopted�by�the�
Foreign�Ministers�of�the�55�state�Organization�of�the�Islamic�Conference�(OIC),�
formed�in�1972.��Membership�is�restricted�to�states�in�which�Islam�is�the�official�
state�religion�or�Muslims�form�the�majority�population.��There�are�25�articles�to�
the�Cairo�Declaration�on�Human�Rights�in�Islam�on�topics�such�as�freedom�of�
movement,�work,�education,�burial,�usury,�property,�environment,�equality�
before�the�law,�and�freedom�of�expression.��Article�24�declares�that�‘All�the�rights�
and�freedoms�stipulated�in�this�Declaration�are�subject�to�Islamic�Shari’a,’�and�
Article�25�states�that�‘The�Islamic�Shari’a�is�the�only�source�of�reference�for�the�
explanation�or�clarification�of�any�of�the�articles�of�this�Declaration.’”��(Id.)�

Israel:��Fundamental�Agreement�Between�the�Holy�See�and�the�State�of�
Israel�(1993).��“Signed�by�the�State�of�Israel�and�the�Holy�See.��This�agreement�
established�full�diplomatic�relations�between�the�State�of�Israel�and�the�Holy�See,�
including�an�exchange�of�Ambassadors.��The�Holy�See,�recalling�its�Declaration�on�
Religious�Freedom�(Dignitatis�Humanae),�affirms�its�commitment�to�uphold�the�
right�to�freedom�of�religion�and�conscience,�as�set�forth�in�the�Universal�
Declaration�of�Human�Rights.”��(Id.)�
�������In�the�meantime,�in�1989�when�glasnost�had�made�it�possible�for�EastͲWest�
dialogue�to�make�more�meaningful�pronouncements�on�fundamental�human�
rights�issues,�the�Vienna�FollowͲup�Meeting�of�Representatives�of�the�
Participating�States�of�the�Conference�on�Security�and�CoͲoperation�in�
Europe,�enunciated�certain�principles�of�religious�liberty,�Principles�16�
and�17�of�which�are�quoted�in�full:���

16.��In�order�to�ensure�the�freedom�of�the�individual�to�profess�and�
practice�religion�or�belief�the�participating�states�will,�inter�alia,�
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a)��take�effective�measures�to�prevent�and�eliminate�discrimination�
against�individuals�or�communities,�on�the�grounds�of�religion�or�
belief�in�the�recognition,�exercise,��and�enjoyment�of�human�rights�
and�fundamental�freedoms�in�all�fields�of�civil,�political,�economic,�
social�and�cultural�life,�and�ensure�the�effective�equality�between�
believers�and�nonͲbelievers;�

b)��foster�a�climate�of�mutual�tolerance�and�respect�between�
believers�of�different�communities�as�well�as�between�believers�and�
non�believers;�

c)��grant�upon�their�request�to�communities�of�believers,�practicing�
or�prepared�to�practice�their�faith�within�the�constitutional�
framework�of�their�states,�recognition�of�the�status�provided�for�
them�in�their�respective�countries;�

d)��respect�the�right�of�religious�communities�to��establish�and�
maintain�freely�accessible�places�of�worship�or�assembly,�organize�
themselves�according�to�their�own�hierarchical�and�institutional�
structure,�select,�appoint�and�replace�their�personnel�in�accordance�
with�their�respective�requirements�and�standards�as�well�as�with�any�
freely�accepted�arrangement�between�them�and�their�State,�solicit�
and�receive�voluntary�financial�and�other�contributions;�

e)��engage�in�consultations�with�religious�faiths,�institutions�and�
organizations�in�order�to�achieve�a�better�understanding�of�the�
requirements�of�religious�freedom;��

f)��respect�the�right�of�everyone�to�give�and�receive�religious�
education�in�the�language�of�his�choice,�individually�or�in�association�
with�others;��

g)��in�this�context�respect,�inter�alia,�the�liberty�of�parents�to�ensure�
the�religious�and�moral�education�of�their�children�in�conformity�with�
their�own�convictions;�

h)��allow�the�training�of�religious�personnel�in�appropriate�
institutions;�
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i)��respect�the�right�of�individual�believers�and�communities�of�
believers�to�acquire,�possess,�and�use�sacred�books,�religious�
publications�in�the�language�of�their�choice�and�other�articles�and�
materials�related�to�the�practice�of�religion�or�belief;��

j)��allow�religious�faiths,�institutions�and�organizations�to�produce�and�
import�and�disseminate�religious�publications�and�materials;��

k)��favorably�consider�the�interest�of�religious�communities�in�
participating�in�public�dialogue,�inter�alia,�through�mass�media.���

17.��The�participating�States�recognize�that�the�exercise�of�the�above�
mentioned�rights�relating�to�the�freedom�of�religion�or�belief�may�be�
subject�only�to�such�limitations�as�are�provided�by�law�and�are�
consistent�with�their�obligations�under�international�law�and�with�their�
international�commitments.��They�will�ensure�in�their�laws�and�
regulations�and�in�their�application�the�full�and�effective�
implementation�of�the�freedom�or�thought,�conscience,�religion�or�
belief.��(See�Perspectives�on�Religious�Liberty:��A�Comparative�
Framework,�W.�Cole�Durham,�Jr.,�Brigham�University,�supra.,�pp.37,�38.)�

The�International�Religious�Freedom�Act�of�1998,�passed�by�the�United�
States�House�of�Representatives�May�14,�1998,��by�the�Senate�October�9,�1998,�
and�signed�into�law�October�27,�1998,�“was�passed�to�promote�religious�freedom�
as�a�foreign�policy�of�the�United�States,�and�to�advocate�on�the�behalf�of�the�
individuals�viewed�as�persecuted�in�foreign�countries�on�the�account�of�religion.��
The�United�States�through�its�constitution�and�various�international�agreements,�
has�an�obligation�to�support�religious�freedom�around�the�world�by�skirmishing�
religious�intolerance�in�countries�that�put�sanctions�on�the�religious�rights�of�the�
people….Three�cooperative�entities�have�been�maintained�by�this�act�to�monitor�
religious�persecution.��1.��An�AmbassadorͲatͲLarge�for�International�Religious�
Freedom�within�the�Department�of�State,�2.��A�bipartisan�United�States�
Commission�on�International�Religious�Freedom,�and�3.��A�Special�Adviser�on�
International�Religious�Freedom�within�the�National�Security�Council.��While�the�
original�bill�imposed�mandatory�sanctions�on�the�countries�supporting�religious�
persecution,�the�amended�act�offers�the�president�a�waiver�provision�if�he�feels�
that�it�would�further�the�goal�of�the�bill��or�promote�the�interests�of�U.S.�national�
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security�not�to�impose�measures�on�a�designated�country,”��International�
Religious�Freedom�Act�of�1998�–�Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia.�

“Many�human�rights�organizations�have�urged�the�United�States�to�be�still�
more�vigorous�in�imposing�sanctions�on�countries�that�do�not�permit�or�tolerate�
religious�freedom.��Some�critics�charge�that�the�United�States�policy�on�religious�
freedom�is�largely�directed�towards�the�rights�of�Christians,�particularly�the�ability�
for�Christian�missionaries�to�evangelize,�in�other�countries.� � �
� “State�religions�vary�on�this�issue.��For�example,�in�some�Islamic�states�
converting�from�Islam�is�a�capital�offense,�as�is�proselytizing�among�Muslims.��On�
the�other�hand,�the�official�Church�of�England,�for�example,�allows�other�faiths�to�
preach�freely�and�there�is�no�legal�penalty�for�converting�from�the�state�religion.��
Other�European�societies�provide�a�preferred�status�for�stateͲapproved�religions,�
putting�smaller�or�less�approved�groups�at�a�disadvantage.� � �
� “The�UN�Human�Rights�Commission�has�specifically�affirmed�that�smaller�
and�newer�religions,�and�not�just�well�established�ones,�are�covered�by�Article�18.��
Indeed�it�is�these�groups�that�often�face�the�greatest�threat�of�persecution�by�an�
intolerant�majority,”��Freedom�of�Religion�–�New�World�Encyclopedia,�P.�11.�

The�Charter�of�Fundamental�Rights�of�the�European�Union��was�established�
On�December�7,�2000.��It�includes,�inter�alia,�the�following�Articles�which�relate�to�
religious�freedom:�

�
�
�
�
�
Article�10�
�
Freedom�of�thought,�conscience�and�religion�

1.��Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience�and�
religion.��This�right�includes�freedom�to�change�religion�or�belief�and�
freedom,�either�alone�or�in�community�with�others�and�in�public�or�in�
private,�to�manifest�religion�or�belief,�in�worship,�teaching,�practice�and�
observance.�
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2.��The�right�to�conscientious�objection�is�recognized,�in�accordance�with�
the�national�laws�governing�the�exercise�of�this�right.�

Article�11�
�
Freedom�of�expression�and�information�

1.��1.�Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�expression.��This�right�shall�
include�freedom�to�hold�opinions�and�to�receive�and�impart�information�
and�ideas�without�interference�by�public�authority�and�regardless�of�
frontiers.�

2.��The�freedom�and�pluralism�of�the�media�shall�be�observed.�

Article�12�
Freedom�of�assembly�and�of�association�

1.��Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�peaceful�assembly�and�to�
freedom�of�association�at�all�levels,�in�particular�in�political,�trade�union�
and�civic�matters,�which�implies�the�right�of�everyone�to�form�and�to�
join�trade�unions�for�the�protection�of�his�or�her�interests.�

2.��Political�parties�at�union�level�contribute�to�expressing�the�political�
will�of�the�citizens�of�the�Union.�

***�
Article�20�
�
Equality�before�the�law�

Everyone�is�equal�before�the�law.�

�
Article�21�
�
NonͲDiscrimination��

�
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7.��Any�discrimination�based�on�any�ground�such�as�sex,�race,�colour,�
ethnic�or�social�origin,�genetic�features,�language,�religion�or�belief,�
political�or�any�other�opinion,�membership�of�a�national�minority,�
property,�birth,�disability,�age�or�sexual�orientation�shall�be�prohibited.�

8.��Within�the�scope�of�application�of�the�Treaties�and�without�prejudice��
to�any�of�their�specific�provisions,�any�discrimination�on�grounds�of�
nationality�shall�be�prohibited.��

Article�22�
Cultural,�religious�and�linguistic�diversity�

1.��The�Union�shall�respect�cultural,�religious�and�linguistic�diversity.�

***�
Article�45�
�
Freedom�of�movement�and�of�residence�

1.��Every�citizen�of�the�Union�has�the�right�to�move�and�reside�freely�
within�the�territory�of�the�Member�States.�

2.��Freedom�of�movement�and�residence�may�be�granted,�in�accordance�
with�the�Treaties,�to�nationals�of�third�countries�legally�resident�in�the�
territory�of�a�Member�State.�

***�
Article�52�
�
Scope�and�interpretation�of�rights�and�principles�

***�
1.��In�so�far�as�this�Charter�contains�rights�which�correspond�to�rights�
guaranteed�by�the�Convention�for�the�Protection�of�Human�Rights�and�
Fundamental�Freedoms,�the�meaning�and�scope�of�those�rights�shall�be�
the�same�as�those�laid�down�by�the�said�Convention.��This�provision�shall�
not�prevent�Union�law�providing�more�extensive�protection.��
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2.��In�so�far�as�this�Charter�recognizes�fundamental�rights�as�they�result�
from�the�constitutional�traditions�common�to�the�Member�States,�those�
rights�shall�be�interpreted�in�harmony�with�those�traditions.�

D. Towards�A�Better�Understanding�Of�The�Story�Of�Religious�Freedom:�
�
“…{T}o�better�understand�the�story�of�religious�freedom…{w}e�have�to�

understand�more�fully�the�political�and�social�context�of�what�happened.��We�
have�to�review�common�interpretations�for�accuracy�and�detail.��For�instance,�we�
cannot�accept�at�face�value�the�idea�that�the�Reformation�brought�about�religious�
toleration,�for�the�direct�result�was�quite�the�opposite—it�ushered�in�war�and�
destruction�on�a�scale�unknown�in�history.��What�the�Reformation�did,�rather,�was�
to�tee�up�a�question�about�religious�toleration�that�society�was�eventually�
compelled�to�answer….Nor�can�we�take�as�factual…the�traditional�assessment�
that�religious�wars�ended�with�the�Peace�of�Westphalia�or�that�Enlightenment�
ideals�about�religious�tolerance�gained�wide�currency.��While�a�small�number�of�
intellectual�elites�may�have�high�minded�notions�of�tolerance,�the�fact�is�that�
many�Europeans�and�even�Americans�still�don’t�‘get�it’�and�continue�to�hate�and�
persecute�each�otherk�over�matters�of�belief.��Indeed,�some�of�the�most�horrific�
violence�and�persecution�in�the�name�of�religion�have�taken�place�since�the�
Enlightenment…,”See�Doxey,�Religious�Freedom:��Historical�Perspectives,�supra.)�

However,�progress�has�been�made,�if�not�totally�in�practice,�at�least�in�
principle.��For�that�one�should�heap�praise�on�those�who�have�caused�it�to�
happen,�and�the�Almighty�for�inspiring�them�to�do�so.��In�the�United�States�
Constitution�are�found�the�fundamental�principles�which�have�triggered�much�of�
this�progress.���

� “Latter�Day�Saints,�and�others�both�at�home�and�abroad,�have�both�
contributed�to,�and�benefited�from,�laws�and�American�constitutional�law.��The�
Constitution�of�the�United�States�of�America�made�the�RESTORATION�of�the�
gospel�possible�because�it�limits�governmental�power,�protects�individual�rights,�
and�sets�a�moral�tone�tolerating�controversial�religious�views�and�rights�of�
expression�and�assembly.��LDS�belief�in�the�divine�origin�of�the�Constitution�
contributes�to�respect�for�the�document.�
� “The�majority�of�the�main�events�associated�with�the�restoration�of�the�
Church�occurred�in�the�United�States.��Its�message�was�controversial�and�
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provocative,�and�without�the�protection�of�the�United�States�Constitution,�the�
Church�likely�would�not�have�survived.��President�Wilford�Woodruff�taught�that�at�
that�time�the�United�States�of�America�was�the�only�place�where�the�Lord�could�
have�established�his�Church�and�kingdom��(JD�25:211)….”��See�Encyclopedia�of�
Mormonism,�supra.��P.�315.�

�
V. HISTORICAL�AND�LEGAL�BASIS�FOR�RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM:��CURRENT�TRENDS�
IN�THE�UNITED�STATES�AND�ABROAD.�
�

F. �Introduction:�
�
��Freedom�of�religion�is�a�principle�that�supports�the�freedom�of�an�

individual�or�community,�in�public�or�private,�to�manifest�religion�or�belief�in�
teaching,�practice,�worship,�and�observance;�the�concept�is�generally�recognized�
also�to�include�the�freedom�to�change�religion�or�not�to�follow�any�religion.��The�
freedom�to�leave�or�discontinue�membership�in�a�religion�or�religious�group—in�
religious�terms�called�‘apostasy’—is�also�a�fundamental�part�of�religious�freedom,�
covered�by�“Article�18�of�the�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights.��Freedom�of�
religion�is�considered�by�many�people�and�nations�to�be�a�fundamental�human�
right.��In�a�country�with�a�state�religion,�freedom�of�religion�is�generally�
considered�to�mean�that�the�government�permits�religious�practices�of�other�
sects�besides�the�state�religion,�and�does�not�persecute�believers�in�other�faiths.”��
(See�Freedom�of�religion�–�Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia.)�

“Ultimately,�America’s�answer�to�the�intolerant�man�is�diversity,�the�very�
diversity�which�our�heritage�of�religious�freedom�has�inspired.”��(Robert�F.�
Kennedy)�

“A�little�bit�of�agitation�gives�motivation�to�the�soul,�and�what�really�makes�
the�species�prosper�is�not�peace�so�much�as�freedom.”��(Jean�Jacques�Russeau)�

�Unfortunately,�the�appreciation�of��that�freedom�and�that�diversity�are,�as�
will�be�demonstrated�in�this�section,�lacking�in�important�and�populous�parts�of�
the�world,�which�naturally�will�lead�even�to�greater�intolerance�than�has�
heretofore�been�enjoyed.��Even�the�United�States�is�not�immune.�

�
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G. The�Pew�Research�Center’s�Forum�On�Religion�&�Public�Life�Produced�A�
Report�Entitled�“Rising�Restrictions�On�Religion.”�

�

� The�report�is�dated�August�2011.��To�view�this�report�on�your�mobile�
device,�download�a�free�QR�code�app�and�scan�this�code:���
http://pewforum.org/Government/RisingͲRestrictionsͲon�Religion.aspx.�The�
primary�researcher�was�Brian�J.�Grimm,�Senior�Researcher�and�Director�of�CrossͲ
National�Data,�Pew�Forum�on�Religion�and�Public�Life.��Mr.�Grimm�appeared�and�
summarized�the�Report�at�the�18th�Annual�International�Law�and�Religion�
Symposium�held�at�Brigham�Young�University�in�Provo,�Utah,�October�2Ͳ5,�2011.��
The�theme�of�the�Symposium�was�“Religious�Freedom�in�a�Pluralistic�Age:��Trends,�
Challenges�and�Practices.��That�which�follows�in�this�Subsection�B�is�taken�directly�
from�that�Report.�
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C. �Dangerous�Trends�In�Religious�Freedom�Spare�No�Group:�
�

Michael,�De�Groote,�in�an�article�published�in�the�Deseret�News�on�April�19,�
2011,�and�in�which�he�quoted�at�length�from�John�Graz�of�the�Seventh�Day�
Adventist�Church,�said:�

“People�across�the�world�are�suffering�from�persecution.�
“’And�why�are�they�suffering?’��John�Graz�said.��‘Are�they�dangerous�

for�their�country?��Are�they�bad�people?��No,�most�of�the�time�they�are�
good�people.��But�they�are�suffering,�they�are�discriminated�against,�they�
are�excluded�only�because�of�their�religion.’�

“Graz�is�the�public�affairs�and�religious�liberty�director�of�the�Seventh�
Day�Adventist�Church�and�is�secretary�general�for�the�International�
Religious�Liberty�Association.��He�carries�the�message�of�religious�freedom�
across�the�world�–�speaking�in�conferences�and�with�politicians,�religious�
leaders�and�scholars.��He�spoke�recently�at�BYU�at�the�22nd��annual�
conference�of�the�LDS�International�Society�about�the�global�challenges�and�
trends�affecting�religious�freedom.���

“Religious�intolerance�does�not�spare�any�group�–�Muslims,�
Christians�and�other�religious�groups,�Graz�said.��Even�people�who�belong�to�
majority�religions�in�their�countries�experience�problems.�

“A�2009�study�by�the�Pew�Research�Center’s�Forum�on�Religion�&�
Public�Life,�found�that�70�percent�of�the�world’s�population�live�in�countries�
where�they�have�no�religious�freedom�or�a�lot�of�restrictions.��The�same�
study�found�that�religious�freedom�is�protected�in�a�majority�of�countries.��
‘This�is�good�news,’�Graz�said.��‘But�we�can�lose�it.��We�need�to�send�a�
strong�message�that�we�love�religious�freedom.��We�want�to�keep�it.’�

“But�religious�freedom�is�being�more�frequently�challenged�across�
the�world.�

“’This�is�not�good�news,’�Graz�said.�
“The�United�Nations�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights�includes�

freedom�of�religion�as�a�basic�fundamental�right.��In�Article�18�it�says,�
‘Everyone�has�the�right�to�freedom�of�thought,�conscience,�and�religion;�
this�right�includes�freedom�to�change�his�religion�or�belief,�and�freedom,�
either�alone�or�in�community�with�others�and�in�public�or�private,�to�
manifest�his�religion�or�belief�in�teaching,�practice,�worship,�and�
observance.’�
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“But�even�though�such�a�statement�puts�advocates�of�religious�
freedom�in�a�strong�moral�position,�Graz�is�seeing�a�shift.��‘It�would�be�
impossible�today�at�the�United�Nations�to�have�such�an�article�accepted�by�
a�majority.’�

“Why?�
“The�‘freedom�to�change�his�religion’�would�not�be�allowed.��‘You�

would�have�at�once,�55�to�60�countries�say,�No!��We�cannot�accept�that,’��
Graz�said.�

“There�are�three�trends�that�challenge�religious�freedom,�according�
to�Graz�

“1.�Governments�want�to�control�religion�more.�
“This�is�the�direct�approach.��Governments�are�passing�more�laws�

that�discriminate.��For�example,�Graz�referred�to�the�Pakistan�blasphemy�
laws.��On�the�face�of�them,�laws�like�this�are�promoted�to�protect�religion,�
but�they�end�up,�Graz�said,�being�used�most�often�by�strong�and�secure�
religious�majorities�to�persecute�religious�minorities.�

“2.�Governments�are�partnering�with�religion�against�minority�
religions.�

“The�outward�goal�looks�like�governments�and�religion�working�in�
unity�to�build�up�the�nation�–�but�the�quid�pro�quo�for�the�religion�is�a�little�
help�from�the�government�to�stop�religious�dissenters�and�pesky�
competition�against�religious�minorities.��And�if�minority�religions�are�left�
out�of�the�partnership,�they�are�seen�as�with�more�suspicion.�

“3.�Religions�see�proselytism�as�an�attack.�
“Proselytism�is�seen�as�dangerous�for�religious�peace.��Graz�said�

Christian�leaders�see�religious�freedom�as�a�cover�for�proselytism.��But�
those�very�same�churches�will�also�proselytize.��‘They�want�to�marginalize�
part�of�Christianity�because�they�feel�threatened,’�Grad�said.�

“There�is�an�increased�sensitivity�about�what�people�are�saying�about�
their�religions.��The�different�religions�all�feel�like�they�are�being�attacked.��
Islam�feels�it�is�under�attack,�Graz�said,�so�it�proposed�a�U.N.�resolution�on�
defamation�of�religion.��Western�Christianity�feels�under�attack,�so,�for�
example,�the�Swiss�vote�to�ban�Muslim�minarets.�

“Graz�told�the�gathering�of�religious�liberty�experts�at�BYU�there�
were�things�that�can�be�done�to�reverse�the�trends.��‘Be�responsible�in�our�
writing�and�speaking,’�Graz�said:��Think�before�we�do�something.��Ask�what�
will�be�the�outcome.��
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“He�recommended�entering�interreligious�dialogue.��‘You�need�to�
meet�people�from�other�religions,�including�Muslims,�Jews�and�Hindus.��We�
need�to�be�proactive.��We�can’t�promote�religious�freedom�if�we�have�no�
contact�with�religious�leaders.”�

“Around�the�world�he�said�religious�people�should�get�involved�in�the�
community�–�particularly�if�they�are�members�of�a�minority�religion.��‘The�
way�they�will�look�at�you�will�be�different�than�if�you�are�isolated�in�your�
corner,’�Graz�said.�

“’People�are�afraid�about�religion.��When�they�see�people�who�are�
dedicated�to�their�religion,�they�are�afraid�they�may�become�fanatics�which�
will�lead�to�religious�war�again,’�Graz�said.�

“’From�time�to�time�courageous�people�–heroes�of�freedom�–�stood�
for�religious�freedom�and�sometimes�they�gave�their�life,’�Graz�said.��‘And�
we�should�never,��never�forget�them.’”(EMAIL:mdegroote@desnews.com;�
TWITTER:twitter.com/degroote)�
�

D. International�Religious�Freedom:�
�

The�following�Associated�Press�editorial�appeared�on�the�Deseret�News�
Editorial�page�on�March�20,�2011:�

“In�Cairo�earlier�this�month,�Christians�and�Muslims�stood�together�in�
Tahrir�Square�to�call�for�regime�change�in�Egypt.��Just�days�later,�however,��
deadly�strife�between�Christians�and�Muslims�on�the�outskirts�of�Cairo�left�
at�least�a�dozen�killed,�hundreds�injured�and�a�Coptic�church�in�ashes.��

“Earlier�this�year�in�Pakistan,�a�provincial�governor�and�a�cabinet�
minister�were�assassinated�for�their�vocal�opposition�to�the�country’s�
blasphemy�laws�and�the�brutal�vigilante�enforcement�of�those�laws.�

“Around�the�world,�sectarian�conflict�and�violence�–�too�often�
condoned�tacitly�by�government�authorities�–�appears�to�be�increasing.��
And�too�often�this�strife�is�taking�place�in�countries�that�depend�
significantly�on�U.S.�assistance�of�one�form�or�another.�

“Morocco�is�a�good�example.��Last�year�the�Moroccan�government�
summarily�deported�hundreds�of�Christian�humanitarian�workers�without�
due�process�because�of�their�religious�beliefs.��Nonetheless,�Morocco�
continues�to�receive�nearly�$700�million�from�the�U.S.�Millennium�
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Challenge�Corporation,�a�governmentͲsponsored�foreign�development�
effort�to�support�good�governance.���

“In�1998,�President�Bill�Clinton�signed�into�law�the�International�
Religious�Freedom�Act�(IRFA)�passed�unanimously�by�both�the�House�of�
Representatives�and�the�Senate.�

“IRFA�attempted�to�enshrine�within�U.S.�foreign�policy�the�principle�
of�religious�freedom�as�a�metric�for�diplomacy�and�aid.��It�did�so�by�creating�
an�ambassadorͲatͲlarge�to�advise�the�president�and�the�Secretary�of�State,�
as�well�as�a�biͲpartisan�international�religious�freedom�commission.�

“IRFA�derived�from�fundamental�American�values.��But�it�also�
captured�an�important�international�security�logic.��That�logic�was�the�
realization�that�countries�that�discriminated�against�religious�minorities,�
either�actively�or�tacitly,�become�breeding�grounds�for�extremism.��Such�
policies�embolden�extremists�in�opposite�ways:��some�(as�in�Pakistan)�find�
protection�for�private�harassment��behind�state�sponsored�orthodoxy�while�
some�(as�in�Bahrain)�resent�the�privileged�sect�to�the�point�of�seeking�to�
undermine�the�regime.���

“Given�the�global�rise�of�sectarian�conflict�and�the�critical�role�that�
fundamental�commitments�to�religious�liberty�will�play�in�the�stability�of�
emerging�democracies,�it�concerns�us�that�President�Barak�Obama�and�
Secretary�of�State�Hillary�Clinton�have�been�so�diffident�about�religious�
freedom.���

“And�it�is�not�just�their�silence�that�concerns�us.��Their�behavior�
demonstrates�little�interest�in�fulfilling�the�purposes�of�IRFA.��According�to�
Tina�Ramirez,�Director�of�Government�Relations�at�the�Becker�Fund�for�
Religious�Liberty,�the�State�Department�has�neglected�to�meet�its�
obligations�under�IRFA�to�authorize�standͲalone�sanctions�against�countries�
noted�particularly�for�violating�rights�of�religious�freedom.�

“This�is�just�one�of�many�examples�where�the�intent�of�IRFA�is�being�
ignored.��The�position�of�ambassador�at�large�for�religious�freedom,�for�
example,�has�been�significantly�downgraded.��That�position�–�once�a�direct�
report�to�the�secretary�and�the�president�–�will�now�report�to�the�assistant�
secretary�for�Democracy,�Human�Rights,�and�Labor.�

“And�there�has�been�no�urgency�to�fill�this�downgraded�position.��It�
took�18�months�for�President�Obama�to�nominate�someone�for�the�post.��
Although�that�nominee,�Dr.�Susan�Johnson�Cook,�appeared�before�the�
Senate�Foreign�Relations�Committee�during�the�last�Congress,�she�was�not�
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confirmed.��Our�sources�tell�us�that�committee�members�let�the�
nomination�lapse�because�they�were�underwhelmed�by�her�qualifications�
and�responses.\�

“Dr.�Cook�has�been�reͲnominated�and�may�soon�appear�again�before�
the�Foreign�Relations�Committee.��Committee�members,�including�Utah�
Senator�Mike�Lee,�should�use�those�hearings�to�thoroughly�vet�Dr.�Cook’s�
qualifications�as�an�effective�advocate�for�reestablishing�religious�freedom�
as�a�pillar�of�U.S.�foreign�policy.��Does�she�have�international�experience�
with�issues�of�religious�conflict?��Does�she�bring�the�foreign�policy�expertise�
sufficient�to�be�taken�seriously�by�the�diplomatic�and�foreign�policy�
community?���

“Beyond�the�vetting�of�a�nominee,�the�Foreign�Policy�Committee�
must�use�its�oversight�capacity�to�examine�how�faithfully�the�Obama�
Administration�is�enforcing�the�IRFA’s�intent�to�make�freedom�of�religion�a�
central�objective�of�our�foreign�policy.��Our�principles�and�our�security�are�
at�stake.”�
�

D. Some�Specific�Recent�Trends:�
�

In��the�New�World�Encyclopedia,�“Freedom�of�Religion,”��at�pages�10�and�
11,�are�recorded�the�following�observations�with�respect�to�some�specific�recent�
trends�on�the�issue�of�religious�freedom�around�the�world:������

“With�the�demise�of�the�Soviet�Union,�a�wave�of�religious�freedom�
also�swept�over�Eastern�Europe.��Churches,�monasteries,�and�synagogues�
that�had�been�used�for�the�state’s�secular�purposes�were�turned�over�to�
their�rightful�owners,�and�millions�of�believers�at�last�felt�free�to�worship�as�
their�consciences�led�them.��An�upsurge�of�interest�in�‘new�religions’�(new�
to�Russia,�that�is,�including�Protestant�missionary�groups)�soon�emerged,�
followed�by�a�backlash�from�Orthodox�churches,�which�influenced�the�state�
to�crack�down�on�’foreign’�groups�in�some�parts�of�eastern�Europe�and�
Russia.�

“In�East�Asia,�the�nations�of�China,�Laos,�North�Korea,�and�Vietnam�
remain�under�officially�communist�regimes�that�continue�to�repress�
religious�freedom�for�those�groups�suspected�of�possible�disloyalty�to�the�
state.��These�include�Catholics�loyal�to�the�pope,�Muslims,�Tibetan�
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Buddhists,�Protestants,�and�the�Falun�Gong�movement�in�China;�
Protestants�in�Laos,�and�the�Hao�Hoa�and�Cao�Dai�new�religious�movements�
as�well�as�some�Christians�in�Vietnam.��North�Korea�has�succeeded�in�
virtually�eliminating�publicly�expressed�religion�except�for�a�small�number�
of�official�places�of�worship�operated�mainly�for�the�benefit�of�tourists.�

“Europe,�with�its�history�of�warfare�and�fratricide�among�religions�
since�the�time�of�the�Reformation,�continues�to�struggle�with�the�question�
of�how�to�treat�new�sects�and�minority�religions.��Solutions�range�from�laws�
allowing�total�‘liquidation’�of�sects�in�France,�to�banning�religious�leaders�
from�entering�several�countries,�to�government�commissions�finding�that�
the�new�groups�do�not,�after�all,�pose�a�real�threat.��The�question�of�dealing�
with�the�‘sects’�is�liable�to�play�a�significant�role�in�the�evolution�of�a�unified�
European�identity,�as�will�the�question�of�favoring�certain�churches�over�
others—such�as�the�Catholic�and�Lutheran�churches�in�Germany�or�the�
Orthodox�Church�in�Eastern�Europe.�

“The�United�States,�meanwhile,�faces�battles�over�refining�the�finer�
points�of�religious�freedom,�questions�such�as�whether�it�is�constitutional�to�
include�‘Under�God’�in�the�Pledge�of�Allegiance�and�whether�or�how�the�
Ten�Commandments�may�be�displayed�on�government�property.�

“Muslim�countries�continue�to�take�exception�to�international�
standards�regarding�religious�freedom.��Imprisonment,�confiscation�of�
property,�and�even�executions�still�take�place�for�the�crimes�of�blasphemy�
and�apostasy�in�several�Muslim�nations.��The�genocide�of�Christian�and�
nativeͲreligious�tribal�groups�in�southern�Sudan�resulted�at�least�partly�
from�a�government�policy�to�Islamize�the�region.��In�some�countries,�
minority�religions�are�left�unprotected�from�fanatics�who�take�literally�the�
teaching�that�‘infidels’�may�be�killed�and�their�daughters�forced�to�become�
second�or�third�wives�of�Muslim�men.��Fundamentalist�movements�such�as�
the�Taliban�and�al�Qaeda�threaten�to�impose�even�stricter�Islamic�regimes�
with�harsh�punishments�against�infidels�and�apostates.��On�the�other�hand,�
Muslim�believers�in�places�such�as�India�are�sometimes�left�unprotected�
from�Hindu�mobs,�Uighur�Muslims�face�widespread�repression�in�China,�
and�Muslims�in�Western�nations�and�Israel�face�discriminations�as�a�result�
of�the�backlash�against�terrorist�attacks.�

“As�a�nation�formally�dedicated�to�religious�freedom�and�proud�of�its�
history�in�promoting�this�basic�principle�of�human�rights,�the�United�States�
formally�considers�religious�freedom�in�its�foreign�relations.��The�InterͲ
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national�Religious�Freedom�Act�of�1998�established�the�United�States�
Commission�on�International�Religious�Freedom,�which�investigates�{or�
should�investigate}�the�records�of�over�two�hundred�other�nations�with�
respect�to�religious�freedom,�and�makes�recommendations�to�submit�
nations�with�egregious�records�to�ongoing�scrutiny�and�possible�economic�
sanctions.�

“Many�human�rights�organizations�have�urged�the�United�States�to�
be�still�more�vigorous�in�imposing�sanctions�on�countries�that�do�not�permit�
or�tolerate�religious�freedom.��Some�critics�charge�that�the�United�States�
policy�on�religious�freedom�is�largely�directed�towards�the�rights�of�
Christians,�particularly�the�ability�for�Christian�missionaries�to�evangelize�in�
other�countries.”�
�

E. Contemporary�Ideas�Of�Religious�Freedom�As�A�Human�Right:�
�

The�contemporary�idea�of�religious�freedom�as�a�human�right�remains�a�
contested�issue.��Some�of�the�major�areas�of�debate,�to�which�reference�is�made�
in�Freedom�of�Religion�–�Wikipedia,�the�free�encyclopedia,�are�incorporated�
below.�

�
Atheist�argument�

�
Atheist�organizations�such�as�the�Freedom�From�Religion�Foundation,�which�

bills�itself�as�the�largest�association�of�freethinkers�(atheists,�agnostics�and�
skeptics)�in�the�United�States,�[34]�argue�that�"Freedom�From�Religion"�is�a�right�
in�the�United�States�that�is�guaranteed�by�the�U.S.�constitution.�Critics�of�atheism�
respond,�"The�Constitution�guarantees�freedom�of�religion,�not�freedom�from�
religion."�[35]�

Liberal�secular�
�
Adam�Smith,�in�his�book�The�Wealth�of�Nations,�(using�an�argument�first�

put�forward�by�his�friend�and�contemporary�David�Hume)�states�that�in�the�long�
run�it�is�in�the�best�interests�of�society�as�a�whole�and�the�civil�magistrate�
(government)�in�particular�to�allow�people�to�freely�choose�their�own�religion�as�it�
helps�prevent�civil�unrest�and�reduces�intolerance.��So�long�as�there�are�enough�
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different�religions�and/or�religious�sects�operating�freely�in�a�society�then�they�are�
all�compelled�to�moderate�their�more�controversial�and�violent�teachings,�so�as�to�
be�more�appealing�to�more�people�and�so�have�an�easier�time�attracting�new�
converts.�It�is�this�free�competition�amongst�religious�sects�for�converts�that�
ensures�stability�and�tranquility�in�the�long�run.�

Adam�Smith�argued�in�favour�of�freedom�of�religion.�
�
Smith�also�points�out�that�laws�that�prevent�religious�freedom�and�seek�to�

preserve�the�power�to�believe�in�a�particular�religion�will,�in�the�long�run,�only�
serve�to�weaken�and�corrupt�that�religion�as�its�leaders�and�preachers�become�
complacent,�disconnected�and�unpracticed�in�their�ability�to�seek�and�win�over�
new�converts.�[36]�

“The�interested�and�active�zeal�of�religious�teachers�can�be�dangerous�and�
troublesome�only�where�there�is�either�but�one�sect�tolerated�in�the�society,�or�
where�the�whole�of�a�large�society�is�divided�into�two�or�three�great�sects;�the�
teachers�of�each�acting�by�concert,�and�under�a�regular�discipline�and�
subordination.�But�that�zeal�must�be�altogether�innocent,�where�the�society�is�
divided�into�two�or�three�hundred,�or,�perhaps,�into�many�thousand�small�sects,�
of�which�no�one�could�be�considerable�enough�to�disturb�the�public�tranquility.�
The�teachers�of�each�sect,�seeing�themselves�surrounded�on�all�sides�with�more�
adversaries�than�friends,�would�be�obliged�to�learn�that�candor�and�moderation�
which�are�so�seldom�to�be�found�among�the�teachers�of�those�great�sects.”�[37]�

Hinduism�
�

Hinduism�is�one�of�the�more�openͲminded�religions�when�it�comes�to�
religious�freedom.�[38]��It�respects�the�right�of�everyone�to�reach�God�in�
their�own�way.�Hindus�believe�in�different�paths�to�God�and�religion�as�a�
philosophy�and�hence�respect�all�religions�as�equal.�One�of�the�famous�
Hindu�sayings�about�religion�is:�"Truth�is�one;�sages�call�it�by�different�
names."�[38]�

�
Christianity�
�
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According�to�the�Catholic�Church�in�Dignitatis�Humanae,�"the�human�
person�has�a�right�to�religious�freedom,"�which�is�described�as�"immunity�from�
coercion�in�civil�society."�[39]�This�principle�of�religious�freedom�"leaves�
untouched�traditional�Catholic�doctrine�on�the�moral�duty�of�men�and�societies�
toward�the�true�religion."�[39]�In�addition,�this�right�"is�to�be�recognized�in�the�
constitutional�law�whereby�society�is�governed�and�thus�it�is�to�become�a�civil�
right."�[39]�

Previous�to�this�Vatican�II�message,�Pope�Pius�IX�had�written�in�his�Syllabus�
of�Errors:�"[It�is�an�error�to�say�that]�Every�man�is�free�to�embrace�and�profess�
that�religion�which,�guided�by�the�light�of�reason,�he�shall�consider�true"�(15);�"[It�
is�an�error�to�say�that]�In�the�present�day�it�is�no�longer�expedient�that�the�
Catholic�religion�should�be�held�as�the�only�religion�of�the�State,�to�the�exclusion�
of�all�other�forms�of�worship"�(77);�"[It�is�an�error�to�say�that]�Hence�it�has�been�
wisely�decided�by�law,�in�some�Catholic�countries,�that�persons�coming�to�reside�
therein�shall�enjoy�the�public�exercise�of�their�own�peculiar�worship"�(78).�

Some�Orthodox�Christians,�especially�those�living�in�democratic�countries,�
support�religious�freedom�for�all,�as�evidenced�by�the�position�of�the�Ecumenical�
Patriarchate.�Many�Protestant�Christian�churches,�including�some�Baptists,�
Churches�of�Christ,�SeventhͲday�Adventist�Church�and�main�line�churches�have�a�
commitment�to�religious�freedoms.�The�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�LatterͲday�Saints�
also�affirms�religious�freedom.�[40]�

However�others,�such�as�African�scholar�Makau�Mutua,�have�argued�that�
Christian�insistence�on�the�propagation�of�their�faith�to�native�cultures�as�an�
element�of�religious�freedom�has�resulted�in�a�corresponding�denial�of�religious�
freedom�to�native�traditions�and�led�to�their�destruction.�As�he�states�in�the�book�
produced�by�the�Oslo�Coalition�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�—�"Imperial�
religions�have�necessarily�violated�individual�conscience�and�the�communal�
expressions�of�Africans�and�their�communities�by�subverting�African�religions."�
[41][42]�

Joel�Spring�writes�about�the�Christianization�of�the�Roman�Empire:�
"Christianity�added�a�new�impetus�to�the�expansion�of�empire.�Increasing�the�
arrogance�of�the�imperial�project,�Christians�insisted�that�the�Gospels�of�the�
Church�were�the�only�valid�source�of�religious�beliefs.�By�the�5th�century,�
Christianity�was�thought�of�as�coͲextensive�with�the�Imperium�Romanum.�This�
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meant�that�to�be�human,�as�opposed�to�being�a�natural�slave,�was�to�be�"civilized"�
and�Christian.�Historian�Anthony�Pagden�argues,�just�as�the�civitas�had�now�
become�coterminous�with�Christianity,�so�to�be�human—to�be,�that�is,�one�who�
was�"civil,"�and�who�was�able�to�interpret�correctly�the�law�of�nature—one�had�
now�also�to�be�Christian.�

"After�the�fifteenth�century,�most�European�colonialists�rationalized�the�
spread�of�empire�with�the�belief�that�they�were�saving�a�barbaric�and�pagan�world�
by�spreading�Christian�civilization."�[43]�In�the�Portuguese�and�Spanish�
colonization�of�the�Americas�the�policy�of�Indian�Reductions�and�Jesuit�Reductions�
resulted�in�forced�conversions�of�indigenous�peoples�of�the�Americas�from�their�
long�practiced�spiritual�and�religious�traditions�and�theological�beliefs.�The�actual�
population�of�indigenous�peoples,�congregations�of�neophytes�and�the�
untouched,�plummeted�from�unintended�consequences�of�missionary�
Christianity's�contacts.�[44]�

�

������[edit]�Islam�

Quran�2:190–194,�referring�to�the�war�against�Pagans�during�the�Battle�of�
Badr�in�Medina,�indicates�that�Muslims�are�only�allowed�to�fight�against�those�
who�intend�to�harm�them�(right�of�selfͲdefense)�and�that�if�their�enemies�
surrender,�they�must�also�stop�because�God�does�not�like�those�who�transgress�
limits.�

In�Bukhari:�V9�N316,�Jabir�ibn�'Abdullah�narrated�that�a�Bedouin�accepted�
Islam�and�then�when�he�got�a�fever�he�demanded�that�Muhammad��cancel�his�
pledge�(allow�him�to�renounce�Islam).�Muhammad�refused�to�do�so.�The�Bedouin�
man�repeated�his�demand�once,�but�Muhammad�once�again�refused.�Then,�he�
(the�Bedouin)�left�Medina.�Muhammad�said,�"Medina�is�like�a�pair�of�bellows�
(furnace):�it�expels�its�impurities�and�brightens�and�clears�its�good."�In�this�
narration,�there�was�no�evidence�demonstrating�that�Muhammad�ordered�the�
execution�of�the�Bedouin�for�wanting�to�renounce�Islam.�

In�addition,�Quran�5:3,�which�is�believed�to�be�God's�final�revelation�to�
Muhammad,�states�that�Muslims�are�to�fear�God�and�not�those�who�reject�Islam,�
and�Quran�53:38–39�states�that�one�is�accountable�only�for�one's�own�actions.�
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Therefore,�it�postulates�that�in�Islam,�in�the�matters�of�practicing�a�religion,�it�
does�not�relate�to�a�worldly�punishment,�but�rather�these�actions�are�accountable�
to�God�in�the�after�life.�Thus,�this�supports�the�argument�against�the�execution�of�
apostates�in�Islam.�

However,�on�the�other�hand,�some�Muslims�support�the�practice�of�
executing�apostates�who�leave�Islam,�as�in�Bukhari:V4�B52�N260;�"The�Prophet�
said,�“If�a�Muslim�discards�his�religion,�kill�him."�

In�Iran,�the�constitution�recognizes�four�religions�whose�status�is�formally�
protected:�Zoroastrianism,�Judaism,�Christianity,�and�Islam.�[45]�The�constitution,�
however,�also�sets�the�groundwork�for�the�institutionalized�persecution�of�
Bahá'ís,�[46]�who�have�been�subjected�to�arrests,�beatings,�executions,�
confiscation�and�destruction�of�property,�and�the�denial�of�civil�rights�and�
liberties,�and�the�denial�of�access�to�higher�education.�[45]�There�is�no�freedom�of�
conscience�in�Iran,�as�converting�from�Islam�to�any�other�religion�is�forbidden.�

In�Egypt,�a�16�December�2006�judgment�of�the�Supreme�Administrative�
Council�created�a�clear�demarcation�between�recognized�religions�—�Islam,�
Christianity�and�Judaism�—�and�all�other�religious�beliefs;�[47][48]�no�other�
religious�affiliation�is�officially�admissible.�[49]�The�ruling�leaves�members�of�other�
religious�communities,�including�Bahá'ís,�without�the�ability�to�obtain�the�
necessary�government�documents�to�have�rights�in�their�country,�essentially�
denying�them�of�all�rights�of�citizenship.�[49]�They�cannot�obtain�ID�cards,�birth�
certificates,�death�certificates,�marriage�or�divorce�certificates,�and�passports;�
they�also�cannot�be�employed,�educated,�treated�in�public�hospitals�or�vote,�
among�other�things.�[49]�See�Egyptian�identification�card�controversy.�

Changing�religion�

Among�the�most�contentious�areas�of�religious�freedom�is�the�right�of�an�
individual�to�change�or�abandon�his�or�her�own�religion�(apostasy),�and�the�right�
to�evangelize�individuals�seeking�to�convince�others�to�make�such�a�
change.�

Other�debates�have�centered�around�restricting�certain�kinds�of�missionary�
activity�by�religions.�Many�Islamic�states,�and�others�such�as�China,�severely�
restrict�missionary�activities�of�other�religions.�Greece,�among�European�
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countries,�has�generally�looked�unfavorably�on�missionary�activities�of�
denominations�other�than�the�majority�church�and�proselytizing�is�constitutionally�
prohibited.�[50]�

A�different�kind�of�critique�of�the�freedom�to�propagate�religion�has�come�
from�nonͲAbrahamic�traditions�such�as�the�African�and�Indian.�African�scholar�
Makau�Mutua�criticizes�religious�evangelism�on�the�ground�of�cultural�annihilation�
by�what�he�calls�"proselytizing�universalist�faiths":�

The�(human)�rights�regime�incorrectly�assumes�a�level�playing�field�by�
requiring�that�African�religions�compete�in�the�marketplace�of�ideas.�The�rights�
corpus�not�only�forcibly�imposes�on�African�religions�the�obligation�to�compete—
a�task�for�which�as�non�proselytizing,�noncompetitive�creeds�they�are�not�
historically�fashioned—but�also�protects�the�evangelizing�religions�in�their�march�
towards�universalization.�...�it�seems�inconceivable�that�the�human�rights�regime�
would�have�intended�to�protect�the�right�of�certain�religions�to�destroy�
others.[51][page�needed]�

Some�Indian�scholars�[52]�have�similarly�argued�that�the�right�to�propagate�
religion�is�not�culturally�or�religiously�neutral.�

In�Sri�Lanka�there�have�been�debates�regarding�a�bill�on�religious�freedom�
that�seeks�to�protect�indigenous�religious�traditions�from�certain�kinds�of�
missionary�activities.�Debates�have�also�occurred�in�various�states�of�India�
regarding�similar�laws,�particularly�those�that�restrict�conversions�using�force,�
fraud�or�allurement.�

In�2008�Christian�Solidarity�Worldwide,�a�Christian�human�rights�nonͲ
governmental�organization�which�specializes�in�religious�freedom,�launched�an�inͲ
depth�report�on�the�human�rights�abuses�faced�by�individuals�who�leave�Islam�for�
another�religion.�The�report�is�the�product�of�a�yearͲ�long�research�project�in�six�
different�countries.�It�calls�on�Muslim�nations,�the�international�community,�the�
UN�and�the�international�media�to�resolutely�address�the�serious�violations�of�
human�rights�suffered�by�apostates.�[53]�

�
Apostasy�
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In�Islam�Legal�opinion�on�apostasy�by�the�Fatwa�committee�at�AlͲAzhar�
University�in�Cairo,�the�highest�Islamic�institution�in�the�world,�concerning�the�
case�of�a�man�who�converted�to�Christianity:�"Since�he�left�Islam,�he�will�be�
invited�to�express�his�regret.�If�he�does�not�regret,�he�will�be�killed�pertaining�to�
rights�and�obligations�of�the�Islamic�law."�

In�Islam,�apostasy�is�called�"ridda"�("turning�back")�and�is�considered�to�be�a�
profound�insult�to�God.�A�person�born�of�Muslim�parents�that�rejects�Islam�is�
called�a�"murtad�fitri"�(natural�apostate),�and�a�person�that�converted�to�Islam�
and�later�rejects�the�religion�is�called�a�"murtad�milli"�(apostate�from�the�
community)�.�[54]�

In�Islamic�law�(Sharia),�the�consensus�view�is�that�a�male�apostate�must�be�put�
to�death�unless�he�suffers�from�a�mental�disorder�or�is�converted�under�duress,�
for�example,�due�to�an�imminent�danger�of�being�killed.�A�female�apostate�must�
be�either�executed,�according�to�Shafi'i,�Maliki,�and�Hanbali�schools�of�Sunni�
Islamic�jurisprudence�(fiqh),�or�imprisoned�until�she�reverts�to�Islam�as�advocated�
by�the�Sunni�Hanafi�school�and�by�Shi'a�scholars.�[55]�

Ideally,�the�one�performing�the�execution�of�an�apostate�must�be�an�imam.�
[55]�At�the�same�time,�all�schools�of�Islamic�jurisprudence�agree�that�any�Muslim�
can�kill�an�apostate�without�punishment.�[56]�

Secular�law�
�

Religious�practice�may�also�conflict�with�secular�law�creating�debates�on�
religious�freedom.�For�instance,�even�though�polygamy�is�permitted�in�Islam�it�is�
prohibited�in�secular�law�in�many�countries.�Does�prohibiting�polygamy�then�
curtail�the�religious�freedom�of�Muslims?�The�US�and�India,�both�constitutionally�
secular�nations,�have�taken�two�different�views�of�this.�In�India�polygamy�is�
permitted,�but�only�for�Muslims,�under�Muslim�Personal�Law.�In�the�USA�
polygamy�is�prohibited�for�all.�This�was�a�major�source�of�conflict�between�the�
early�LDS�Church�and�the�United�States�until�the�Church�amended�its�position�on�
polygamy.�Similar�issues�have�also�arisen�in�the�context�of�the�religious�use�of�
psychedelic�substances�by�Native�American�tribes�in�the�United�States�as�well�as�
other�Native�practices.�

International�law�
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�
In�international�law�the�freedom�of�religion�and�belief�is�protected�by�the�

International�Covenant�on�Civil�and�Political�Rights�(ICCPR).�This�protection�
extends�to�specifically�nonͲreligious�beliefs,�such�as�humanism.�However,�minority�
or�disfavored�religions�still�receive�the�spiritual�injustice�of�persecution�in�many�
parts�of�the�world.�[45][57]�

�

Children's�rights�
�

The�law�in�Germany�provides�the�term�of�“religious�majority”�
(Religionsmündigkeit)�with�a�minimum�age�for�minors�to�follow�their�own�
religious�beliefs�even�if�their�parents�don't�share�those�or�don't�approve.�Children�
14�and�older�have�the�unrestricted�right�to�enter�or�exit�any�religious�community.�
Children�12�and�older�cannot�be�compelled�to�change�to�a�different�belief.�
Children�10�and�older�have�to�be�heard�before�their�parents�change�their�religious�
upbringing�to�a�different�belief.�[58]�There�are�similar�laws�in�Austria�[59]�and�in�
Switzerland.�[60}�

�
Modern�concerns�
�

Where�individuals�and�non�governments�are�concerned,�religious�toleration�is�
generally�taken�to�refer�to�an�attitude�of�acceptance�towards�other�people's�
religions.�[citation�needed]�Such�toleration�does�not�require�that�one�view�other�
religions�as�equally�true;�rather,�the�assumption�is�that�each�citizen�will�grant�that�
others�have�the�right�to�hold�and�practice�their�own�beliefs.�[citation�needed]�
Against�this�backdrop,�proselytism�can�be�a�contentious�issue,�as�it�could�be�
regarded�as�an�offense�against�the�validity�of�others'�religious�beliefs,�including�
irreligious�belief.�[citation�needed]�

Contemporary�World�Overviews—Freedom�of�Religion�by�Country�
�

See�2009�and�2011�reports�produced�by�Pew�Research�Center’s�Forum�on�
Religion�and�Public�Life,�supra�

�
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International�Religious�Freedom�Day�
�

27�October�is�International�Religious�Freedom�Day,�in�commemoration�of�the�
execution�of�the�Boston�Martyrs�for�their�Religious�convictions,�1658Ͳ1661.�
{citation�needed}.��The�US�proclaim�16�January�Religious�Freedom�Day.�{65}�

�
F. Recent�Events�Breathe�New�Hope�Into�The�Quest�To�Preserve�And�
Enlarge�The�Principle�And�Practice�Of�Religious�Freedom:�
�

“The�State�of�Religious�Liberty�in�the�United�States”�was�the�topic�of�a�United�
States�House�of�Representatives�hearing�on�October�26,�2011.��The�hearing�
sponsor�was�the�Subcommittee�on�the�Constitution�of�the�House�Committee�on�
the�Judiciary.��The�hearing�includes�testimony�by�Bishop�William�C.�Lori�(Bishop�of�
Bridgeport,�CT,�and�Chair�of�the�U.S.�Conference�of�Catholic�Bishops’�Committee�
on�Religious�Liberty),�Reverend�Barry�W.�Linn�(Executive�Director�of�Americans�
United�for�Separation�of�Church�and�State),�and�Colby�M.�May�(Senior�Counsel�
and�Director�of�the�Washington�office�of�the�American�Center�for�Law�and�
Justice).��The�Chair�of�the�Subcommittee,�Trent�Franks,�gives�various�comments�
on�religious�liberty�at�the�commencement�of�the�hearing�as�well.��The�appendix�
includes�statements�from�other�leaders�as�well�(Sikh,�Hindu,�Jewish,�etc.).��The�
online�link�to�the�webcast�and�full�PDF�is�here:��
http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/hear�10262011��2.html.��The�transcript�of�the�
hearing�occupies�188�pages�which�are�not�all�included�in�this�paper,�but�the�
content�of�which�is�included�herein�by�reference.�

�
Roman�Catholic�bishops,�on�November�14,�2011,�vowed�to�defend�their�

religious�liberty�in�the�face�of�growing�acceptance�of�gay�marriage�and�what�they�
called�attempts�by�secularists�to�marginalize�faith.��Bishops�hope�to�persuade�
federal�lawmakers�to�retain�the�Defense�of�Marriage�Act,�which�passed�in�1996,�
and�launched�a�new�website�called�Marriageuniqueforareason.org.��President�
Barak�Obama�had�said�his�administration�would�no�longer�defend�the�law,�calling�
it�“counter�to�the�Constitution.”��Bishops�said�it�was�wrong�to�define�their�
religious�convictions�as�discrimination.��“The�church�has�nothing�against�
compromise,�but�we�can’t�compromise�principle,”�said�Archbishop�Anthony�
Dolan.��
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“A�study�released�November�21,�2011,�by�the�Pew�Forum�on�Religion�and�

Public�Life�notes�a�dramatic�increase�in�religious�advocacy�groups�over�the�past�
forty�years.���‘The�number�of�organizations�engaged�in�religious�lobbying�or�
religionͲrelated�advocacy�in�Washington,�D.C.,�has�increased�roughly�fivefold�in�
the�past�four�decades,�from�fewer�than�40�in�1970�to�more�than�200�today.’��Such�
groups�‘collectively�employ�at�least�1,000�people�in�the�Greater�Washington�area�
and�spend�at�least�$390�million�a�year�on�efforts�to�influence�national�public�
policy.��As�a�whole,�religious�advocacy�organizations�work�on�about�300�policy�
issues.’��These�policy�issues�are�no�longer�restricted�merely�to�domestic�affairs:��
roughly�as�many�groups�work�only�on�international�issues�as�work�only�on�
domestic�issues,�and�nearly�twoͲthirds�of�the�groups�work�on�both.”��(See�2012Ͳ
01Ͳ12�ICLRS�Newsletter.)�

�
On�January�11,�2012,�the�United�States�Supreme�Court�decided�against�the�

Obama�administration,�in�the�case�of�HosannaͲTabor�Evangelical�Lutheran�Church�
and�School�v.�Equal�Employment�Opportunity�Commission.��Many�have�called�this�
case,�which�was�decided�by�unanimous�decision�of�the�Court,�the�most�important�
ruling�on�religious�freedom��in�decades.��The�case�pitted�the�rights�of�religious�
organizations�to�choose�their�own�ministers�against�the�government’s�interest�in�
preventing�discrimination�in�the�workplace.��Hannah�C.�Smith,�Senior�Counsel�at�
the�Becket�Fund�for�Religious�Liberty,�which�was�coͲcounsel�at�the�Supreme�Court�
for�“HosannaͲTabor,”�has�quoted�the�Court�and�made�these�observations�about�
the�decision:��“The�Court�(in�the�Chief�Justice’s�unanimous�opinion)�declared�that�
both�the�Free�Exercise�and�Establishment�Clauses�of�the�First�Amendment�provide�
‘special�solicitude�to�the�rights�of�religious�organizations’�and�‘bar�the�government�
from�interfering�with�the�decision�of�a�religious�group�to�fire�one�of�its�ministers.’��
The�protection�extends�not�just�to�priests�and�rabbis,�but�to�any�leader�or�teacher�
who�‘personifies’�the�beliefs�of�the�religious�community.�

“In�a�ringing�rebuke�of�the�Obama�administration’s�cramped�view�of�a�church’s�
freedom,�all�nine�justices—including�Obama�appointees—rejected�its�arguments�
as�‘extreme,’�‘remarkable’�and�‘untenable.’��The�Court�rejected�the�government’s�
twoͲpronged�argument�that�church’s�should�enjoy�no�more�freedom�in�choosing�
their�than�any�other�social�group,�and,�even�if�they�do,�that�freedom�should�be�
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limited�only�to�cases�where�the�employee�performed�exclusively�religious�
functions,�rather�than�a�mix�of�religious�and�secular�ones.���

“The�Court’s�rebuke�echoes�beyond�this�case�to�the�Obama�administration’s�
tone�deafness�towards�religious�liberty�in�other�areas.��One�example�is�the�
administration’s�new�rule�in�August�mandating�abortionͲcausing�drugs�for�all�
employerͲprovided�health�insurance�plans.��The�rule�will�force�some�religious�
organizations�to�choose�between�honoring�their�proͲlife�convictions�or�providing�
their�own�employees�with�health�insurance,�which�must�now�include�free�
‘preventative�services’�that�encompass�Plan�B�(‘the�morning�after�pill’)�and�ella�
(‘the�week�after�pill’).�

“…{T}he�Obama�administration…has�effectively�judged�that�any�religious�
conviction�against�abortion,�contraception�and�sterilization�is�not�really�central�to�
the�mission�of�these�religious�schools�and�therefore�should�yield�to�the�
government’s�contrary�policy�priorities.��One�implication�of�HosannaͲTabor�is�that�
the�government�has�no�right�or�competence�to�judge�such�matters.��Instead,�such�
judgment�belongs�only�to�the�religious�organizations�themselves.��The�
Constitution�requires�no�less.”�

�
BY�THE�UNITED�STATES�OF�AMERICA,�A�PROCLAMATION:�
���
�“For�nearly�four�centuries,�men�and�women�have�immigrated�to�

America’s�shores�in�pursuit�of�religious�freedom.��Hailing�from�diverse�backͲ
grounds�and�faiths,�countless�settlers�have�shared�a�simple�aspiration�–�to�
practice�their�beliefs�free�from�prejudice�and�persecution.��In�1786�the�
Virginia�General�Assembly�took�a�bold�step�toward�preserving�this�
fundamental�liberty�by�passing�the�Virginia�Statute�for�Religious�Freedom,�
which�brought�to�life�the�ideal�of�religious�tolerance�from�the�texts�of�the�
Enlightenment�in�the�laws�of�state.��On�Religious�Freedom�Day,�we�
celebrate�this�historic�milestone,�reflect�upon�the�statute’s�declaration�that�
‘Almighty�God�hath�created�the�mind�free,’�and�reaffirm�that�the�American�
people�will�remain�forever�unshackled�in�matters�of�faith.�

“Drafted�by�Thomas�Jefferson,�the�Virginia�statute�formed�the�basis�
for�the�First�Amendment,�which�has�preserved�religious�freedom�for�both�
believers�and�nonͲbelievers�for�over�220�years.��As�our�nation�has�grown,�so�
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has�its�diversity�of�faiths,�cultures,�and�traditions;�today,�the�individuals�of�
rich�and�varied�beliefs�call�America�home�and�seek�to�follow�their�
consciences�in�peace.��Our�long�history�of�religious�tolerance�and�pluralism�
has�strengthened�our�country,�helped�create�a�vibrant�civil�society,�and�
remained�true�to�the�principles�enshrined�in�our�founding�documents.�

“Our�nation�is�committed�to�religious�liberty�not�only�for�all�
Americans,�but�also�for�individuals�around�the�world.��Internationally,�we�
bear�witness�to�those�who�live�in�fear�of�violence�and�discrimination�
because�of�their�beliefs.��My�administration�continues�to�stand�with�all�who�
are�denied�the�ability�to�choose,�express,�or�live�their�faith�freely,�and�we�
remain�committed�to�protecting�this�universal�human�right�and�the�vital�
role�it�plays�in�ensuring�peace�and�stability�for�all�nations.�

“Today,�as�we�reflect�on�the�many�ways�religious�freedom�enriches�
our�country�and�our�lives,�let�us�lend�our�voice�to�all�people�striving�to�
exercise�their�innate�right�to�a�free�mind.�

“NOW,�THEREFORE,�I,�BARACK�OBAMA,��President�of�the�United�
States�of�America,�by�virtue�of�the�authority�vested�in�me�by�the�
Constitution�and�the�laws�of�the�United�States,�do�hereby�proclaim�January�
16,�2012,�as�Religious�Freedom�Day.��I�call�on�all�Americans�to�
commemorate�this�day�with�the�events�and�activities�that�teach�us�about�
this�critical�foundation�of�our�nation’s�liberty,�and�show�us�how�we�can��
protect�it�for�future�generations�at�home�and�around�the�world.�

“IN�WITNESS�WHEREOF,�I�have�hereinto�set�my�hand�this�thirteenth�
day�of�January�,�in�the�year�of�our�Lord�two�thousand�twelve,�and�of�the�
Independence�of�the�United�States�of�America�the�two�hundred�and�thirtyͲ
sixth.”�

�
BARACK�OBAMA�
�

� In�the�face�of�the�foregoing�Proclamation,�the�current�Administration�and�
other�organizations�have�been�charged�with�intentionally�diminishing�the�religious�
rights�of�individuals�and�organizations�in�the�United�States.�For�example:�
On�January�27,�2012,�the�Sixth�Circuit�Court�of�Appeals�ruled�that�a�university�that�
expelled�a�Christian�graduate�student�from�its�counseling�program�because�she�
refused�to�affirm�homosexual�relationships�may�have�violated�her�Constitutional�
rights.���
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� In�January,�2009,�Julea�Ward�began�a�counseling�practicum�where�she�
would�meet�with�actual�clients.��However,�one�of�her�new�clients�wanted�
counseling�in�regards�to�his�homosexual�relationship—a�lifestyle�Ward�knew�she�
couldn’t�validate�as�a�Christian�who�believes�same�sex�relationships�are�wrong.��
Shortly�before�the�client�arrived,�Ward�contacted�her�supervisor�and�asked�to�
transfer�him�because�of�a�values�conflict—an�acceptable�option�within�the�
profession—and�her�supervisor�agreed.��A�few�days�later�Ward�was�called�in�for�a�
review�and�was�told�that�unless�she�could�“see�the�error�of�her�ways”�and�change�
her�“belief�system,”�she�would�have�to�leave�the�program,�despite�being�just�a�
few�classes�away�from�graduating,�according�to�court�documents.���
� After�she�was�dismissed�from�the�program,�Ward�filed�a�lawsuit,�but�the�
state�courts�agreed�with�the�university.��“…The�Sixth�Circuit�Court�reversed,�
stating�that�there�needs�to�be�additional�proceedings�before�a�decision�can�be�
reached.”�
�
� In�a�Washington�Post�editorial�by�Michael�Gerson�of�the�Washington�Post,�
commenting�on�the�Obama�administration’s��final�decision�that�Catholic�
universities,�hospitals�and�charities�will�be�compelled�to�pay�for�health�insurance�
that�covers�sterilization,�contraceptives�and�abortionfacients,�stated:�

� “The�implications�of�Obama’s�power�grab�go�further�than�
contraception�and�will�provoke�opposition�beyond�Catholicism.��Christian�
colleges�and�universities�of�various�denominations�will�resist�providing�
insurance�coverage�for�abortion�facients.�And�the�astounding�ambition�of�
this�federal�precedent�will�soon�be�apparent�to�every�religious�institution.�
Obama�is�claiming�the�executive�authority�to�determine�which�missions�of�
believers�are�religious�and�which�are�not—and�then�to�aggressively�regulate�
institutions�the�government�declares�to�be�secular.��It�is�a�view�of�religious�
liberty�so�narrow�and�privatized�that�it�barely�covers�the�space�between�a�
believers�ears.�

� “Obama’s�decision�also�reflects�a�certain�view�of�liberalism.��
Classic�liberalism�was�concerned�with�the�freedom�to�hold�and�practice�
beliefs�at�odds�with�a�public�consensus.��Modern�liberalism�uses�the�power�
of�the�state�to�impose�liberal�values�on�institutions�it�regards�as�backward.��
It�is�difference�between�pluralism�and�anticlericalism.�

� “The�administration’s�ultimate�motivation�is�uncertain.��Has�it�
� adopted�a�radical�secularism�out�of�conviction,�or�is�it�cynically�
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appealing�to�radical�secularists?��In�either�case,�the�war�on�religion�is�
formally�declared.�“�

�
Franco�Ordonez�of�McClatchy�Newspapers,�on�or�about�February�17,�2012,�added�
these�comments:�

“Religious�leaders�of�different�faiths�stoked�the�national�debate�over�
Contraception�Thursday,�converging�on�Capitol�Hill�and�charging�the�Obama�
administration�with�attempting�to�violate�their�religious�freedoms.�“Leaders�
from�the�Catholic,�Jewish,�Baptist�and�Lutheran�faiths�joined�in�opposition�
to�a�proposed�federal�mandate�that�would�require�church�affiliated�
employers�to�cover�birth�control�in�their�health�plans.�The�leaders�took�part�
in�a�highly�politicized�oversight�hearing�led�by�one�of�President�Barak�
Obama’s�chief�critics,�Rep.�Darrell�Issa,�RͲCalif.��But�for�those�leaders,�the�
issue�was�deeply�serious�and�personal,�touching�on�one�the�basic�tenets�of�
the�nation’s�democracy�and�raising�questions�about�government’s�place�in�
the�faith�community.�“’I�don’t�there�should�be�any�compromise�when�it�
comes�to�our�rights�to�religious�freedom,’�said�William�Thierfelder,�
president�of��Belmont�Abbey�College�in�Charlotte,�N.C.��‘I�came�here�to�ask�
for�your�help.��This�is�an�issue�worth�dying�for.’�

“Theirfelder�said�it�is�the�belief�of�his�Roman�Catholic�liberal�arts�
college,�and�that�of�many�religious�organizations,�that�contraception,�
sterilization�and�abortion�are�against�God’s�law.��He�said�they�believe�it’s�a�
sin�for�the�college�to�facilitate�access�to�these�services.�

“The�Department�of�Health�and�Human�Services�issued�a�final�rule�
Jan.�20�that�required�all�women�to�be�able�to�receive�access�to�free�
preventative�care�services.�“The�proposal�includes�a�religious�exemption�for�
churches�and�other�groups�whose�main�purpose�is�spreading�religious�
beliefs.”�

In�the�meantime,�two�BYU�law�professors�have�rallied�with�a�letter�
against�the�Obama�Compromise,�to�wit:�

“Two�BYU�law�professors�joined�more�than�100�prominent�scholars�
who�have�signed�a�letter�protesting�the�Obama�administration’s�decision�to�
require�employers�to�subsidize�free�contraception,�sterilization�and�
abortionͲinducing�drugs.�

“Professors�Cole�Durham�and�Lynn�Wardle,�both�of�BYU’s�J.�Reuben�
Clark�Law�School,�added�their�names�to�the�letter’s�primary�authors,�who�
include�Catholic�University’s�President�John�Garvey,�Harvard�Law��professor�
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Mary�Ann�Glendon�and�Princeton�Law�professor�Robert�P.�George.��George�
is�a�member�of�the�Deseret�News�Editorial�Board.�

“’This�soͲcalled�‘accommodation’�changes�nothing�of�moral�
substance�and�fails�to�remove�the�assault�on�religious�liberty�and�the�rights�
of��conscience�which�give�rise�to�the�controversy,’�the�letter�states.��‘It�is�
certainly�no�compromise.’�

“’The�simple�fact�is�that�the�Obama�administration�is�compelling�
religious�people�and�institutions�who�are�employers�to�purchase�a�health�
insurance�contract�that�provides�abortionͲinducing�drugs,�contraception�
and�sterilization,’�the�letter�continues.��‘This�is�a�grave�violation�of�religious�
of�religious�freedom�and�cannot�stand.��It�is�an�insult�to�the�intelligence�of�
Catholics,�Protestants,�Eastern�Orthodox�Christians,�Jews,�Muslims,�and�
other�people�of�faith�and�conscience�to�imagine�that�they�will�accept�an�
assault�on�their�religious�liberty�if�only�it�is�coveredͲup�by�a�cheap��
accounting�trick.’�“The�letter�came�after�the�administration’s�effort�to�
diffuse�the�controversy�last�weekend�met�mixed�reviews.”�
�
G. Conclusion:�
�

“Freedom�of�speech,�freedom�of�action�within�boundaries�that�do�
not�infringe�upon�the�liberty�of�others�are…divine�gifts�‘essential�to�human�
dignity�and�human�happiness.�

“Liberty�may�be�either�helpful�or�fatal�according�to�the�use�made�of�
it….’Liberty�is�an�atmosphere�of�the�higher�life….Liberty?ͲͲͲit�is�
respect….Men�must�be�made�capable�and�worthy�of�{liberty},�otherwise�
public�life�becomes�impossible.’�

“True�liberty�in�individuals�consists�in�the�enjoying�of�every�right�that�
will�contribute�to�one’s�peace�and�happiness,�so�long�as�the�exercise�of�
such�a�privilege�does�not�interfere�with�the�same�privilege�in�others.��It�
consists�not�in�doing�what�one�likes�to�do,�but�in�doing�what�one�ought�to�
do.��It�is�the�right�of�each�individual�to�be�master�of�his�own�time�and�
actions�consistent�with�fairness�and�justice�to�his�fellow�men�and�with�
harmony�with�the�laws�of�God….It�is�freedom�of�choice,�a�divine�gift,�and�
essential�virtue�in�a�peaceful�society.�“In�these�days�of�uncertainty�and�
unrest,�libertyͲloving�people’s�greatest�responsibility�and�paramount�duty�is�
to�preserve�and�proclaim�the�freedom�of�the�individual,�his�relationship�to�
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Deity,�and…the�necessity�of�obedience�to�the�principles�of�the�gospel�of�
Jesus�Christ—only�thus�will�mankind�find�peace�and�happiness.�

“If�we�would�make�the�world�better,�let�us�foster�a�keener�
appreciation�of…freedom�and�liberty,”�Teachings�of�Presidents�of�the�
Church,�DAVID�O.�MCKAY,�Chapter�22,�pp.�211,�212.���
�

�
VI. �RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM�AS�VIEWED�BY:��REPRESENTATIVES�OFCHURCHES�AND�
SECULAR�LEADERS,�AND�SCHOLARS�IN�GENERAL.�
�

A. �Religious�Human�Rights�In�Global�Perspective,�Legal�Perspectives:� �
� �

In�1996�a�collection�of�papers�dealing�with�the�subject�of�religious�liberty�
entitled�“Religious�Human�Rights�In�Global�Perspective,�Legal�Perspectives,”�was�
published�by�Martinus�Nimhoff�Publishers�and�edited�by�Johan�D.�van�der�Vyver,�
I.T.�Cohen,�Professor�of�International�Law�and�Human�Rights,�Fellow,�The�Carter�
Center,�Emory�University,�and�John�Witte,�Jr.,�Director,�Law�and�Religion�Program,�
Jonas�Robitscher�Professossr�of�Law,�Emory�University.��The�Preface�was�written�
by�former�U.S.�President,�Jimmy�Carter,�and�the�Introduction�by�Johan�van�der�
Vyver,�Emory�University.��Included�in�the�collection�were�the�following�papers:�

�
“Perspectives�on�religious�Liberty:��A�Comparative�Framework”�by�W.�Cole�

Durham,�Jr.,�Brigham�Young�University,�pp.�1Ͳ44.�

“Studying�‘Religious�Human�Rights’:��Methodological�Foundations”�by�David�
Little,�United�States�Institute�of�Peace,�pp.�45Ͳ78.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�Under�the�United�Nations”�by�Natan�Lerner,�Tel�
Aviv�University,�pp.�79Ͳ134.�

“The�Role�of�Secular�NonͲGovernmental�Organizations�in�the�Cultivation�
and�Understanding�of�Religious�Human�Rights”�by�Michael�Roan,�Project�Tandem,�
Inc.,�pp.�135Ͳ160.�

“The�Cultivation�and�Protection�of�Religious�Human�Rights:��The�Role�of�the�
Media”�by�James�Finn,�Freedom�Review�and�Puebla�Institute”�pp.�161Ͳ190.�
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“The�Impact�of�Religious�Rules�on�Public�Life�in�Germany”�by�Martin�Heckel,�
EberhardͲKarlsͲUniversitat,�Tubingen,�pp.�191Ͳ204.�

“Religious�Liberty�in�the�United�Kingdom”�by�Peter�Cumper,�The�
Nottingham�Trent�University,�pp.�204Ͳ242.�

“The�Main�Problems�of�Religious�Freedom�in�Eastern�Europe”�by�Tamas�
Foldesi,�Eotvos�Lorand�University,�Budapest,�pp�243Ͳ262.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�in�PostͲCommunist�Balkan�Countries”�by�Paul�
Mojzes,�Rosement�College,�pp�263Ͳ284.�

“Religious�Rights�in�Russia�at�a�Time�of�Tumultuous�Transition:��A�Historical�
Theory”�by�Harold�J.�Berman,�Emory�University,�pp.�285Ͳ304.�

“Adjudicating�Rights�of�Conscience�Under�the�European�Convention�on�
Human�Rights”�by�T.�Jeremy�Gunn,�National�Committee�for�Public�Education�and�
Religious�Liberty,�pp.�305Ͳ330.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�and�the�Principle�of�Legal�Pluralism�in�the�Middle�
East”�by�Said�Amir�Arjomand,�State�University�of�New�York�at�Stony�Brook,�pp.�
331Ͳ348.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�in�the�State�of�Israel”�byAsher�Maoz,�Tel�Aviv�
University,�pp.�349Ͳ390.�

“Africa’s�Search�for�Religious�Human�Rights�Through�Returning�to�Wells�of�
Living�Water”�by�John�S.�Pobee,�World�Council�of�Churches,�Geneva,�pp.�391Ͳ416.�

“Limitations�on�Religious�Rights:�Problematizing�Religious�Freedom�in�the�
African�Context”�by�Makau�wa�Mutua,�Harvard�University,�pp.�417Ͳ440;�
andReligious�Human�Rights�in�South�Africa”�by�Lourens�M.�du�Plessis,�University�
of�Stellenbosch,�pp.�441Ͳ466.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�in�Latin�America”�by�Paul�E.�Sigmund,�Princeton�
University,�pp.�467Ͳ482.�

“Religious�Human�Rights�in�Central�America”�by�Stanley�Muschett�Ibarra,�
Universidad�Santa�Maria�la�Antigua,�Panama,�pp.�483Ͳ496.�
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“The�American�Constitutional�Experiment�in�Religious�Human�Rights:�The�
Perennial�Search�for�Principles”�by�John�Witte,�Jr.,�Emory�University,�and�M.�
Christian�Green,�University�of�Chicago,�pp.�497Ͳ558.�

“A�Draft�Model�Law�on�Freedom�of�Religion,�With�Commentary”�by�Dinah�
Shelton,�Santa�Clara�University,�and�Alexandre�Kiss,�International�Institute�of�
Human�Rights,�Strasbourg,�pp.�559Ͳ592.�

“The�Tensions�and�the�Ideals”�by�John�T.�Noonan,�Jr.,�United�States�Court�of�
Appeals,�pp.�593Ͳ606.�

This�collection�is�sold�and�distributed�in�the�U.S.A.�and�Canada�by�Kluwer�
Law�International,�675�Massachusetts�Avenue,�Cambridge,�MA�02139,�U.S.A.,��and�
in�all�other�countries�by�Kluwer�Law�International,�P.O.�Box�85889,�2508�CN�The�
Hague,�The�Netherlands.�

�
B. �Facilitating�Freedom�Of�Religion�Or�Belief:��A�Deskbook:�

�
In�2004,�The�Oslo�Coalition�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�in�celebration�of�

the�20th�anniversary�of�the�Declaration�on�the�Elimination�of�All�Forms�of�
Intolerance�and�of�Discrimination�Based�of�Religion�or�Belief,�caused�to�be�
published�by�Martinus�Nijhoff�Publishers,�a�book�entitled��

“Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�Or�Belief:��A�Deskbook.”��Editors�were�Taree�
Lindholm,�W.�Cole�Durham,�Jr.,�and�Bahia�G.TahzibͲLie.��Associate�Editors�were�
Elizabeth�A.�Sewell�and�Lena�Larsen.��The�book�was�dedicated�To�Defenders�of�
Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�and�To�Victims�of�Intolerance.��Hermann�Hesse,�
Siddhartha,�wrote�this�thought�provoking�vignette�following�the�title�page:��“Is�it�
not�true,�my�friend,�that�the�river�has�very�many�voices?��Has�it�not�the�voice�of�a�
king,�of�a�warrior,�of�a�bull,�of�a�nightbird,�of�a�pregnant�woman�and�a�sighing�
man,�and�a�thousand�other�voices?”��“It�is�so,”�nodded�Vasudeva,�“the�voices�of�
all�living�creatures�are�in�its�voice.”��This�Deskbook�features�papers�to�which�these�
references�are�made,�to�wit:�

�
Part�I:��Origins�and�Grounds�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief:��
�
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“Historical�Analysis�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�as�a�Technique�for�
Resolving�Religious�Conflict”�by�Malcolm�D.�Evans,�pp.�1Ͳ18.�

“Philosophical�and�Religious�Justifications�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief”�
by�Tore�Lindholm,�pp,�19Ͳ62.�

�
Part�II:��Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief:��International�Norms�and�Institutions:�
�
“The�Nature�and�Minimum�Standards�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief”�by�

Natan�Lerner,�pp.�63Ͳ84.�

“The�Relationship�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�Norms�to�Other�Human�
Rights”�by�Johan�D.�van�der�Vyver,�pp.�85Ͳ124.�

“Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�under�International�Human�Law�and�
IInternational�Criminal�Law”�by�David�Llewellyn�and�H.�Victor�Conde,�pp.�125Ͳ146.�

“Permissible�Restrictions�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief”�by�Manfred�
Nowak�and�Tanja�Vospernik,�pp.�147Ͳ172.�

“The�United�States�Commission�on�Human�Rights�and�Freedom�of�Religion�
or�Belief”�by�Theo�van�Boven,�pp.�173Ͳ188.�

“The�Human�Rights�Committee�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief”�by�Martin�
Scheinin,�pp.�189Ͳ202.������

“UNESCO’s�Facilitation�of�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief”�by�Doudou�Diene,�
pp.�203Ͳ208.�

“The�Protection�of�Religious�Freedom�in�the�System�of�the�Council�of�
Europe”�by�Javier�MartinezͲTorron�and�Rafael�NavarroͲValls,�pp.�209Ͳ238.�

“Advancements�in�Standard�Setting:��Religious�Liberty�and�OSCE�
Commitments”�by�Urban�Gibson�and�Karen�S.�Lord,�pp.�239Ͳ254.�

“Implementing�Freedom�of�Religion�in�the�OSCE:��Experiences�from�the�
Norwegian�Chairmanship”�by�Janne�Haaland�Matlary,�pp.�255Ͳ272.�

�
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Part�III:��Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�and�the�State:�
�
“Conscientious�Objection”�by�Jose�de�Sousa�e�Brito”�pp.�273Ͳ290.�

“The�Right�to�Autonomy�in�Religious�Affairs”�by�Roland�Minnerath,�pp.�291Ͳ
320.�

”Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�through�Religious�Association�
Laws”�by�W.�Cole�Durham,�Jr.,�pp.�321Ͳ406.�

“Protecting�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�in�Restricted�or�Institutional�
Settings”�by�Lee�Boothby,�pp.�407Ͳ424.�

“Freedom�of�Religion�and�Belief�and�Discretionary�State�Approval�of�
Religious�activity”�by�Roman�Podoprigora,�pp.�425Ͳ440.�

“The�Place�of�Religion�in�Public�Life:��The�Lay�Approach”�by�Jean�Bauberot,�
pp.�441Ͳ454.�

Part�IV:��Women,�Parents�and�Children:�
�

“Dissenting�Women,�Religion�or�Belief,�and�the�State:��Contemporary�
Challenges�that�Require�Attention”�by�Bahia�G.�TahzibͲLie,�pp.�455Ͳ496.�

“Between�Laicist�State�Ideology�and�Modern�Public�Religion:��The�HeadͲ
Cover�Controversy�in�Contemporary�Turkey”�by�Ozlem�Denli,�pp.�497Ͳ512.�

“Burdens�on�the�Right�of�Women�to�Assert�Their�Freedom�of�Religion�or�
Belief”�by�Juliet�Sheen,�pp.�513Ͳ522.�

“Hinduism�and�Women:��Uses�and�Abuses�of�Religious�Freedom”�by�Ursula�
King,�pp.�523Ͳ544.�

“Religion�Confronting�Women’s�Human�Rights:��The�Case�of�Roman�
Catholicism”�by�Kari�Elizabeth�Borresen,�pp.�545Ͳ560.�

“The�Right�to�be�the�Same,�The�Right�to�be�Different:��Children�and�
Religion”�by�Geraldine�Van�Bueren,�pp.�561Ͳ570.�

�
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Part�V:��Changing�Beliefs�and�the�Tensions�of�Tolerance:�
�

“Why�the�Cults:��New�Religious�Movements�and�Freedom�of�Religion�or�
Belief”�by�Eileen�Barker,�pp.�571Ͳ594.�

“The�Sect�Issue�in�the�European�Francophone�Sphere”�by�Willy�Fautre,�Alain�
Garay,�and�Yves�Nidegger,�pp.�595Ͳ618.�

“The�Right�to�Engage�in�Religious�Persuasion”�by�Ted�Sthnke,�pp.�619Ͳ650.�

“Proselytism�and�Cultural�Integrity”�by�Maku�Mutua,�pp.�651Ͳ668.�

“Apostasy��and�Right�to�Change�Religion�or�Belief”�by�Nazila�Ghanea,�pp.�
669Ͳ688.�

�
Part�VI:��Contexts�For�Facilitating�Freedom�Of�Religion�Or�Belief:�
“Developing�Shared�Values�and�Common�Citizenship�in�a�Secular�and�

Pluralistic�Society:��How�Religious�Communities�Can�Contribute”�by�Archbishop�
Anastasios,�pp.�689Ͳ698.�

“Humanism�and�Freedom�From�Religion”�by�Rajaji�Ramanadha�Babu�
Gogineni�and�Lars�Gule,�pp.�699Ͳ720.�

“The�United�States�and�the�Promotion�of�Freedom�of�Religion�and�Belief”�
by�T.�Jeremy�Gunn,�pp.�721Ͳ746.�

“The�Role�of�Religion�and�Religious�Freedom�in�Contemporary�Conflict�
Situations”�by�Rudiger�Noll,�pp.�747Ͳ760.�

“Freedom�of�Religion�and�Dialogue”�by�Leonard�Swidler,�pp.�761Ͳ776.�

“The�Emergence�of�Interfaith�Dialogue:��The�Norwegian�Experience”�by�Inge�
Eidsvag,�Tore�Lindholm,�and�Barbro�Sveen,�pp.�777Ͳ790.�

“Promoting�Tolerance�through�Religious�Education”�by�Ingvill�Thorson�
Plesner,�pp.�791Ͳ812.�

“Religious�tolerance,�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�and�Education:��Results�
of�the�2001�UN�Conference”�by�Jolanta�AmbrosewiczͲJacobs,�pp.�813Ͳ818.�
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“Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief�through�NGO’s”�by�Elizabeth�A.�
Sewell,�pp.�819Ͳ842.�

“Conclusion�and�Agenda�for�the�Future”�by�Editors�with�Michael�M.�Roan,�
pp.�843Ͳ852.�

“Epilogue”�by�the�President�of�the�International�Advisory�Council,�the�Oslo�
Coalition�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�Bishop�Gunnar�Stalsett,�pp.�853Ͳ854.�

About�the�“Contributors,”�pp.�855Ͳ870.�

“Appendices”—Including�Major�International�Provisions�on�Freedom�of�
Religion�or�Belief�and�List�of�NGO’s,�pp.�871Ͳ946.�

�
C. Contemporary�View�Of�Religious�Freedom:��As�Seen�By�Representatives�Of�

Churches,�And�By�Secular�Leaders�And�Scholars�in�General:�
�

Presentation�by�PETER�WEIDERUD,�Director,�CCIA,�at�the�EKD�
Working�Group�on�Religious�Freedom,�Hanover,�18�December,�2003,�and�
entitled�“Religious�Freedom�and�Liberty�in�the�Emerging�Context,”�is�
germane�to�the�issues�at�hand.��This�presentation�can�be�accessed�through�
the�internet�by�entering�Religious�Freedom�and�Liberty�in�the�Emerging�
Context�by�Peter�Weiderud�or�by�this�website:��
http://oikoument.org/en/resources/documents/wccͲ
commissions/internationalͲaffairs...���

He�commences�his�paper�with�this�introduction:��“Ecumenical�
concern�for�religious�freedom�and�liberty�is�older�than�the�World�Council�of�
Churches.��The�Oxford�Conference�on�“Church�State�and�Community”�in�
1937�first�elaborated�the�understanding�of�the�notion�of�religious�freedom�
and�liberty�and�named�several�freedoms�that�were�necessary�for�the�church�
to�fulfill�its�obligations�to�society.��These�interͲalia�were:��the�right�of�public�
and�private�worship,�preaching�and�teaching;�freedom�from�imposition�by�
the�State�of�religious�ceremonies�and�forms�of�worship;�freedom�to�
determine�the�nature�of�its�government�and�the�qualifications�of�its�
ministers�and�members;�freedom�of�the�individual�to�join�the�church;�the�
right�to�control�over�the�education�of�ministers�and�the�right�to�provide�
religious�instruction�to�others;�freedom�of�Christian�service�and�missionary�
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activity,�both�aat�home�and�abroad;�freedom�to�cooperate�with�other�
churches;�and�freedom�to�use�public�facilities�available�to�all�citizens�or�
associations�as�will�make�it�possible�to�accomplish�these�ends.�

��“This�early�understanding�of�religious�freedom�is�all�encompassing.��
It�comes�out�of�the�colonial�context�of�which�the�missionary�enterprise�was�
an�integral�part.��Subsequently,�however,�nearer�to�the�period�of�the�
drafting�of�the�Universal�Declaration,�the�understanding�of�the�right�to�
religious�liberty�was�set�in�the�wider�context�of�universal�human�rights�
which�were�the�essential�basis�of�a�new�just�and�peaceful�world�order.”�

Mr.�Weiderud�concludes�his�paper�by�addressing�the�“Role�of�religion�
in�conflict�and�interͲreligious�dialogue.”�

�
On�February�10,�2010,�HIS�EMINENCE�FRANCIS�CARDINAL�GEORGE,�

OMI,�who�was�at�the�time�President�of�the�U.S.�Conference�of�Catholic�
Bishops�and�Archbishop�of�Chicago,�addressed�the�faculty�and�student�body�
at�Brigham�Young�University.��The�topic�of�his�presentation�was�“Catholics�
and�Latter—Day�Saints:��Partners�in�the�Defense�of�Religious�Freedom.��He�
concluded�his�remarks�with�these�moving�and�inspirational�words:�

“Dear�Sisters�and�brothers,�years�ago�Mother�Teresa�of�Calcutta,�the�
saint�who�spent�her�life�caring�for�the�sick�and�the�extremely�destitute,�was�
bringing�supplies�to�a�Palestinian�orphanage�in�the�Gaza�region�of�the�Holy�
Land.��At�one�point�her�vehicle�came�up�to�a�check�point,�and�a�young�
Israeli�soldier�asked�the�diminutive�nun�whether�she�or�her�assistants�were�
carrying�any�weapons.��Mother�Teresa�replied,�‘yes,�my�prayer�books.’�

“Perhaps�in�the�struggle�to�defend�religious�liberty�for�our�churches�
and�for�all�Americans,�our�greatest�weapon�is�neither�the�voting�booth�nor�
the�legal�brief�but�the�prayers�that�we�and�our�worshipping�communities�
lift�up�to�Almighty�God�week�after�week�on�behalf�of�our�nation.�

“My�prayer��for�all�of�us�here�today�is�that�we�may�become�a�true�
blessing�for�the�world.��I�thank�you�for�your�kind�attention.”�

The�full�text�of�Cardinal�George’s�remarks�can�be�accessed�through�
“speeches.byu.edu,�Francis�E.�George.”�

�
JOHN�GRAZ�is�the�Public�Affairs�and�Religious�Liberty�Director�for�the�

SeventhͲday�Adventist�world�church�and�secretary�general�for�the�
International�Religious�Liberty�Association�(IRLA).��He�carries�the�message�of�
religious�freedom�across�the�world—speaking�in�conferences�and�with�
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politicians,�religious�leaders�and�scholars.��He�spoke,�on�April�4,�2011,�at�
BYU�at�the�22nd�annual�conference�of�the�LDS�International�Society�about�
the�global�challenges�and�trends�affecting�religious�freedom.��A�copy�of�his�
speech�will�be�made�available�by�calling�(801)�422Ͳ3377.���

Mr.�Graz�concluded�his�speech�with�the�following:�
“…Many�global�trends�today�are�not�in�favor�of�continued�religious�

freedom.��There�is�a�great�battle�to�come�and�we�must�be�ready�to�defend�
religious�freedom�for�all.��We�must�defend�the�principle�of�churchͲstate�
separation.��We�must�work�to�create�respect�between�religious.��We�have�
to�explain�to�governments�that�religious�discrimination�is�not�good�politics.��
In�his�article,�The�Politics�of�Persecuted�Religious�Minorities,�Philip�Jenkins�
writes.��‘The�more�{minorities}�are�excluded,�the�more�they�will�devote�
their�loyalties�and�efforts�to�the�religious�subculture,�and�the�more�they�will�
be�seen�as�clannish,�separatists,�or�subversive.’��

“Don’t�give�up.�Be�the�voice�of�the�voiceless.�Be�the�voice�of�the�
millions�persecuted�for�their�faith.��We�need�to�promote,�defend,�and�
protect�religious�freedom�for�all�people�everywhere.��Religious�freedom�is�
the�gift�of�the�Creator�to�humanity.”�

In�an�article�in�the�Salt�Lake�City�Deseret�News�by�Michael�De�Groote�
dated�April�19,�2011,�the�author�quotes�Mr.�Graz�as�saying:��“Dangerous�
trends�in�religious�freedom�spare�no�group….There�are�three�trends�that�
challenge�religious�freedom.��1.�Governments�want�to�control�religion�
more….2.�Governments�are�partnering�with�religion�against�minority�
religions….3.�Religions�see�proselytism�as�an�attack….It�took�centuries�of�
misunderstanding,�tensions�and�war�to�have�religious�freedom.��From�time�
to�time,�courageous�people—heroes�of�freedom—stood�for�religious�
freedom�and�sometime�they�gave�their�life.��And�we�should�never,�never�
forget�them.”�

�
On�October�25,�2011,�BYU�welcomed�SENATOR�JOE�LIBERMAN�to�

campus�where�he�spoke�to�students�in�the�Marriott�Center�in�a�forum�
address�titled�“Faith�and�the�Public�Square.”��In�a�Brigham�Young�University�
News�Release�relating�to�Senator�Lieberman’s�speech,�the�editorial�
representative�quoted�the�Senator�and�stated:���

“Sen.�Lieberman�expressed�a�special�connection�to�the�Mormon�faith�
and�Brigham�Young�University�because�of�the�core�principles�that�the�
university�stands�for.�
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“’Throughout�my�life�I�have�been�blessed�to�experience�the�bond�that�
exists�between�people�of�faith�whose�faiths�are�different,’�he�said.��‘People�
of�faith�share�a�lot,�beginning�with�our�gratitude�for�what�we’ve�been�
given.’�

“Sen.�Lieberman,�an�observant�Jew,�follows�religious�customs�that�
have�frequently�intersected�with�his�political�life.��Some�have�been�initially�
puzzled�or�angry�that�he�refused�invitations�to�certain�events�because�they�
happened�during�the�Jewish�Sabbath,�but�he�said�that�when�they�found�out�
that�he�was�saying�no�because�of�his�religious�convictions,�they�accepted�it�
and�even�respected�him�for�his�dedication.�

“’I�was�different�from�most�of�them�in�those�practices,’�Sen.�
Lieberman�said,�but�because�of�the�spirit�of�religious�tolerance�that�exists�in�
America,�‘those�differences�did�not�get�in�the�way�of�them�respecting�my�
beliefs�and�supporting�my�career,�and�in�some�sense�even�feeling�that�
interfaith�bond�because�though�we�were�different�faiths,�we�were�joined�in�
classically�American�style�by�a�shared�belief�in�God.’�

“The�intersection�of�faith�and�political�life,�particularly�during�a�
campaign�for�public�office,�is�especially�relevant�now�with�Mitt�Romney�and�
Jon�Huntsman,�both�members�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�
Saints,�up�for�the�GOP�nomination.�

“’the�questions�go�back�to�the�founders�of�our�country�who�wrote�
the�Declaration�{of�Independence}�and�later�the�Constitution,�and�the�
words�of�our�founders�are�relevant�because�they�remind�us�from�the�
beginning�of�America�that�we�have�been�a�nation�that�has�defined�itself�not�
so�much�by�our�geographic�borders�as�by�our�national�values,�and�one�of�
those�values�was�and�is�a�belief�shared�by�most�Americans�that�there�is�a�
God.’�

“Sen.�Lieberman�acknowledged�that�this�idea�may�be�controversial�
because�while�we�have�that�belief,�we�respect�the�right�of�others�who�don’t�
share�that�belief.��The�founding�fathers�included�those�provisions�in�the�
Declaration�of�Independence�and�the�Constitution.�

“’America�has�been�from�the�beginning�a�faithͲbased�initiative�and�
anybody�who�tries�to�separate�faith�from�the�public�square�is�doing�
something�unnatural�and�ultimately�bad�for�our�country.’”�

“Regarding�Romney,�Sen.�Lieberman�expressed�confidence�that�the�
American�people�would�not�judge�a�candidate�on�how�‘different’�his�
religion�is�from�theirs,�but�as�they�did�with�John�F.�Kennedy,�Jimmy�Carter,�
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and�Sen.�Lieberman�himself,�they�would�look�at�his�personal�qualities,�his�
leadership,�and�his�experience�and�qualifications�as�determining�factors�in�
their�voting.”�

�
Reference�is�here�made�to�the�testimony�of�BISHOP�WILLIAM�C.�LORI,�

REVEREND�BARRY�W.�LYNN,�and�COLBY�M.�MAY�given�at�the�United�States�
House�of�Representatives�hearing�on�“The�State�of�Religious�Liberty�in�the�
United�States”�which�was�conducted�on�October�26,�2011,�as�aforesaid.�

���
Bishop�Lori�appeared�representing�the�United�States�Conference�of�

Catholic�Bishops.��He�addressed�three�topics:��First.��Reflections�on�the�
Catholic�vision�of�religious�freedom�for�all,�as�rooted�in�the�inherent�dignity�
of�every�human�person,�and�this�vision’s�deep�resonance�with�the�American�
experiment.��Second.��Identification�of�certain�threats�to�religious�liberty�
that�have�emerged�with�particular�urgency�in�America�today.��And�third,�to�
urge�the�hearing�officers�to�action�in�support�of�particular�legislative�
measures�that�would�secure�religious�liberty�against�these�threats.�

���
Reverend�Lynn�is�an�ordained�minister�of�the�United�Church�of�Christ�

and�an�attorney.��The�theme�of�his�presentation�appeared�to�be�couched�
generally�in�these�terms,�and�we�quote:��“What�I,�and�Americans�United,�
see�as�the�most�imminent�and�egregious�threats�to�religious�freedom�today�
are�those�that�are�suffered�by�members�of�minority�faiths�and�nonͲ
believers�in�this�country.��It�is�these�Americans�who�are�being�denied�the�
basic�rights�that�many�of�us�practicing�a�majority�faith�take�for�granted�
every�day.��Of�course,�the�religious�majority�in�one�community�in�this�
country�may�be�the�religious�minority�in�another,�making�it�even�more�
important�for�all�faiths�to�fight�for�the�rights�of�the�less�popular�religions�in�
our�nation.��In�my�day�to�day�work,�I�see�that�adherents�to�less�popular�
faiths�and�nonͲbelievers�are�increasingly�being�denied�the�right�to�gather�
and�to�engage�in�personal�religious�expression�granted�to�other�faiths.��
They�face�religious�coercion�and�overt�religious�employment�
discrimination.”�

�
Colby�M.�May,�Esq.,�is�Director�and�Senior�Counsel�at�the�Washington�

Office�of�the�American�Center�for�Law�and�Justice.��Mr.�May,�in�his�
introductory�comments,�made�reference�to�what�appeared�to�be�his�
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theme:��“This�nation’s�founders�cherished�religious�liberty.��In�fact,�the�
Founding�Fathers�built�this�nation�with�the�assurance�that�an�American�
would�be�free�to�practice�the�religion�of�his�or�her�choice�without�the�fear�
of�government�interference.��But�although�the�liberty�to�practice�one’s�
religion�is�greater�in�this�country�than�in�any�country�in�the�world,�conflicts�
between�religious�liberty�and�other�interests�do�exist.��In�this�conflict,�many�
of�our�fundamental�religious�liberties�are�sustained�through�the�efforts�of�
Congress�and�state�legislatures.��Others�must�be�defended�daily�in�the�court�
across�our�nation.”�

��
As�noted,�supra.,�the�full�text�of�these�presentations�can�be�accessed�

through�http://judiciary.house.gov/hearings/hear�10262011��2.html.�
�

D. Contemporary�View�Of�Religious�Freedom:��As�Seen�By�Scholars�And�
Professionals�Who�Are�Members�0f�the�Church�Of�Jesus�Christ�Of�Latter�Day�
Saints.�
�

� Reference�is�made�to�the�collection�of�speeches,�papers�and�other�
presentations�included�in�“Religious�Human�Rights�In�Global�Perspective:��Legal�
Perspectives,�edited�by�Johan�D.�van�der�Vyver�and�John�Witte,�Jr.,�p.�103,�supra.��
The�first�presenter�was�W.�COLE�DURHAM,�JR.,�professor�at�BYU’s�J.�Reuben�Clark�
Law�School�and�currently�founding�director�of�the�International�Center�for�Law�
and�Religious�Studies�at�Brigham�Young�University.��His�paper,�which�consists�of�
44�typewritten�pages�and�is,�by�this�reference,�incorporated�herein,�is�entitled�
“Perspectives�on�Religious�Liberty:��A�Comparative�Framework.”��We�quote�from�
Professor�Durham’s�work�the�introductory�and�concluding�paragraphs:�

“The�right�to�religious�freedom�is�the�oldest�of�the�internationally�
recognized�human�rights.��As�early�as�the�Peace�of�Westphalia�in�1648,�the�
right�to�religious�liberty�was�afforded�international�protection.��By�the�late�
18th�Century,�religious�liberty�was�afforded�protection�in�a�number�of�pathͲ
breaking�statutes,�and�over�the�two�centuries�that�followed,�particularly�in�
the�period�following�World�War�II,�it�has�found�its�way�into�most�of�the�
world’s�constitutions.��In�our�increasingly�secular�world,�it�has�tended�to�
take�a�back�seat�to�concern�for�more�tangible�encroachments�on�human�
dignity,�such�as�torture,�disappearances,�and�the�like.��As�John�Noonan�has�
suggested,�it�has�become�the�‘neglected�stepchild�of�the�human�rights�
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movement.’��One�could�just�as�easily�speak�of�it�,�in�light�of�its�age,�as�the�
‘neglected�grandparent’�of�human�rights.��Whatever�the�metaphor,�recent�
events�in�the�former�Yugoslavia,�Ireland,�and�Lebanon�are�a�constant�
reminder�that�religious�tensions�can�erupt�as�critical�social�problems,�and�
the�wave�of�new�constitutions�in�Russia,�Eastern�Central�Europe�and�other�
parts�of�the�world�has�helped�refocus�attention�on�the�importance�of�this�
fundamental�freedom.�

***�
“While�institutions�of�religious�liberty�take�on�differences�of�coloring�

and�detail�in�light�of�local�traditions�and�culture,�there�is�sufficient�historical�
experience�with�religious�liberty�to�be�able�to�identify�certain�principles�that�
deserve�universal�acknowledgment.��At�a�minimum,�these�include�not�only�
the�religious�liberty�principles�enunciated�in�the�major�international�human�
rights�conventions�but�also�those�spelled�out�in�the�Vienna�Concluding�
Document�and�the�1981�United�Nations�Declaration�on�the�Elimination�of�
All�Forms�of�Intolerance�and�of�Discrimination�Based�on�Religious�Belief.��
Practical�steps�should�be�taken�to�identify�constitutional�and�statutory�
provisions�that�do�not�measure�up�to�these�principles�as�a�minimum�interͲ
national�standard.��Steps�should�also�be�taken�to�endorse�these�principles�
more�broadly.��Securing�the�normal�recognition�and�actual�achievement�of�
all�of�these�principles�would�constitute�major�progress�in�the�field�of�
religious�liberty.”�

�
On�April�3,�2001,�PROFESSOR�DURHAM�addressed�the�faculty�and�

students�at�Brigham�Young�University�in�a�speech�entitled�“The�Doctrine�of�
Religious�Freedom.”��The�full�text�of�his�remarks�follows:�������

�
�
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The�LDS�International�Society�held�its�22nd�Annual�Conference�at�the�
Brigham�Young�University�David�M.�Kennedy�Center�for�International�Studies�on�
April�2,�2011.��The�theme�of�the�conference�was�“The�Erosion�of�Religious�
Liberties:��Impact�on�the�International�Church.”��Speakers�included�MICHAEL�K.�
YOUNG,�then�president�and�chancellor�of�the�University�of�Utah,�and�former�
chairman�of�the�United�States�Commission�on�International�Freedom,�who�
addressed�the�topic,�“Erosion�of�Religious�Freedom:��Impact�on�Churches”;�
HANNAH�CLAYSON�SMITH,�senior�counsel,�The�Becket�Fund�for�Religious�Liberty,�
whose�topic�was,�“Religious�Liberty�Initiatives:��Preserving�the�‘First�Freedom’�at�
Home�and�Abroad”;��JOHN�M�SMITH,�counsel�for�the�Raytheon�Company,�whose�
topic�was�“Religious�Liberty�in�Ukraine”;�and,�although�not�a�member�of�the�
Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints,��JOHN�GRAZ,�secretary�general,�
International�Religious�Liberty�Association,�whose�topic�was,�“Global�Challenges�
Facing�Religious�Freedom.”��(See�pp.�110,�supra.)��Also�included�was�a�Corporate�
Social�Responsibility�Panel�consisting�of�GREGORY�G�CLARK,�attorney,�Kirton�&�
McConkie,�Moderator,�with�panel�members:��W.�COLE�DURHAM�JR.,�founder�and�
director,�International�Center�for�Law�and�Religious�Studies,�BYU”;�ROBERT�T�
SMITH,�managing�director,�International�Center�for�Law�and�Religious�Studies,�
BYU;�and�PAUL�C.�GODFREY,�professor�of�strategy,�Marriott�School�of�
Management,�BYU.��The�topic�with�respect�to�which�the�panel�spoke�was,�
“Corporate�Social�Responsibility:��Marshalling�the�Business�Community�in�defense�
of�Religious�Freedoms.”��THE�COMPLETE�TEXT�OF�THESE�PRESENTATIONS�IS�
INCLUDED�IN�APPENDIX�“A.”�

�
The�Religious�Freedom�–�LDS�Newsroom�Blog�dated�May�25,�2011,�

entitled�“The�Case�of�Religious�Freedom,”�reports�that�earlier�in�the�month�
in�Rome,�Harvard�professor�MARY�ANN�GLENDON�made�a�bold�case�for�
religious�freedom,�saying�it�‘goes�to�the�very�heart�of�what�it�means�to�be�
human.’�

�
“Professor�Glendon�was�speaking�at�an�international�conference�

titled�‘Universal�Rights�in�a�World�of�Diversity:��The�Case�for�Religious�
Freedom.’�It�is�a�‘universal�right’�precisely�because�religious�freedom�is�so�
central�to�being�human�and�to�sustaining�free�and�just�societies.��

�
“Religion�has�provided�for�humankind�hope,�purpose,�aspiration�and�

compassion.��Freedom�of�religion�secures�the�inalienable�human�right�to�
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choose�and�live�according�to�one’s�deepest�and�most�centrally�held�beliefs�
and�values.��In�that�way,�religious�freedom�is�not�just�tolerance�of�others’�
beliefs�(or�nonbelief).��In�fact,�it�is�the�moral�basis�of�a�free�society�where�
competing�beliefs�are�respected�and�allowed�to�flourish.��It�engenders�a�
social�cohesion�and�civility�by�recognizing�that�any�individual,�association�or�
faith�group,�no�matter�how�large�and�important,�is�only�as�safe�and�secure�
in�its�rights�as�any�other�individual�,�association�or�faith�group,�no�matter�
how�small�and�insignificant.���

�
“Elder�Dallin�H.�Oaks,�an�apostle�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�of�Latter�Day�

Saints,�calls�religious�freedom�a�‘vital�human�right.’�
�
“But�challenges�to�religious�freedom�are�real�and�increasingly�

frequent.��In�many�countries,�Glendon�says,�religious�freedom��is�being�
‘trumpeted�by�a�range�of�other�claims�and�interests.’��Even�in�democratic�
countries,�religious�believers�are�experiencing�‘marginalization�and�even�
outright�discrimination.’�

�
“These�are�the�consequences,�Glendon�says,�when�‘influence�

figures…portray�religion�as�a�source�of�social�division�and�treat�religious�
freedom�as�a�secondͲclass�right.’��She�counters�with�a�growing�body�of�
empirical�evidence�that�strongly�suggests�otherwise:�

�
‘Some�studies�indicate�that�violence�tends�to�be�greater�in�societies�

Where�religious�practice�is�suppressed�and�that�promotion�of�religious�
freedom�actually�advances�the�cause�of�peace�by�reducing�interreligious�
conflict.’�

“‘Recent�research�in�the�social�sciences�also�suggests�that�there�is�a�
significant�positive�correlation�between�levels�of�religious�freedom�and�
measures�of�other�economic,�social�and�political�goods,�while�conversely,�
the�denial�of�religious�liberty�correlates�with�the�denial�of�such�goods.’�

One�study�concludes�that�the�presence�of�religious�freedom�in�a�
country�mathematically�correlates�with�the�longevity�of�democracy�and�
with�the�presence�of�civil�and�political�liberty,�women’s�advancement,�press�
freedom,�literacy,�lower�infant�mortality�and�economic�freedom.’�

“An�international�study�by�the�Pew�Forum�on�Religion�and�Public�Life���
found�nearly�70�percent�of�the�world’s�6.8�billion�people�‘with�heavy�
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restrictions�on�religion.’��In�the�United�States,�religious�freedom�issues�are�
complex�and�often�unsettling.��This�can�be�especially�true�in�trying�to�
resolve,�as�Elder�Oaks�observed,�‘what�equal�rights�demand�and�what�equal�
rights�protect.’�

“In�an�increasingly�pluralistic�American�society�and�global�
community,�the�‘problem�of�fostering�habits�of�respect�and�tolerance�for�
the�religions�of�others�remains�acute,’�says�Professor�Glendon.��It�is�that�
very�plurality�that�makes�religious�freedom�and�its�defense�so�critical.'�

�
MICHAEL�K.�YOUNG,�addressed�the�closing�plenary�session�of�the�16th�Annual�
International�Law�and�Religion�Symposium�in�Provo,�Utah,�on�6�October�2009.��
Mr.�Young�was,�at�the�time,�president�of�the�University�of�Utah.��He�is�a�graduate�
of�Harvard�Law�School�and�was�clerk�to�Supreme�Court�Justice�William�Rehnquist.��
Before�coming�to�the�University�of�Utah,�he�was�Dean�of�the�George�Washington�
Law�School,�Director�of�Columbia�University’s�Japanese�Legal�Studies�Center,�and�
U.S.�Ambassador�for�Trade�and�Environmental�Affairs.��Among�many�other�
positions,�he�also�served�as�the�chairman�of�the�U.S.�Commission�on�International�
Religious�Freedom.���

“Addressing�the�Symposium’s�theme,�President�Young�asked,�‘Can�
these�various�centers�of�dialogue—academy,�governments,�quasiͲ
government�organizations,�NGO’s,�faithͲbased�organizations—come�
together�in�a�way�that�creates�a�true,�agreedͲupon�international�agreement�
that�is�effective?’�From�his�long�experience�in�the�matter,�President�Young�
noted�several�requirements�for�such�a�result,�including�development,�
internally�within�the�organizations�and�externally�among�them,�of�the�
capacity�to�be�consistent�in�truly�protecting�principles�of�religious�liberty�for�
one’s�own�group�and�for�all�others,�even�when�it�might�not�be�crystal�clear�
that�so�doing�is�in�one’s�own�interests.��‘The�dialogue�here�{at�the�
Symposium},�‘�concluded�President�Young�‘is�an�important�beginning.’��In�a�
response�from�the�audience,�President�Young�noted�‘a�small�ray�of�light�for�
a�brighter�future’�in�the�fact�that�the�level�of�violent�conflict�in�the�world�
has�dramatically�decreased�during�the�past�30�years,�dropping�‘almost�90�
percent’�over�what�it�was�in�1970.��There�are�hopeful�signs,�he�said,�and�
‘this�conference�is�one�of�them.’”�

� �
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� On�February�12,�2010,�The�J.�Reuben�Clark�Law�Society�awarded�WILLIAM�F.�
ATKIN,�Associate�General�Counsel�for�the�Church,�its�Franklin�S.�Richards�Award�
for�Pro�Bono�Service.��The�next�day,�during�the�Law�Society’s�final�session,�Brother�
Atkin�provided�a�philosophical�overview�of�how�the�Church’s�Office�of�Legal�
Counsel�approaches�the�wide�range�of�issues�it�routinely�confronts,�to�wit:�
�

“The�Office�of�Legal�Counsel�takes�care�of�the�legal�affairs�of�the�
Church,”�he�said.��“We�want�the�Church�to�be�legal�wherever�we�are�so�that�
the�enemies�of�the�kingdom�cannot�attack�us�because�we’ve�done�
something�incorrectly.�

”Brother�Atkin�outlined�several�“trends�that�are�here�and�coming�in�
the�next�5Ͳ10�years�that�have�the�possibility�of�impacting�the�Church�
adversely.”�Secularism�is�one�of�the�issues�that’s�squarely�on�the�Office�of�
General�Counsel’s�radar.�

“When�governments�become�neutral�towards�religion,�we�see�less�
and�less�protection�of�religion�and�religious�activities,”�he�said.��“Secularism�
in�the�world�is�neutral�at�its�best�towards�religions�and�hostile�at�worst.��
We’re�seeing�more�and�more�that�it�is�hostile,�not�just�neutral,�towards�
religion.”�

In�the�United�States,�secularism�could�result�in�changing�how�the�tax�
code�treats�nonprofit�religious�organizations.�

“We�think�there’s�going�to�be�a�tightening�now�of�what�kind�of�
entities�get�taxͲexempt�status,”�Brother�Atkin�said.��“Maybe�churches�are�
no�longer�going�to�be�viewed�as�such�a�positive�influence�in�society—
therefore�(maybe)�they’re�not�going�to�be�granted�taxͲexempt�status.”�

Abroad,�secularism�is�manifesting�itself�in�a�wave�of�antiͲ
discrimination�measures�in�Europe�that�could,�for�example,�prevent�the�
Church�from�requiring�its�employees�to�adhere�to�a�basic�level�of�personal�
worthiness�and�moral�conduct.���

“We’re�seeing�more�and�more,�particularly�in�Western�Europe,�the�
countries�who�are�very�secular�are�pushing�antiͲdiscrimination�and�not�
permitting�any�religious�exclusions,”�he�said.�

Brother�Atkin�said�that,�from�a�legal�standpoint,�additional�issues�the�
Church�views�as�potential�obstacles�during�the�coming�decade�include:��an�
increase�of�audits�in�Church�financial�records�as�governments�search�for�
more�revenue�during�a�global�economic�downturn,�immigration�restrictions�
that�could�severely�hamper�the�number�of�visas�available�to�the�Church�for�
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fullͲtime�missionaries,�threats�to�the�privacy�of�the�Church’s�data�and�
record�private,�security�issues�related�to�terrorism�and�the�threat�of�cyber�
attack�to�Church�systems.�

�
� PROFESSOR�ELIZABETH�A.�CLARK,�Associate�Director�of�the�International�
Center�for�Law�and�Religious�Studies�and�the�Center’s�regional�advisor�for�Central�
and�Eastern�Europe,�presented�the�final�lecture�in�the�first�International�Religious�
Freedom�Discussion�Series�on�Thursday,�1�December�2011�at�the�J.�Reuben�Clark�
Law�School.� �
�

“In�Professor�Clark’s�lecture,�‘Recent�Legislative�Trends�Affecting�
Religious�Freedom�in�Eastern�Europe�and�Central�Asia,’�she�addressed�
continuing�and�even�increasing�restrictions�on�religious�freedom,�including�
increased�registration�requirements,�requirement�of�“religious�expertise”�
by�state�bodies,�and�limitations�on�proselytizing,�distribution�of�religious�
materials,�and�foreignͲled�organizations.��Professor�Clark�discussed�recent�
legislation�in�Kazakhstan,�Kyrgyzstan,�and�Armenia,�as�well�as�legislative�
proposals�from�Russia�and�Ukraine.��She�began�with�a�comment�from�a�
highͲlevel�Russian�official�responding�to�recent�attempts�to�draft�
amendments�to�the�Russian�religion�law:��‘Whenever�we�try�to�improve�
things,�we�manage�to�make�them�worse.”’�

“In�many�ways�the�religious�landscape�in�countries�formerly�
controlled�by�the�Soviet�Union�is�indeed�worsening.��Laws�drafted�and�
passed�between�2009�and�October�2011�in�Turkmenistan,�Kyrgyzstan,�
Tajikistan,�Ukraine,�Armenia,�Georgia,�Russia,�and�perhaps�most�alarmingly�
Kazakhstan�have�been�increasingly�restrictive�on�religions,�especially�small�
or�new�religious�organizations.��New�requirements�make�it�difficult�if�not�
impossible�for�new�groups�to�find�legitimacy�and�safety�in�many�of�these�
areas,�and�in�other�former�Soviet�countries�such�as�Hungary.�

“Professor�Clark�traced�many�of�these�troubling�developments�as�
they�are�influenced�by�fear�of�extremism�and�attempts�of�governments�and�
traditional�religions�to�consolidate�power.��Such�forces�are�to�a�small�extent�
counterbalanced�by�religious�diversity�(in�Ukraine,�for�example),�and�by�
pressures�for�change�from�the�Council�of�Europe,�the�Organization�for�
Security�and�Cooperation�in�Europe�(OSCE),�and�by�judgments�of�the�
European�Court�of�Human�Rights.”�
�
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ADD�OTHER�REFERENCES�HERE,�LIKE�”CONFIDENTIAL�WHITE�PAPER.”�
�

VII. ��RELIGIOUS�FREEDOM�AS�REVEALED�TO�AND�VIEWED�BY�PROPHETS,�
APOSTLES�AND�OTHER�GENERAL�AUTHORITIES�OF�THE�CHURCH�OF�JESUS�CHRIST�
OF�LATTER�DAY�SAINTS�IN�THE�DISPENSATION�OF�THE�FULLNESS�OF�TIMES.�
�
� In�the�advent�of�“The�Dispensation�of�the�Fullness�of�Times,”�the�
restoration�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints,�and�the�subsequent�
governance�of�that�Church�were,�and�continue�to�be,�under�the�direction�of�the�
Lord�and�Savior�Jesus�Christ.��This�process�is�facilitated�and�accomplished�through�
revelation,�sometimes�referred�t�as�inspiration,�from�the�Lord�to�His�Prophets�and�
Apostles.��
� That�which�follows�in�this�Section�VII�is�based�on�revelations�by�the�Lord�to�
His�said�Prophets,�Apostles,�and�General�Authorities�of�His�Church,�on�the�subject�
of�religious�freedom/liberty.�In�each�case�the�recipient�of�that�which�was�revealed�
shall�be�identified�and�the�content�set�forth.�
�

A. �JOSEPH�SMITH,�JR.,��the�Prophet�of�the�restoration�(1805Ͳ1844).�
��

“Be�It�ordained�by�the�City�Council�of�the�City�of�Nauvoo,�that�the��
Catholics,�Presbyterians,�Methodists,�Baptists,�Latter�Day�saints,�Quakers,�
Episcopals,�Universalists,�Unitarians,�Mohammedans,�and�all�other�religious�
sects�and�denominations�whatever,�shall�have�free�toleration,�and�equal�
privileges�in�this�city.”��(Joseph�Smith,�Nauvoo�City�Ordinance,�1841.)�
��

Articles�of�Faith�1:11:��“We�claim�the�privilege�of�worshiping�Almighty�
God�according�to�the�dictates�of�our�own�conscience,�and�allow�all�men�the�
same�privilege,�let�them�worship�how,�where,�or�what�they�may.�

“We�deem�it�a�just�principle,�and�it�is�one�the�force�of�which�we�
believe�ought�to�be�considered�by�every�individual,�that�all�men�are�

created�equal,�and�that�all�have�the�privilege�of�thinking�for�themselves�
upon�all�matters�relating�to�conscience.��Consequently,�then,�we�are�not�
disposed,�had�we�the�power,�to�deprive�any�one�of�exercising�that�free�
independence�of�mind�which�heaven�has�so�graciously�bestowed�upon�the�
human�family�one�of�its�choicest�gifts.�

“I�have�the�most�liberal�sentiments,�and�feelings�of�charity�towards�
all�sects,�parties�and�denominations;�and�the�rights�and�liberties�of�
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conscience,�I�hold�most�sacred�and�dear,�and�despise�no�man�for�differing�
with�me�in�matters�of�opinion.�

“The�Saints�can�testify�whether�I�am�willing�to�lay�down�my�life�for�
my�brethren.��If�it�has�been�demonstrated�that�I�have�been�willing�to�die�for�
a�‘Mormon,’�I�am�bold�to�declare�before�Heaven�that�I�am�just�as�ready�to�
die�in�defending�the�rights�of�a�Presbyterian,�a�Baptist,�or�a�good�man�of�
any�other�denomination;�for�the�same�principle�which�would�trample�upon�
the�rights�of�the�LatterͲDay�Saints�would�trample�upon�the�rights�of�the�
Roman�Catholics,�or�of�any�other�denomination�who�may�be�unpopular�and�
too�weak�to�defend�themselves.�

“It�is�a�love�of�liberty�which�inspires�my�soul—civil�and�religious�
liberty�to�the�whole�of�the�human�race.��Love�of�liberty�was�diffused�into�
my�soul�by�my�grandfathers�while�they�dabbled�me�on�their�knees….�

“If�I�esteem�mankind�to�be�in�error,�shall�I�bear�them�down?��No.��I�
will�lift�them�up,�and�in�their�own�way�too,�if�I�cannot�persuade�them�my�
way�is�better;�and�I�will�not�seek�to�compel�any�man�to�believe�as�I�do,�only�
by�the�force�of�reasoning,�for�truth�will�cut�its�own�way.�

“We�ought�always�to�be�aware�of�those�prejudices�which�sometimes�
so�strangely�present�themselves,�and�are�so�congenial�to�human�nature,�
against�our�friends,�neighbors,�and�brethren�of�the�world,�who�choose�to�
differ�from�us�in�opinion�and�in�matters�of�faith.��Our�religion�is�between�us�
and�our�God.��Their�religion�is�between�them�and�their�God.�

“When�we�see�virtuous�qualities�in�men,�we�should�always�
acknowledge�them,�let�their�understanding�be�what�it�may�in�relation�to�
creeds�and�doctrine;�for�all�men�are,�or�ought�to�be�free,�possessing�
unalienable�rights,�and�the�high�and�noble�qualifications�of�the�laws�of�
nature�and�of�selfͲpreservation,�to�think�and�act�and�say�as�they�please,�
while�they�maintain�a�due�respect�to�the�rights�and�privileges�of�all�other�
creatures,�infringing�upon�none.�This�doctrine�I�do�heartily�subscribe�to�and��
practice.�

“All�persons�are�entitled�to�their�agency,�for�God�has�so�ordained�it.��
He�has�constituted�mankind�moral�agents,�and�given�them�power�to�choose�
good�or�evil;�to�seek�after�that�which�is�good,�by�pursuing�the�pathway�of�
holiness�in�this�life,�which�brings�peace�of�mind,�and�joy�in�the�Holy�Ghost�
here,�and�a�fullness�of�joy�and�happiness�at�His�right�hand�hereafter;�or�to�
pursue�an�evil�course,�going�in�sin�and�rebellion�against�God,�thereby�
bringing�condemnation�to�their�souls�in�this�world,�and�an�eternal�loss�in�
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the�world�to�come.��Since�the�God�of�heaven�has�left�these�things�optional�
with�every�individual,�we�do�not�wish�to�deprive�them�of�it.��We�only�wish�
to�act�the�part�of�a�faithful�watchman,�agreeable�to�the�word�of�the�Lord�to�
Ezekiel�the�prophet�(Ezekiel�Chap.�33,�verses�2,3,4,5),�and�leave�it�for�others�
to�do�as�seemeth�them�good.�

“It�is�one�of�the�first�principles�of�my�life,�and�one�that�I�have�
cultivated�from�my�childhood,�having�been�taught�it�by�my�father,�to�allow�
every�one�the�liberty�of�conscience….In�my�feelings�I�am�always�ready�to�die�
for�the�protection�of�the�weak�and�oppressed�in�their�just�rights.�

“Meddle�not�with�any�man�for�his�religion:��all�governments�ought�to�
permit�every�man�to�enjoy�his�religion�unmolested.��No�man�is�authorized�
to�take�away�life�in�consequence�of�difference�of�religion,�which�all�laws�
and�governments�ought�to�tolerate�and�protect,�right�or�wrong.�

“We�will…cultivate�peace�and�friendship�with�all,�mind�our�own�
business,�and�come�off�with�flying�colors,�respected,�because,�in�respecting�
others,�we�respect�ourselves.�

“Although�I�never�feel�to�force�my�doctrine�upon�any�person,�I�rejoice�
to�see�prejudice�give�way�to�truth,�and�the�traditions�of�men�dispersed�by�
the�true�principles�of�the�Gospel�of�Jesus�Christ.”��(See�TEACHINGS�OF�
PRESIDENTS�OF�THE�CHURCH,�JOSEPH�SMITH,�pp.�344Ͳ346,�Published�by�
the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints,�Salt�Lake�City,�Utah,�2007�by�
Intellectual�Reserve,�Inc.,�All�rights�reserved,�and�references�cited�therein.)�
�
B. �BRIGHAM�YOUNG,�the�second�president�of�the�Church�(1801Ͳ1877)�.�

�
“The�Almighty�moved�upon�Columbus�to�launch�forth�upon�the�

Trackless�deep�to�discover�the�American�Continent;�he�moved�upon�the�
signers�of�the�Declaration�of�Independence;�and�he�moved�upon�
Washington�to�fight�and�conquer,�in�the�same�way�as�he�moved�upon�
ancient�and�modern�prophets,�each�being�inspired�to�accomplish�the�
particular�work�he�was�called�to�perform�in�the�times,�seasons,�and�
dispensations�of�the�Almighty.��God’s�purpose,�in�raising�up�these�men�and�
inspiring�them�with�daring�sufficient�to�surmount�every�opposing�power,�to�
prepare�the�way�for�the�formation�of�a�true�Republican�government.”(JD�
7:13.)�
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“The�seeds�of�sin�which�are�in�them�are�sufficient�to�accomplish�their�
destruction.��Every�government�of�the�world�has�the�seeds�of�its�own�
destruction�in�itself.�

“I�hope�and�trust�and�pray�that�the�government�of�our�country�may�
Remain,�because�it�is�so�good;�but�if�they�cut�off�this,�and�cast�out�that,�and�
institute�another�thing,�they�may�destroy�all�the�good�it�contains.��This,�I�
hope�they�will�not�do;�they�cannot�do�it.��I�expect�to�see�the�day�when�the�
Elders�of�Israel�will�protect�and�sustain�civil�and�religious�liberty�and�every�
constitutional�right�bequeathed�to�us�by�our�fathers,�and�spread�those�
rights�abroad�in�connection�with�the�Gospel�for�the�salvation�of�all�nations.”�
(Supra.�11:262Ͳ63.)���

�
C. JOHN�TAYLOR,�the�third�president�of�the�Church�(1808Ͳ1887.�

�
“There�are�two�things�I�have�always�said�I�would�do,�and�I�mean�to�

Carry�them�out….One�is�to�vote�for�whom�I�please�and�the�other�to�worship�
God�as�I�please.��There�is�a�principle�of�freedom�planted�in�the�Human�mind�
that�has�always�existed�there,�and�no�man�nor�any�power�has�yet�been�able�
to�obliterate�it.”��(The�Gospel�Kingdom�by�John�Taylor,�p.�323.)�

�
“There�are�certain�principles�that�are�inherent�in�man,�that�belong�to�

Man,�and�that�were�enunciated�in�an�early�day,�before�the�United�States�
Government�was�formed,�and�they�are�principles�that�rightfully�belong�to�
all�men�everywhere.��They�are�described�in�the�Declaration�of�
Independence�as�unalienable�rights,�one�of�which�is�that�men�have�the�right�
to�live;�another�is�that�they�have�the�right�to�pursue�happiness;�and�another�
is�that�they�have�the�right�to�be�free�and�no�man�has�the�authority�to�
deprive�them�of�those�GodͲgiven�rights,�and�none�but�tyrants�would�do�it.�
These�principles,�I�say,�are�unalienable�in�man;�they�belong�to�him;�they�
existed�before�any�constitutions�were�framed�or�any�laws�made.��Men�have�
in�various�ages�striven�to�strip�their�fellow�men�of�these�rights,�and�
dispossess�them�of�them.��And�hence�the�wars,�the�bloodsheds,�and�
carnage�that�have�spread�over�the�earth.��We�are�therefore�not�indebted�to�
the�United�States�for�these�rights.��We�were�free�as�men�born�into�the�
world,�having�the�right�to�do�as�we�please,�to�act�as�we�please,�so�long�as�
we�do�not�transgress�constitutional�law�nor�violate�the�rights�of�others.”�
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(John�Taylor,�G.�Homer�Durham,�Gospel�Kingdom:��Selections�from�the�
Writings�and�Discourses�of�John�Taylor,�1943,)�

�
D. �WILFORD�WOODRUFF,�the�fourth�president�of�the�Church�(1807Ͳ1898)�

�
“We�believe�in�giving�to�all�men�freedom,�freedom�in�spirit�and�

Action;�we�believe�in�religionists�of�every�creed�and�faith�enjoying�the�
liberty�to�worship�God�according�to�the�dictates�of�their�own�consciences,�
which�right�is�guaranteed�unto�them�by�God�himself;�and�the�man�or�set�of�
men�that�would�deprive�their�fellows�of�this�GodͲgiven�right,�assumes�a�
responsibility�that�they�must�answer�for�before�the�bar�of�God.��If�I�had�the�
power�and�control�of�the�whole�world�I�would�never�think�of�depriving�any�
man,�woman�or�child�of�this�natural,�this�inherent�right,�whether�their�
religious�views�were�true�or�false.”��(The�Discourses�of�Wilford�Woodruff,�
p.189.)�

�
E. �LORENZO�SNOW,�the�fifth�president�of�the�Church�(1814Ͳ1901).�

�
“We�can�trace�the�providences�of�the�Almighty�in�raising�up�certain�

individuals�to�establish�religious�organizations,�and�we�see�in�these�things�
the�workings�of�the�Spirit�of�God�for�the�general�interest�of�the�human�
family.��We�look�upon�George�Washington,�the�father�of�our�country,�as�an�
inspired�instrument�of�the�Almighty;�We�can�see�the�allͲinspiring�Spirit�
working�upon�him.��And�upon�his�coͲworkers�in�resisting�oppression,�and�in�
establishing�the�thirteen�colonies�as�a�confederacy;�and�then�again�the�
workings�of�the�same�Spirit�upon�those�men�who�established�the�
Constitution�of�the�United�States.”��(Journal�of�Discourses,�vol.�14,�p.�304.)���

� � � �
F. JOSEPH�F.�SMITH,�the�sixth�president�of�the�Church�(1838Ͳ1918).�
�

“God�in�his�boundless�wisdom�and�gracious�mercy�has�provided�
means�and�has�shown�the�way�to�the�children�of�men�whereby,�even�in�the�
realms�of�freedom�and�the�exercise�of�their�own�judgment,�they�may�
individually�go�to�God�in�faith�and�prayer,�and�find�out�what�should�guide�
and�direct�their�human�judgment�and�wisdom;�and�I�do�not�want�the�Latter�
Day�Saints�to�forget�that�this�is�their�privilege.��I�would�rather�that�they�
should�seek�God�for�a�counselor�and�guide,�than�to�follow�the�wild�
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harangues�of�political�leaders,�or�leaders�of�any�other�cult.”��(Gospel�
Doctrine�by�Joseph�F.�Smith,�p.�48.)��

�
G. HEBER�J.�GRANT,�the�seventh�president�of�the�Church�(1856Ͳ1945).�
�

“I�know�that�any�ruler�who�claims�to�be�the�representative�of�the�
Almighty�God�who�would�take�away�the�liberties�of�his�fellowmen,�is�not�a�
representative�from�God.��You�can�draw�your�own�conclusions�whom�he�
does�represent.”��(Conference�Report,�April�1918,�p.�24.)�

�
H. GEORGE�ALBERT�SMITH,�the�eighth�president�of�the�Church�(1870Ͳ
1951).�

�
“The�Constitution�was�so�framed�that�everyone�might�worship�

according�to�the�dictates�of�his�own�conscience,�and�we�see�the�result�of�it�
in�the�wonderful�blessings�that�have�been�poured�out�upon�this�most�
favored�of�all�lands.”��(Sharing�the�Gospel�with�Others,�p.�168.)�

�
I. DAVID�O.�MCKAY,�the�ninth�president�of�the�Church�(1873Ͳ1970).�

�
“Man’s�agency�is�an�eternal�principle�of�progress,�and�any�form�of�

government�that�curtails�or�inhibits�its�free�exercise�is�wrong.��Satan’s�plan�
in�the�beginning�was�one�of�coercion�and�it�was�rejected�because�he�sought�
to�destroy�the�agency�of�man�which�God�had�given�him.”��(Conference�
Report,�April�1940,�p.�118.)�

��
J. JOSEPH�FIELDING�SMITH,�tenth�president�of�the�Church�(1876Ͳ1972).�
�

“It�is�the�right�of�every�soul�to�have�equal�and�unrestricted�justice�
before�the�law,�equal�rights�to�worship�according�to�the�dictates�of�
conscience�and�to�labor�according�to�his�individual�inclinations,�
independently�of�coercion�or�compulsion.”��(Doctrines�of�Salvation�by�
Joseph�Fielding�Smith,�p.�325.)�

�
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“With�the�provision�of�the�Constitution,�that�there�should�be�no�
religious�test,�and�that�every�man�should�have�the�right�to�worship� � �������
according�to�the�dictates�of�conscience,�the�fullness�of�religious�liberty�was�
born.�This�principle,�we�may�see�from�a�study�of�the�past,�has�been�of�
gradual�growth�and�development�since�the�days�of�the�emancipation�of�the�
people�from�religious�tyranny�at�the�time�of�the�Protestant�revolution.��It�
took�several�centuries�for�the�seed�to�develop�and�bring�forth�the�fully�
developed�fruit�which�it�did�when�the�government�of�the�United�States�was�
formed.��In�this�way�the�Lord�prepared�the�way�for�the�restoration�of�the�
Gospel�with�all�its�keys�and�powers�in�a�humble�way�in�the�Dispensation�of�
the�Fullness�of�Times.�It�would�be�wrong�to�say�that�is�was�impossible�for�
the�Lord�to�establish�his�work�had�not�religious�freedom�come�and�be�
guaranteed�as�we�find�in�our�Constitution.�But�it�is�a�fact,�nevertheless,�that�
he,�in�his�infinite�wisdom,�prepared�the�way�commencing�several�hundred�
years�ago�and�working�through�brave�and�humble�men,�many�of�whom�
became�martyrs�to�the�cause�of�truth,�when�darkness�ruled�supreme�over�
the�face�of�the�earth.”�(“Adopting�the�Constitution�of�the�United�States,”�
Joseph�Fielding�Smith,�Progress�of�Man,�1936.)`�

�
K. HAROLD�B.�LEE,�eleventh�president�of�the�Church,�(1899Ͳ1973).�
�

“The�kingdom�of�God�must�be�a�continuing�revolution�against�the�
norms�of�the�society�that�fall�below�the�standards�that�are�set�for�us�in�the�
Gospel�of�Jesus�Christ.��In�the�field�of�public�life,�it�must�be�a�continuing�
revolution�against�proposals�that�contradict�the�fundamental�principles�
that�are�laid�down�in�the�Constitution�of�the�United�States,�which�was�
written�by�men�whom�God�raised�up�for�this�very�purpose.”�(�Improvement�
Era,�Dec.�1970,�p.�104.)�
�
L. SPENCER�W.�KIMBALL,�twelfth�president�of�the�Church�(1895Ͳ1985).�
�

“It�is�a�real�travesty�today�when�we�hear�the�voices�of�the�atheist,�the�
Godless�and�the�antiͲChrist�who�would�deny�us�the�right�of�public�
expression�of�our�worship�of�the�Master.”��(The�Teachings�of�Spencer�W.�
Kimball,�p.�411.)�
�
M. EZRA�TAFT�BENSON�,�thirteenth�president�of�the�Church�(1899Ͳ1994).� �
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�
“The�Lord�recognized�that�truth�will�only�prosper�where�religious�

freedom�exists.��Religious�freedom�cannot�be�fully�enjoyed�without�a�
fullmeasure�of�political�freedom.��So�before�the�gospel�was�restored,�wise�
and�inspired�men�in�North�Central�and�South�America�were�raised�up�who�
proclaimed�the�sovereign�truth�that�all�men—not�just�the�privileged,�the�
rich�or�the�rulers—but�all�men�have�divine�rights.��Among�these�rights�are�
life,�liberty�(which�includes�our�freedom�to�worship),�and�the�right�to�
property.”��(�The�Teachings�of�Ezra�Taft�Benson,�p.�661.)� �

�
N. � HOWARD�W.�HUNTER,�fourteenth�president�of�the�Church�(1907Ͳ
1995).�
�

“The�Lord�tells�us…clearly�and�powerfully:��‘There�is�a�law,�irrevocably�
decreed�in�heaven�before�the�foundations�of�this�world,�upon�which�all�
blessings�are�predicated—and�when�we�obtain�any�blessings�from�God,�it�is�
by�obedience�to�that�law�upon�which�it�is�predicated.’�(D&C�130:20Ͳ21.)�
***�

“…{W}hat�is�true�with�an�individual�is�also�true�with�a�nation.��You�
can�absolutely�rely�on�this—a�nation�cannot�violate�basic�principles�with�
impunity,�that�is,�without�paying�the�awful�price,�any�more�than�an�
individual�can�violate�basic�principles�with�impunity.�
***�

�President�McKay�continually�teaches�us�that�{the}�right�of�free�
agency�is�our�most�precious�heritage.��It�is�our�greatest�gift�in�this�world�and�
is�to�be�valued�even�more�than�life�itself.�
***�

“…Under�{today’s��get�‘something�for�nothing’}�climate,�people�
gradually�become�blind�to�what�has�happened�and�to�the�vital�freedoms�
which�they�have�lost….� �
***�

“I�sincerely�hope�that�the�net�effect�of�this�message�this�morning�is�
that�each�of�us,�each�of�you,�will�be�ever�more�determined�to�live�
righteously.��Why?��Because�righteousness�and�freedom�are�inseparable,�
just�as�responsibility�and�freedom�are�inseparable.��
***�
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“God�will�preserve�our�country�and�protect�it�from�all�enemies,�
within�and�without,�if�we�will�worship�the�God�of�this�land,�who�is�Jesus�
Christ.��The�real�issue�is�righteousness.��We�must�not�pray,�as�did�Augustine,�
‘O�God,�make�me�clean,�but�not�yet.”��(Elder�Howard�W.�Hunter,�“The�Law�
of�the�Harvest,”�BYU�Devotional,�March�8,�1966,�pp.�6,�7,�8,�10,�11,�and�12.)�
�
O. GORDON�B.�HINCKLEY,�fifteenth�president�of�the�Church�(1910Ͳ2008).�
�
“The�Constitution�under�which�we�live,�and�which�has�not�only�blessed�but�
has�become�a�model�for�other�constitutions,�is�our�GodͲinspired�national�
safeguard�ensuring�freedom�and�liberty,�justice�and�equality�before�the�
law.���

***�
“{The�Constitution�is�the�keystone�of�our�nation.��It�is�the�guarantee�

of�our�liberty.��That�original�document,�with�the�Bill�of�Rights,�constitutes�
the�charter�of�our�freedom.��Through�all�of�the�years�that�have�followed�we�
have�had�some�ambitious�men�who�have�sought�to�subvert�the�great�
principles�of�the�Constitution,�but�somehow�we�have�endured�one�crisis�
after�another.��We�have�been�involved�in�terrible�wars�during�this,�the�
bloodiest�of�all�centuries�in�the�history�of�man.��All�of�this�is�part�of�the�
miracle�that�is�America,�the�struggle,�the�travail,�the�bitterness,�the�
jealousies,�the�cynicism,�and�the�criticism.��But�beyond�and�above�it�all�is�
the�wonder�of�a�nation�that�for�more�than�two�centuries�has�remained�free�
and�independent�and�strong,�the�envy�of�the�world,�the�hope�of�the�world,�
the�protection�of�free�men�everywhere,�the�manifestation�of�the�power�of�
the�Almighty.”�(“Keep�the�Faith�with�America,”�commencement�address�
given�at�Weber�State�University,�Ogden,�Utah�on�6�May�1999.)�

“Evoking�images�of�the�Mayflower�pilgrims�and�of�George�
Washington�at�Valley�Forge,�Hinckley�said�the�United�States�was�founded�
on’an�unequivocal�trust�in�the�power�of�the�Almighty�to�guide�and�defend�
us.’�

“Revered�as�a�prophet�by�members�of�the�Mormon�Church,�Hinckley�
decried�the�disappearance�of�family�prayer�and�attempts�to�remove�
reference�to�deity�from�society.�

“At�times�seeming�to�suppress�tears,�Hinckley�recalled�his�visits�to�
the�American�military�cemetery�in�France,�where�his�brother�is�buried.�
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“’As�I�have�stood�before�the�cross�that�marks�his�grave,�I�have�
thanked�God�for�the�cause�for�which�he�died,�for�the�great�and�eternal�
concepts�of�human�dignity,�liberty�and�freedom�to�worship,�speak�and�
assemble.�

“’Those�concepts�were�handed�down�by�God�to�the�framers�of�the�
U.S.�Constitution,’�Hinckley�said.�

“’I�pray�that�America�may�always�be�worthy�of�{God’s}�blessing.��
There�is�no�place�for�arrogance�among�us.��There�is�no�place�for�conceit�or�
egotism.��As�we�look�to�God,�we�will�grow�in�strength.’”�(Salt�Lake�
Tabernacle,�American�Legion’s�78th�National�Convention,�Sunday,�
September�1,�1996.)�

�
“I�believe�in�America.�I�am�grateful�for�the�Constitution�under�which�

this�nation�lives�and�moves�and�has�its�being.��I�am�profoundly�grateful�that�
somehow�for�more�than�two�centuries�of�time�we�have�existed�as�a�nation�
and�grown�to�become�the�strongest�and�most�free�in�the�entire�world.��I�am�
grateful�for�those�men�whom�the�God�in�heaven�raised�up�and�inspired�and��
who�pledged�their�lives,�their�fortunes,�and�their�honor�to�establish�this�
nation�and�its�government.��I�believe�in�America—one�nation�under�God,�
indivisible,�with�liberty�and�justice�for�all.��We�are,�of�course,�not�without�
fault.�We�have�more�than�our�share�of�crime�and�of�every�other�evil�to�be�
found�on�the�earth.��I�fear�that�we�have�become�an�arrogant�people,�but�
when�all�is�said�and�done,�there�is�no�other�nation�quite�like�this�one.”�
(Bonneville�International�Corporation�Management�Seminar,�February�10,�
1991:��quoted�in�Teachings�of�Gordon�Bl.�Hinckley,�p.�13.)�

�
“I�should�like�to�say�a�few�words�about�America….No�land�is�without�

its�beauty,�no�people�without�their�virtues,�and�I�hope�that�you�who�come�
from�elsewhere�will�pardon�my�saying�a�few�words�concerning�my�own�
native�land,�America.��I�know�that�she�has�problems.�We�have�heard�so�
much�of�them�for�so�long.��But�surely�this�is�a�good�land,�a�choice�land,�a�
chosen�land.��To�me�it�is�a�miracle,�a�creation�of�the�Almighty….I�was�stirred�
in�my�heart�by�the�words�of�our�late,�great�President�Harold�B.�Lee,�who,�
speaking�to�a�group�such�as�this,�said:��‘This�nation,�founded�on�principles�
laid�down�by�men�whom�God�raised�up,�will�never�fail….I�have�faith�in�
America.�You�and�I�must�have�faith�in�America�if�we�understand�the�gospel�
of�Jesus�Christ.’�(Deseret�News,�27�October��1973.)�
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�
“I�doubt�not�that�we�shall�have�days�of�trial….But�I�am�certain�that�if�

we�will�emphasize�the�greater�good�and�turn�our�time�and�talents�from�
vituperative�criticism,�from�constantly�looking�for�evil,�and�lift�our�sights�to�
what�may�be�done�to�build�strength�and�goodness�in�our�nation,�America�
will�continue�to�go�forward�with�the�blessing�of�the�Almighty�and�stand�as�
an�ensign�of�strength�and�peace�and�generosity�to�all�the�world.”�(“Let�not�
Your�Heart�Be�Troubled,”�BYU�Speeches�of�the�Year,�October�29,�1974,�pp.�
267Ͳ68.)��

�
P. � �THOMAS�S.�MONSON,�sixteenth�and�currently�acting�president�of�
the�Church�(1927Ͳ____).�
�
Thomas�S.�Monson,�president�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�

Saints,�is�listed�among�the�most�admired�people�in�the�world�according�to�a�
Gallup/USA�Today�poll.��The�survey,�taken�in�midͲDecember�{2011},�asked�
Americans�whom�they�most�admired.��President�Monson�was�listed�in�the�top�10�
along�with�religious�leaders�Reverend�Billy�Graham�and�Pope�Benedict�XVI.��While�
presidents�of�the�Church�have�been�mentioned�in�past�surveys,�this�is�the�first�
time�a�Church�president�was�listed�in�the�top�10.��That�which�follows�are�
statements�by�President�Monson�on�the�topic�of�religious�freedom.�

�
“I�recently�read�in�the�Wall�Street�Journal�an�article�by�Jonothan�

Sacks,�Britain’s�chief�rabbi.���Among�other�things,�he�writes:��‘In�virtually�
every�Western�society�in�the�1960’s�there�was�a�moral�revolution,�an�
abandonment�of�its�entire�traditional�ethic�of�self�restraint.��All�you�need,�
sang�the�Beatles,�is�love.��The�JudeoͲChristian�moral�code�was�jettisoned.�In�
its�place�came�{the�adage}:��{Do}�whatever�works�for�you.�The�Ten�
Commandments�were�rewritten�as�the�Ten�Creative�Suggestions.’�

“Rabbi�Sacks�goes�on�to�lament:��‘You�have�been�spending�our�moral�
capital�with�the�same�reckless�abandon�that�we�have�been�spending�our�
financial�capital….�

“’There�are�large�parts�of�{the�world}�where�religion�is�a�thing�of�the�
past�and�here�is�no�counterͲvoice�to�the�culture�of�buy�it,�spend�it,�wear�it,�
flaunt�it,�because�you’re�worth�it.��The�message�is�morality�is�passé,�
conscience�is�for�wimps,�and�the�single�overriding�command�is�Thou�shalt�
not�be�found�out.’�
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“My�brothers�and�sisters,�this—unfortunately—describes�much�of�
the�world�around�us.��Do�we�wing�our�hands�in�despair�and�wonder�how�
we’ll�ever�survive�in�such�a�world?��No.��Indeed,�we�have�in�our�lives�the�
gospel�of�Jesus�Christ,�and�we�know�that�morality�is�not�passé,�that�our�
conscience�is�there�to�guide�us,�and�that�we�are�responsible�for�our�actions.�

“Although�the�world�has�changed,�the�laws�of�God�remain�constant.��
They�have�not�changed;�they�will�not�change.��The�Ten�Commandments�are�
just�that—commandments.��They�are�not�suggestions.��They�are�every�bit�as�
requisite�today�as�they�were�when�God�gave�them�to�the�children�of�Israel.�
If�we�but�listen,�we�hear�the�echo�of�God’s�voice,�speaking�to�us�here�and�
now.��Thou�shalt….�

***�
“Our�code�of�conduct�is�definitive.�It�is�not�negotiable.��It�is�found�not�

only�in�the�Ten�Commandments,�but�also�in�the�Sermon�on�the�Mount,�
given�to�us�by�the�Savior�when�He�walked�upon�the�earth.��It�is�found�
throughout�His�teachings.��It�is�found�in�the�words�of�modern�revelation.�

“Our�Father�in�Heaven�is�the�same�yesterday,�today�and�forever.��The�
Prophet�Mormon�tells�us�that�God�is�‘unchangeable�from�all�eternity�to�all�
eternity.’��In�this�world�where�nearly�everything�seems�to�be�changing,�His�
constancy�is�something�on�which�we�can�rely,�an�anchor�to�which�we�can�
hold�fast�and�be�safe,�lest�we�be�swept�away�into�uncharted�waters.�

***�
“As�the�winds�of�change�swirl�around�us�and�the�moral�fiber�of�

society�continues�to�disintegrate�before�our�very�eyes,�may�we�remember�
the�Lord’s�precious�promise�to�those�who�trust�in�Him:��‘Fear�thou�not;�for�I�
am�with�thee:��be�not�dismayed;�for�I�am�thy�God:��I�will�strengthen�thee;�
yea,�I�will�help�thee;�yea,�I�will�uphold�thee�with�the�right�hand�of�my�
righteousness.”�(Thomas�S.�Monson,�“Stand�in�Holy�Places,”�October�2011�
General�Conference,�http://lds.org/generalͲ
conference/print/2011/10/standͲinͲholyͲplaces?lang=eng&clang=eng,�
pp.1,2,5.)�

�
Q. �Other�Quotations�From�Prophets,�Apostles�And�General�Authorities:�

� � � �
MARION�G.�ROMNEY�(1897Ͳ1988),�Member�of�Quorum�of�twelve� �

Apostles,�1960Ͳ1972;�Second�Counselor�in�Fist�Presidency,�1972Ͳ1982;�� �
First�Counselor�in�First�Presidency,�1982Ͳ1988.�
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“{The�Lord}�has�told�us�that�in�preparation�for�the�restoration�of�the�
gospel,�he�himself�established�the�Constitution�of�the�United�States,�and�
has�plainly�told�us�why�he�established�it.��I�hope�I�can�get�this�point�over�to�
you.��He�said�he�established�the�Constitution�to�preserve�to�men�their�free�
agency,�because�the�whole�gospel�of�Jesus�Christ�presupposes�man’s�
untrammeled�exercise�of�free�agency.��Man�is�in�the�earth�to�be�tested.��
The�issue�as�to�whether�he�succeeds�or�fails�will�be�determined�by�how�he�
uses�his�agency.��His�whole�future,�through�all�eternity,�is�at�stake.��Abridge�
man’s�agency�and�the�whole�purpose�of�his�mortality�is�thwarted.��Without�
it,�the�Lord�says,�there�is�no�existence.�(See�D&C�93:30.)��The�Lord�so�valued�
our�agency�that�he�designed�and�dictated�‘the�laws�and�constitution’�
required�to�guaranty�it.��This�he�explained�in�the�revelation�in�which�he�
instructed�the�Prophet�Joseph�Smith�to�appeal�for�help.��{See�D&C�101:77—
78,�80;�and�94:4—10,�quoted�by�President�Romney�at�this�point�to��teach�
‘Just�and�holy�principles’�and�encourage�the�reader�to�‘Sustain�
Constitutional�law.}�

“These�scriptures�declare�the�Constitution�to�b�a�divine�document.��
They�tell�us�that�‘according�to�just�and�holy�principles,’�the�Constitution�and�
the�law�of�the�land�which�supports�the�‘principle�of�freedom�in�maintaining�
rights�and�privileges,�belongs�to�all�mankind,�and�is�justifiable�before’�God;�
that,�‘as�pertaining�to�{the}�law�of�man�whatsoever�is�more�or�less�than�this,�
cometh�of�evil.’�They�remind�us�that�the�Lord�has�made�us�free�and�that�
laws�that�are�constitutional�will�also�make�us�free.”�(Marion�G.�Romney,�“Is�
Socialism�the�United�Order,��pp.�9Ͳ11?�http://.latter�day�
conservative.com/articles/isͲsocialismͲtheͲunitedͲorder/)�

�
� EZRA�TAFT�BENSON,�supra.�
�

� “Our�governmental�system�like�ancient�Israel�and�biblical�
Christianity�recognized�man�as�a�special�creature�of�God,�a�special�creation�
of�God.��He�is�not�as�some�theorists�reason,�a�product�of�chance�or�merely�
an�educated�animal.��His�paternal�origin�comes�from�God.��Thus�man�
inherently�possesses�God�implanted�attributes�and�potential:��reason,�free�
agency,�judgment,�compassion,�initiative,�and�a�personal�striving�for�
perfection.�

“From�what�source�does�man�derive�his�rights?��There�can�be�only�
two�possible�origins�of�man’s�rights;�rights�are�either�God�given�as�part�of�
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the�divine�plan�or�they�are�created�by�government�as�part�of�the�political�
plan.��Reason,�necessity,�tradition�and�religious�convictions�all�lead�the�
founding�fathers�of�this�republic�to�accept�the�divine�origin�of�these�rights.��
If�we�accept�the�premise�that�human�rights�are�granted�by�government,�
then�we�must�be�willing�to�accept�the�corollary�that�they�can�be�denied�by�
government.��I�for�one�shall�never�accept�that�premise.��As�the�French�
political�economist,�Frederick�Bastiat�phrased�it�so�succinctly.��‘Life,�liberty�
and�property�do�not�exist�because�men�have�mad�laws.�On�the�contrary,�it�
was�the�fact�that�life,�liberty�and�property�do�not�exist�because�men�have�
made�laws.��On�the�contrary,�it�was�the�fact�that�life,�liberty�and�property�
existed�beforehand�that�caused�man�to�make�laws�in�the�first�place.�

“Since�God�created�man�with�certain�inalienable�rights�and�man�in�
turn�created�government�to�help�secure�and�safeguard�those�rights,�it�
follows�that�man�is�superior�to�government�and�should�remain�master�over�
it,�not�the�other�way�around.��Even�the�nonͲbeliever�can�appreciate�the�
logic�of�this�relationship.��Thus�we�see�that�the�principle�of�supremacy�of�
the�individual�over�government�is�rooted�in�religious�precept.��This�is�why�
the�founders�of�our�nations�were�so�influenced�by�the�writings�of�John�
Locke,�which�declared�that�man�was�naturally�in�a�state�of�perfect�freedom,�
that��he�had�a�right�to�preservation�and�property,�and�that�the�source�of�all�
this�was�God.�

“The�founding�fathers�recognized�that�no�people�can�maintain�
freedom�unless�their�political�institutions�are�founded�on�faith�in�God�and�
belief�in�the�existence�of�moral�law.��They�realized�that�to�survive,�this�new�
nation�needed�a�reliance�on�the�protection�of�God.��In�the�Declaration�of�
Independence�we�find�their�appeal�to�the�supreme�judge�of�the�world�and�
to�the�laws�of�nature�and�nature’s�God.��The�document�includes�their�
acclamation�of�a�firm�reliance�on�the�protection�of�divine�providence.��The�
implication�of�this�moral�basis�to�our�political�economic�system�is�that�God�
is�the�dispenser�of�man’s�rights�not�government.��The�inalienable�right�of�
free�choice�is�implanted�in�the�human�breast.��Man�is�born�to�choose�for�
himself.��This�is�why�man�cannot�be�driven�indefinitely�or�led�by�despotic�
leaders�to�intellectual,�physical�or�economic�bondage.��Fear�and�despotism�
may�rule�for�a�generation,�two�or�three,�but�in�time�the�human�spirit�rebels.�
The�spirit�of�liberty�manifests�itself�and�the�tyrannical�hand�of�despotism�is�
overthrown.��May�it�ever�be�so.���
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“Once�a�man�awakens�to�the�truth�of�this�divine�identity�he�demands�
his�rights,�the�right�to�property,�the�right�to�make�his�own�decisions,�the�
right�to�plan�his�own�welfare,�the�right�to�improve�himself�materially,�
intellectually�and�spiritually….”�(Ezra�Taft�Benson,�“Freedom�and�Free�
Enterprise,�1977,�http//www.latterdayconservative.com/ezraͲtaftͲ
benson/freedomͲandͲfreeͲenterprise/.)�
�
� FIRST�PRESIDENCY�STATEMENT�(1979).�
�

“As�the�ruling�principle�of�conduct�in�the�lives�of�many�millions�of�our�
citizens,�religion�should�have�an�honorable�place�in�the�public�life�of�our�
nation,�and�the�name�of�Almighty�God�should�have�sacred�use�in�its�public�
expressions.”�(Selected�Beliefs�and�Statements�on�Religious�Freedom�of�The�
Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�LatterͲDay�Saints.��See�
http://www.mormonnewsroom.org/article/beliefsͲstatementsͲreligiousͲ
freedom.)�

�
NEAL�A.�MAXWELL�(1926Ͳ1004),�Member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve��
Apostles,�1981Ͳ2004.�
�
“It�was�G.K.�Chesterton�who�wisely�reminded�us�of�the�important�

dimensions�of�real�democracy:��its�regard�for�others.��In�our�passion�for�the�
fruits�and�seeming�decisiveness�of�numerical�democracy,�we�need�
Chesterton’s�reminder�not�to�neglect�the�opinions�of�a�man�even�if�he�is�our�
groom.��Chesterton�notes,�too,�that�tradition�tells�not�to�neglect�a�man’s�
opinion,�even�if�he�is�our�father.��Both�true�democracy�and�true�religion�are�
otherͲregarding.��And�otherͲregarding�begins�when�we�first�encounter�
others—in�our�families.”��(A�House�of�Generosity�and�Truth,�Neal�A.�
Maxwell,�“That�My�Family�Should�Partake,”�Deseret�Book�Company,�1974.)�

�
� � JAMES�E.�FAUST�(1920Ͳ2007),�Member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles�
1978Ͳ1995;�Member�of�First�Presidency�of�Church,�1995Ͳ2007.�
�

“EVERY�AMERICAN�HAS�been�taught�that�‘freedom�of�religion’�is�the�
‘first�freedom’�guaranteed�by�the�Bill�of�Rights.�The�First�Amendment�to�the�
Constitution�recognizes�the�‘free�exercise�of�religion’�as�the�preͲeminent�
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position�among�Constitutional�rights�as�intended�by�the�Founding�Fathers.�
Most�Americans,�however,�have�seen�these�principles�being�eroded.�

“The�twin�religious�clauses�of�the�Bill�of�Rights—‘Congress�shall�make�
No�laws�respecting�an�establishment�of�religion�nor�prohibit�the�free�
exercise�thereof’—are�the�golden�threads�which�in�the�past�have�permitted�
those�who�believe�in�God�to�publicly�affirm�that�there�is�a�higher�power�
that�‘rules�in�the�affairs�of�men.’…�

“In�my�opinion,�the�establishment�and�free�exercise�clauses�should�
be�read�together�to�harmonize�the�importance�of�religious�liberty�with�
freedom�from�government�regulation.��Rather,�today�in�our�nation�the�
establishment�clause�is�being�used�to�restrict�religious�institutions�from�
playing�a�role�in�civic�issues,�and�the�recent�interpolations�of�the�free�
exercise�clause�in�my�opinion�denies�to�some�individuals�their�religious�
liberty….�

“The�basic�concept�of�AngloͲSaxonͲAmerican�jurisprudence�has�held,�
as�affirmed�by�the�Constitution,�that�God�is�the�source�of�all�of�our�basic�
rights�and�that�the�principal�function�of�government�is�only�to�secure�those�
rights.��May�I�quote�from�the�Declaration�of�Independence:��‘We�hold�these�
truths�to�be�selfͲevident,�that�all�men�are�created�equal,�that�they�are�
endowed�by�their�Creator�with�certain�inalienable�rights….That�to�secure�
these�rights�governments�are�instituted�among�man.’�

“In�contrast,�the�new�secular�religion�of�which�I�speak�finds�its�source�
of�right�by�invoking�the�power�of�the�state.��It�seems�to�have�little�purpose,��
few�common�values�for�morality�except�selfͲinterest.”�(“The�Impact�of�
World�War�II�on�Utah,”�World�War�II�Commemoration,�Ogden,�Utah,�13�
Aug.�1995,�1999�Deseret�Book�Company,�Printed�from�Gospelink.com.)��
�
� RUSSELL�M.�NELSON��(1924Ͳ____),�member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�
Apostles,�1984Ͳ____;�thoracic�surgeon.�
�

� Elder�Nelson�addressed�a�group�of�young�adults�from�Boston,�
Massachusetts,�10�June,�2010.��His�comments�touched�on�a�wide�range�of�topics�
but�prominently�featured�religious�freedom�and�the�need�to�protect�the�family.�
Excerpts�from�his�remarks,�as�reported�in�Church�Publications,�follow:�

�
“Opposing�forces�are�competing�for�our�allegiance:��right�versus�

wrong,�good�versus�evil.��They�are�not�always�easily�discerned.”��
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“These�forces�are,�in�fact,�conflicting�religious�systems�of�belief.��They�
are�theistic�(godly)�forces�and�atheistic�(ungodly�or�satanic)�forces.��These�
were�cited�recently�by�Elder�Clayton�Christensen�in�an�editorial�calling�for�
theistic�balance�on�the�U.S.�Supreme�Court.”�

“Theistic�forces,�be�they�Islamic,�Jewish,�Catholic,�Protestant,�or�
Mormon,�are�based�on�the�fact�that�there�is�an�absolute�right�and�wrong.�
Theistic�forces�inculcate�an�ethic�to�revere�the�righteous�judgments�of�a�
loving�God,�and�to�obey�civil�and�divine�law�voluntarily.��Theistic�forces�
instill�a�conscience�to�do�what�is�right,�and�obey�laws�that�otherwise�might�
be�unenforceable.”�

“Unfortunately,�good�culture�alone�is�not�strong�enough�to�cause�
good�culture�to�endure�in�perpetuity.��Additional�strength�is�needed�from�
the�power�of�theistic�conviction.��For�this�reason,�a�policy�to�separate�
completely�church�and�state�could�become�completely�counterproductive.�
Theistic�forces�would�be�erased�and�atheistic�forces�would�be�allowed�to�
Flourish�unopposed�in�the�public�square.��The�theistic�and�noble�concept�of�
‘freedom�of�religion,’�could�be�twisted�and�turned�to�become�an��atheistic�
‘freedom�from�religion.’��Such�an�unbalanced�policy�could�sweep�theistic�
forces�for�social�success�and�leave�the�field�wide�open�to�atheistic��ideology,�
secularism,�suffering�huge�losses�for�all.”�

“Without�the�acknowledgement�of�God�and�God’s�law�in�one’s�life,�
momentary�pleasures�will�be�continually�contaminated�by�gnawing�guilt.”�

“Even�the�definition�of�marriage�is�now�a�topic�of�heated�debate.�
That�is�only�the�tip�of�a�larger�iceberg.��Below�this�tip�is�the�weightier�
matter�of�free�exercise�of�religion.��Contention�is�raging�over�two�main�
issues:��(1)�Can�marriage�survive�as�the�bedrock�of�our�cultural�heritage?�
and�(2)�Can�our�precious�freedom�of�religion�be�preserved?”�

“If�civil�law�were�altered�to�recognize�soͲcalled�‘sameͲgender’�
marriage,�you�as�believers�in�God,�and�keepers�of�His�commandments,�
would�then�be�regarded�as�exceptions�to�the�rule.��Your�conscientious�
convictions�would�then�be�regarded�as�discriminatory.��If�you�were�a�
Christian�school�teacher,�you�could�be�charged�with�bigotry�for�upholding�
the�Lord’s�law�of�chastity.��In�truth,�dear�brothers�and�sisters,�if�you�lose�
marriage,�you�also�lose�freedom�of�religion.��Atheistic�moral�bedlam�and�
religious�repression�go�hand�in�hand.��At�stake�is�our�ability�to�transmit�to�
the�next�generation�the�lifeͲgiving�and�inseparable�culture�of�marriage�and�
the�free�exercise�of�religion.”�(“Apostle�Talks�About�Religious�Freedom�to�
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Boston�Youth,”��LDS�Newsroom�Blog.��See�
http://newsroom.lds.org/blog/aposstleͲtalkͲreligiousͲfreedomͲtoͲbostonͲ
youth.)�
�
� DALLIN�H.�OAKS�(1932Ͳ____),�member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve��

� Apostles,�1984Ͳ____;�president�of�BYU,�1971Ͳ1980.��
�

� “Religious�values�and�political�realities�are�so�interlinked�in�the�
origin�and�perpetuation�of�this�nation�that�we�cannot�lose�the�influence�of�
Christianity�in�the�public�square�without�seriously�jeopardizing�our�
freedoms.��I�maintain�that�this�is�a�political�fact,�well�qualified�for�argument�
In�the�public�square�by�religious�people�whose�freedom�to�believe�and�act�
must�always�be�protected�by�what�is�properly�called�our�‘First�Freedom,’�
the�free�exercise�of�religion.”�(Selected�Beliefs�and�Statements�on�Religious�
Freedom�of�The�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�LatterͲDay�Saints,�Dallin�H.�Oaks,�
2009;�See�http://www.mormonnewsroom.org/article/beliefsͲstatementsͲ
religiousͲfreedom.)��

�
VIII. COMPLETE�TEXT�OF�PAPERS�PRESENTED�BY�PROPHETS,�APOSTLES�AND�
MEMBER�OF�FIRST�QUORUM�OF�THE�SEVENTY�ON�THE�SUBJECT�OF�RELIGIOUS�
FREEDOM�ARE�INCLUDED�IN�APPENDIX�“B.”�IDENTITY�OF�EACH�PRESENTER(S)�
AND�TOPIC(S)�FOLLOW:��
�

JAMES�E.�TALMAGE�(1862Ͳ1933).�Born�in�Hungerford,�Berkshire,��
England;�member�of�Quorum�of�twelve�Apostles,�1911Ͳ1933.;�“�Vitality�of����
Mormonism”�(1919),�Freedom�to�Worship�God;�1919�Deseret�Book�
Company;�Printed�from�Gospelink.com.�

�
JOHN�A.�WIDTSOE�(1872Ͳ1952).��Born�in�Froya,�SorͲTrondelag,�
Norway;�member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles�,�1921Ͳ1952;��
“Understandable�Religion”�(1944),��The�Kingdom�of�God,�Chapter�19;�
Deseret�Book�Company,�1944.�
�
MATTHEW�COWLEY�(1897Ͳ1953).��Born�in�Preston,�Idaho;�member�of�
Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�1945Ͳ1953;�“Matthew�Cowley�Speaks”�
(1954),�Address�Delivered�at�the�Dedication�of�the�Tahitian�Chapel;�
Deseret�Book�Company,�1954.�
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�
J.�REUBEN�CLARK,�JR.�(1871Ͳ1961).��Born�in�Grantsville,�Utah;�
ordained�an�Apostle�1934;�member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�
seven�days�in�1945�and�five�days�in�1951;�second�counselor�in�First�
Presidency,��1933Ͳ1934�and�1951Ͳ1959;�first�counselor�in�First�
Presidency,�1934Ͳ1951,�and�1959Ͳ1961;�“Some�Fundamental�
Principles�of�Our�Constitution,”�an�Address�Delivered�by�J.�Reuben�
Clark,�Jr.,�to�the�67th�Annual�Congress�of�the�National�Society�of�the�
Sons�of�the�American�Revolution,�July�1957.�
�
HUGH�B.�BROWN�(1883Ͳ1975).��Born�in�Granger,�Utah;�member�of�
Quorum�of�twelve�Apostles,�1958Ͳ1961�and�1979Ͳ1975;�third�
counselor�and�subsequently�second�counselor�in�First�Presidency,�
1961Ͳ1963;�first��counselor�in�Fist�Presidency,�1963Ͳ1970;�“Eternal�
Quest”�(1956),�from��Section�IV�Faith�in�Our�Country—a�section�of�
that�paper�entitled�The�Constitution�of�United�States—“A�Heavenly�
Banner,”�printed�in�The�Relief�Society�Magazine,�Deseret�Book�
Company,�1956.�
�
MARK�E.�PETERSEN�(1900Ͳ1984).��Born�in�Salt�Lake�City,�Utah;�
member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�1944Ͳ1984;�“Way�to�Peace”�
(1969)�from�A�Covenant�Nation,�Deseret�Book�Company,�1969,�and�
“Great�Prologue�(1975)�from�They�Were�Believers,�Deseret�Book�
Company,�1975.�
JAMES�E.�FAUST�(1920Ͳ2007).��Born�in�Delta,�Utah;�member�of�
Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�1978Ͳ1995;�second�counselor�in�First�
Presidency,�1995Ͳ2007;�“Finding�Light�in�a�Dark�World”�(1995),�from�
A�New�Civil�Religion,�Deseret�Book�Company,�1995.�
�
GORDON�B.�HINCKLEY�(1910Ͳ2008).��Born�in�Salt�Lake�City,�Utah;�
member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,1961Ͳ1981;�second�counselor�
in�First�Presidency,�1981Ͳ1985;�first�counselor�in�First�Presidency,�
1985Ͳ1995;�President�of�the�Church,�1995Ͳ2008;�“Freedom�Festival�
Speech�1997,�Freedom�Festival,�BYU�Marriott�Center,�Provo,�Utah�
1997.��(See�http://www.latterdayconservative.com/gordon=bͲ
hinckley/freedomͲfestivalͲspeechͲ1997/.)�
�
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RUSSELL�M.�NELSON�(1926Ͳ____).��Born�in�Brigham�City,�Utah;�
member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�1984Ͳ___;��Russell�M.�
Nelson,��
“Hope�in�Our�Hearts”�(Salt�Lake�City,�Utah�2009),�from�The�Family:��
The�
Hope�for�the�Future�of�Nations,�2009�Russell�M.�Nelson.�
�
DALLIN�H.�OAKS�(1932Ͳ___).��Born�in�Provo,�Utah;�member�of�
Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,1984Ͳ___:��(1)�“Religious�Values�and�
Public�Policy,”�from�an�address�given�29�February�1992�to�the�
Brigham�Young�University�Management�Society,�Washington,�D.C.�
(See:��Ensign�Oct.�1992;��http://lds.org/ensign/1992/10/religiousͲ
valuesͲandͲpublicͲpolicy?lang=eng.);�(2)�“Religious�Freedom,”�
transcript�of�Elder�Dallin�H.�Oaks�speech�given�at�BYU�Idaho�on�13�
October�2009.��(See�
http://newsroom.lds.org/desnewsroom/eng/newsͲreleasesͲ
stories/religiousͲfreedom.);�(3)�“Fundamentals�of�Our�
� Constitutions”—Elder�Dallin�H.�Oaks,�Utah’s�Constitution�
Celebration,�Tabernacle,�Salt�Lake�City,�Utah,�September�17,�2010.�
(See�http://Newsroom.lds.org/article/fundamentalsͲofͲourͲ
constitutionsͲelderͲDallinͲhͲoaks.);�(4)�“Transcript�of�Elder�Dallin�H.�
Oaks�Speech�Given�at�Chapman�University�School�of�Law”�on�4�
February�2011.��(See�http://Newsroom.lds.org/article/elder.oaksͲ
religiousͲfreedomͲChapmanͲUniversity.);�“Truth�and�Tolerance,”�
Elder�Dallin�H.�Oaks,�CES�Fireside,September�11,2011.���
�
M.�RUSSELL�BALLARD�(1928Ͳ____).��Born�in�Salt�Lake�City,�Utah;��
member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�1985Ͳ____;�“Religion�in�a�
Free�
Society,”�from�a�talk�given�5�July�1992�at�the�Freedom�Festival�in�
Provo,�Utah.��(See:��Ensign�Oct.�1992;�
http://lds.org/ensign/1992/10/religionͲinͲaͲfreeͲsociety?lang=eng.)�
�
QUENTIN�L.�COOK�(1940Ͳ___).�Born�in�Logan,�Utah;�member�of�
Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�2007Ͳ____;��“The�Restoration��of�
Morality�and�Religious�Freedom,”�BYUͲIdaho�Commencement,�
Friday,�December�16,�2011.��(See�
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http://www.mormonnewsroom.org/article/theͲresstorationͲofͲ
moralityͲandͲreligiousͲfreedom.)�
�
D.TODD�CHRISTOFFERSON�(1945Ͳ____).��Born�in�American�Fork,Utah;�
member�of�Quorum�of�Twelve�Apostles,�2008Ͳ____.��“Law�and�
Becoming,”�Ninth�Annual�J.�Reuben�Clark�Law�Society�Fireside�
Originating�from�the�Conference�Center�Theater,�February�4,�2011.��
(@2011�Intellectual�Reserve,�Inc.��Publication,�distribution�or�
reproduction�for�other�than�incidental,�noncommercial�Church�or�
home�purposes�requires�permission�of�the�Intellectual�Property�
Office�of�the�Church�of�Jesus�Christ�of�Latter�Day�Saints.)�
�
LANCE�B.�WICKMAN�(1940Ͳ____).��Born�in�Seattle,�Washington;�
member�of�Second�Quorum�of�the�Seventy,�1994Ͳ2000,�and�First�
Quorum�of�the�Seventy,�2000Ͳ2010;�currently�emeritus�member�of�
the�Seventy;�General�Counsel�of�the�Church,�1994Ͳ____).��“From�
Plaza�to�Postage�Stamp:�The�Threatened�Demise�of�Religion�in�Public�
Square,”�remarks�to�J.�Reuben�Clark�Law�Society�February�11,�2010.���

�
IX. CONCLUSION:�
�

“Human�rights�know�no�borders.��More�than�fifty�years�after�the�adoption�of�
the�Universal�Declaration�of�Human�Rights,�we�have�only�just�begun�to�
understand�the�true�impact�of�recognizing�the�universality�of�human�rights—
‘human�rights�for�all.’��This�means�that�the�struggle�for�freedom�of�religion�or�
belief�for�every�individual�is�every�government’s�responsibility,”���Thorbjorn�
Jagland,�Norwegian�Minister�of�Foreign�Affairs,�March�2000ͲOctober�2001,�
Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief:��A�Deskbook,�p.�xiii.�

“Within�the�scope�of�the�mandate�on�freedom�of�religion�or�belief,�it�has�been�
noted�for�several�years�that�manifestations�of�intolerance�and�discrimination�
based�on�religion�or�belief�persist�in�countries�that�are�in�various�stages�of�
development�and�that�have�various�political,�social,�and�cultural�systems—despite�
the�multitude�of�established�norms�and�the�diversity�of�mechanisms�in�place�to�
counteract�them,”��Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�ibid.,�Abdelfattah�
Amor,�United�Nations�Special�Rapporteur�on�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�p.�xvi.�
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“The�challenge�of�freedom�of�religion�or�belief�is�as�old�as�history,�yet�as�
current�as�today’s�headlines.��It�occupies�some�of�humankind’s�most�ancient�
narratives:��Cain�slew�Abel�following�a�dispute�about�the�proper�form�of�sacrifice;�
Antigone�buried�Polyneices�in�a�classic�encounter�of�conscience�with�state�power;�
Prince�Siddhartha�Gautama�had�to�turn�from�the�allures�of�his�father’s�court�to�
follow�the�path�of�asceticism�and�ultimately�enlightenment;�early�in�Islamic�
history�exiled�Muslims�fleeing�from�persecution�by�the�Quraysh�tribe�were�given�
freedom�to�practice�their�religion�under�the�protection�of�the�Christian�Emperor�
of�Abyssinia.��But�the�challenge�is�more�general.��It�arises�wherever�differences�of�
fundamental�beliefs�create�tensions�in�families�or�in�communities�which�seems�to�
be�inescapable.�

***����
“Beyond�all�the�tasks�that�demand�action,�there�is�a�need�for�each�generation�

to�rekindle�the�fundamental�vision�of�freedom�of�religion�or�belief.�Sometimes�the�
spark�comes�in�reaction�to�oppression;�sometimes�in�gratitude�for�the�experience�
of�freedom�and�respect;�sometimes�in�the�process�of�defending�rights�that�are�
imperiled.�Whatever�the�source�of�the�spark,�the�resulting�flame�needs�to�be�
sustained�and�facilitated�in�the�countless�ways�suggested�in�this�volume.��If�we�
succeed�in�nurturing�this�flame,�even�in�imperfect�measure,�we�contribute�to�
what�the�American�founder,�James�Madison,�once�called�‘the�luster�of�our�
country.’��He�was�writing�at�a�time�when�the�idea�of�religious�freedom�was�young,�
fragile,�and�very�much�at�risk,�not�only�in�his�own�country,�but�everywhere.��The�
world�has�come�far�in�intervening�centuries,�though�not�far�enough.��Today�the�
challenge�is�to�work�for�this�luster�in�all�our�countries,�and�thereby�to�enhance�the�
luster�of�our�world,”��Facilitating�Freedom�of�Religion�or�Belief,�ibid.,�The�Editors,�
with�Nazila�Ghanea,�pp.�xxvii,�lxxiv.�
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I would be remiss on this occasion if I did not express gratitude for the opportunities I have had during one of the great 
transformative epochs in human history--the decade after the collapse of communism--to visit almost every post-
communist country and to work with leaders in their homelands on implementing the ideals of religious freedom. I am 
grateful beyond measure for blessings that have been given and keys that have been exercised to allow me to participate 
in the high adventure of opening the doors of nations. 

Several years ago a close friend and Church leader gave me a blessing promising that I would be able to invoke the 
witness of the Holy Ghost when I spoke with others about religious freedom. In fulfillment of that blessing, I have seen 
the influence of the Spirit change the hearts and minds and, indeed, the entire outlook of many of the governmental 
leaders with whom I have met, the "gatekeepers" who stand at the doors of nations. I pray that the Spirit will be with me 
again today as I have the chance to bear witness of this great principle among my own people. 

The Doctrine of Religious Freedom 

The title of my address--"The Doctrine of Religious Freedom" --is intended to remind us that religious freedom is not 
merely an important constitutional and human right. l There can be no doubt that it is a "first" freedom.2 But for us it is 
even more: it is a matter of doctrine. Our 11 th article of faith reads: 

We claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God according to the dictates of our own conscience, and allow all men 
the same privilege, let them worship how, where, or what they may. 

Moreover, this is not merely doctrinal for us--it is a core doctrine. Yet, as I will explain, it is a paradoxical doctrine. And 
it is a doctrine of prophecy. 

Religious Freedom Is a Core Doctrine 

That religious freedom is a core doctrine has been reemphasized to my mind by the following remarkable statement from 
Elder Bruce R. McConkie: 

Freedom of worship is one of the basic doctrines of the gospel. 1ndeed, in one manner of speaking it is the most basic of 
all doctrines, even taking precedence over the nature and kind of being that God is, or the atoning sacrifice of the Son of 
God, or the vesting of priesthood and keys and saving power in the one true church. By this we mean that if there were no 
freedom of worship, there would be no God, no redemption, and no salvation in the kingdom of God. 3 

1 



Note two things about this statement. First, Elder McConkie does not say this is the most important doctrine. He said that 
"it is the most basic of all doctrines." It is the most basic because none of the other doctrines could become operative or 
have any meaning or authenticity if we did not have the option to choose them freely. The exercise of this right is in fact 
an attribute of divinity.4 The atoning sacrifice of Christ would be meaningless if we could not avail ourselves of its powe 
to save and exalt through freely chosen acts of faith, repentance, and covenanting. Part of the reason the Messiah is "the 
Lamb slain from the foundation of the world"s is that at the key moment in the premortal existence, He recommended the 
Father's plan of freedom, knowing its cost. He knew the price that He personally WOll ld pay to atone for all our abuses of 
freedom. He also knew that despite His payment of that price, countless numbers of His beloved brothers and sisters--
individuals He loves with a depth and intensity that passes our understanding--would be lost forever because of their own 
decision "to choose captivity and death. ,,6 

This brings me to the second point about Elder McConkie's statement. Note that he did not say that it made no difference 
how we exercise this freedom; to the contrary, everything depends on learning to follow the divine pattern set by the 
Master of worship in every thought and deed and with all our "heart, ... might, mind, and strength.,,7 

The Paradox of Religious Freedom 

Paradoxically, following the pattern set by the Master includes learning to respect the beliefs and choices made by others, 
even while standing firm in witnessing and teaching doctrinal truths. Indeed, following the pattern means standing for the 
rights and freedoms of others, even at the cost of our own lives--and surely also even at the lesser cost of inconvenience 
or discomfort. 

This paradoxical nature of the doctrine of religious freedom needs to be emphasized and understood more deeply. Most 
of our doctrines are teachings that we affirm and agree to follow. In contrast, although religious freedom is basic and 
foundational for the system of gospel truth, it demands that we respect the views of those who adhere to other systems of 
belief. What is paradoxical is that our belief in religious freedom obligates us to tolerate and respect beliefs with which 
we disagree--though it does not require us to accept, endorse, or support them. 

Part of the paradox is explained by the fact, attested by all the modern prophets, that the gospel embraces all truth.8 But 
more is involved in the doctrine of religious freedom than an admonition to accept truth wherever we find it.9 It is a 
recognition of the realities of human dignity and conscience and of the obligation to respect agency at the precious core of 
the human spirit. This doctrine has had great practical meaning for our leaders.lO Just a year before his martyrdom, Joseph 
Smith declared: 

The Saints can testify whether I am willing to lay down my life for my brethren. If it has been demonstrated that I have 
been willing to die for a "Mormon." I am bold to declare before Heaven that I am just as ready to die in defending the 
rights of a Presbyterian, a Baptist, or a good man of any other denomination; for the same principle which would trample 
upon the rights of the Latter-day Saints would trample upon the rights of the Roman Catholics, or of any other 
denomination who may be unpopular and too weak to defend themselves. 

It is a love of liberty which inspires my soul--civil and religious liberty to the whole of the human race. II 

Forgetting the paradox of religious freedom has been a cause of incalculable suffering during human history. Too often, 
groups who have pleaded for tolerance while they were a persecuted minority have turned into persecutors as soon as 
they acquired political power. Joseph Smith was very conscious of this tragic tendency toward unrighteous dominion and 
repudiated it. I We as members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints should not be guilty of insensitivity in 
this area. Having so often suffered from religious intolerance in the past, we should go the extra mile in assuring that 
others are not exposed to similar pain. 13 What those who forget this paradox do not understand is that the mere possession 
of truth does not carry with it a right to impose that truth on others. God possesses all truth, yet He has left us our 
freedom. 

In the end, the paradox of religious freedom is linked to many of the deepest truths of the gospel, which share a similar 
paradoxical structure. "Whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it.,,14 "I, the Lord, will forgive whom I will 
forgive, but of you it is required to forgive all men.,,15 What ultimately lies behind this paradox is the second great 
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commandment: "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.,,16 Love lies at the heart of the paradox and at the core of 
religious freedom. 

Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use 
you, and persecute you; 

That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, 
and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. 17 

Stated differently, what makes the doctrine of religious freedom paradoxical is that the right to enjoy religious freedom 
for ourselves carries with it a reciprocal obligation to respect the religious freedom of others. In the words of the Golden 
Rule, Do unto others as you would have them do unto yoU.18 Or as the Lord said at the Last Supper, "As I have loved you, 
... love one another.,,19 

Religious Freedom and Prophecy 

Religious freedom is not only a matter of doctrine; it is a focus of prophecy. You are all familiar with the great 
description of the last days found in Isaiah 2: 

And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the top of the 
mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it. 

And many people shall go and say, Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of 
Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word 
of the Lord from Jerusalem . ... 

o house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk in the light of the Lord. 20 

For me, Isaiah's great vision of the last days has taken on greater meaning ever since I read a commentary on this passage 
by President Harold B. Lee,21 in which he pointed to an interpretation of the phrase "out of Zion shall go forth the law" 
that is found in the dedicatory prayer of the Idaho Falls Temple. The relevant portion of that prayer reads as follows: 

We pray that kings and rulers and the peoples of all nations under heaven may be persuaded of the blessings enjoyed by 
the people of this land [the United States] by reason of their freedom under thy guidance and be constrained to adopt 
similar governmental systems, thus to fulfil the ancient prophecy of Isaiah that "out of Zion shall go forth the law and the 
word of the Lord from Jerusalem ... 22 

The Idaho Falls Temple was dedicated on September 23, 1945, immediately following the end of World War II. With 
that in mind, it is worth reflecting on developments that have occurred since 1945 that bear on the fulfillment of this 
prophecy. 

First, virtually all currently enforceable international human rights treaties have been adopted since 1945. Moreover, the 
entire approach to international human rights law has changed. It is now taken for granted that it is legitimate for one 
sovereign nation to be concerned about the human rights practices of other nations?3 

At the national level, with only a handful of exceptions, all the countries on earth have adopted their current constitutions 
since 1945.24 In short, we are witnessing a remarkable historical process in the field of international law and comparative 
constitutional law that is the subject of prophecy. This to my mind is one of the many ways that we see the tracings of the 
Spirit of Christ in history. 

The Significance of Religious Freedom for Church Growth 

Let me now give you a graphic sense for the implications that global religious freedom has for the growth of The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Look first at a map of the globe that attempts to plot the status of religious freedom 
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around the world. [A map was shown to the audience.] The information in this map is based primarily on the latest annual 
report on religious freedom provided by the U.S. State Department,25 The countries shown in gray are countries that have 
either no constitutional protection of religious freedom or that do not respect this ideal in practice. Some states protect 
religious freedom to some extent but have significant qualifications that make it difficult to found a new religious 
community in the country. Restrictions on proselyting are particularly problematic. As the map shows, most of the world 
now has normal-to-strong protection of religious freedom. No country has a perfect record, but the situation is markedly 
better than it was even 10 years ago. 

Now look at the map showing the presence of the Church of Jesus Christ worldwide. [A second map was shown.] Darker 
gray shows the countries where the Church has not yet achieved formal recognition. As you can see, this band of the 
world includes China and most Islamic nations. Not surprisingly, since the Church always follows the policy of going "in 
the front door" and entering a country only when it is legal for it to do SO,26 there is a high correlation between low 
religious freedom and lack of formal presence of the Church of Jesus Christ. 

The third map shows that religious freedom also has considerable significance for general patterns of Church growth. 
[Another map was shown.] One of the things that is striking from the map is that concentrations are higher in what the 
scriptures refer to as the "promised land" of the Americas and certain "islands of the sea." Second, one is beginning to see 
the impact of growth in parts of Africa and the former socialist bloc, where we lacked significant presence until recently. 
Finally, what the map shows is that Church population remains very thin virtually everywhere. Aside from the United 
Kingdom, Portugal, and South Korea, there are no countries in these three vast continents of Europe, Africa, or Asia that 
have as much as one Latter-day Saint per 1,000 in its population. Even in the Americas population exceeds 3 percent only 
in Chile. Utah remains the only place where the Church is in the majority. The point is that we remain a tiny minority 
virtually everywhere--so religious freedom protections continue to be of tremendous significance to the Church and its 
members. 

Global Challenges to Implementing Religions Freedom 

With this background, let me turn now to some of the challenges to implementing religious freedom. We live in a 
world that is peopled with an odd mixture of Sherems2 and Korihors.28 Sherem, as you remember, is the Book of 
Mormon figure who criticized prophets and revelations concerning Christ on the basis of fundamentalist or supposedly 
"orthodox" interpretations of religious texts. At the other pole stands Korihor, the secular anti-Christ who prefigured in 
his thought the great masters of suspicion of the 19th and 20th centuries--Darwin, Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud. 

Both secularism and fundamentalism or orthodoxy in other traditions can pose profound problems for religious freedom. 
Further problems emanate from nationalism, ethnicity, and efforts to exploit these for the retention of political power. The 
arrest of Slobodan Milosevic this past weekend reminds us of the terrible ways a power-hungry leader can use these 
forces, often manipulating religion in the process to cause terrible devastation.29 Finally, fears associated with 
stereotypical images of "dangerous sects"--often fanned by virulent anticult forces30--are leading to infringements of 
religious freedom both in areas of Western Europe and in many other parts of the world. 

The Church has outgrown the "dangerous sect" label, but just barely, and we are constantly at risk that overbroad 
reactions to supposedly "dangerous" religions will create problems for us as well. Even if this were not the case, however, 
our own experience with religious persecution should encourage us to stand firm for the rights of the currently less 
fortunate groups. 

Time is limited, but let me give a few concrete examples of how religious freedom is protected in practice. 

Technical Legal Assistance 

A year ago in January I stopped for three days in Romania because I had a few extra days between two other conferences 
in Europe. I was aware that very problematic legislation was pending that, among other things, would have made it 
virtually impossible for the Church of Jesus Christ and many other religious groups to find places of worship in that 
country. On the first day of my visit I stopped in to see the head of religious affairs, who I had met at a conference a few 
months earlier. By coincidence, or something more, I was in his office when he received a call indicating that the ruling 
coalition in Romania would consider whether to withdraw the proposed law from Parliament three days later. Armed with 
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that alert, it was possible to help mobilize response from many groups and government leaders both within and outside of 
Romania, with the result that the legislation was withdrawn. With a kind of clarity that is seldom so clear-cut, I knew that 
my three days in Romania had beeu blessed, and blessed with success. 

More typical of efforts working on legislation has been the experience of the past few weeks working on legislation in 
Kazakhstan and through the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Through this 
international organization I have been privileged to help provide technical advice to these central Asian republics as they 
grapple with the difficult problem of dealing with Muslim extremists coming into their countries from other parts of the 
Muslim world. Their initial reaction has been to clamp down on any transborder activity, restrict missionary work, and 
make it more difficult for religious groups to be registered so that they can operate legally in the country. OSCE efforts 
will help contribute to better laws for these countries and may help set patterns that can be utilized elsewhere in the 
Muslim world. 

The Influence of Academic Conferences and Consultations 

Academic conferences provide an important setting for contributing to religious freedom. Let me describe a few incidents 
that have grown out of this type of activity. Each fall for the past several years we have held an international conference 
at B YU dealing with religious freedom. The minister of justice from Peru attended one of these two or three years ago. At 
the time the Church had just learned that it had exhausted missionary quotas for the year in Peru. A Church official 
working with visas mentioned this to the minister of justice during a break at the conference. He was quite surprised that 
such a quota existed at all and indicated he would check into the matter when he returned home. Within a few weeks 
there were no more missionary quotas in Peru. 

The people who come to BYU for our annual conference are often deeply moved by what they experience here. One of 
my favorite statements comes from another friend who is currently the head of religious affairs in Albania. He had the 
opportunity last fall, the day before our academic conference started, to attend the Sunday morning session of general 
conference in the new Conference Center. Some of you who stood in lines to get into conference this past weekend can 
appreciate what he saw. This is what he said about the experience: 

I have been in [my position as head of religious affairs] for a year, and I have seen a lot. But now I am totally convinced 
that religion should be an essential part of people's lives. In my country, people line up for bread; today I saw thousands 
of your people standing in line . .. to worship. 

This kind of impression changes perspectives on the importance of religious freedom. I returned a month ago from a 
conference that same man had organized in Albania aimed at pointing the way toward a good law on religious 
associations that can bless the lives of people in that poor and struggling country for years to come. These stories indicate 
only a few of the many approaches that can help promote religious freedom. 

Implications 

In the end, what ultimately carries the day is that religious freedom is a trne principle. It is a principle of justice. The just 
and honorable people of this earth recognize its validity. A nation that fails to respect it cannot claim to be just. We must 
do all in our power to make it a common heritage of all mankind. As the maps shown earlier suggest, the gospel 
flourishes best under conditions of liberty. God Himself respects this principle. Were it otherwise, He would not be just. 
His kingdom must be freely chosen. It will not be imposed on anyone anymore than worship in the temple is imposed on 
nonbelievers. The celestial kingdom is, among other things, a type of worship that will be imposed only on those who 
have chosen it. But choosing the Lord's kingdom has implications; you cannot arrive in Zion without having chosen to get 
there. You cannot ascend the mountain of the Lord's house without leaving other things behind. Part of the paradox of 
freedom is that the Lord allows people not to return to Him. Allowing freedom reflects the nature of a just God, but it 
cannot compromise divine truth. Just as mercy cannot rob justice, so justice cannot rob truth. 

With this in mind, let me conclude by saying a few things about what the doctrine of religious freedom should mean for 
each of us. I am convinced that many in your generation will have opportunities to make important contributions to the 
cause of religious freedom. a law student, and Jiilizabeth.Clark, the associate director of the BYU 
International Center for Law and Religion Studies, each played crucial roles in a recent visit to France to help oppose 
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problematic anticuIt legislation there. Hannah's husband, John, also a law student, is helping to organize a conference on 
religious freedom in Ukraine. Others could be mentioned. In time there will be more and more such individuals with 
knowledge, and contacts who will be able to help monitor religious freedom developments 
worldwide and provide assistance and positive contributions when called upon to do so. 

Another young Latter-day Saint lawyer played a crucial role last year in helping to set up a conference on religious 
freedom with the constitutional court of His work had taken him to Azerbaijan at the time. He recognized the 
opportunity and checked with appropriate authorities. A way was found to organize the conference. I want to underscore 
the fact that this brother checked with appropriate authorities. Matters of religious freedom often raise a variety of 
sensitive issues, and it is important before working on these matters to follow the guidance of those holding the keys for 
the work. There are a number of unfortunate incidents in Church history where well-intended Church members exerted 
"zeal without knowledge," and set Church progress back by years. 

The story of the founding of the Church in Kazakhstan suggests another role that some adventurous Church families will 
play. About three years ago a major law firm approached the Law School looking for a business lawyer willing to go to 
its office in Almaty, Kazakhstan. One of our graduates who had been in practice for several years responded. He and his 
family have now been in Kazakhstan about three years. Two other expatriate families have moved in. As recently 
reported in the Churr:hNews;31 the Church is now organized in Kazakhstan. These founding families are praying for 
someone to come with greater fluency in Russian, or with other gifts, so that they can teach and train new Church 
members more effectively. 

During conference over the past weekend, you heard several talks about the need for couples. Let me tell you a secret. 
You don't have to wait until you are 65. I have been convinced as long as I have been teaching at the Law School that one 
of the great waves of missionary work we will see in our lifetime is that performed by families who, like Ammon, decide 
to go out to the frontiers of the kingdom, dedicated to serving those they find there and hoping to build the kingdom in 
these locations. This activity will not be for everyone, and there is much to be done on the home front. 32 But some'of you 
will feel this call and will see unparalleled growth in the Church as a result of your faithfulness and witness. 

Consider one other example that suggests another kind of role we all can play. I have a nonmember friend who has playe 
a very important role in a country sensitive enough that I will not name it. He tells me that over the past few years, 
through a chain of coincidences, he has found himself being befriended by Church members at almost every tum. When 
he first came to the U.S., the librarian at his university was a Latter-day Saint who helped him immeasurably. Later he 
studied at another university, where he met additional Latter-day Saints. 1 heard of him through yet another organization 
and invited him to our BYU conference. He has subsequently met some Church members in his own country. He was 
ultimately retained to help secure legal recognition for the Church. In connection with rendering this service, he was 
asked what he would charge. The lawyer who asked him told me that at the time he was silent for several minutes. Then 
he said, "I reaIly don't know what to do. 1 have been benefited so much by friends in your Church that I don't know 
whether I should charge at all." In the end he was persuaded to take some compensation, but I'm sure it was much less 
than his help was worth. 

This leads me to a final set of comments about how we should implement the doctrine of religious freedom in our lives. 
Most of you will not in fact be engaged in legal defense of religious freedom in various parts of the world. For you, what 
will be most important is the paradoxical part of this doctrine--not the part that underlies all our doctrine and protects our 
rights to worship but the reciprocal part in which you show tolerance and respect and love for others. 

A few years ago, precisely as much of my work in Eastern Europe was heating up, I became involved in an effort to 
revise provisions of the Utah Constitution dealing with religious freedom. 33 During the political process I had numerous 
opportunities to speak around the state. Two things concerned me. First was the number of ehttrehrnembers who felt it 
was part of their duty as Church members to impose their views on other members of our community. Too many of them, 
it seemed to me, had forgotten the vital lesson at the core of the paradox of the doctrine of religious freedom: the mere 
possession of truth does not carry with it a right to impose that truth on others. Second, I heard countless nonmember 
parents talking about pain their children had suffered because of either intentional or more often unintentional exclusion 
of their children in our communities. 
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I believe that President Hinckley has also sensed their concerns. I don't know if you have paid attention to this, but in 
virtually every conference for the past few years he has emphasized the importance of being tolerant, of being civil, and 
of being good neighbors. I cannot repeat his numerous statements on this theme.34 I can only say that he has been an 
exemplary advocate of religious freedom. I was immeasurably proud when he greeted the arrival of the Southern Baptist 
Convention and its plans to "evangelize the Mormons" with counsel that we should be as courteous to them as we would 
hope others would be to our missionaries. Again and again he has reminded us of our obligation to be true to the hard 
side of religious freedom: respecting the beliefs of others. 

Let me conclude with a statement that some of you here may have heard President Hinckley give at his devotional on 
November 4, 1997. In that address he stated: 

I hope that [Brigham Young University] will give to you a great sense of tolerance and respect for others not of your 
faith. The true gospel of Jesus Christ never led to bigotry. It never led to self-righteousness. It never led to arrogance. 
The true gospel of Jesus Christ leads to brotherhood, to friendship, to appreciation of others, to respect and kindness and 
love. 36 

After teaching this principle he told a remarkable story. He had been visited the week before by Shimon Peres, a former 
prime minister of Israel and one of the elder statesmen of the world. Mr. Peres told him the following story about a 
Jewish rabbi, which appropriately enough had been told to the prime minister by a Muslim. President Hinckley recounted 
the story as follows: 

A Jewish rabbi . .. was conversing with two of his friends. The rabbi asked one of the men, "How do you know when the 
night is over and the day has begun?" 

His friend replied, "When you look into the distance and can distinguish a sheep from a goat, then you know the night is 
over and the day has begun. " 

The second was asked the same question. He replied, "When you look into the distance and can distinguish an olive tree 
from a fig tree, that is how you know. " 

They then asked the rabbi how he could tell when the night is over and the day has begun. He thought for a time and then 
said, "When you look into the distance and see the face of a woman and you can say, 'She is my sister. / And when you 
look into the distance and see the face of a man and can say, 'He is my brother. / Then you will know the light has come. ,,37 

I am reminded of the first line of a hymn by my great-grandfather, Thomas Durham: "Stars of morning, shout for joy; 
Sing redemption's mystery ... 38 

The morning is coming. You are the stars of morning. Weare the stars of morning. We are witnessing the Church coming 
"forth out of obscurity and out of darkness. ,,39 Part of "redemption's mystery" is our paradoxical--and yet ultimately not 
paradoxical--obligation to respect and love and protect the rights of others not of our faith. 

May we sing this mystery well. May we be true children of our Father in Heaven, never forgetting--and never forgetting 
to live--the song learned in Primary: "As I have loved you, Love one another. ,,40 In the name of Jesus Christ, amen. 

Notes 

L Religious liberty is protected by a vast array of constitutions, treaties, and other international human rights instruments. 
See, e.g., U.S. Constitution, amendment 1; Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted and proclaimed by U.N. 
General Assembly Resolution 217 A (III) (1948), art. 18; International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted 
and opened for signature by U.N. General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) (1966), art. 18. 

2. See Franklin Delano Roosevelt, "The Four Freedoms," address to 77th Congress, 6 January 1941; available online at 
<http://www .libertynet. org! -edci vic/fdr .html>. 
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3. Bruce R. McConkie, A New Witnessfor the Articles of Faith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1985), 
added. 

emphasis 

4. The members of the Godhead Themselves worship each other freely as a natural, yet free response to the glory of The 
beings. For example, the Father can be seen as worshiping the Son--not a worship of subordination, but surely worship in 
the sense of love and respect--when He declared, "This is my beloved Son." See 2 Peter I: 17: "For he received from God 
the Father honour and glory, when there came such a voice to him from the excellent glory, This is my beloved Son, in 
whom I am well pleased." The members of the Godhead bear witness of each other. See 3 Nephi 11 :32: "I bear record of 
the Father, and the Father beareth record of me, and the Holy Ghost beareth record of the Father and me. n 

If C. S. Lewis is correct in pointing out that praise is a natural and willing response to "the worthiest object of all," then it 
is reasonable to assume that an attitude of worship and praise characterizes the reciprocal relations of members of the 
Godhead (Reflections on the Psalms [New York: Harcourt, Brace and W arid, 1958], 96). As Lewis says, "All enjoyment 
spontaneously overflows into praise .... I think we delight to praise what we enjoy because the praise not merely 
expresses but completes the enjoyment; it is its appointed consummation" (Reflections, 94,95; see also entire chapter, "A 
Word About Praising," 90-98). 

5. Revelation 13:8. 

6.2 Nephi 2:27. 

7. D&C 59:5. 

8. There are countless statements supporting this proposition. Only a few of the more notable ones are listed here. Joseph 
Smith wrote: 

The first and fundamental principle of our holy religion is, that we believe that we have a right to embrace all, and every 
item of truth, without limitation or without being circumscribed or prohibited by the creeds or superstitious notions of 
men. [Letter to Isaac Galland, written from Liberty Jail, 22 March 1839, in Dean C. Jessee, compo and ed., 171e Personal 
Writings of Joseph Smith (SaIt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1984),420] 

Brigham Young taught: 

"Mormonism," so-called, embraces every principle pertaining to life and salvation, for time and eternity. No matter who 
has it. If the infidel has got truth it belongs to "Mormonism." The truth and sound doctrine possessed by the sectarian 
world, and they have a great deal, all belong to this church . ... There is no truth but what belongs to the gospel. [JD 
11 :375J 

[want to say to my friends that we believe in all good. If you can find a truth in heaven, earth or hell, it belongs to our 
doctrine. We believe it; it is ours; we claim it. [JD 13:335] 

Further, he stated: 

For me, the plan of salvation must . .. circumscribe the knowledge that is upon the face of the earth, or it is not from 
God. Such a plan incorporates every system of true doctrine on the earth, whether it be ecclesiastical, moral, 
philosophical, or civil: it incorporates all good laws that have been made from the days of Adam until now; it swallows 
up the laws of nations, for it exceeds them all in knowledge and purity; it circumscribes the doctrines of the day, and 
takes from the right and the left, and brings all truth together in one system, and leaves the chaff to be scattered hither 
and thither. [JD 7:148] 

A wonderful passage from John Taylor is worth quoting at length: 

We wish to comprehend and embrace all truth and seekfor and obtain everything that is calculated to exalt, ennoble anu 
dignify the human family; and wherever we find truth, no matter where, or from what source it may come, it becomes part 
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and parcel of our religious creed, if you please, or our political creed, or our moral creed, or our philosophy, as the case 
may be, or whatever you may please to term it. 

We are open for the reception of all truth, of whatever nature it may be, and are desirous to obtain and possess it, 
to search after it as we would for hidden treasures; and to use all tbe knowledge God gives to us to possess 
ourselves of all the intelligence that he has given to others; and to ask at his hands to reveal nnto us his will, in 
regard to things that are the best calculated to promote the happiness and well-being of human society. If there are 
any good principles, any moral philosophy that we have not yet attained to we are desirous to learn them. If there is 
anything in the scientific world that we do not yet comprehend we desire to become acquainted with it. If there is any 
branch of philosophy calculated to promote the well-being of humanity, that we have not yet grasped, we wish to possess 
ourselves of it. If there is anything pertaining to the rule and government of nations, or politics . .. that we are not 
acquainted with, we desire to possess it. If there are any religious ideas, any theological truths, any principles pertaining 
to God, that we have not learned, we ask mankind, and we pray God, our heavenly Father, to enlighten our minds that we 
may comprehend, realize, embrace and live up to them as part of our religious faith. Thus our ideas and thoughts 
would extend as far as the wide world spreads, embracing everything pertaining to light, life, or existence 
pertaining to this world or the world that is to come. [John Taylor, JD 14:337; emphasis addedJ 

Wilford Woodruff stated, "If any man has got a truth that we have not got, let us have it. Truth is what we are after. ... If 
we have not the truth, that is what we are after, we want it" (JD 17:194). 

Joseph F. Smith proclaimed: 

We believe in all truth, no matter to what subject it may refer. No sect or religious denomination in the world possesses a 
single principle of truth that we do not accept or that we will reject. We are willing to receive all truth, from whatever 
source it may come; for truth will stand, truth will endure. [GD, 1] 

Coming down to the present, President Howard W. Hunter stated: 

As members of the Church of Jesus Christ, we seek to bring all truth together. We seek to enlarge the circle of love and 
understanding among all the people of the earth. Thus we strive to establish peace and happiness, not only within 
Christianity but among all mankind. ["The Gospel--A Global Faith," Ensign, November 1991, 18) 

Note the interesting linkage here between the notion of embracing all truth and enlarging the circle of love and 
understanding. 

Finally, President Gordon B. Hinckley has restated the theme as follows: 

I love to learn. I relish any opportunity to acquire knowledge. Indeed, I believe in and have vigorously supported, 
throughout my life, the pursuit of education-:for myself and for others . ... 

The learning process is endless. We must read, we must observe, we must assimilate, and we must ponder that to which 
we expose our minds. I believe in the evolution of the mind, the heart, and the soul of humanity. I believe in improvement. 
I believe in growth . ... 

. . . It therefore behooves us, and is our charge, to grow constantly toward eternity in what must be a ceaseless quest for 
truth. And as we searchfor truth, let us lookfor the good, the beautiful, and the positive. [Standing for Something (New 
York: Times Books, 2000), 59, 62, 64J 

9. Clearly that is part of our obligation, but it is not all. The light of Christ "lighteth every man that cometh into the 
world" (John 1:9; D&C 93:2), and we should be responsive to that light wherever it shines. In seeking wisdom "out of the 
best books" (D&C 88: 118), my experience has been that although others may not have the fullness of the gospel with the 
authority and keys that have come with the Restoration, they often understand those portions that they have been given in 
greater depth. We can benefit immensely from their knowledge. For example, a modem physicist may not understand the 
fullness of the gospel, but as to the truths of the fundamental structure of matter, he no doubt knows more than most of us, 
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and to the extent his knowle-dge corresponds to reality, he has knowledge of truths that are embraced by our religion. The 
same is true in other domains of knowledge. In this regard it is worth remembering Brigham Young's statement: 

Our religion measures, weighs, and circumscribes all the wisdom in the world--all that God has ever revealed to man. 
God has revealed all the truth that is now in the possession of the world, whether it be scientific or religious. [JD 8: 162] 

10. When Nauvoo was founded, the Prophet Joseph Smith stated that he designed its charter "for the salvation of the 
Church, and on principles so broad, that every honest man might dwell secure under its protective influence without 
distinction of sect or party" (HC 4:249; emphasis added), In this same spirit, the city council of Nauvoo passed one of the 
early crime" ordinances in American history. Section 1 of the ordinance read as follows: 

Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Nauvoo, that the Catholics, Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, Latter-
day Saints, Quakers, EpiscopaL'), Universalists, Unitarians, Mohammedans, and all other religious sects and 
denominations whatever, shall have free toleration, and equal privileges, in this city; and should any person be guilty of 
ridiculing, and abusing or otherwise depreciating another in consequence of his religion, or of disturbing or interrupting 
any religious meeting within the limits of this city, he shall, on conviction thereof before the Mayor or Municipal Court, 
be considered a disturber of the public peace, and fined in any sum not exceeding five hundred dollars, or imprisoned not 
exceeding six months, or both, at the discretion of said Mayor or Court. [HC 4:306] 

Significantly, Brigham Young clearly taught that even during the Millennium there will be just and honorable people of 
other faiths who will be protected in their rights to freedom of religion (see JD 2:309). 

11. HC 5:498. 

12. See D&C 121:37. For an example of Joseph Smith's critical view of the tendency of the persecuted to assume the role 
of oppressors, see his comments on intolerance in Massachusetts (HC 2:464-65). 

13. For an excellent discussion of this principle, see John K. Carmack, Tolerance: Principles, Practices, Obstacles, 
Limits (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1993). 

14. Matthew 16:25; see also 10:39; Mark 8:35; Luke 9:24; 17:33. 

15. D&C 64: 10. 

16. Matthew 22:39. 

17. Matthew 5:44-45. 

18. See Matthew 7: 12: "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them: for 
this is the law and the prophets." A version of this great teaching of the Master is found in virtually every major religious 
tradition. See, e.g., The Analects of Confucius 15:23 ("What you do not want done to yourself, do not do to others"--
Confucianism); Mahabharata 5:1517 ("This is the sum of duty: do naught unto others which would cause you pain if 
done to you"--Hinduism); Talmud, Shabbat 31a ("What is hateful to you, do not do to your fellow man"--Judaism); 
Udanavarga 5: 18 ("Hurt not others in ways that you yourself would find hurtful"--Buddhism); Dadistan-i Dinik 94:5 
("That nature only is good when it shall not do unto another whatever is not good for its own self' --Zoroastrianism); 
Forty Hadith of an-Nawawi 13 ("Not one of you is a believer until he loves for his brother what he loves for himself'--
Islamism); Tablets of Bahd'u'lldh 71 :26 ("Blessed is he who preferreth his brother before himself" --Bahaism); 
Sutrakritanga 1.11.33 ("A man should wander about treating all creatures as he himself would be treated"--Jainism); 
Guru Arjan Dev 259, Guru Granth Sahib ("Don't create enmity with anyone as God is within everyone"--Sikhism). 

19. John 13:34. 

20. Isaiah 2:2-5; emphasis added. 
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21. Harold B. Lee, "The Way to Eternal Life," Ensign, November 1971, 15; quoted in Jay M. Todd, "A Standard of 
Freedom for This Dispensation," Ensign, September 1987, 16. 

22. George Albert Smith, "Dedicatory Prayer for the Idaho Falls Temple," Improvement Era, October 1945, 564; quoted 
by Harold B. Lee in Todd, "A Standard," 16; emphasis added. 

23. See Henry 1. Steiner and Philip Alston, International Human Rights in Context: Law, Politics, Morals (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1996), 148-65. Moreover, a number of regional international treaties have been adopted. Most notable 
of these is the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The European 
Court of Human Rights, which monitors compliance with this convention, is now the most significant constitutional court 
in the world. It has approximately 800,000,000 people within its jurisdiction, including all the former socialist bloc 
countries with the exception of those in Central Asia, and its pronouncements on human rights issues are now given effect 
throughout this vast region. See P. van Dijk and G. J. H. van Hoof, Theory and Practice of the European Convention on 
Human Rights, 3rd ed. (The Hague: Kluwer Law, 1998), 1-2,31-36; see also 
<http://press.coe. intipress2/press.asp?B=30,0,0,0,0&M=http://press.coe.inticp1200 1I226a(200 1 ).htm> (Council of Europe 
press release). For a brief overview of the current status of the court, see <http://www.echr.coe.intIBilingualDocumentsi 
infodoc.stats(2001).bil.htm>. 

24. To the best of my knowledge, the only exceptions are the following 10 countries, which adopted their constitutions 
prior to World War II: the United States in 1788, Norway in 1814, Liberia in 1847, Luxembourg in 1868, Switzerland in 
1874, Tonga in 1875, Australia in 1901, Liechtenstein in 1921, Lebanon in 1926, and Ireland in 1937. The only other 
exceptions are the United Kingdom, Bhutan, Israel, and Libya, which do not have written constitutions. 

25. U.S. State Department, 2000 Annual Report on International Religious Freedom (5 September 2000) (available 
online at <http://www.state.gov/www/ 
global/human_rightslirf/irLrptiirLindex.html». The differentiation between "normal" and "strong" protection is 
subjective, based on personal perceptions and interactions with comparative constitutional law experts. 

26. "Wherever we go, we go in the front door. Our representatives honor the laws of the nations to which they go and 
teach the people to be good citizens" ("President Hinckley Addresses World Affairs Council," Ensign, August 1999, 75). 
Similar statements have been regularly made by other Church leaders as well. See, e.g., Spencer W. Kimball, quoted in 
Martin B. Hickman, David Matthew Kennedy: Banker, Statesman, Churchman (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1987), 
342; also see Dallin H. Oaks and Lance B. Wickman, "The Missionary Work of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints," in John Witte, Jr., and Richard C. Martin, eds., Sharing the Book: Religious Perspectives on the Rights and 
Wrongs of Proselytism (Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 1999),270. 

27. Jacob 7. 

28. Alma 30. 

29. See "Siege Ends as Milosevic Surrenders," Deseret News, 1 April 2001, AI. 

30. W. Cole Durham, Jr., "The United States' Experience with New Religious Movements," European Journalfor 
Church and State Research (1998), 5:215; see also <http://www.cesnur.org>. 

31. "Kazakhstan Recognizes Church," Church News, 17 February 2001,5. 

32. See Bruce D. Porter, "Building the Kingdom" Ensign, May 2001,80-81. Elder Porter provided a vital reminder that 
although 

sometimes, perhaps, we may be inclined to see the building of the kingdom as something that takes place beyond the 
horizon, far away from our own branch or ward. In truth, the Church advances both by outward expansion and by 
inward refinement . ... 
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We do not have to be called to serve far from home, nor do It}e have to hold a prominent place in the Church or in the 
world to build up the Lord's kingdom. [Porter, "Building the Kingdom," 80] 

33. Because of what I regard as one of the decisions in the history of our state supreme court, Society of 
Separationists v. Whitehead, it ultimately became unnecessary to pursue the constitutional amendment in question (870 
P.2d 916 [Utah 1993]). 

34. See, e.g., Gordon B. Hinckley, "A Time of New Beginnings," Ensign, May 2000, "The Work Moves 
Forward," Ensign, May 1999, and "We Bear Witness of Him," Ensign, May 1998,4-6. One statement that seemed 
particularly impressive to me is the following: 

In many communities where our people are in the majority, accusations are heard that we are intolerant, that we display 
an attitude of self-righteousness, and that we are uncooperative in advancing causes which are for the common good . ... 
It has been reported that some parents, out of a desire to protect their children, have told them that they should not 
associate in school with those not of their faith. 

It seems anomalous that some would keep their sons and daughters from so doing while they are in the elementary 
schools, and yet make great sacrifice when they grow older to send them into the mission field. 

Let us not forget that we believe in being benevolent and in doing good to all men. I am convinced that we can teach our 
children effectively enough that we need not fear that they will lose their faith while being friendly and considerate with 
those who do not subscribe to the doctrine of this Church. Let us reach out to those in our community who are not of our 
faith. Let us be good neighbors, kind and generous and gracious. Let us be involved in good community causes. There 
may be situations, there will be situations, where, with serious moral issues involved, we cannot bend on matters of 
principle. But in such instances we can politely disagree without being disagreeable. We can acknowledge the sincerity of 
those whose positions we cannot accept. We can speak of principles rather than personalities. In those causes which 
enhance the environment of the community, and which are designed for the blessing of all of its citizens, let us step 
forward and be helpful. An attitude of self-righteousness is unbecoming a Latter-day Saint. [TGBH, 661-62] 

35. See, e.g., "We Are a Biblical Church, Atlanta Members Told,'" Church News, 23 May 1998,5, quoting President 
Gordon B. Hinckley as saying: 

I don't know how many will be there [at the Southern Baptist Convention]. I have heard everything from 12,000 to 
18,000. I hope there are 20,000 of them. I hope they have a wondeiful time. I hope that our people are hospitable toward 
them and will reach out the hand of fellowship and show love for them. 

36. Gordon B. Hinckley, "The BYU Experience," BYU 1997-98 Speeches (Provo: BYU, 1998),63. 

37. Hinckley, "BYU Experience," 64. 

38. "Stars of Morning, Shout for Joy," Hymns, 1948, no. 164. 

39. D&C 1:30. 

40. "Love One Another," Hymns, 1985, no. 308. I am indebted to Elder Bruce D. Porter for highlighting this image to 
beautifully teach this concept in his recent general conference address. See Porter, "Building the Kingdom," 80. 
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Erosion of Religious Freedom: Impact on Churches 
Michael K. Young, president and chancellor, University of Utah 
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I read something in the paper not too long ago that was looking at 
trend data for what people are doing \I;th respect to churches in the 

U.S.: what they believe and how they feel. The conclusion of the article 
essentiallv was that within a couple of generations we will very likely 
have no churches in America. You can imagine that W,LS a very startliIlg 
realizatioIl, and there \\',lS some re;l,on they were identifying that. 

The first ohservation was not that young people were essentiaUy 
unspiritual or uninterested in spiritual things or things that relate 
to the spirit but just the opposite-young people were interested in 
spiritual mallers but not interested in organized religion. This fact is 
already reHeeted ill a very significant decline in the participatioll of 
young pcoille in organized religion. As the article described this trcnd, 
they were spiritual but "lIl1-chlirchcd." 

The second observation made was the spiritual path being pur-
sued by young Americans was more like meditation; they are not look-
ing to religion for ultimate truths but lVere seeking truths that were 
true to them. Their conclusions: your truth is tine, my truth is finc. 
and his truth is fine. Everyone's truth may be different, but they are all 
equally acceptahle. This has created a very Significant movement away 
from organized religions-particularly religions that seemed to have 
some foundational set of beliefs that are unalterahle. And, looking at 
these trcnds, the likelihood is Americans arc moving in directions that 
would ultimately undermine the stability, the presence, and the need 
for churches. That is really unsettling. 

I think most of you are familiar with Elder Oaks and the wonder-
ful talk he gave at BYl!-ldaho. One of the things he said lVas a writer 
for the Christian Science Monitor had predicted the coming century 
will be "very secular and religiously antagonistic," with "intolerance 
of Christianity Irising] to levels many of us have not believed possihle 
in our lifetimes.'" So, those sets of concerns, coupled Ivith an oppor-
tunity through a Church assignmcnt I had, have turned my interest to 
the United States. 

Why Focus ou the U.S.? 
I would like to talk ahout the U.S. today for a number of reasons. 

First of all, the U.S. is just as important as any other country in the 
world. I have talked for many years about the importance of religious 
liberties to people and how foundationally important it is as they ,Lsk 
these important questions in their life: Who am I? Where am I from? 
Why am I here? Jlow should I behave? What should 1 teach my chil-
dren? lIow should I treat my fellow man? Where do I go? Those are 
the kinds of really important questions that motivate literally billions 
of people around the world, but they motivate and engage Americans 
every bit as much. 

I1istorically, when I was serving on the U.S. Commission on In-
ternational Religious Freedom, we were otien asked: "Well why are 
you not looking at the U.S.?" Part of the reason W,LS that in an era of 
limited resources and lime, you looked at the most horrific ahuses, 
and we did not have those in the United States. In the U.S., we were not 
arresting people and torturing and killing people for their religious 
beliefs. We were not discriminating generally speaking against them 
in terms of johs and other sorts of things. And so there no reason 
to look there. 

As time has gone along, what is happening in the U.S. has begun 
to interest me for many reasons. This is the heart of our Church. This 

is where the headquarters of the Church is located. We need that view 
in America to see the Church develop and progress in the way it can 
serve not only the members here but indeed the members worldwide. 

It is as imp0l1ant to Americans ;LS it is anybody else. But I think, 
importantly, it is also a profound foundational right. A new hook was 
reccntly published that docs some stalistical \\'ork suggesting the re-
lationship between religious liberties and other, not only civil rights, 
but economic development, income disparities, rights for men and 
women, economic rigills, lack of conthct,' All of those things are 
highly correlated ill statistically significalll ways with the presence 
of freedom of religion in a country. It hecomes important in that 
regard and with things like the gross domestic product, employment 
rights, and so forth. 

From my perspective, one of the things I learned serving on the 
U.S. comlllission is that at the end of the day no country is likely to 
have more religious liberties than the U.S. docs. We are a bellwether; 
we are a model. Our capacity to argue on behalf of religious liberty 
around the world and to make this part of our foreign policy h,Ls a 
kind a credibility that allows us to talk in!('lIigently about this and 
persuasively ahout this because of our own behavior. And to the extent 
liberty begins to erode here in the U.S., it will inevitably have signifi-
cant ripple effects around the world. Looking at what happens in the 
U.S., in my judgment, hecomes significant and important. 

Are We at Risk? 
The question is: "Are we at risk in the U.S.?" As a country essen-

lially founded on religious principles, founded by many people who 
were themselves escaping religious persecution, is religious liberty at 
risk here? This presentation will have a little bit of "Iavvyerly dimen-
sions" to it for which I allologize in advance to the non-I<myers attend-
ing the conference today. I am trying to repent from being a lal\yer, 
but you know it still bubbles up from time to time. 

We do have events I think the la\\yers in the audience worry 
about: Smith v. Division oj Employment in the early 1 990s. This 
is a significant case that fundamentally look away a lot of the special 
judicial protection we have understood historically for two hundred 
years to be afforded to religion. Essentially, the Smitb case concluded 
that any law of general applicability that is neutral on its face can apply 
to religion as well ,L, to every1hing else. Now there were exceptions, 
but that was one of those epical events. 

What worries me more is the gradual erosion. Major events 
such as the Smitb case certainly come along from time to time and 
one needs to be attentive, and, indeed, I think people generally arc 
attentive to those major erosions. What worries me more is a very 
profound sense I have that there is a sort of gradual erosion of reli-
gious freedoms in the United States. I think of the old stOlY of the pot 
of water with the frogs in it and if you drop a frog in a boiling pot of 
water, it jumps out. But if you put it in the pot and slowly bring it to 
a hoil, it will simply stay there and boil to death. That is whatl worry a 
about: the water is gradually warming up and up and up. 

Let me give you another example. I want to he very clear, be-
cause I do not want this example to be misunderstood, and I will 
explain why in a minute. lIow many of you have had the chance to 
visit the Holocaust Museum in Washington? The most unsettling part 
of the I1olocaust Museulll to me is the initial portion that describes 
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chr'ol1'ologically the gradual introduction of the l\uremburg laws. In 
the these laws were on their face quite henign-not so 
bad. You know, I might have disagreed, but I might have been \\ill-
ing to vote in favor of these first laws. And then, the second law was 
a litlle worse hut it is just a little amendment to this first law. And the 
third law, well it is just a lillIe bit further and a little bit further and 
a little bit further until you are putting people on trains and sending 
them to gas chambers. It W,L, unsettling in a profound way to see the 
initial lack of concern among the lawyers about the gradual erosion 
or the of Jew ish people and how such apathy ultimately resulted 
in "laws" ordering the extermination of more than six million people. 

Maybe Hitler started out that way, but the I;mycrs did not start 
out that way. They started out in a vCIY different way saying, "Well, we 
have got a little hit of a social problem here and we just need to tinker 
with it a lillIe." That til1l(erillg occurred again and again and again and 
again. Now, please do not misunderstand this example. I am not say-
ing the people who are behind these incursions on religious liberties 
here in the li .S. are anylhing like or similar to the Nazis. Ple,Lse do 
not misunderstand that example. The point is laws can aecrete in very 
suhtle ways over time and create very serious problems you would 
never have anticipated or agreed with or participated in or been will-
ing to credit or understand at the beginning-this is a reality and 
not a historically unprecedented reality. It is very important for us to 
understand and that unsettles me quite a bit. 

Since the time of the founding of our counlly, in almost two 
centuries we really did have a fundamental confidence in and appre-
ciation for religion. Look at what Alexis de Tocqueville wrote in the 
nineteenth century: 

Religion in America takes no direct part in the government of 
society, but it must be regarded as the first of their political insti-
tutions ... J do not know whether all Americans have a sincere 
faith in their religion ... but I am certain that they Iwld it 10 be 
indispensable to the maintenance of republican institutions. 
The Americans combine the notions of Christianity and of liherty 
so intimately in their minds, that it is impossible to make them 
conceive the one without the other .. 1 

So the understanding that religion should be free and is necessary to a 
republic is important foundationally for this country. Even if we were 
sometimes inconsistent in our application of that principle, there W;L) 

a general adherence to it and very little erosion. 

Arguments Undermining Religious Liberty 
Today one senses the consensus that has guided us for so many 

years may be eroding in fundamental ways. The notion of whether 
religion is unique, good, important, or even necessary in a just SOCiety 
is up for question in our society. And the debate of what role, if any, 
religion should have in the puhlic square is increasingly under chal-
lenge. Let me give you a few examples of that increasing challenge. For 
me, the arguments tend to coalesce around three hroad arguments. 
I do not think for the most part, and I am going to say for the most 
part hecause there is a little footnote to this statement, I do not think 
these people are necessarily ill-intentioned. I do not think they are out 
there saying let us see if we cau suppress a religion today. Again, that 
is not what is going on. 

HelWon is not SjJecitll 
Let me give you the first set of argul11cl1ls asserting that 

is aClllally not speciaL These arguments do not deny the goodness of 
religion, but they claim religiolls do not hold a monopoly on virtu-
ous conduct, and that is absolutely true. They go on to say, therefore, 
all good and moral organizations should be recognized and treated 
equ;d. That is to say religions have no special place. Religions arc just 
one of a number of good organizations like the Humane SOCiety and 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, which are all good organizations. The 
ide,! is that essentially they are all equivalent. There is a moral eqUiva-
lency and an institutional equivalency between all these, and religions 
really deserve no more protection than those organizations deserve, 
no less but no more. 

Now what does that mean? It says if you are going 10 build a 
house of worship somewhere, why should that receive a special ZOIl-

ing exception or any other particular land use requirement waiver 
or exemption any more than allY other charitable relief house or any 
other kind of organization that docs good in society. That is an in-
cre'L'iingly profound and important argument that you hear again 
and again at the local level, at the state level, and even at the na-
tional level. This argument asserts that religious claims for special 
treatment should be evaluated on their merits just as evcrybody else's 
plans should be. If we are not willing to give an exemption for union 
memhers, for tcachers, for memhers of any charitable organization 
or any organization that is itself designed to accomplish some social 
good, why should we give an exemption to people of a religious orga-
nization or the religious organization? Religion is like everything elsc. 
II is sort of a hobby, an interest group that people have, a particular 
faith and endeavor, but somebodv else may choose to want to make 
the highway safe for bicycles and these two interest groups are really 
prelly much equivalent-so religious organizations are not entitled to 
any more protectioll than say the Sierra Club. 

l\ow the logical corollary of this argument is that religions have 
to compete \\ith other political and economic values in every instance 
that they come in competition with each other. So requirements that a 
church employee must adhere to standards of that church must com-
pete \\ith equal employment and non-discrimination laws. Tax exemp-
tions have to compete \\ith argumcnts of tax equality and t:lX fairness. 
Land use restrictions have to he pitted against the desire of a church 
to build a chapel. And that list goes on and on and on. 

In each individual case, the social value might be seen to be very 
great and the incursion on the right to worship relatively small, and 
time after time religion loses. And it may be indeed in that particular 
case, the harm to religion may be minimal. But the gradual accumula-
tion of these adverse decisions ultimately, profoundly, and unalterably 
destroys the right to freedom of religion just as if we had repealed 
the First Amendment in the first place. The accretion of harm, while 
barely perceptible at the moment, ultimately undermines freedom of 
religion in a way that would have been impossihle had you simply 
posed the ultimate question of the importance of religion and that had 
heen front and centcr in the decision in the first place. 

From this perspective, religion is siml)ly another example of 
a do-good organization that is fulfilling some social purpose where 
people are gUiding themselves by whatever light they choose to gUide 



themselves, Everv time the issue of freedom of gets pilled 
against that social value, and every time the interest group in interest 
of that social value is likely to 1)(' more powerful than the religious 
group, time after time you would sec accretion beginning to occur, 

We see this somewhat in the Smilb case, The Smitb case 
sically said that any law of applicability applied equally w 
religion as well. We see an interesting variation of that even more 
recently in the case called Jlartillez v. Hastings [aU' School. That 
cm;e involved a chapter of the Christian Legal Society on the campus of 
Hastings Law School in California. The law school had a 
ination policy that included sexual preference as well ethnicit)', re-
ligion, etc. The organization received a certain number of small ben-
efits from the school. This lawsuit was lodged because the Cilristian 
Legal Societv did not permit people to leadership positions 
unless they were willing to adhere to the tenants of the Christian Legal 
Society, which was largely evangelical !lased and, therefore, it was not 
comfortable with the notion of gay rights, At least some range of those 
who were avowedly practicing homosexuals were not permitted to run 
for offices in this particular organization. 

The Supreme Court held if the institution received a public 
(,(it, which it did in modest ways, IJUt a puillic benefit nonetheless, 
the school may require adherence to its discrimination policy. It did 
not answer the questions to whether it must require that, although 
there is a footnote in the case that at least leaves that possibility open. 
Let me give you some immediate problems ruling raises. What do we 
do \\ith the tatter-day Saint Student Association if schools required it 
to take a pledge of non-discrimination' And if it takes a pledge of 
discrimination based not merely on the way it treats people but on 
what those people believe? It ha" not happened yet; it may not happen. 
But you can see we are not a far distance from something like that. If 
ynu look at this progression of GL,eS, small cases, small movements, 
they arc potentially significant. The court did not say the school must 
reqUire adherence or they must have such a policy. At least that ques-
tion was raised, and I think Justice Kennedy, who is the swing vote in 
these rulings, seems to be inclined to be in a position where he says 
in esscnce, if it is for the public good at the end of the day they may 
require and they must require in certain circumstances those non-
discrimination policies. 

If such an exemption is not required by the First Amendment 
then we are subject to the local whims of state legislatures and of local 
governments, all of which are passing laws and many that arc being 
debated around the point of whether there is a religious exemption or 
employment requirement. But I can give you the even more extreme 
example of which the court just granted certiorari just a few weeks 
ago in a case that involves what is called the ministerial exemption:' 
The ministerial exemption really permits people from its church to 
pick their clergy regardless of any requirements relating to state and 
federal laws. The ministerial exemption has heen hedrock in U.S. 
risprudence for hundreds of years, All of the U.S. Circuit Courts of 
Appeal acknowledge thaL 

In this new case, the real question raised for review by the lower 
courts was the degree to which a particular job was either secular or 
sectarian. One lower court decided it was sufficiently sectarian that 
the local employment laws would apply, and another court concluded 

it W:1S not sufficiently secular so the local laws would apply, and yet 
another court concluded it was sufficiently sectarian so the ministerial 
exemption prevailed. The court took certiorari in those eLses. Note 
mally speaking, the court may simply decide the two lower courts got 
the halance right. That would he an odd thing for the Supreme Court 
to decide. The court does not usually do that; it usually decides the 
fundamental question and the ministerial exemption has never been 
decided by the Supreme Court before. So you can imagine at present 
what it would he like if you had to apply all the employment laws 
you are picking bishops, stake preSidents, and all the leaders we call 
out of the lay in our Church. These are unsettling and potentially 
reaching cases if in fact they take what is now a relatively short step 
from that perspective. 

Other examples of this trend include a photographer in ;.Jew 
Mexico, who was fined for his unWillingness to take pictures of a gay 
wedding. lIealth and Human Services is now revising its standards 
for tile conscience exemptions for doctors who are uncomfortable 
performing abortions, because it goes against their religious beliefs. 
Licensing and accrediting agencies, especially in the field of psychol-
ogy, are incre,L<;ingly requiring all lifestyles be taught equally ac-
ceptable and equally appropriate and equally personally sound. Now 
it may in the end be true, hut at the end of tlte day they are requiring 
that not a matter of scientific research but as a matter of accredit-
ing, and for you to be an accredited psychnlogist coming out of these 
programs you may have to adhere to standards in terms of counseling 
of that sort. The head of the Equal Employ1nent Opportunity Commis-
sion recently argued that sexual orientation liberty could become the 
type of right that should prevail over competing religiOUS belief liberty. 
I think we are seeing or beginning to sec these kinds of arguments 
prevail: religion is a nice thing, and we are amused you believe it, 
and good for you if it causes YOli to do good charitable work. That is 
terrific, but it is no different than heing a member of a union, heing a 
member of PETA, no different than being a member of the Sierra Club. 
As a religious organization, you are going to get all the rights they are 
entitled to but no more. 

Religion is a Priwte A}]i:lir 
The second argument I can see prevailing, which argument is 

gaining a great deal of currency in popular mind, is that religion is a 
good thing, but it is essentially a private affair and should be entirely 
excluded from the public square. That is the argument advanced by 
many of the opponents of Proposition 8 in California. 

As one scholar wrote, "Hcligious partiCipation in the political 
process can produce dangerous results." lie asserts that fervent he-
Iiefs (you are all immune from fervent beliefs, I hope) fueled by 
pressed fear are e,L<;ily transformed into movements of intolerance, 
repreSSion, hate, and persecution. There are, in sitort, in his view, 
substantial reasons for exercising caution with respect to religious 
involvement in the public square.' 

Another opponent of Proposition 8 put it slightly differently hut 
with the same intent. lie said, in essence, that while he thought reli-
gious folks were good people; they should get out of politics and go 
hack to their primary work of helping the victims of Katrina. 
this is interesting, because it suggests that religions and 
motivated dialogue and religious-moved people not only do uot 
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(, treatment, bUI they should be disadvantaged in the 
public square. They normally should not have a favored place in our 
constitutional order, but they should not even be afforded the free 
speech protections every other citizen in our nation is guaranteed. 

The lirst lime I heard this set it was 
nobodv could seriously make those arguments, Illuch less 

take those argulllents seriously. In fact, ror tcxtualists, in the Constitu, 
tion it is a theory hard to ignore-the l'irst Amendment. I mean it is 
sort of there. And even justice Scalia, bless his heart, has an enormous 
difficulty. He has managed 10 read the First Amendment out of th(' Con, 
slilutioll. I did not think the vast hulk of people could do that, but low 
and behold. the judge did. In this case, which is now under appeal, 
the district COllrt judge in essence "lid <It the end of the day they were 
110t entitled to argue in favor of this. If this W,l'; the b,L'iis, then they 
would not be entitled to lise that as a basis or justification for this law. 

What are the implications of this? Well, if we are subject to all 
discIimillatioll laws and not permilled to argue against them based 
on some religious set of tenets, then we might be in a position where 
the state really is not allowed to give us those protections to which 
we histoIically had been entitled. 11lis sounds a lillie farfetched. lIow 
could this possibly happen? Well, a judge h;l'i already done that. But let 
me extend that just a bit further ,LS we think about il. How then does 
the government force us to do that if we arc not permitted to talk about 
it in the public square? How do they do that? Well, one way they do it 
is through the illlerstate commerce laws, but more importantly, you 
have to remember all religions not just thtive but survive based on the 
bestowal of a number of henefiL,: the right to register, that gives you the 
right to own or transmit land, and the right to publish and 10 disltihute 
information. These are rights often in jeopardy in a foreign country. 
'\S Cole Durham will tell you so brilliantly, these are olten where the 
rubber hits the road. It is not just that they are rounding people up 
and arresting them, but they are not allowing them to register, they are 
not allowing them to publish materials, they are not allowing them to 
witness, and thev are not allovving them to prose!itize. In short, they 
are not allowing them to do those things that are so essential to so 
many religions. And in the process, by not allowing them to do that, it 
fundamentally undennines their ability to fuuction. 

Think about our Church. What if we have an incapacity to register, 
if we were not tax exempt so our activities were all hLxed, not just our 
commercial activities but every activity we engaged in, or if your chali, 
table donations to the Church were no longer tax exempt? In the laller 
case, I think you would still pay your tithes and otfetings to the Church, 
but it would cost you a lot more to do so. If such were the case, the 
Church would not only be equivalent to the Sierra Club and other such 
organizations Ilitll respect to tax exemption, it would be significantly 
and demonstrably disadvantaged. And that is where this argument leads. 
Ii necessarily leads to the notion that you thought you were equivalent 
10 the Sierra Club, but you are not. You are actually more dangerous 
than the Sierra Clull, and your dialogue is sufficiently irrational that we 
arc not going to let you even participate in public dialogue. You might 
think this does not make any sense. lIow can they do that? Well, they 
have already done that. 'nlis is the ReY1Zo/dl' case, which we all know 
dealt with polyg;uny, but it also the of Bob Jones University. Bob 
jones University was a religiously based institution that had a pIinci-

pic that forbids and whites from dating. The Internal Revenue 
Scnice essentially s,ud this J1tinciplc so fundamental Iv violated public 
poliq the IRS withdrew Boll Jones University's tax exempt status. And 
that is in our lifetime. 

Let me give you another example. There are two cases that have 
recently decided to challenge the constitutionality of the Defense of 
Marriage Act (DOMA), the federal law that protects traditional mar-
riage. DOMA docs not require states to recognize a marriage between 
two people of the same gender that is performed in another state. 
It also has some federal implications in that the federal government 
does nOl recognize same-gender marriages for penSion purposes, tax 
exempt purposes, and so forth. 

A judge in M'l"achusetts has declared nOMA W,l'i ullconstitu, 
tional on two grounds. One argument used by the judge is the Tenth 
Amendment, which says marriage itself is left entirely up to the states. 
That is a pretty silly argument, particularly given that nOMA deals 
with federal benefits, hut selling that aside, tltc other argument is tllat 
nOMA violates equal protection. Now you can understand that argu-
ment if in fact you say gays are a particularly protected because 
then the level of scrutiny for protected chl,ses goes way lip-courts 
\vill give strict scrutiny to any laws that might discriminate against a 
group in a protected class. Nothing ever survives strict scrutiny. 

Okay, so that is the way the judge could have decided. What was 
interesting is the judge did not do thaI. The judge ruled DOMA is uncon' 
stitutional because it violates the equal protection clause. lIe reached 
that conclusion not Oil the hasis that gays are a suspect classification but 
rather on the basis there is no rational b'l,is for nOMA, no rational basis 
at all. In essence, the judge concluded Congress W;L'i essentially out of 
its mind when it jl;L,sed DOMA and did so without any rational b;L<;is. 
Admittedly, Congress is often out of mind and that is fair enough, but 
on this particular sevellleen-ye:u'oid law, the judge concluded Congress 
had no rational b,L'iis when it enacted DOMA. It is presumed Congress 
always has a rational be a margin of rationality to be sure, 
but it always h;L<; a rational b;L<;is, nothing ever f;uls that test. But this 
judge concluded DOMA failed the rationality tesl. 

Again, you might think the M;L'iSachuseItS court's decision is 
pretty extraordinary except about six months later, just a few months 
ago, the Department of]ustice and the Office of the Allorney General said 
the U.S. government's Executive Branch vvillno longer defend DOMA. 
Historically, there are only two re;L<;ons why the Rxecutive Branch can, 
not defend the law. One reason is that the law is an unconstitutional 
incursion on executive power, and the second reason is that there is 
no reasonable constitutional argument in its favor. Essentially, the 
DepartmcllI of justice is now agreeing with the judge that there is no 
rational basis, no reasonable argument for that particular law. These are 
small moves, but again, moves with potential Significance. 

Religiol1 is a Bad 11ljhience 
Let me give you the third argument that religion a negative 

impact on society. There are a few examples where one would see this 
trend manifest itself. There would be no place for the Ten Command-
ment, in park, or huildings or public places, because this is a public 
manifestation of those beliefs that must he kept in the closet and cannot 
be out in the public square. It would be unconstitutional for the govern-
ment to proclaim a national day of prayer. It would be impermissible 



for people of faith to advocate 
paign for Slipp0I1ing ,my la\\', 

docllinr or beliefs in their C<llll-

Proposition 8, 
ThiS is an area in which there is growing sentiment against re-

ligion. The arguments in this category complain that religion has a 
negative impact in society. This argument moves from a neutral view 
of to an aggressive attitude against religion and religious be-
lievers that says to keep rclii\ious bcllevers in the closet if we can, 

them qUiet, keep them in their homes where they can talk about 
rciigion all they want, but do not let them out in public, because they 
might scare the women and canle \\1th their religious nonscnse. 

The argument is that religiOUS I)()dics are like corporate entities, 
usually motivated by money, power, and prestigc, and as such, they are 
prone to just the sallie socially harmful behavior and misconduct and 
need similar regulation. I.et me read what one observer wrote: 

Religious organizations really are no different than large corpo-
rations, The whole range of destructive behavior can be seen in 
both: fraud, extortion, misappropriation of funds, lying, deceit, 
covering up scandals like child abuse or doctoring financial re-
cords for the sake of the organization's image, and the list goes 
Oll. If religious actors are not deterred and punished for bad 
acts, they wreak great wrongs. 6 

According to this argumcnt, religious organizations essentially endan-
ger social justicc, diversity, and harmony. They threatcn secularism, 
pluralism, diversity, anti social equality, so gocs the argument. As an-
other put it: 

Religious pal1icipatioll in the political process can produce 
dangerous results: fervent belicfs fueled by suppressed fear are 

transformed into movements of intolerance, repression, 
hate, and perseclition. There are, in short, substantial reasons 
for exercising caution with respect to religious involvement in 
the pUblic square.-

We have not ourselves been immune from this kind of criti-
cism. One observer states that religious entities often create an en-
vironment "that is propitious for those who would abuse children 
and disabled adults, or who 1V0uid cover up such abuse to protcct 
power, image, and wealth.'" This argument hm; also been directed 
against the Church: "The I Latter-day Saint J system is constructed so 
that abuse stays internal, victims have no escape route, and perpetra-
tors can have a field day.'" And they go on to say religious beliefs are 
antiquated, out of touch with modern-day scienec. 

As one famous atheist wrote: ·'Heligiol1 is about turning untested 
belief into unshakable truth through the power of institutions and the 
passage of time."1iJ In that context, religion should be particularly dis-
advantaged, because it is capable of causing particular harm. 

You can see these three arguments gradually move little by little 
from the position that religions and religious believers are no longer 
protected to the point where their enemies actually get affirmative en-
gagement on the part of the political system to cOlltrol and repress 
religion. You can already see the manifestations of this in very practi-
cal ways. 

Is there an alarm sounding? No evidence of that. In fact, to some 
extent the opposite is true. If you look at the polling data, the majority 
of Americans believe religion is important and essential and believe 

it in nmnlJers, But they are not particularly worried about the 
of religious freedom; they think it is just about right. 

To t he extent they are worried, they are more worried about 
establishment clause issues. They are more worried that perhaps gov-
ernment is doing too much to promote or sustain as mani-
fested in issues such as public prayer at school, displavs of Ten Com-
mandments and similar things, all of which the public believes should 
be discouraged. The perception is not that there is some problem 
arising in this gradual way in the r.s. but rather that every1hing is finc, 
or to the extent there is a problem it is to the other side that govern-
ment may be favoring religion. 

What to Do? 
Let me conclude with just a few thoughts. What do we do alJout 

this? I think others in this room arc going to have much better insights 
and ideas, and I am very much looking forward to the panel that is 
going to follow, lJec<luse I think the brilliance they will bring to this 
will far exceed any ide:l'i I have. But let me just make a few suggestions 
that occurred to me 'lS I think about this. 

First of all, I think we need to be attentive to the gradual erosion 
of religious freedom in the United States. This sounds velY simple, but 
it is more complicated than it seems. I think a lot of the time even we 
sit back and rely on the Church and its institutional structures, such 
the Church's Office of General Counsel and the terrific work that goes 
on out of Cole Durham's shop. We think they are going to spot this 
stuff, and we are okay. We just do not have to worry ahout it. The truth 
of the mailer is a tremendous amount of this is occurring at the local 
level where we really do not have the kind of information, the work, 
or the capacity as an institution to do velY much about it. And I think 
we need to be more allentive than that to watch local zoning decisions, 
to watch what city councils are doing with respect to employments 
laws, and all sorts of other protections and prohihitions that might be 
imposed. And I think this is something that is ultimately incumbent 
upon evelY member, because there is no way institutionally that it can 
be observed and combated. 

lIowever, that does lead to the second dimension: I think we 
need allies. I think this is an area in which we need not only to align 
with other faith-based organizations who share the same concerns 
with us, but I think we need to reach out even more broadly. I am 
always struck by the extent to which freedom of religion is so pro-
foundly connected to other civil liberties, and I think we need to 
link into those organizations that protect and are concerned about 
those and help weave into their thought process and their dialogue 
the notion of freedom of religion and how central and important 
that is, Conversely, we would need to carry our half of the burden, 
which is we need to be better champions of civil rights more broadly 
and human rights more broadly. Those kinds of alliances can be 
very important. We should he among the most passionate civil lib-
ertarians in the world. And as we do so, I think we get allies in 
tllis fight. These allies, if we could help them beller understand that 
religion is not the threat, will be the savior that the fight needs for 
a particularly profound set of reasons. And in turn we understand 
the other kinds of collateral cl\il liberties that need to surround it, 
and we will champion those. These are the important alliances that 
need to be made. 

., 



Third, we need to do this very mllch for the right Not 
just simply to save the world for Saint missionaries-as 
laudable and important as that is, but we know how critical free will is 
and how essential it is to the gospeL Elder McConkie has described it 

the most basic doctrine of the Church," ;L, Cole Durham described 
it a decade ago in his brilliant oration here at a BYl.' Devotional." 
Religious liberty is not necessarily the IllOSt important principle, but 
it is foundationaL As Elder McConkic goes 011 to say "if there [were J 

no freedom of worship, tlu:re would be no God, no redemption, 
and no salvation in the Kingdom of God." We have a profound moral 
obligation to protect this, not only on our behalf but on behalf of so 
many others around the world for whom it is such a passion, I \V,L'i in 
Europe recently. When seeing the great art and visiting the great cathe-
drals and museums in Europe, you cannot do so without being struck 
at how profoundly important religion is to so many people around the 
world, Protecting their capacity to live that passion and to feel that 
passion seems to me an enormously noble and worthy goaL We need 
to think abollt its application in that context. 

We need to not be defensive aboU! this. What we are doing is actu-
ally not a rear guard action but is a wonderful progressive and impor-
tant thing to do for the world. And the positive arguments in favor of 
this are positive for aiL Not only religious helievers but for those who 
do not believe. If you look at the correlation between this light and so 
many other goods it provides in society, it is incredibly profound, From 
that perspective, we ought warmly engage and welcome our clities. TIle 
thing I love ahout our critics is they take us seriously. The thing that 
drives me nuts is when somebody says: "Oh, that is very nice. I am glad 
you believe that," or '''nlat is a cute thing you believe." I would rather 
someone really cOllie at me, hammer and tongs: "How could you possi-
bly believe that' That will destroy civilization as we know it." That persoll 
is taking me seriously. Those are the people we ought to embrace. Those 
are the people we ought to work with. Those are the people we ought to 
love and work together \\1th. It is our clitics who understand how illl-
p011ant this is and are the ones who are most concerned and engaged. 
Those ought to be our best friends, because those are precisely the ones 
who are taking this every bit as seriously as we do. 

Finally, I think we need to be vigilant and go back to where I 
started, This erosion to our religious freedolll is happening frequently, 
conSistently, and often at a level and at a pace that is just hard to 
discern where the tipping point is but also happening so often at the 
local level. If we are engaged and committed and work to that end, 
I think our capacity to stem this tide, to raise the alarm, and to do 
what we need to do for our Church but also for people everywhere 
is important. 

I conclude as I suppose I always do about this, we need to trust 
in the Lord, If we care, if we try, if we do it for the right reasons, if we 
are charitable and Christian in the way we do and why we do it and 
what we do it and how we do it, I helieve we are on the Lord's errand. 
I believe lie will use us in places where lIe needs us to he. I believe 
lIe is not going to let this Church and the center of religion fail on this 
earth, and we are on llis errand. I appreciate the opportunity to talk 
a little bit abollt what I know with the International Society, but I do 
think we all have opportunities to look in both directions across the 
SelL, and a little closer to home as well. 
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Greg Clark 
The topic we've been asked to speak Oil is "Corporate Sodal 

Responsibility: Marshaling the Business Community in Defense of Re· 
Iigious Freedoms." I will just take a second to give you a brief case 
study. As it was discussed, I worked for an international oil and gas 
company; I lived in Qatar for seven years and served as the branch 
president of this nedgling branch in Qatar alongside two U.S. ambas· 
sadors as we worked IOward trying to seek legal recognition for the 
Church in Qatar. Our were puny in comparison to what others 
were doing. And notwilhst:mding the combined efforts of the religious 
community, which included efforts of the Catholic, Anglican, Greek 
Orthodox, and others in addition 10 the Lauer·Day Saints, the efforts of 
government and church officials, including U.S. ambassadors, British 
ambassadors, and the Vatican, it took more than fifteen years before 
there was any Significant or notable progress in Qatar on the issue of 
religious freedom. My conclusion after having watched that process 
up front and then from a distance is that additional support is needed 
beyond what can happen at the present with a young government and 
what can h:lppen at the ecclesiastical level. More support is needed 
if there is going to be an acceleration of the freedoms to be granted. 
It was President Michael Young that suggested to Bill Atkin, Cole 
Durham, and others that we ought to look to see how the business 
community can somehow be marshaled to assist in religiolls freedom 
initiatives. And wilh that assignment, we collectively looked, explored, 
pondered, and prayed and we've come across what may be a key for 
unlocking certain doors-uoors that have heretofore been locked. 
U's caUed "Corporate Social Responsibility" and thaI's the focus of the 
panel discussion today. 

It may be a key to help our Church and other churches to mar· 
shal the efforts of the business community behind religious freedom 
initiatives. But you ought to ask, holV could that work? lIow is that 
possible? Well , first of all, here's a classic definition: Corporate So-
cial Responsibility (CSR) is the decision·making and implementa-
tion process thaI guides all company activities in the protection and 
promotion of international human rights. Let me pause-remember 
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the Universal Declaration of Human That's code for this-the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (or other instruments that cer· 
tainly declare those same sort of human rights). Article 18 of the Uni· 
versal Declaration of Iluman has 10 do with religious freedom. 
CSR gUides aU company activities in the protection and promotion of 
international human rights including that bundled human right of re-
ligious freedom, labor and environmental standards, and compliance 
with legal requirements \vithin its operations and its relations to the 
societies and communities where it operates. Now the issue is how 
companies can be marshaled within the business community in sup· 
port of religious freedom. Part of corporate social responsibility is to 
protect and promote international human rights. Perhaps the mother 
of all CSR organizations is the World Economic Forum, which has its 
own corporate social responsibility. Some regard the UN Global Com· 
pact as the mother of all CSR initiatives. 1\ was launched in 2000 as a 
volunlary, not obligatory, initiative where people sign on-sometimes 
for political purposes lhat they're a member of the UN Global Com-
pact. As of 28 January 20 II, over six thousand business partiCipants, 
over two thousand non· business particip.mts, and over two thousand 
companies have been expelled from their participation or member· 
ship of the UN Global Compact for their failure to timely report their 
progress under the gUiding principles. 

The first two of the ten principles under the UN Global Compact, 
deal with human rights. The first principle is that nusincsscs should 
support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed hu-
man rights , for example, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
Article 18 plinciple number two: Make sure they are not complicit in 
human rights abuses. The key is, where do we see clear linkage be-
tween corporate social responsibility, human rights, and freedom of 
religion? Has anyone made that connection? And the answer is yes. In 
the Australian Human Rights Commission report of 2008, they made 
that clear linkage. It says: 

In addition to the human rights Slandards which Australian 
companies are legally obliged to comply with under domestic 
laws, there is a broader range of human rights that are relevant 



to corporate activity depending on the spedfic activities carried 
out by the corporation. 

Then you sec a bundle of other human that companies should 
pay attention to as part of their responsibilities , and listed among 
them is the right of freedom of thought, conscience, ;md religion. 

Another link, and this is a recent one, happened a couple of 
months ago at the initiative of Cole, Robert, and I calling a member 
of the board of the UN Global Compact. It turns out one of the mem-
bers of the UN Global Compact board happens to be a friend of the 
Church . Ilis name is Guillermo Carey. Ile is owner and managing part-
ner of Carey Allende, a law firm in Chile. As IV(: spoke with him about 
our belief that more companies would be inclined to want to promote 
the linkage between corporate social responsibility promoting human 
rights-including the human right of religious freedom-if the UN 
Global Compact web site itself made that linkage, he agreed with us. 
As a matter of fact , he said: " I think it's an oversight that it's not already 
there. Let me take care of thaI." Several weeks later, we received an 
e-mail from his secretary saying: "We are pleased to infonn you the 
UN Global Compact web site has been amended and here's the link. " 
Working with his colleagues, the other board members, they agreed 
they would insert language to make the link between corporate social 
responsibility, human rights, and the human right of religious free-
dom by "making reasonable accommodation of all employees' reli -
gious obsen>ance and practices." That's huge for the UN Global Com-
pact to also make the link between corporate social responsibility and 
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the protection of human rights, including the human right of rcIigious 
freedon!. Now we're not done with our good frit'nd Gui llenno Carey. 
We've suggested he include other language we've proposed: whereas 
the company should make an effort to work with governments to en-
su re even outside the workplace their employees have the opportunity 
to exercise their religion. I spoke with him a couple of days ago, and 
he said he can't get the other board members on board yet with this 
additional language. They're fine including language in the workplace 
but they're very jittery about trying to go beyond the workplace. 

What we are doing with this concept of corporate social respon-
sibility- apart from just talking about it in a strategic sort of abstract 
way-iS actually working with the Office of (;cneral Counsc! and the 
Area Presidency in South Africa with regard to exploring and ,maIYL-
ing the possibility of marshalling the business community in support 
of the religious charter that has recently been passed in South Africa 
but has yet to become law. It 's just a charter. One of the members of 
the executive committee of the commission who drafted the charter 
is recommending to his colleagues on the commission that a sub-
committee be formed to explore CSR opportunities in support of their 
religious charter. The Area Presidency in the Africa Southeast Area is 
in favor of trying to marshal CSR support In favor of the charter if that 
can be donc--time will tell. Maybe next year we can report back if we 
are successful or not on that. 

The other panelists will touch on the challenges and the scope 
of other CSR initiatives. 
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Robert Smith 
My role is to explore the history of this CSR initiative. I n doing 

so, I am inspired by one of my prior law fiml coUeagues from when I 
practiced tax law. Whenevcr we would start a discussion and somebody 
would explain his or her lalesl tax idea at our meetings, the head of our 
tax department, and probably the smartest guy at our firm, would stop 
the discussion and say: "I am not understanding; inced you 10 go back 
to the beginning and start with the foundation." So I am going to start 
with some foundations and, hopefully, that wiU put CSR in context. 

Most of you, if you have ever studied business, or even if you 
haven' t, are famili ar with stories of great industrialists who had in-
terests that went beyond profits, i was thinking this morning about 
some I recall vividly. I think of Henry Ford, who not only invented the 
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Model-T but also had great humanitarian aspirations. He attempted 
to create institutions that furthered health care and education, and 
he paid his workers more than the prevaWng wage, all lvilh the idea 
that if he created a greater environment for people to learn and grow, 
he would have better employees, their siandard of living would in-
crease, and these improvements would ultimately insure everyone's 
benefit-including his business, He even created a quasi-ulOpian so-
ciety called "Fordlandia" in Brazil, an entire tOlVn he envisioned that 
would produce rubber for his tires while living virtuous principles, 

Other included Milton lIershey. You may think of 
the candy bar, but he had a company lawn and was very involved with 
schools and orphanages and helped the community much beyond the 
simple idea of earning a profit. Hen ry Heinz of Heinz Ketchup fame 
had similar ambitions, 



These are just a few of industrialists who had the idea 
their businesses to improve society. They didn't call it "corpo-

rate social responsibility" at the time, but the same impulses are what 
motivated really isn't a new idea. 

I W,L<; also thinking thaI besides the ide,ls of philanthropy and so-
dal responsihility that Illolivllled indusllialisL'i, there arc others whose 
particular social interests actually stimulated the business they started. It 
wasn't just Ihatthev earned a lot of money ,md then began to think about 
sodal responsihility, hut their respollsibility led to their business. 

For example. this ll1ol'lling we heard from John Grat., a 
AdVentist. You arc all probablv familiar with Kellogg's, the 

cereal company. John Ilarvey Kellogg was a Adventist 
who wanted to invent a breakfast food cOlllpatible with his religious 
scruples. Seventh-day Adventists encourage a vegetarian diet, and 
he wanted to invent a breakfast meal that wasn't bacon and eggs, 
thus, he created cereals. C. W. Post, also an Adventist, had similar 
motivations. Those two companies cOlltinue, but they grew out of 
social responsibility needs that went beyond simply earning money. 

We could talk about Rockefeller, Andrew Carnegie, or ZCMI and 
its interest in defending the economic welfare among members of the 
Church in Utah. These are examples of corporate social responsibility 
in the past. 

The impulses motivating social responsibility didn't simply die 
with these past efforts but have continued and in modern times have 
taken Oil different manifestations. Onc is philanthropy as a social 
responsibility. For example, McDonald, has the Ronald McDonald 
1I0use Foundation that is used to help promote certain charitable ac-
tivities. Many corporations have philanthropic foundations they strive 
to support. 

Another justification for corporate social responsibility is risk 
management. This idea suggests that by promoting socially valuable 
activities a business will avoid liability by, for example, making deci-
sions that reducc risks to cmployees or the environment. 

What is new and more cutting edge is the idea of incorporating 
csa ideals into the strategiC business plans of an enterprise. Rather 
than simply giving out fund, from the company or practicing social 
responsibility as a component of risk management, modern CSR 
proponents believe social responsibility practices company 
pl'oiiL'i as well. Think of BP and its efforts to transform the meaning 
of its moniker from "British Petroleum" to "Beyond Petroleum." This 
was part of an effort to get credit for its environmental work in a way 
that would help induce sales. Of course, this effort was hurt by their 
ill-fated, deep-water well in the Gulf last year. The modern idea is that 
beyond philanthropy or risk management, we should be integrating 
social responsibility into the fiber of the corporation, so all business 
decisions have an impact in positive ways by this desire to think about 
others and the business' impact on society. 

Beyond the social responsibility efforts of corporations in busi-
ness to make a pro/h. there have heen innumerahle efforts by non-
pro/it entities attempting to do social good. Indeed, for many, if not 
most of these enterprises, social responsibility is their raison d'etre, 
their re,L'iOn for existence. You could name hundreds of these 
prises but we heard a quote this morning from Alexis de Tocqueville. 
Of course, he famously observed the efforts of Americans to create 

;L'isocialions of ewry kind from educaUon to other kinds of 
beneficial enterprises and to pursue every typc of socially positive en-
terprise imaginable. 

And then, lastly, government. Governments have become more 
involved in projects to promote social good ovcr time. Some regret 
this phenomenon, as the size of government grows, but the [rllth is 
gOVCl'lllJ1CIllS have been increasing the scope and lidd of their activi-
ties and now do more than merely proVide for the cOll1mon defense 
but also for the general welfare in many different ways. 

In the discussion above, giving the background for CSR, 
gion has typically been ignored. On this point, I am reminded of a 
book written a few years ago by Madeleine Albright, former Secre-
tary of State, titled Tbe Migbty (Il1d tbe Almigbly. She described her 
training as a diplomat and indicated in that training religion was 
completely ignored. Not only was religion not considered a topic 
for polite company, but she was taught diplomats should negoti-
ate from the perspective of the interests of other countries-what 
they needed in a temporal, self-interested sense-and everyone as-
sumed religion \-vas an unnecessary part of that discussion. In her 
book, she argues religion is central to much of human behavior and 
need. By ignoring religion in diplomacy, we have often missed the 
underlying motivations of many people. She argues there needs to 
be much more active diplomatic effort by the U.S. to account for the 
important attribute of religioll. 

While corporate social responsibility largely ignored reli-
gion as a social good in the past, OUl' purpose is to explore whether 
it can and should be emphaSized today. In the 1970s, the phrase 
"corporate social responsibility" came into heing with the lIotion that 
ilusiness enterprises had an oilligation to society ileyond mere profit 
making. These CSR efforts have been tentative and have been largely 
non-obligatory-over time we arc all aware they have increased. For 
example, the advertising of corporations is inCre,L'iingly concerned 
about the impact of corporate activities on the environment or other 
areas of social importance. 

As CSR efforts have matured, they have been described or de-
{ined as follows: voluntary, goal oriented, encourage a positive impact 
on society, and embrace responsibility. The advocacy of responsibility 
is a pleasing thing to hear. Most of the lime in law we talk of "rights," 
but the CSR effort is an attempt to take responsibility and to proac-
tively promote the public interest as part of corporate decision mak-
ing. Thus, CSR advocates speak of a triple bottom line: people, planet, 
and profits. We have already mentioned these objectives can be ac-
complished by philanthropic endeavors, by risk management, and by 
creating a strategic plan that embraces shared values. 

There have been efforL'i to try ,md measure social responsibility 
efforts, but this is obviously very difficult; there al'en't readily available 
certification programs for corporate social responsibility. However, the 
UK, Denmark, and South Africa are all experimenting IVlth requirements 
for publicly traded cOIl)orations to report on their social responsibility 
efforts. Under this initiative, companies are not obliged to do any social 
responsibility activities but are required to report on what they do. Be-
cause public disclosure motivates action, this is an impoli<llll initiative. 

Critics on the right, such as Milton Friedman, have argued the 
corporate purpose is to maximize profits for shareholders, and busi-
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ncss corporations are not responsible to society as a whole, At the 
same time, critics on the lefi, like Robert Reich, former Secretary of 
Labor, have government should set the corporate social rc-
sjlonsibility through regulations and other legal requirements 
that would require businesses 10 conduct themselves in ways deemed 

beneficial. 
Most recently, some initiatives have tried to hue to what they call 

a "golden middle ground" between legislative compulsion and total 
corporative freedom. These recent efIorts promote social responsibility 
through reference to standards. These st,Uldards are in the realm of 
"soft law." arc not ohligatory, but owr time it is hoped the 
tl'lIce of measurable st:U1dards I\ill encourage CSH activities to grow in 
greater because the expectation of other people will grow. 

Greg already mentioned the lJN's efforts to promote corporate 
social responsibility through the liN Global Compact, a very important 
work that has ten principles and dcals with human rights. A little more 
recently, there has been a parallel effort by the lJN to appoint a special 
representative on human rights and businesses enterprises. Ilis office 
recently produced a report that also scts forth important corporate 
social responsibility st,mdards. 

Perhaps most Significantly, I would like to make you aware of 
a CSH standard produced by the International Organization for 
dardization (ISO) located in Geneva, Switzerland. Anyone who has 
worked in bUSiness has likely come across the ISO. It produces many 
standards that have to do with manufacturing and other business 
livilies. These standards arc I\idely accepted, and many arc incorpo-
rated into the laws of states, and they have become very influential. 

In Novemher, the ISO produced a standard on "social responsibil-
ity." ISO 26000 is over one hundred pages long and is very detailed. It 
attempts to cover the entire lield. Not only does it allply to husinesses, 
but it also applies to nonprofit organizations and governments. For [his 
reason, it is not called "corporate social responsibility" but simply "so-
cial responsibility." Further, its provisions are broad in scope. Not only 
does this standard deal with human rights, it ,dso deals Ivith many of tllC 
other issues important to social responSibility, such as labor practices, 
environmental concerns, fair operating practices, and other kinds of 
community involvement issues. More impo11antly, it mentions human 
right, first, and we would argue tlla! is as it should he, 

The reference to human rights in the ISO standard is not 
tern ally defined. Hather, human righL, are defined by reference to the 

International Bill of Rights, which includes the lJniversal 
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Hights, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, 
and Cultural Hights. Those important documents, particularly the lJni-
versal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, explicitly include religious freedom values. 
Under this definition, religious freedom has been explicitly 
rated into the notion of human rights protected by this new social 
responsibility standard. 

Now, if you were to take a poll of the executive officers of corpo-
rations who have agreed to abide by these social responsibility stan-
dards, my guess is they would not realize they have agreed to promote 
religious freedom. They have made this commitment so the initiative 
we are discussing today is the possibility that corporate executives 

nm be made more aware of [heir freedom commitment and 
he given the incentive to take that obligation To this end, I 
will briefly mention some helpful in the ISO standard that 
suggesLs that corporations should do more than simply refuse to 
criminate against their own hased on even though 
that would be a minimum requirement. The ISO standard on social 
responsibility says: 

Organizations have a responsibility to respect all human rights, 
regardless of whether the statc is unable or unwilling to fulfill its 
duty to protect. To respect human rights means to not infringe 
the right of others, this responsibility entails taking positive 
steps to ensure the organization avoids p,lssively accepting or 
actively partiCipating in the infringement of rights. 

ISO 2(,000 goes on to say these expectations go beyond mere respect so 
enterprises "may want to contribute to the fulfillment of human right,." 
Now, we don't have time to go through all the details of the standard 
but the standard clearly indicates corporations GUl take upon 
selves the responsibility to inllucnce the behavior of others; they can 
provide meaningful gUidance both witllin their and with· 
out; and they can even take special efforts to fulfill human fighLs where 
there is a failure of the democratic or jUdicial sl'stem, political instabil-
ity, or other failure of the state. Thus, the standard indicates busi-
ness leaders can contribute to social responsibility by interacting with 
government leaders and advocate for the betternlent of these human 
rights, which we note includes religious freedom. The st:mdard further 
places special emphasis on pfotecting vlllnerable groups, and it ex-
plicitly includes religious groups as potentially in need of protection by 
businesses as part of this effort to pfomote social responsibility. In this 
regard, the standard explicitly allows these rights to include the freedom 
to adopt and practice a religion and the freedom to hold beliefs. The 
standard suggests that to protect these rights enterprises may need to 
take proactive steps to protect those beliefs. 

In summary, this recently promulgated ISO standard explicitly 
incofporates religiOUS freedom one of values and gives encour-
agement to corporations to go outside their own enterprise to protect 
those rights for others. While my time is up, this standard is an im-
portant new development which may provide an opportunity to help 
enterprisc leaders become morc aware of the obligation that they have 
taken voluntarily to help promote religious freedom and see what we 
can do to promote it. 



Palll Godfrey 
1I0w lIJany of you are business people! I wasn't sure as I came 

here to a law conference whether I was on a pilgrimage to a holy 
land or a pilgrim in an unholy land, but I sec there arc a few fellow 
travelers here. My approach will be a little hit different, given my busi-
ness background. First, a bit of history: I was contacted by Greg Clark 
almost a year ago asking how we could get all these businesses that 
have signed up on the Global Compact to actively SUppOl1 freedom of 
religion . lie asked how many of these leaders would understand they 
had obligated themselves to th(' principle of freedom of religion. My 
resllonse to him was that most of those six thousand CEOs, probably 
5,994 of them, would respond with: We did what? 

The typical business view would be that, given the competitive 
markets in which firms operate and given the diversity facing multina-
tional or national corporotlions, the outlook would tre'JI religion as a 
potentially toxic issue, one where there is very little to be gained by 
openly advandng the freedom of religion but huge potential problems 
and haclJash hy so. I/owever, upon deeper reflection, I would 
now give (jreg a differenl response. First, the logic of the market would 
say a business that promotes religious freedom might actually have ad-
vantages in in which it compeles, and that business would 
be wise to support religious freedom. I think one of the ways to gct busi-
ness people interested in the frL'Cdom of religion is simply not, as Adam 
Smilh said "to appeal 10 their goodness or beneficence" but rather to 
their self interesl or Iheir grl'Cd and to show them why supporting reli-
gious freedom may create advantages for business. 

There are several ways to do this. The first is to think about faith 
insidc the business and what the impact on religious freedom within 
the firm is likely to be. Certainly the area that comes to mind first 
would be human resources. Because religion is something people 
believe in, that makes it a people issue inside the firm . In the 19505 
or maybe by thc 19705, our workforce looked very homogenous, sort 
of like a picture of brown gingerbread men-allhough you could re-
place those little brown gingerhread men with little white gingerbread 
men. For the typical American and Western corporation, that's the way 
it looked. Now fast -forward forty years and you have something that 
looks a lot more like a collection of gingerbread men of all different 
colors and backgrounds. The issues for rcligious freedom have to do 
with diversity in the workplace in geneml and particularly surround-
ing the question: How does a firm deal lvith people with different 
codes of conscience and codes of conduct? This presents a challenge 
for business and learning how to deal with this challengc would be 
the sort of hook to get executives interested. The notion is that by 
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sUPJlorting rcligious freedom you create a lot fewer headaches for 
yourself and your firm. 

The classic and the firsl cxamilic would he to think ahout the 
number of businesses that find advantage in haVing their employees 
uniformed. From coal miners to McDonald 's (one of the world's larg-
est retail franchises), to airlines, shipping companies, and olhers, 
these kinds of companies all find advantage in having a clearly idcnti-
fied uniform as a marker for Iheir employees. What docs it look like 
when freedom of religion becomes guarantecd? There are a number 
of cases in Europe that have been adjudicated around the issue "can 
people wear religious clothing to work?" What about problems of en-
forcing things like uniform codes in religiously diverse environments? 
What does that do for the business image? For motivation? I'm say-
ing this is a powerful issue and a powerful hook that raises business 
peoples' ;lIlention, because Ihe issue of what a work force like 
when people can wear religiously significant clolhing as a part of their 
daily uniform has real and non-trivial implications for the manage-
ment of that firm. This represents one issue that I think businesses 
have to take seriously and consider. 

Think more about the role of faith in motivation and commit-
ment. What docs it mean to bring your faith to work? This question 
might have some real implications about if and how we talk about our 
beliefs at work, particularly for Latter-day Saints. Can we do anything 
close to proselytizing in the work place? Coming back to faith as a 
source of motivation and commitment, a lot of people are recogniz-
ing that when you don 't ask pcople to check lheir beliefs at the door 
you engender motivation and commitment to the firm . Motivation and 
commitment translate into greater productivity and lower turnover. 
ThaI entails challenges for Ihe business in tenns of how to manage 
diverse religious practices. 

For example, Ihink of an international manufacluring firm open 
in some of the world where you could literally have--out of seven 
(L1ys-severai days that would be a weekend. You'd have at leasl three 
days for religious observance: Friday (Islam) , Saturday Oudaism or 
Seventh-day Advcntists), or Sunday (mainstream Christians). Is that a 
constraint for business or is a tremendous opportunity for business 
to build motivation and commitment anlOng employees by honoring 
their days of worship) 

There are expat ri ate issues as well. What does it mC'an for com-
panies that are trying to get high-powered executive talent LO go work 
in different parts of the world? Might those people either be induced 
or dissuaded from taking on those assignments based upon whether or 
not they can practice their beliefs in that counlIy? And again, the trend 
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ill multinational coq>oratiol1s is away from expat executives and 
toward a truly localworkforcc. Whatlhat often means is that 

the expatriates you do haw in a COUll try tend to be the lllost valuable 
human resources, because they're the link betweell the irHountry 
operations and the operatiolls, These arc people you 
wam to keep happy. Expat issues arc real in terms of some of the 
man resource challenges for business, 

The last issue of faith ilt the business would be the role of faith 
in culture and shared values, Faith is and 
and it projects and proclaims a certain set of values irrespective of 
what your particular creed is, What does that look like in a 
giously diverse firm'! Are there opportunities for businesses to lind 
unitv out of diversity, to find common values that unite people from 
different religious traditions, and incorporate those into the 
mental and core operating of the business, and, therefore, 
ate advantages in terms of human resource motivation and 
mel1l? I notice this working at BYU where you deal with people where 
olle faith dominates. One of the things people do here is tell com-
mon stOlies, and you'll see common religiously grounded metaphors 
everybody understands, Bringing a new product to market may be like 
parting the red sea; getting everybody on board you may describe your 
leadership style Did he get his brethren to respond 
through shock and awe or with gentle persuasion? 

In terms of the faith q{the husincss, marketing comes to mind 
first It's interesting to see how the Adam and Eve story plays out as a 
common language for people with a Christian-based background to 
think about a product as being "forbidden fruiL" So think about the 
ability, again, out of religious plurality and out of religious diversity, 
to find a common set of values and a common language to talk about 
how we do business, Where would firms lind competitive advantages 
dealing in environments tlw featured religious freedom? 

Well, certainly selling unique or customized products would be 
one area, I'm a subscriber to SjJorts Illustrated fifty-one weeks a year, 
and one of the features I really love ahout that magazine is they have 
a little clip called "Sign Of The Apocalypse" with some interesting fac-
toid about the world of sports. I was doing some research in Navajo 
lands a couple of years ago, and I saw what I thought was a sign of the 
apocalYllse while reading a publication called Indian Gaming, which 
is about how to run a GLsino on Native American lands. A casino in 
New York, run by the Iroquois, but I'm not sure, proudly proclaimed 
they had now become kosher, You think about the Iroquois Nation 
tractingJewish bar mitzvah and bat mitzvah guests to its ctsino, again 
based upon this prinCiple of customer segmentation. 

That becomes a real possibility when you have a religiously 
verse environment where people can openly practice their beliefs, Fa-
miliar to all of us would be the ability to sell green as a customer 
segmentation among a large and active Latter-day Saint population, 
Are there product opportunities? I found some others. If you want to 
appeal to Christians, you might think of something like "testamints," 
a faith-promoting breath mint On a much more serious baSis, when 
you think about Sharia law and you think about Islamic prohibitions 
against interest and the development of an Islamic banking culture, 
you see a whole different business model that might be available to 
businesses in pluralistic environments. Thinking again of our own 

LDS culture, I found this little item for sale on the Internet. Ammon at 
the waters of Schus, of course, and I was if I could 
plete the picture and make it a hit Illore real, I did in fact find somc cut 
off arms you could then sell ;LS a matched set for your children so they 
would get the true effect of Ammon and his valuable work 

The of the Grim and Finke data might be relevant to 
business and argue that they should care about religious freedom if, for 
example, religious freedom lowers the level of conflict and also lowers 
the level of military spending in countries with religious freedom. If you 
work for lIallibur1oll, you Illay like war. If you work for the average 
business, war is lIot particularly conducive to capitalism, It puts a lot of 
assets at risk and makes it hard to generate positive cash flows. Societies 
with lower levels of conflict will then see higher levels of foreign direct 
investment, domestic investment, and husiness activity. 

If you think about businesses or military spending beillg lower 
in religiously diverse and religiously free countries, what that means 
is societies that choose more butter than guns leave more 
tiona!)' income for individuals to spend on capitalist products, As a 
general rule, businesses would be very in favor of any1hing that will 
help reduce the level of conflict and put more money in the hands 
of consumers. 

Consider greater opportunities for women. Grim and Finke lind 
almost unilaterally that one of the great correlations is between 
ligious freedom and empowerment of women-consider Rosie the 
Riveter from WWII or empowered women operating small micro 
ness in mallY countries, What about my favorite empowered woman, 
Mother Teresa? What of all the good work that can be done and all of 
the intellectual, emotional, sochd skill that businesses can harness in 
societies where womcn are empowered. Again, another appeal to the 
bottom line: If a business has better access to women as customers 
and as employees, they will be stronger and more competitive. 

Finally, Grim and Finke idcntify bettcr health and hcalth care 
issues. Countries that feature religiOUS freedom have greater numbers 
of physicians practiCing medicine in their countries. They have lower 
infant mortality rates and they have lower rates of childhood 
trition, I don't want to sound too business-like, but every child born 
represents a potential customer at some point in their life. If 
of them are dying before they reach age five, that's not a particularly 
productive market I want to enter. These would all be reasons why 
businesses would care about supporting religious freedom. 

Finally, let me talk about faith ill the market. I saw a poster of]ack 
Bower, from the selies 24. The motivational subtitle there is 
tion," It says, "In high school, Jack Bower was voted 'most likely to 
kill the foreign kid' and 'best eyes.'" Reputation matters in business. 
The standard (''COl1o[J]ic logic tells us that what keeps businesses honest 
given the perplexities and complexities of the legal system is the fear of 
reputation loss that individuals and firms would face by being dishonest. 
I don't have enough time to explain in detail, but there are a number 
of problems with reputation where it simply fails to control people's 
behavior when no one is watching. If you have people of character, 
people who intrinsically follow a set of beliefs and values because that's 
who they are, and not because they're afraid of what \\ill happen to 
them, I think character reputation, The key point here is that every 
religious tradition concerns itself \vith the development of character-



('VeIY single one. Countries where religiOUS people can hely practice 
and proselyti ze may be more likely to have pcople driven by character 
mther than rCllut:Uion. 

An l'xamplc of that to conclude is a story about Jon 
IIc talked about it last year on the radio. It seems that several years 
ago he had arranged to sell one of his business units to a large U.S. oil 
Cotnllanyand (for those of you who are lawyers you will undcrstand), 
th ey had upon a price of $54 million, which was thcn the mar-
ket value of Huntsman's assets. Given the time between the agreement 
and the execu tion of the deal (it took some six months for all the legal 
wrangling to occur) thc value of lIuntsman 's assets had increased to 
approximately $200 million dollars . At that pOint, coming together for 

the tinal closing, the CEO of the oil company said "Well , Mr. 
man , I guess we have to renegotiate, and we olVe you $200 million." 
At which poi nt Jon said, "No, you owe me $54 million." Chagrined and 
surprised, the executive said "What?" And Jon said, " Yes, I shook my 
hand (0 sel! you the business for $54 million, and that's the price. " 
111al'5 the value of character. I think that comes solely because of who 
Jon lIuntsman is and what he believes, and not any threats of sanction 
or of reputation loss that might happen to him. 

In conclusion, I think there are a number of reasons why solid , 
thorough-going, greedy capitalists ought to firmly get behind the 110-

tion of religious freedom ;lnd support endeavors to sustain and en-
hance religious freedom throughout the world. 
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ColeDllrham 
My role is to try and put this in a larger contexl. Greg understat-

ed his significance inllicking up on the religious freedom implications 
to corporate social responsibility. I think this is an example of new 
contexts we are not used to seeing for working on religious freedom 
issues. I want to say a few words about religious freedom "soft law" in 
general and linking in with social responsibility. 

Although covered weU earlier in the d:ty, let me say first , by way 
of background, a few things about the importance of religious free-
dom. We all understand this principle is one of our Articles of Faith. 
We also know the Significance of religious freedom from experiencing 
it historically in the cauldron of ollr own persecution. We recognize 
religious freedom is one of the primordial principles of agency, the 
great forerunner principle, and authentic religion cannot be practiced 
without il. 

Not only is religious freedom a foundational principle, it is his-
torically foundational. Peo ple don 't realize it's the grandparent of most 
other human rights. Other rights emerged as additional support for 
or expansion of religious freedom claims. It is also philosophically 
foundational, because it protects comprehensive belief systems and 
world views in which our other ideas are rooted .lJ1d from which they 
derive their meaning. Religious freedom is institutionaUy foundational 
because it protects and fosters the institutions that engender the vi-
sion, the motivation, and the moral suppon that translate religious 
and moral ideals into personal and communal practice. One of the 
things touched on at a number of poinl, this morning is we now have a 
growing volume of empirical research on the significance of religious 
freedom principles. Religious freedom is necessary for religious insti-
tutions to flourish. Religion builds social capital in countless ways and 
then becomes a source of social vision, altruism, and moral striving. 

This is just one page from the book the Price of Freedom De-
nied from Cambridge University Press that was referred to earlier to-
day by Brian Grim and Roger Finke I highly recommend it, because it 
gathers in one book a lot of the latest empirical rcsC'Jrch that indicates 
the high correlation between religious freedom , other human rights, 
and countless other social goods. We tend to forget that by protecting 
critical religious institutions, religious freedom contributes all kinds 
of social capitals to society, which benefit many other areas of social 
life as evidenced by high correlations with many other social goods. 
These statistics were referred to by several of the speakers earlier, but 

this shows a little more graphically that .n percent of the countries 
on earth have high or very high constraints on religious freedom, and 
since this includes India and China anlOng other populous countries, 
70 percent of people on earth live in those countries. 

It is significant that the erosion of religious freedom is not 
merely a foreign phenomenon, but our society risks losing sense 
for the priority of conscience. Protecting freedom of conscience is 
coming to be seen as an unjustifiable exception to general and neutral 
laws, as illustrated by the Smith rather than as a crucial, consti-
tutional requirement that should be a feature of all law. We arc losing, 
or face the risk of lOSing, a number of key institutional bastions be-
cause important institutions of our society arc being captured by those 
who place sexual liberation ahead of freedom of conscience. There's 
a kind of new equalitarianism, a refocus, or reemphasis on equal-
ity norms that have the effect of enhancing the protection of sexual 
interest groups to the detriment of longstanding equal protection of 
religious believers. 

I was at a conference in London two or three weeks ago in which 
one of the presenters made the point th at, originally, eqUality was de-
signed to assure religious communities, whatever their beliefs, would 
be protected and included in the community. What is happening now 
is those eqUality norms are being reinterpreted so religious people 
are, in effect, excluded from the community. They don 't count or their 
views don 't counl. 

The classic recent was about a foster couple in England. 
In this a Christian couplc was denied the right to sen'e as foster 

because they had Christian beliefs and, for that reason, they 
might be insensitive to a gay person in their services as foster parents. 
This is a kind of twisting of equalitarian norms. While couns are a 
continuing battleground, there are other areas of concern, including, 
for example, accreditation institutions. This is perhaps less obvious, 
but if you think about it, and this was again referred to this morn-
ing, accreditation bodies have great power 10 compel conformity with 
those newly defined equalitarian norms. In the health care field, I think 
of obstetrical and gynecological accreditation groups. In counseling 
programs and in legal academia, and in many other areas we are see-
ing accredit.1tion rules that lvill impact whether religious groups or 
religious believers can be protected in their conscientious obligations. 
These are some key threats we are seeing, which run with the current 
of our general social morass. 
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Unless we think everything is am no! someone who is ill 

gcneral an shows the lates! tally on the Smith's 
case for those of you who are interested and follow such things, This is 
the GLSe that held that any generally applicahle, ncutrallaw can over, 
ride religiOUS chums, The interesting thing Is that only three 
states have followed thaI decision, There arc about six more 
you can'! tell, because they might be applying fedentllaw rather than 
state law, Fifteen states have adoplCd state religious freedom resto, 
ration act Eleven other states have high courts that have 
heightened scrutiny of religiOUS liherty claims under their state consti, 
tutions, There are about eleven states that are undecided, but many of 
those who have precedents from the pre,SmUIl era, favor heightened 
protection of religious freedom, The point of this is that we shouldn't 
he totally depressed, There arc a lot of good things happening in the 

freedom area, 
I want to say a few words about buttreSSing religious freedom 

in "soft law" situations, By way of contrast, hy "hard law" I mean 
things like constitutions, statutes, treaties-things that are binding 
and enforceable as law, "Soft law" on the other hand, refers to things 
like UN Declarations, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is a 
declaration that is not a trcaty, It has hern reduced tu treaty language 
in the international covenant on civil and political rights, but it's a 
declaration, Many people think the [;niversal Declaration of Human 
Rights has become customary law binding on nations so soft law can 
harden into hard law, There are all kinds of processes going on in the 
UN and elscwhere where normative processes like corporate social 
responsibilily, the things Greg has just been describing to us, start out 
as volunteer associations articulating norms and then to 

those norms, When people begin to take those commitments seriously 
and hold pcople accountable, over time those norms become law 

Let me give you some examples, Many of you remember the 
Danish cartoon incident that emphasized the significance of religiOUS 
sensitivities. Coupled with the alarming increase in violence and dis, 
crimination based on religion or belief this incident eventually led to 
the proliferation of hate speech legislation, While the cartoon incident 
wasn't the only cause, insulting speech has contributed to "Islama, 
phobia" that has led to a series of defamation of religion resolutions 
in the UN, These soft law efforts have encouraged states to adopt hard 
law in this area. Hate speech legislation sounded good on the surface, 
but as John Graz discusscd earlier today, in practice, this legislation 
is problcmatic, because it often jeopardizes the freedom of religion 
of others, Legitimate speech about religion, such missionary work, 
could be callght in the net of defamation of religion legislation, 

Overtime, there h,L<; been a lot of work going on to stop the ex-
cises of the hate speech legislation, About a week ago, the UN lIuman 
Rights Council in Geneva adopted a new consensus resolution that 
seeks to address violence, discrimination, and incitement throngh 
religiOUS hatred without reference to defamation of religion, This is a 
huge breakthrough, because most of us had thought the Organization 
of Islamic Conference would never give up on this issue and would not 
be willing to adjust its position, John Graz tells me there may be some 
back peddling hy the OlC, and they might try to do the defamation of 
religion resolution, too, Our center and many other NGOs have been 
involved with some very effective lobbying on this issue, There has 

been a shift that could h.IVC effects into the Muslin world, That's 
an example of another soft law evolution, Another soft law process 1 
have heen involved in concerns Ihe book DevelojJing (iuUJe,tltu?s 

I p(J'1tl'lliflll pertaining to religion or belief This is a doeu, 
under the auspices of the Office of Delllocralic 

tiolls and Human Rights in the Organizatioll for Security Cooperation 
in Europe (OSeE), What is significant ahout this document is we dc, 
veloped the gUidelines for registration of religiolls organizations and 
a variety of other things that frequently come up in religion legisla, 
tion, Since then we've had opportunities ;L'i we work all over the OSCE 
countries, which is everything from Vancouver to Vladivostok moving 
east, so it's basically the Northern hemisphere, That work has had a 
significant impact on the actual legislation adOlltcd in many countries, 

Another reccnt example involves codes of miSSionary conduct 
drafted by a number of organizations, Ari Svensen, who I saw here 
early this morning, has been involved with this efrort The World 
Council of Churches, for example, denoullces as improper, the 
presentation of one's church or confession as the true faith, You 
can imagine there are some other religions who disagree with that 
particular view, It is interesting that there have heen about twenty of 
these voluntary missionary codes, I have worked Oil one, Ari Swensen 
is a member of the Oslo Coalition Board, and he has been actively 
involved in this, Matt Wchard" Ari, and Rainer Bless have written 
an essay for Refigious a1/d Human Rights, a Dutch journal on these 
codes, These missionary codes of conduct represent another kind of 
soft law kind of evolution, 

I give you those examples, hecause I think they are of interest 
to this group and because what we are talking about \\1th CSR is, in 
effect, a soft law approach to creating binding commitments, You can 
think of international law itself as a kind of soft law by comparison to 
the usual law we think of in a national regime, Despite the fact it is 
"softer," it is becoming, as others expressed this morning, more and 
more effective over time, 

tet me describe the impact of soft law, As I mentioned, soft law 
can harden into hard law, either through the emergency of customary 
international law or through its impact on national level legislation, 
Many of the advances in the field of religiolls freedom in recent years 
have involved transforming soft law into hard law or developing more 
detailed soft law. This has occurred through processes at the OSCE, 
the Council of Europe, and various other international organizations, 
This is because religious freedom issues arise against the background 
of concrete situations, These soft law efforts can, if one attends to 
them, have positive effects on what is actually done in shaping the 
normative universe in which we live, In some cases, soft law may actu, 
ally be a more efficient way to reach policy outcomes, 

There is a whole literature on this topic in international rela, 
tions, which answers questions like: What are the strategies for soft 
law? When does it work better? When should we use hard law to kill 
off bad soft law? Obviously soft law can evolve in problematic direc-
tions, and that is one of the problems in the area of family law, 

The reality is this is an ine\1table process, There is a tendency, 
when YOll are a law student, to think there are laws and there are 
cases, and this is the ontology of the universe, The reality is these 
things are constantly in tlux, They are beiug reinleqJreted; the groups 



thaI arc being affected by them are thinking about theOl and renego-
tiating them. Soft law is a rencclion of this constant social process. 
Leon Fuller, one of my professors at lIarvard, used to talk about the 
illleraClional law intcr:tclional expectancics and soft law is part of 
where [hose expectancies are changed. In actuality, soft law is a pri-
OI ary pathway of normative change that tools that can be 
uscd, and ;tre being used, by forces eroding protection of freedom of 
conscience. The fundamental point I want to make is that we need to 
think about these sofllaw processes. We should spend the rest of the 
time talking about rA'iR per se, but it strikes me this is an interesting 
area to think about. 

The impetus for looking at CSR came from a suggestion that 
Mike Young made to some of us , Mike was thinking about his experi-
ence with thc capital markct stralegy he described earlier, which is 
clearly a business-side strategy. J have to say as a caveal to any wisdom 
I may have in this area, as my wife would be the first to poinl OUI, I 
know nOlhing about business. So you have to lake m)' Ihoughls wilh 
a lillie bit of a grimace. This is why we have some other very good 
people who know more about the real business world. But Ihis CSR 
slrategy promisi ng, because the commercial sector often car-
lies greater weight in shaping intergovernmenlal rciations Ihan the 
human seclor. I am sure Ihis is Irue in a 101 of embassies, I am 
not a Foreign Service officer, hUI my sense is that people desire Ihe 

commercial allaclJe Those have an impact. Business people 
often have contaclS Ihal may be inlluential in government circles. 

There is a 101 happening in the domain of corporate social 
responsibility, and the quesl ion is: Are there ways contributions to 

religious freedom can be made in this fieW I Ihink it is fairly easy 
10 make the link. I alll al so convinced Ihere will be resiSla nce of 
Ihe kind Mike Young lalked aboul this morning, when he suggesled 
Ihe idea of limiting capital markets to companies facilitatin g human 
rights abuses. You can imagine the capital markels wenl crazy. So 
this issue would have to be handled, as in so many cases, with soft 
law based on wisdom and judgmenl. There may be openings for 
religious freedom in Ihe area of CSR, and the reason we wanted 
to raise Ihe issue wilh this group is to think aboul Ihese openings, 
to think of what is realistic and what isn 'l. As we came up to the 
stand, John Smith, who will be lalking in one of the next sessions, 
said "You know, this is a great idea. We oughl 10 have a packel." 
lie jusl had a initialive come across his desk, and il had a hu-
man right, paragraph Ihat easily could have had a religious freedom 
paragraph. That is the kind of Ihing thaI can be worked on, and 
whal is nOI is that lillie hooks like this give people who 
care aboul valid prinCiples the ability to move implemenlation of 
religious freedom forward. 
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Religious Liberty Initiatives: Preserving the "First FreedolD" at 
Home and Abroad 
Hannah Clayson Smith, senior counsel, The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty 
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I have enjoyed being at my husband's side over the years in a lot of 
interesting things that you just heard about in our introductions. 

We have a special love for BYU, and it was a privilege to work with 
Cole Durham during our time in law school. He taught us everything 
we know about defending religious Uberty, and it is an honor to be 
counted among his students. 

For those unfamiliar with the flecket Fund for ReUgious uberty,' 
allow me to tell you a little bit about who we are. The remainder of my 
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talk will be "a view from the trenches" of our current cases that defend 
this vitally important freedom. 

The Becket Fund is a public interest law firm based in Wash-
ington, D.C., that protects the free expression of all religious faiths. 
We have a fifteen-year record of defending religious liberty for all 
people, including Buddhists, Christians, lIindus, Jews, Native Ameri-
cans, Sikhs, Muslims, and Zoroastrians. The Becket Fund works in 
(he courts of law, courts of public opinion, and in the academy. We 



do work both domesticallv and The Becket Fund was 
founded by a devout Catholic, and the people who work there rep' 
resent a spectrum of religions, It is a wonderful place to work with 
colleagues of many different faiths, 

I want to quote to you f!'Om an address given by Elder DaWn 
11. Oaks exactly two months ago at Chapman University in California: 

It is imper;uive that those of us who believe in God and in 
the reality of right and wrong unite more effectively to protect 
our religious freedoms, to preach and practice our faith in 
God and the principles of right and wrong Ill' has established, 
All that is necessary for unity and a broad coalition along the 
lines I am suggesting is a common belief that there is right 
and wrong in human behavior that has been established by a 
Supreme Being, All who believe in that should unite more ef, 
fecti,ely to preserve and to strengthen the freedom to advocate 
and practice our religious beliefs whatever they are, We must 
walk together for a ways on the same path in order to secure 
our freedom to pursue our separate ways when that is neees, 
sary according to our own belief.' 

I believe that the work that we do at the Becket Fund answers that 
eloquent call. 

I was to speak today about the various initiatives we work 
on at the Becket Fund, I'll provide an overview of trends and issues 
and several pending cases we are engaged in to illustrate some of the 
current assaults on religious liberty in this country and abroad, 

First, I want to give you some domestic trends, As we began 
20 II, we saw a lot of commentary about important developments 
for religiOUS liberty over the past decade, Some of these, particularly 
here at homc in the U,S" include: I) a partnership and development 
of social programs hetween government and faith-based institutions 
begun under President George W, Bush and continued by President 
Obama, 2) the rise in anti, Muslim sentiment in America post 9/1 I, ,) 
the tight over marriage for same, sex partners, 4) the rise of secular, 
ist organizations like Secular Coalition for America and the Freedom 
from Religion Foundation, which attempt to undermine the religious 
pillars of our culture and society, 

Looking ahead, there are several trends to watch for in the com, 
ing year, including: I) battles over poliCies prohibiting discrimination 
on the basis of sexual orientation and the extent to which religious 
organizations are exempt from such policies, ,md 2) the continued 
debate over conscience clause issues in the health care arena, cspc, 
cially with the p;Jssage of the new health care law, How much room is 
there for people of faith to conscientiously object to some of the new 
mandates'! I turn now to some of the current GlSeS, 

Religious Autonomy 
The first theme I want to address is religious autonomy for 

churches, One of the most exciting recent happened just 
last week, ,lS the Supreme Court agreed to hear a case next term involv, 
ing the ministerial exception" On the side of the religious organi'llilion 
at issue, the Becket Fund is counsel in the case, with Professor Doug 
Laycock of the University of Virginia as lead counsel. The ministerial 
exception is a doctline that is derived from the First Amendment that 
prohihil' courb from reviewing firing and hiring decisions from reli, 

gillllS institutions involving their ministerial employees, The question is 
who counts a ministerial ern ployee, 

In that c;L'ie, a Lutheran church in Michigan operates a religiOUS 
schooL The school's purpose is to provide a Chl'isHentcred education 
hased on biblical principles, The church dismissed a teacher (who had 
the title of a commissioned minister \vithin the l,uther.m church) for 
insubordination and disruptive conduct in violation of the church's 
teachings, '111C teacher sued and asked the court to reinstate her. The 
Michigan federal district court ruled in the church's favor," It held that 
the teacher's claim could not proceed, because she W'L'i a licensed min-
ister ,md led stuucnLs in prayer, worship, and religious studies, which 
the COU11 found was enough for her to fall under the miuisterial excep-
tion, Not so, said the u.s, Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit when it 
reversed and held the teacher could pursue the claim,' Because she 
spent more minutes of the day on secular subjects than on religious 
ones, the ministclial exception did not apply, The test they lIsed was 
focused on time: flow many minutes of the day did the teacher spend 
teaching mat h or teaching reading? 

We filed a petition for certiorari asking the U,S, Supreme Court 
to review the case "ith the scope of the ministerial exception at issue, 
This will be a landmark case, It is the tirst time the Supreme Court 
has heard arguments in a ministerial exception case, It \,illlikcly be 
of great significance to any religious organization that hires and fires 
people b:l'ied on religious preferences, On a similar note last Septem, 
bel', The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints had a case before 
the European Court of Human Rights involving a public affairs direc-
tor for the Church in Europe, That employee committed adultery, lost 
his temple recommend, and was tired, In the ensuing legal hattIe, the 
court held for the Church,6 While this case was obviously decided in a 
different legal system than ours, we are optimistic the Supreme Court 
will recognize this fundamental right dcrived from the First Amend-
ment of churches to decide who to hire and who to fire, 

Another issue under the theme of religious autonomy relates to 
religious hiring preferences by faith,based organizations competing 
for federal grant awards, I mentioned before the relationship between 
the federal government and faith-based organizations in social wel-
fare programs, The Justice Department is now "debating whether to 
reinterpret federal law so as to allow discrimination, when awarding 
federal grants, against faith-b,L'ied organizations who engage in , 
religious hiring preferences,"" During the Bush administration, the 
Department of Justice's Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) analyzed this 
issue, It determined the protection of religious exercise in the federal 
Religious Freedom Hestoration Act (RFHA) is "reasonably construed 
to apply to religious organizations that accept federal grJllts'" and 
"because requiring a religious organization to abandon its religious 
practice in order to receive a federal grant is a substantial burden 
on religious exercise, the government may not force a religiOUS or-
ganization to abide by the nOll-discrimination rules as a condition 
of receiving a granL"9 After President Obama was elected, various 
groups urged his administration to rescind this opinion and narrow 
the scope of RFHA's protection, This is an ongoing matter and one that 
would have a great impact on religious organizations who engage in 
preferential hiring, who want to engage in social welfare programs, 
and who want to receive federal grants to help them do so, 
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The second categorv of Cil'iCS I'd like to discuss is conscientious 
objection, Our coulllly has a history of conscientious objection, 
including the refusal of 
and the consciemiolls 
nesscs to 

Jehovah's Wit, 
to the American /Iag,1I We have long rec, 

the government should not force people to choose between 
their livelihood and their religion, 

We're working on several GlSeS in this category: J) :Ul Amish 
group in the Northeast threatened hy state prosecution for violating lire 
codes by not installing battery,operated smoke detectors, because of 
their religious belief against using battclies; 2) in the Sixth Circuit, an 
MA student who was kicked (Jut of her counseling program light before 
graduation because she objected on religious grounds to counseling 
hOll1osexuals couples in a way that approved of their conduct 

Perhaps the greatest potential area for concern in this category 
is in health (,Ire, palticularly our country deals with the new health, 
care legislation, We represent a fmnily,owned phal1l1aq called "Ralph's 
Thliftway" and two pharmacists who refuse to dispense Plan B contra-
ceptives, also knO\\ll as tllC "abortion pill," because it can destroy a 
fertilized egg, and they believe life begins at the moment of fertilization. II 
The outcome of this C:L'lC could force tbese two phalmacists out of fheir 
professiolls solely because of their religiOUS beliefs, 

i.et me give vou some background, In 2006, the 
state board of pharmaq unanimously supported a rule protecting 
conscience for pharmacy workers, The board voted to allow pharma, 
cists with religious objections to refrain frolll dispensing Plan Band 
instead 10 refer people to other ncarby dispensers-a very reasonable 
position, The hoard recognized the sincerely held religious beliefs of 
the pharmaCists and essentially said to the pharmacists, "If you don't 
want to dispense thiS, then as long ;L, you give customers adequate 
notice where they can find this contraceptioll at another nearby phar, 
macy, it's okay." Things soon turned ugly, and the board reversed 
course. 'fllC board admitted it found no evidence that anyone in the 
state had heen unable to obtain medication due to the religious objec, 
tion of a pharmacist Notwithstanding that lack of eVidence, the board 
issued a regulation requiring the pharmacists to stock and dispense 
medication even when doing so violated their conscience, The two 
pharmacists sued to prevent the new regulation from forcing them out 
of their profession, They argued that forcing pharmacists to dispense 
Plan B contralY to their religiously held belief violated their consti, 
tutional right to the free exercise of their religion. The is now 
poised for trial November 20 I I and \\ill set an important precedent 

Of course, this Gl'ie ha..'i broader implications beyond phanna, 
cists, It could potentially extend to all health,care workers who object 
to performing abortions, who object to performing in vitro fertiliza, 
tion for samc,sex couples, who object to providing sterilization, who 
object to providing similarly morally trouhling procedures, This is a 
very significant issue. 

The second ca..'ie under this category of conscientious objec, 
tion deals with a religiOUS university'S right to refuse to provide 
contraceptive and abortion coverage in its employee insurance 
plan to remain true to that university's religious teachings"j Some 
background in this case: Belmont Abby College is a small Roman 

Catholic liberal arts in North Carolina, In December 2007, it 
removed coverage for abortion, contraception, and voluntary steri/, 
izatioll from its insurance plan after learning that coverage had been 
included aCcidentally in its plan, Several faculty members liled COIll' 

of discrimination with the EEOC, In March 2009, the 
EEOC initially concluded there was 110 evidence of such discrimina, 
tion, Just weeks later, the EEOC (presumably at the direction of the 
incoming Obama Administration) rescinded that decision, Several 
months later, the EEOC issued a contrary decision. It reasoned til:!! 
"by denying prescription contraceptive drugs, Belmont Abby Col-

is discriminating ba..,ed on gender because only females take 
oral contraceptives. By denying coverage, men are not affected, only 
women,"" The Becket Fund stepped up to defend Belmont Abby's 
cause, joining their legal team, and exposing the EEOC's actions 
in the press, We announced that hecause the EEOC's position is a 
direct assault on the principle of conscientious objection, we will 
resist it Vigorously, The ball is now in the EEOC's court, whether it 
will sue the college or nOL 

Defamation (if Religion 
Generally speaking, the "defamation of religion" agenda is an 

attempt, mostly by Islamic countries, to enshrine in international 
human rights organizations bhl'iphemy laws. Such laws are com, 
monly found in Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Iran to shield these 
Islamic states in their often violent attempts to silence religious 
minorities in their countries. Last week in the National Review, 
Nina Shea wrote about the anti,blasphemy measures in the UN, Ii 
I will attempt to summarize the efforts in the UN and how these 
anti,blasphemy laws play out in Islamic countries around the world. 

Initiatives to oppose the so,called "defamation of religion" in 
UN human rights bodies followed the J 989 fatwa by Ayato/lah Kho-
meini calling on Muslims to kill Salman Rushdie for his book the 
Satanic Verses, ,I, The Organization of tbe Islamic Conference (OIC) is 
an organization of about fifty,six Muslim member states that seeks to 
impose on the UN the principle that "Western law should be subject 
to Muslim initiatives against and bla..'iphemy:'" It introduced 
annual UN resolutions on the issue, In 2005 and 2006, the resolution 
sponsors were emboldened by the incident involving the cartoons of 
Mohammed in Danish publications. Pakistan crafted the resolution 
carefully to appeal to Western liberal and multicultural sensibilities: 
"Unrestricted and disrespectful freedom of opinion creates hatred 
and is contrary to the spirit of peaceful dialogue and promotion of 
multiculturalism. "lH 

Westem states began to resist these resolutions in 200 J aud, by 
2007, SUppOl1 within the t:N Human RighL'i Council had greatly eroded, 
By 2010, the council the resolution by only a narrow margin, 
and this year the OIC didn't even introduce the resolution, The shift 
among the West is largely thanks 10 the Bush Administration's lead in 
defending free speech. That lead has been joined by a large coalition 
including the EU, the u.s, Commission on International Religious Free-
dom, members of the U,S, Congress, aud NGOs like the Becket Fund that 
lobbied vigorously against tllC defamation of religion resolution. I,) This 
year, instead of the usual dcf:unation resolution, the UN Human Rights 
Council adopted one denoullcing religious discrimination :md violence 
but did not call for restrictions on free speech," The change largely 



OCCUlTed at the urging of the Oh;UIl,1 Administration, which advocated 
"more as the ,Ultidote for ofImsivc expressioll, 

'1otvvithstanding the victory ,[I the UN level, we continue to see 
hlasnlH'nlV laws in individual Muslim countries applled to persecute 
members of minority religious faiths or those who defend them, Let 
me give you a couple of examples, In Indonesia, the world's most 
populolls Muslim COUll try, the gowrnmel1l IIses its [orty,five,yeaN)ld 
"'U"'''''''''J was recemly upheld against constitutional at, 
tack despite the strenUOliS efforts of Cole Durham and various NGOs 
around the world-to outlaw outright religious groups that are not 

among the six officially sanctioned faiths in that country: Islam, Bud-
dhism, l!induism, Catholicism, Protestantism, and Confucianism, 
That law had also been used to justify liolcnt attack'i against minor, 
ity religious groups, In Pakistan last month, the National Minister of 
Minorities, Shahbaz Bhatti, was murdered because he opposed his 
country's blasphemy laws, This followed the ,L'isassination for the 
same re;bOIl of another high government official, Salman Tasecr, gov-
ernor of I'unjah, and a Christian mother of five whom Tascer had 
defended against charges or blasphemy and who was sentenced to 
death, Similarly, a Pakistani youth has been arrested on bJasphemy 
charges for statements he made in a school exam paper'" Police have 
refused to disclose what he wrote, arguing that repeating his state-
ment would itself be blasphemy,26 Islamic blasphemy laws and other 

initiatives remain a major human rights issue 
around the world, 

Religioll in tbe Public Square 
The fourth theme I want to cover is religion in the public 

square, specifically the Pledge of Allegiance cases, The Becket Fund 
defended the constitUliol1ality of the words "under God" in the 
Pledge of Allegiance case in the U.s. Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit. Michael Ncwdow is an atheist activist who campaigned to 

have the two words removed, We represented the school children 
and their parents arguing the phrase "under God" in the Pledge of 
Allegiance affirms a foundational premise in the American tradition 
of law and rights-namely, that human rights arc not bestowed by 
the state but arc rather derived from a source beyond the state's 
discretion, "Under God" does not unconstitutionally advance reli-
gion hut rather reflects the deeply rooted political philosophy of the 
Founding Fathers who helieved these rights derived from a source 
greater than a government made of men, 

The pledge was also defended by the Justice Department's 
lawyers but on different grounds, They defended the pledge on the 
usual grounds of ceremonial deism, a concept that has been devel-
oped in the Supreme Court case law on the subject. Ceremonial de, 
ism holds the words "under God" have been rcpeated so frequently 
in a ceremonial way they have lost all religious meaning, 

After considering the case for almost two and a half years, 
the Ninth Circuit reversed itself and kept the words "under God" in the 
Pledge of Allegiance," In its reasoning, the Ninth Circuit showed it was 
persuaded by our political philosophy argument, rather than the cer-
emonial deism argument" We fully anticipated Newdow would lake 
the case to the Supreme Court, but he did not meet the deadline for 
filing his petition, so the case is closed, We are happy to say the Pledge 
is now safely intact in the states within the Ninth Circuit TIlOugh that 

was a major victory, Newdow has vowed to continue his tight to rid our 
country of the words "under God" in the Pledge of Allegiance, lie has 
said he will find whatever judge will hear his case and will continuc to 
travel around the country in his quest The Becket Fund will be there 
to light back 

Religious Discrimination 
Finally the fifth theme is discrimination against religious groups, 

The Jllimary example I want to address here are state Blaine Amcnd-
menl'i, Between 1870 and 1900, forty,one states adopted Blaine 
Amendments to prevent pUblic funds from going to any "sectarhlll in, 
stitutiO(], "I, At the time, "sectarian" was code for Catholic. The Blaine 
Amendments were largely a result of 'Ulti,Catholic nativism that was 
sweeping the country at the time, But Blaine Amendments are now used 
by states to forbid programs that otherwise comply with the federal Es, 
tablishmcnt Clause, More specifically, the Clause 
as intelllreted in the last half century pCl111il'i religion-ncutral support of 
programs with a predominantly secular pUlllose, prmidcd they do not 
improperly advance religion, The Bhunc Amendment'>, which are state 
constitutional amendment" often operate as a second wave of attack, 
because they can forhid what the feder;d Estahlishment Clause permil'i, 
So in actual terms, the Blaine Amendments operate to impose a per 
se bar against funding to all religious organizations, We see the results 
in a wide variety of cases involving religious organizations, in funding 
to f.uth-based organizations, in contracls between a govemmcnt and 
religious organizations, and in religious school choice cases, There is 
an effort at the Becket Fund to challenge these state Blaine Amendments 
through the courl, and through legislative repeaL 

Conclusion 
I hope from this overview today you have sceu the attacks on re' 

ligious liberty are serious and widespread, More importantly, we have 
many friends in this battle to uphold religious liberty in this country 
and abroad, I will close with a quote from Cardinal Francis George, 
thcn'president of the lI,S, Conference of Catholic Bishops, when he 
spoke at BYU "Lst year. lie delivered a message very similar to Elder 
Oaks's that I quoted at the beginning of my talk 

In the coming years inter-religiOUS coalitions formed to defend 
the rights of conscience for individuals and for religiOUS institu, 
tions should become a vital bulwark against the tide of forces at 
work in our government and in our society to reduce religion to 
a purely private reality At stake is whether or not the religious 
voice will maintain its right to be heard in the public squareW 
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Religious Liberty in Ukraine: A Progress Report 
John M. Smith, counsel, Raytheon Company 

I have found good things happen when I follow lIannah's lead. [ 
hope for your that is tme this afternoon. [ walll to applaud 

this society's cOlJlmitment and interest in international affairs. I think 
our community a rare comhination of experiences and com-
mitments to peoples abroad that enahle us to be a force for positive 
change and a defense of sacred institutions. 

Given the topic of religious liberty, I had some difficulty deciding 
which of two approaches to take today. For the last several years, since 
working at the White lIouse as the presidelll's lIomeland Security law-
yer, I have been thinking about the relationship between national secu-
rity and religious liherty. The last panel commented that, in the study of 
diplomaty, for so long, religion and ilS impact was ignored, to the peril 
of diplomaL,. You could say something similar ahout national security 
thinking before the [[ Scptemher attacks--the relationship between 
religion and national security has ix-en underJppreciated. 1 think re-
ligious liberty, both at home and abroad, is vital to America's national 
security. Think about tile countries that pose an existential or at least 
serious security threat to the U.S; they are countries that do not have 
religious liberty: Iran , North Korea, China, and Russia to some extent. 

I remember my very first week in the White Ilouse Situation 
Room after becoming the White House lIomeland Security lawyer, re-
ceiving a briefing from the head of an intelligence agenc), about bad 
guys coming at liS. It was a sobering moment. We lvill not be able to 
appropriately defend against this threat unless we understand both 
its relationship to religion and the interplay of national security and 
religiOUS liberty. 

However, given a seminal event for the Church that occurred 
last August (201 O)-namely the dedication of the first LaUer-day Saint 
temple in the fonner Soviet Union, in Kyiv, Ukraine-[ decided to 
go in that direction today. An important space to watch in the devel-
opment of religious liberty is its status in cel1ain strategiC countries. 
One strategic country I know something about is Ukraine-strategic 
for geographic, political, and religious reasons. President Thomas S. 
Monson, at the Kyiv Temple dedication, deserihed it as "a day of free-
dom." I will focus on these four questions: [) What progress has re-
ligiolls liheny made in Ukraine? 2) lIow have certain religious liberty 
initiatives supported that Ilrogress? 3) What lies ahead in Ukraine? and 
4) What docs that Illean for the CllUrch in Ukraine? 

What Progress has Religious Liberty made in Ukraine? 
The short answer is that, since the end of the Soviet period, with 

essentially no religious liberty, Ukraine has made significant progress. 
Starting aboUi a year ago, Ukraine faces a crossroads \vith its election 
of a new president with a markedly different approach to governing, 
and that progress is in jeopardy. 

[n tht' modern era, religious liberty for Ukraine only bcgan 
two decades ago. [n [99 [, the Soviet Union diSintegrated, Ukraine 
declared ilS independence, and the main statute that still governs rc-
ligion and religious organizations was enacted. This confluence bu rst 
the dam, and overt religious interest, expression, and propagation 
Hooded Ukraine. 

By histOrical standards for Ukraine, this main statute was per-
missive. It still contained significant restrictions: religious liberty 
could be restricted to protect public order, safety, health , life, and 
morals--all lIexible terms. For a few years, the euphoria even in-
cluded openness to religions not traditional in Ukraine. While the 
traditional churches of Ukraine revived, new religious organization 
poured across the border. This resurrected Ukraine's unusual history 
of religious pluralism with a richer diversity than ever before. [n these 
last two decades, no single church can monopolize the religious space 
or force others out. 

Also in 1991, the Church had its initial registration approved, 
allowing it to conduct basic missionary activity in Ukraine. A pair of 
Latter-day Saint Apostles in Kyiv dedicated Ukraine for the proclaim-
ing of the Restored Gospel of Jesus Christ. The dedicatory prayer in-
cluded a prophecy about "the spires of temples will be seen across 
this great land." 

After a few years of that initial flood, hy the mid [990s, resis-
tance organized against these new religious groups entering Ukraine. 
Controversial issues then that persist today include whether/when a 
given religiOUS group could receive the requisite state approval to 
fonn a legal entity, a process with the misleadingly simple name of 
"registration." A second issue is property ownership for churches: 
land, bUildings, artifacts, literature, etc. And a third issue: the extent 
to which missionaries, particularly foreign miSSionaries, would be al-
lowed in Ukraine; and once inside, what could they do and where 
could they go? 

In [993, responding to the backlash, pariiament made a few 
restrictive changes to this main statute. One important change pur-
ported to confine the movement of foreign missionaries once they 
arrived in Ukraine. The practical effect of this new restriction was to 
require a religious org,Ulizalion to repeat the registration process in 
evelY province (Ukraine has twenty-five provinces) where it wanted 
missionaries; registering once at the national level was insufficient. 

In [996, parliament adopted a new constitution for the new-
ly independent country. It included Article 35, which guaranteed 
religious liherty but within limits. The constitution commilled to 
international human rights treaties and made it supreme over any 
inconsistent Ukrainian statutes. Thus, the constitution may render 



iIIeg,ll some restrictions in the statutes or bureaucratic 
practices governing rcllgiol1o So the constitution's was 

and the legal framework promisingo However, a major dif· 
ticulty in itU V ULOHI II I! for religious libl'rty in l'kralne, as is common in 
former Soviet states, is that private entities generally canllot, without 
the risk of severe political COil sequences, challenge illegal govern· 
ment action in court, to hold local officials accountable to national 
or international coIllrnitnwlltso As a pmctical matter, statutory text 
and how local officials choose to interpret and apply it is ofwn the 
extent of <othe law" 

Despite this resistance against new religious groups, and the 
tension oetween legal principles and difficulties in implementa· 
tion, the Church, along with a number of other "new" religious orga· 
nizations, did grow steadily. In 1996, the Church received approval 
for ib national·level registration and expanded il1l0 western Ukraine, 
giving it a nationwide presence for the lirst limeo In 1998, the KylV 
Ukraine Temple was announced, and four years later, President (Jor· 
dOll Bo lIinckley visitcd Ukraine (a lirst time for a Church president), 
and he chose the temple sileo l\v() years later, in 2004, the first stake 
in the fOrlner Soviet Union W,LS formed in Kyivo 

There were still a number of hurdles-legal, political, sodal-
that stood betwecnthe state of affairs in 2004 and the actual rcalization 
of a tcmplco Some found it hard to see how we would get from there 
to herco Then in late 2004, the Orange Revolution swept Ukrainc. This 
JloJlular and Jleaceful political uprising forced [lkraine to hold its first 
free and fair presidential elections, which led to significant reforms 
and the expansion of frecdollIso I think it is significant that religious 
liberty was a central theme in those Orange demonstrations, which 
swelled to almost a million people in the capital of Ukrainco To iIlus· 
trate, here is an excerpt from an eyewitness and Latter·day Saint friend 
in Kyiv (edited from her contemporary e·mail): 

Today is the fourteenth day of the revolution in Ukraineo The 
meetings in downtown began with thousands, but since the sec· 
ond day there have been hundreds of thousandso It \\ithout 
any disorder or aggreSSion; everyone shows love and respect 
to each othec Every morning, pcople gathered in downtown 
and this great mecting they begin with a prayero Priests of dif· 
ferent confessions stand on a stage side by side and they pray 
in turn to the I,ord about a better future for our country After 
that, all the people Sing the hymll of Ukrainco All the time, new 
people arc comingo People would like to have freedom, to live 
in a country where justice and law are prevailing, to work and to 
trust the government and trust the presidenL We recognize now 
that even we are sources of real powec We love our pcopk 
We hope our Ileavenly f'ather sees them in their belief in IlinL We 
sce them turn their hearL>; to God, we have a great hopco And 
we think now in Ukraine is the time for cleansing before the 
building of the Kylv Temple. These events are just necessary here 
because the tord wants here to have lIis home. 

After the Orange leader's inauguration in 2005, there were tangible 
improvements in the rule of law and democratic freedoms, including 
in the area religiono In his first weeks, President Yushenko announced 
the abolition of the state agency that regulates religious organizations 
(though it later reformed). The Church finally received the necessary 

permits for the telllple, and the grolll1dbreaking ceremony occurred 
in 20070 

That brings us to the present phase, which began in 2010 with 
the electioll of a different preSident, Yanukovich, the same politician 
who was Oil the verge the election in 2004 until the Orange 
revolution stopped hillL So the pendulum has now swung back the 
other way, and Yanukovich's presidency has prompted considerable 
concern about liberty generally, including for religiono llis policies 
have done little to ,Lssuage those concerns and have stoked them in re· 
cent monthso Last summer, the new administration violated the policy 
or state neutrality among churches that had generally been ohserved 
for the last two decadcso This new president h,L" dearly favored the 
Moscow·based Orthodox Church, and has made no personal out· 
reach to Ukraine's main multidenominational association of religiOUS 
organizations, despite repeated requests 0 Last fall, President Yanukoy· 
ieh enacted structural changes in the government, slIch ,l'i a brand 
new national registration servlce to control religious organizations 
and other nonprolitso Though it's too soon to say, the changes appear 
ominous for religious IiberW 

Most Significantly, this willler, the administration has proposed 
revisions to the main statute governing religious liberty and organiza' 
tiolls, which would upset about fifteen years of stability ill the legal 
framework governing this areao Among other things, the changes 
would appear to incre,Lse regulation of religious activlty, complicate 
gaining legal stat us for religious organizations, and ease the govern· 
ment's options to take away that stalllso One particularly troubling re· 
vision would prohibit offending the feelings of others regarding their 
religion or belief That new language would he in the statute's section 
on inviting foreign missionarieso So it is easy to imagine how that tool 
might be used ,L'S a hammer, and upon whom the hammer might faiL 
The parliament, friendly to the current administration, will probably 
first consider enacting the draft revisions later this yea[ 

How have Religious Liberty Initiatives supported such 
Progress in Ukraine? 

Several initiatives have supported progress in many ways, I will 
dwell on the initiative I know best-the efforts of Professor Cole DUl' 
ham's International Center for Law and Religion Studies (ICLRS). 1\vo 
regular activities of the center include: 

10 invite key Ukrainian offickds and scholars to the annual 
global academic conferences on religious liberty held at BYU 
taw SchooL Participants have interacted with government of· 
licials, academics, and other experL'i from around the world, 
allowing them to compare Ukrainian issues, laws, and policies 
with international standards and experienceso During such 
conferences, they are also exposed to the Church headquar· 
ters in Utaho 
20 Partner with leading Ukrainian academics on religious liberty 
issueso For almost two decades, this partnership has co·hosted 
conferences in Ukraine for government officials and scholars 
from around the former Soviet enion and Europeo 

What (Ire the Key imjJ(lcts of tbis the Center? 
A) Access to decision makers and opinion leadcrso The center 

has been in a pOSition to cOlTlment lTIeaningfully on draft legislation 



and to provide helpful analysis that compares Ukrainian proposals to 
international and European standards, 

B) Ukrainian officials' understanding of the Church can be im-
proved by firsthand experiences, One example: 1 remember the visit of 
a leading Ukrainian official to nah years ago, Ill' took a tour of Temple 
Square and was extremely proud that it was conducted by a Ukrainian 
sister missionary from his native city. Ill' was thrilled that his rising 
counlly W,L, now represented at this prominent international location, 
lIearing the emphasis on families, he volunteered that [Jkraine should 
have such a temple, After watching a film about the Mormon pioneers, 
he identified something his pcople had in common with Mormons: 
suffering and surviving because of who they are, This official's visit was 
a turning point in the availability of visas for missionaries, The Church 
has not had serious visa problems in Ukraine since, 

C) Building human expertise and networks, I had seen in 
Ukraine, in the last two decades, how ICLRS, along with other con-
structive organizations and conferences, has fostered the develop-
ment of the largest network of religious Hilerty advocates and ex-
perts in [,kraine, The first slich conference I attended was in Kyiv 
the mid-1990s, as an interpreter for Professor Durham, The group 
was small, and the level of discussion Ilasic, as expected for a coun-
lIy emerging from generations of official athcism and academic 
isolation, Fast forward to last August when I presented at another 
such conference in Kyiv, A real civil-society network had matured, 
This 20 IO group included advocates for religious liberty that were 
young, sophisticated, bold, liberty-oriented, English-speaking, cos-
mopolitan, and connected to international sources of expertise and 
financial support. They shared their findings and analysis on the 
web, providing an unprecedented level of transparency for these 
issues in Ukraine, 

What Lies ahead for Religious Liberty in Ukraine? 
The fate of the proposed revisions to the main statute govern-

ing religion will signal what lies ahead in the near term, Because 
there is very little cmie law, and Ukrainian courts cannot compel 
government officials to respect the law on individual liberties gen-
erally, what the statute contains and how officials interpret it will 
practically determine how religion is governed, In the ncar term, 
if the statute is indeed revised and the changes requested by the 
administration and/or new changes made parliament, I expect the 
results to impact religious liberty negatively, This administration's 
trajectory has not been progressive, I would be surprised if these 
revisions pass this year, but I expect momentum to cany the debate 
into 2012, Since 1995, there have been several attempts to modify 
this statute substantively, but they have all failed, Whatever happens 
in this round, I am encouraged hy the influence the rising com-
munity of Ukraine's religious liberty advocates will now have on the 
national debate, They arc focused, vocal, and know what to do, And 
they have the momentum of two decades of substantial progress in 
religious liberty behind them, 

What Does Progress for Religious Liberty in Ukraine mean 
for the Church? 

For the Church in [Jkraine, in just twenty years Church member-
ship has grown from zero to over 11,000; congregations have gone 

from zero to Sixty-four, There are three missions, one stake, llIultiple 
districts, and now one temple, 

What does it mean for the Church in the region! Partly due to 
Ukraine's progress in religious liberty, and particularly relative to other 
countries in that region, Ckraine has emerged as a nucleus of Church 
strength and leadership in Eastern Europe, The Kyiv Temple is already 
one of the busiest in the world, operating at 82 percent capacity. It 
is the capstone of a great territorial expansioll of Church growth in 
the last generation, The former Soviet [Jnion was the Church's final 
frontier in the historically Christian world, and now the Kyiv Temple 
is an outpost Oll that frontier, That temple district encompasses nine 
countries, nine time zones, and a population roughly that of the United 
States, To illustrate how far out on the frontier the K)lv Temple is, 
consider the location of the next closest temples rrom K)iv: west is 
Germany, north is Finland, e,L,t is South Korea, and south is South 
Africa, Connect those four dots and think about how many human 
beings, how much land is encompassed, 

Onc fin,d observation Oil what this progress means, It means the 
words of the prophets, both ancient and modern, are being fulfilled, 
When Hannah and I were in our first weeks at BYLJ law school. Profes-
sor Durham explained his understanding of the forces now in motion 
regarding religious liberty. In fall 1945, as World War II concluded 
and the Iron Curtain isolated the Soviet states from the Free World, 
then-Church President George Albert Smith, at the dedication of the 
Idaho Falls Temple, invoked Isaiah's prophecy about the hL,t days, 
President Smith prayed that: 

Kings and rulers and peoples of all nations under heaven may 
be persuaded of the blessing enjoyed by the people of this land 
Ithe [J,S,] by re,L,on of their freedom under Thy gUidance and 
be constrained to adopt similar governmental systems, thus to 
fulfill the ancient prophecy of Isaiah, that out of Zion shall go 
forth the law and the word of the tord from Jerusalem, 

A week latcr in General Conference, President Smith spoke of eventu-
ally sharing the gospel in Russia, whose Soviet empire then included 
Ckraine, lie foresaw that land "as one of the most fruitful lands for 
teaching the gospel of Jesus Christ" and prophesied its people would 
soon "desire to know" of the tord's work. Now in [Jkraine, we have 
seen those prophecies fulfilled, at least in part, and we have witnessed 
that miracle, 

Conclnsion 
In closing, at a time of setbacks in religious liberty around the 

globe, [Jkraine's progress in religious liberties has generally been a 
good news story for nearly two decades, That outcome not in-
evitable or even likely, and it is not permanent, as this year has 
shown, There is strong evidence that religious liberty initiatives like 
those of ICLRS have provided crucial support in determinative mo-
ments to keep progress possible, Now a generation of native [Jkraini-
an advocates for religious liberties, including a number of [Jkrainian 
Latter-day Saints, is rising to meet the challenges that are already here, 
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Earlier this month in Rome, Harvard professor Mary Ann Glendon made a bold case 
for religious freedom, saying it "goes to the very heart of what it means to be human." 

Professor Glendon was speaking at an inll: rna lional w nfcrencc titled "Universal 
Rights in a World of Diversity: The Case for Religious Freedom." It is a "universal 
right" precisely because religious freedom is so central to being human and to 
susta ining free and just societies. 

Religion has provided for humankind hope, purpose, aspiration and compassion . 
Freedom of religion St,"Cures the inalienable human right to choose and live according 
to one's deepest and most centrally held beliefs and valuEl.<; . In that way, religious 
freedom is not just tolerance of others' beliefs (or nonbelief) . In fact, it is the moral 
hasi., of a free society where competing beliefs are respected and allowed to flourish . It 
engenders a social cohesion and civility by recognizing that any individual, association 
or faith group, no matter how large and important, is only as safe and secure in its 
rights as any other individual, association or faith group, no matter how small and 
insignificant. 

Elder Dallin H. Oaks, an apostle forThe Church of J esus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 
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Religious freedom experts gathert->d together on the campus of Brigham Young 
University for the 22nd annual conference of the L1)S I nternalional The 
theme was "The Erosion of Religious Liberties: Impact on the International Church." 
As a matter of basic human dignity and social good, these experts defended religious 
freedom against gradually encroaching erosions. 

Michael K. Young, president of the University of Utah and former chairman ofthe 
United Commission on International Religious Freedom, concentrated his 
remarks on the state of religious freedom in the United States, calling it a "bellwether" 
for the rest of the world. The extent of religious freedom erosion in the United States, 
he argued, significantly impact., the development of this issue in other countries. He 
warned about the subtle deterioration of religion's once foundational place in society. 
An accumulation of "adverse" court decisions along with worsening social attitudes 
toward religion have produced gradual erosions that are "more worrying" than 
obvious, abrupt changes. 

Among the issues at play here are conscientious objection in the workplace, freedom 
of religious organizations to hire according to religious standards, freedom of 
association among campus clubs, and rigid licensing and accrediting requirements 
that dismiss individual conscience. He emphasized that these incremental changes are 
not generally brought about by people with harmful intentions. Nevertheless, the old 
consensus that religion serves as a salutary institution in society is beginning to erode 
in fundamental ways. He described the progression of this erosion by using three 
different arguments of critics: (1) religion is not special , but just one of a number of 
good organizations; (2) while a good thing, religion is entirely a private affair; and (3) 

religion has a negative impact on society. Religion went from being advantaged by the 
First Amendment of the u.s. Constitution to being viewed as an institution that 
should be disadvantaged, even viewed with suspicion. 

What can religious freedom advocates do to help remedy this situation? Young 
recommends the following: (1) Be attentive to the gradual erosion. (2) Develop allies 
among organizations and individuals who support civil rights generally. Credibility 
and trust come from supporting the rights of everyone, not just your own. (3) Do it for 
the right reason, not jusl to protect Mormon missionary work. He added: "We have a 
profound moral obligation to protect religious freedom, not only on our behalf, but on 
behalf of so many others around the world." (4) Don't be defensive about it. (5) 
Warmly engage and welcome the reasonable criticism of our critics. (6) Work at the 
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Global Challenges Facing Religious Freedom 
John Graz, secretary general, International Religious Liberty Association 

of St. .. • .. enth·day Amt'l1 In th· r 

I n August 2008, I was in Mexico for a religious freedom tour wilh 
Robel1o lierrera, the IRLA secretary general for the Inter·American 

Region. We visited five cities, and in each of them we participated in 
a Festival of Religious Freedom. In Oaxaca, we met a group of native 
Indians representing twenty-four families. They had been forced to 
leave their village in 2004 because of their religious beliefs, 

The authorities were trying to solve their problem but had not 
reached an agreement with the village's leaders, The only way for 
these families to go home and get their houses and propel1ies back 
was to give up their religion and join the majority religion, Mexico 
is not North Korea; however, in spite of the protection of religious 
freedom, some pockets of the Mexican territory are slill dominated by 
religiolls intolerance, In Chiapas, a few years ago, a thousand people 
were killed due to religious clashes, Many lost everything they had. 

\\11ile on this tour, I learned that about fifty Christians were 
killed in the statc of Orissa in India, Thousands had to flee to the forcst 
to save their lives, A number of churches and houses were burned. I 
was shocked to read the of cruelty by the fanatical lIindus. Old 
people were butchered and women were raped. And why? Because of 
their religion, They were not Climinals, nO! bandits, but some were 
treated as if they were worse than thaI. 

The year 20 II was just beginning in Alexandria, Egypt, and Coptic 
Christians were celebrating the New Year in the AI-Quiddissin Church 
when a bomb exploded, 1\venty-one people died and about seventy were 
injured, Thirty days later, on Sunday, 30 January, at 3:00 P,M " eleven 
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Coptic Christians were massacred in their homes, including infants as 
young as three YC'.lrs old. 

In March 2010, fifty churches were burned in Ethiopia and four 
thousand Christians were displaced, Churches are also burned peri-
odically in some parts of Indonesia, 

In Pakistan, according to the criminal code, defiling the Quran 
merits imprisonment for life, and defamation of the prophet merits 
de-Jth, Members of religious minorities are from time to time accused 
of blasphemy by their enemies, Asia Bibi is a Christian woman con· 
victed of blasphemy; radical Muslims wanted her executed, The gov· 
ernor of Penjab, Salman raser, defended her, He was assassinated by 
one of his body on 4 January, About two months later, Shabaz 
Bhatti, a Christian and Pakistan's Minister for Minority AfTairs, was 
assassinated as well; his crime was opposi lion to the blasphemy law, 

According to the Religiolls Freedom World Report 2008-09, I 
thirty-eight countries have no religiOUS freedom, fifty·three have re-
strictions, and 118 provide a great deal of religious freedom , 

The repol1 documents some impol1ant aspects of international 
religious liberty, First, religious freedom is still protected in a major· 
ity of countries, This is the good news, We can be encouraged that 
124 countries provide a great deal of religious freedom. Second, re-
ligious freedom is being challenged more frequently. A total of fOl1y· 
eight countries have serious restlictions for people of failh , And lastly, 
religiOUS intolerance does not spare any group, Intolerance affects 
Muslims, Christians, liindus, and other religious minorities, 



'I1lreats to Religious Freedom 
The 2008-09 ideIllifies some basic UldllC");C' or 

threats to freedom, 

There is a growing threat from extremist Muslims who want to 
impose Shari a law, More and more extremist llindus and Buddhists 
want to prohibit conversions, Even in the West, particularly in the U,S" 
extremist Christian views can be problematic; for instance, extremist 
Christians sometimes attack medical centers which practice abortion, 

'vatiollalislII 
National identity often has a religious dimension, Being faith-

ful to the majority religion is Ilresellled as a sign of loyalty to country 
and to national culture and identity, Having or choosing another 
religion makes it more likely you will be accused of betraying your 
country and subsequently be marginalized, 

Intolerant Secularism 
In a number of countries, secularism is actmdly the guarantee 

of religious freedom for all and a protector of human rights, But that 
is not always the case where secularism is supported by activists who 
are hostile to religion, For them, a good religion is a dying religion, 
France has given some examples of anti-religious secularism in such 
a way takes on the wrappings of an anti-religion ideology, 

The Need jiir SecuriZy 
Religious activists or religious minorities can easily be seen by 

authorities:L'i potential terrorists, Believers can be conservative or can 
defend what they believe is fundamental or essential in their religion 
without threatening human rights and public order There are m,II1Y 
non-violent religious conservatives, 

Religions ullder Siege 
I10w are religions interacting in the world today? In his contro-

versial book,' Tbe ctas" of Civilization and tbe Remaking of tbe 
World Order, Samuel Huntington, writes: "In the modern world, 
religion is a central, perhaps the ccntral, force that motivates and mo-
bilizes people," 

F0I1y years ago, religion did not playas important a role in world 
affairs, today religion greatly affects politics and intemational 
relations, Religious can destabilize a country and creatc a major 
problem for peace, Religious leaders are playing a growing role in secu-
lar society, The in Enghmd a few years ago, and later in France, led 
civil authorities to ,L'ik religious leaders for help in calming the violence, 
In particular, Muslim Imams were encouraged to speak out in the media 
for calm, 

While religion and religiOUS leaders are playing a growing role 
today, we must be cautious because most religions feel threatened in 
one way or another, In spite of an increase in dialogue and interfaith 
meetings, in many places there is a growing tension between religions, 

I visited Ambon in Eastern Indonesia in December 200} In 
that part of the country, Christians and Muslims had been killing each 
other prolifically, It was interesting to see that people on both sides 
believed that Americans would likely come and drop bombs to protect 
the Christians, 

Many see the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as Christian inva-
sions, Many Muslims believe Islam is under attack I saw the same re-
action in India from the fundamentalist lIindus and in Sri Lanka from 
the nationalist Buddhists, Threats, real or imagined, are empowering 
extreme and violent "protective" mC:Lsures, 

Inside the Christian 1V0rld, the same sensc of inv:L,ion is fdt 
by the Orthodox Church in Eastern Europe and Russia and by some 
Catholics in I.atin America, where traditional religioll feels it is under 
attack from Protestants or new religious movements, But this feel-
ing is not limited to the Christian world, The Christian family also 
feels under attack when it cOllies to immigration of non-Christians 
into traditional Christian countries and Christian emigration frolJl the 
Middle East 

In an article entitled "Relations with Islam," by Daniel Wil-
liams and Alan Cooperman,; we read: "Many people in the Vatican 
view Christianity as under siege in parts of the world, They say that 
Christian populations are shrinking in countries in the Middle East 
in part because of long-term discrimination and repression by Mus-
lim majorities," 

Whatever the cause, one does see more and more lllosques in 
traditional Christian countries and fewer and fewer churches in Mus-
lim countries, It is impossible to build a Christian church in Saudi 
Arahia, but Saudi Arabia finances construction of many mosques and 
schools in Europe, including in Rome 

IIuntington writes: "In the long run, however, Mohammed 
wins out Christianity spreads primarily by conversion, Islam by 
conversion and reproduction, This is, of course, only partially 
true, In fact, we should at least add the factor of immigration to 
conversion and reproduction, 

Religious minOlities feel under attack in seculalized Europe, and 
the secular humanist, are convinced they are being attacked by the re-
ligious revival, Paradoxically, the Western concept of church-state sepa-
ration is Icaving Chlistianity the least defended religion in the world, 
It is important that examples of separationism not veer toward an 
anti-religious bhL'i, .md care should be taken so religions do not make 
inroads by use of intimidation or other non-democratic means, 

Islam is the religion of the majority in forty-four countries, In 
twenty-two countries, Islam is the official religion, and ten countries 
are Islamic states according to their constitution,s At four coun-
tries have Buddhism as the state religion; however, most of the tradi-
tional Christian countries are now secular, Christianity does not have 
a geopolitical visibility, This makes a big difference in the international 
dynamic, As an example, the UN adopted without any question the 
idea that anti-Semitism and Islamophobia are a violation of human 
rights and should be sanctioned, It was more difficult for the nations 
represented to accept that Christian phobia is also a violation of hu-
man rights, 

Christianity, Religion of the Persecuted 
In his article, "Church of Martyrs," Anthony Browne writes: 

"Rising nationalism and fundamentalism around the world have 
meant that Christianity is going back to its roots as the religion of the 
persecuted, ,," 

Just think about the thousands of Christians who have been 
killed in the Moluccas, E:Lstcrn Indonesia; the five million Christians 
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who live an lIfJ(lerchLss in Pakistan; and the Christians under the 
oppression of the Sharia law in twelve states of Nigeria. What about 
those who are in Eritrea and in the northern part of Ethiopia? 

In many parts of the world, where they arc a minority, Christians 
are 5e<:11 :IS pro·Amclican and promoting pro·Western culture, and :lS 
potential spics, The blasphemy law in Pakistan is aimed essentially at 
Christians and establlshes systematic religious discrimination in pro· 
moting a culture of intolerance, [n some stalcs in India, allli-conversion 
legislation h,l<; been p:l<;sed and some p.l<;tors have been beaten and 
others killed to terrolize the Christian commullity. 

According to Paul Marshall, senior fellow at the Center for Re· 
Iigious Freedom in Washington, D,C" 200 million Christians face vio-
lence hecause of their faith and :ISO million face legally sanctioned 
discrimination in terms of access to jobs and housing, Today, almost 
all religions feci threatened; but we can say Christianity, even though 
it is not without resources, is probably the least-defended religion on 
a geopolitical level. 

Where now? The concept of "clash of civilizations" is a little 
simplistic when it collles to reality, but it stimulates our understand· 
ing of the current situation. A glohal religious war is very difficult to 
imagine unless religious and nationalist extremists take control of the 
world, ReligiOUS extremists already have enough power and influence 
ill several countries to change politics and sharply increase the level 
of discrimination for religious minorities, 

'nle New Scapegoats 
We seem to be heading for a time of greater tension hetween 

religions, While we lIlay have religious wars in parts of the world such 
as India and Nigeria, persecution will be the most likely b}llroduct of 
that tension, In periods of Clisis, people need a scapegoat, and they 
will find it. Religion has becollle the numher one vehicle of hope and 
identity, and each dashing of hope-each challenge to unity-will 
more easily lead to religious scapegoating, 

Christians are becoming the scapegoats in the Middle and 
Asia. They are a minority and have links with the West, especially with 
America, which is seen ,L<; a Christian nation in a way the [j,S, funda· 
mentalists barely aspire to. 

Muslims can be the scapegoats in America and Europe because 
of their links, real or imagined, \\1th terrorism. There are numerous 
examples of innocent Muslims being arrested and detained on ter-
rorism issues. 

Evangelicals are :dmost the perfect scapegoat. They are a mi· 
nority everywhere. Their links with America are strong, even if they 
are not necessarily pro·American. They are involved in proselyting 
everywhere, and they have conversions everywhere. Most of the media 
are against them, They don't usually have a strong centralized organi· 
zation. They don't have the sllpport of any country, and their activism 
creates hostile reactions among the Christian family, 

[n Asia and the Middle East, evangelicals are accllsed by mainline 
Chlistians of threatening the status quo and provoking anti·Christian 
violence, Orthodox Patriarch Emmanuel DeIly said about the activities 
of ev,mgelicals in Iraq: "I am not against the evangelicals, if they go to 
an atheist country to promote Christ, we would help them ourselves.'" 
Why? The answer is: "Even if a Muslim comes to me and said, 'I want 
to be a Christian,' [ would not accept. [ would tell him to go back ,md 

lIyto be a Muslim and God will accept YOll," lie added: "Trying to 
COllvert to Christianity is not acceptable,"" 

In various Orthodox coulltries, evangelicals are accused of 
destabiliZing the traditional In Latin America, evangelic:tis 
and Pentecostals have drawn ire frolll politically entrenched Catholic 
majorities. If Oil growing and cV:lng,:lizing every-
where in the world, we can imagine a tacit agreement between 
traditional religions against this perceived threat. For the same rea-
sons, the Latter-Day Saints and the Seventh-day Adventists could also 
become a target. 

Jehovah's Witnesses are in a perfect position to fill the role of 
a scapegoat. They are non·violent, not involved in politics, do not ac· 
cept support or alliance with anv kind of organization, and are non· 
ecumenical, yet they prosclvlize everywhere and refuse to enroll in 
the army, Who cares about them? They were among the tirst to be 
arrested by the Nazi regime of the hL'it century, and they were almost 
wiped out in Europe. Few, if any, cared. They have been persecuted 
in many cOllntries for refUSing to salute the nag or go into the army, 
They have been listed as a sect in France and fined 45 million euros 
(5f! million dollars) for t,Lxes on the sale of their books, It is unfair, 
but who cares? 

What can we do? Many global trends today are not in favor of 
continued religious freedom. There is a great hattie to come and we 
must be ready to defend religious freedom for all. We must defend the 
principle of church·state separation, We must work to create respect 
between religions, We have to explain to governments that religious 
discrimination is not good politics, [n his article, "The Politics of 
Persecuted Heligious Minorities," Philip Jenkins writes: "The more 
I minorities I are excluded, the more they will devote their loyalties 
and efforts to the religious suhcuiture, and the more they will be seen 
as clannish, separatists, or subversive. "10 

Don't give up. Be the voice of the voiceless. Be the voice of the 
millions persecuted for their faith. We need to promote, defend, and 
protect religious freedom for all people everywhere, Religious free· 
dom is the gift of the Creator to humanity. 
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